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Executive Summary
This report scientifically evaluates the disappearance in March 1967 of Jim Thompson (“JT”), the “Silk
King of Thailand,” in the Cameron Highlands (CH) of north central Malaysia. JT was on vacation at his
friends’ Moonlight Bungalow, apparently went for an afternoon walk in the jungle surrounding the
bungalow, and was never seen again. This case made headlines around the world, since JT was one of
the most famous Americans in south-east Asia at the time, was a decorated former intelligence and
military officer, had resurrected the Thai silk industry, was a millionaire, and lived an amazingly
glamorous lifestyle at his house-museum in Bangkok. His disappearance resulted in the biggest search
for an individual in Malaysian (and perhaps south-east Asian) history. Not a trace was ever found.
Four non-fiction books, various novels, and hundreds of newspaper and magazine articles have been
written about the case. (More are expected in 2017, the 50th anniversary of the disappearance.) But
virtually all these efforts have focused on JT’s life or his times, and none have set out to scientifically
evaluate the search effort itself. All writers have assumed that since the search was the “biggest”
ground search in Malaysian history, it must have been the “best.”
This report identifies 25 possible causes for the JT disappearance mentioned by the police, press, and
other sources, or identified by me, analyzes these, and concludes that eleven causes can be reasonably
eliminated from consideration. Two of the 25 causes (murder or manslaughter by a friend or associate
in the CH, and death by various jungle elements) are new and have not been identified previously, but
are unlikely, and twelve other causes must be considered still possible.
Of these causes, the simplest and most likely appears to be that JT just got lost in the rugged jungle
ravines and/or had an accident (e.g., broken leg, foot or neck) there, and his remains are still there.
However, there are reasonable arguments against this scenario, the main one (reported here for the
first time) being that three bloodhound-type dogs traced JT’s scent all over the grounds of the
Moonlight Bungalow, where JT was last seen, but could not track his scent into the jungle or down the
access road away from the Bungalow. Therefore, early on, the Malaysian Army officers leading the
search in 1967 concluded that JT probably left the Moonlight Bungalow in a car, and thus searching in
the nearby jungle was not likely to lead to a find. They continued the jungle search for eleven days, but
were not sanguine about results.
This report and my interviews show, however, that bloodhound-type dogs do make mistakes, and
humans using scent material must handle it very carefully to avoid errors.
The report also contributes the following new work to the case:



Interviews several still-living individual searchers from the 1967 SAR effort, including one search
leader, to understand the strategy and tactics of the search teams.
Evaluates the JT search effort from the perspective of modern search and rescue/recovery (SAR)
methods. This includes the application of approaches used by the (US) National Association for
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Search and Rescue (NASAR) and the approaches and statistical analyses used by the well-known
analyst Robert J. Koester in his seminal Lost Person Behavior and in email correspondence.
Provides a detailed and systematic analysis of the subject (JT), in the terms that a modern SAR
leader would want -- photos, physical characteristics, state of health, medications, state of mind,
knowledge of the terrain, interests, finances, etc.
Provides data that would be collected or evaluated in a modern search, including terrain and
vegetation conditions, weather and time information, and sidereal and lunar data.
Provides a timeline for JT for the several days leading up to the disappearance from the initial
planning point (IPP). In this case the IPP is also the last known point, the LKP. (See the next
bullet.) This is established as the Moonlight Bungalow (MB), atop a steep hill near Tanah Rata,
Cameron Highlands, Malaysia (lat/long: 04.492663 N; 101.377597 E, elevation 5118 feet above
sea level) on Easter Sunday, 26 March 1967, at about 2:30 pm local Malaysian time.
Evaluates all the eyewitnesses who reportedly saw JT after he left the IPP/LKP. This evaluation
includes locational and distance analysis, using GPS locations and the distance between the
reported eyewitness and JT’s location. Exact GPS locations for all major sites and witnesses in
the search are provided, so the reader can place these locations on Google Earth, and analyze
the case himself. This section concludes that most eyewitnesses after the IPP/LKP are,
unfortunately, of fairly low reliability, and seriously impeaches two witnesses as being too far
away from JT to be credible. Because these supposed eyewitnesses are of low credibility, the
IPP and the LKP are the same location and time.
Estimates the total number of person days of searching contributed by all the searchers; this
number is quite large, at about 1448. The primary search lasted 11 days, much longer than
typical SAR efforts, which usually conclude after one full day, and searching went on sporadically
for months. The report also provides various scenarios for the search tactics, and this analysis
contributes to estimates of the size of the area actually searched.
Calculates the approximate total area that was deemed in 1967 as the area that needed to be
searched. This was about 17.7 square miles.1 The analysis concludes that it is likely that all of
the entire area that reasonably needed to be searched, was not in fact searched. The actual
searched area is estimated based on the tactics reported, the terrain, and the number of person
days delivered, at roughly 11 square miles. (However, there is a very wide spread on this figure,
depending on the assumptions made.) This estimate is apparently independently supported by
Henry B. Thompson, the brother of JT, who stated on 10 June 1974 under examination at the
New Castle County, Delaware Register of Wills, that “the forest was combed for 10 to 15 miles
around” (see annex on the will and administration of JT). If by this he meant square miles, which
he probably did, then this figure is in the same range. (My estimate was done before having the
Henry B. Thompson statement in hand, and thus was independent of it.)
Discusses the fact that the 1967 official search tactics assumed that the subject was within 200
yards of any trail searched, and this led to large areas further off the trails not being searched at
all. This was possibly a major error, since JT was known to hike cross-country, off-trail.

1

Miles are usually used rather than kilometers throughout this report, since that was the measurement system
generally in use in Malaysia in 1967.
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Discusses the “probability of detection” (PoD) in the primary search area (around and NW of the
MB), and the concept of the “probability of area” (PoA – the likelihood that the subject is in the
segment that was searched, rather than in another nearby segment(s)). This report concludes
that the overall probability of finding JT (the “probability of success,” or PoS), calculated by PoD
x PoA, was considerably lower than thought at the time. The rough estimate of PoS (overall
probability of search success) determined here for the 1967 search is in the range of 30% to
43%. This means that there is a good chance, if JT’s body was in the area of the CH, that the
search effort missed him. This is in stark contrast to the official opinion and attitude at the time,
which was basically: “The jungle has been searched and he is not there.” (Such over-estimation
of search efficacy is a classic error in SAR, even down to the present day.)
Identifies possible errors in the 1967 SAR effort, from the point of view of modern professional
SAR as described by NASAR. A number of likely and possible errors are identified.
Identifies likely communications and management problems inherent in the large and complex
nature of the search. This section includes the mathematical estimation, using reasonable
assumptions, that if the JT search was, say, an order of magnitude larger (ten times larger) than
the next largest search in Malaysia, then it was perhaps 150 times more likely to encounter
major communications and management problems. This would, of course, have reduced the
effectiveness of the search effort.
Provides the best maps available at the time, as well as other maps of the region.
Provides photos of all the major sites in the JT search, including photos of the jungle in the area,
so the reader can estimate the difficulty of the search and understand the terrain.
Acknowledges that it is possible that this was a “bogus search,” (sometimes called a “bastard”
search or an “investigative” search) meaning that JT had voluntarily or involuntarily left the CH
area, so that searching there could never find him. The report evaluates and provides a copy of
the most original account of a possible sighting of JT, in Tahiti, two months after the
disappearance. This account was previously classified as “Secret,” and was circulated at the
time from the US Department of State to the CIA’s head of the east Asia division, Bill Colby, later
a famous Director of the CIA (US Central Intelligence Agency). The present analysis concludes
that it is possible but not likely that this was an actual sighting of JT.
Provides over 580 pages of original, primary source material, never before provided to the
public or compiled in one place. This material includes interviews, contemporary and later news
clippings, photos, maps, secret but now de-classified memos and reports from the US
Department of State, items supplied by the CIA on JT’s career in World War II as an officer in the
Office of Strategic Services (OSS: the predecessor to the CIA), excerpts from a 1953 in-depth
investigation into JT’s background and loyalty to the US, undertaken by the FBI, a summary of
the search efforts undertaken as described by the FBI in 1967, FBI memos describing interviews
with JT’s doctor, friends and relatives in 1967, and information on the wills and estates of JT, his
sister and nephew, etc.
Resolves the matter of the so-called “bones of Jim Thompson,” which are purported to be the
bones of JT that came from a burial after JT was accidentally hit and killed by a speeding truck,
and his body buried far north of the accident site. Here the finding is that some bones did exist
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in the Tanah Rata District Medical Office, but disappeared during an office move and are now
lost. It is not certain that they were human bones, and there is no provable connection between
these bones and Jim Thompson, despite assertions, stories and rumors to that effect. The most
reliable person on this matter, the former, highly respected District Medical Officer who actually
examined the bones and had them in his possession for a time, stated in an interview for this
report that it is “far-fetched” to think there is any connection of the bones to the JT case.
Provides a copy of the paper on the “Bones” by Capt. Philip Rivers, who contends that the bones
were likely the bones of Jim Thompson. Provides my interviews on this important matter.
Interviews various current experts on and observers of the JT case.
Re finding the body of JT, scientifically analyzes the decomposition of bodies in a jungle
environment, and finds that if JT’s remains are in the CH, they are quite possibly spread over an
area of one to four square miles, due to predation.
Reviews a previously unreported but significant cache of letters from JT to Elizabeth (“Lisa”)
Lyons, his lover, friend and associate in art collecting, and provides copies of all the letters.
Obtains and reviews information from previously unreleased FBI files and reports on the case.
Describes sources tapped and other possible sources that might be fruitful for future
researchers.
Discusses the possible reasons why many of the US Department of State, US Department of
Defense, FBI and CIA records which should exist and now be available to the public are in fact
missing or still classified and inaccessible. Notes that of 126 pages of material on the JT case
that could have been released by the FBI to me, only 99 were in fact released, and many of
these were partially redacted.
Provides relevant excerpts of the will and administration of the estate of JT, in Delaware, which
dealt with JT’s property in the USA.
Provides relevant excerpts of the wills and administration of the estate of Katharine Thompson
Wood, in Pennsylvania, the sister of JT.2 She was beaten to death in her home in Pennsylvania
just a few months after JT disappeared. This case is still unsolved. She made three wills, and her
final will (treated as a codicil by the court), was a hand-written note drafted a year before she
was murdered, and it made a dramatic change to the disposition of her estate, and substantially
reduced the capital portion going to her son Harrison (“Harry”) Wilson Wood. According to
press reports, the county coroner, and the Pennsylvania State Police, he committed suicide four
years after the murder of his mother. The analysis of this murder case in this report lists several
possible suspects (or at least “persons of interest” – POI), including the son, some of whom were
not previously publicly identified, but concludes that there is no real proof against any of these
people, although some are more likely than others.
Provides relevant excerpts of the will, codicil and estate administration of Katharine Thompson
Wood’s son “Harry” Wood, who committed suicide by shooting himself with a hand gun in 1971.
Notes that the FBI now admits in writing (but does not explain) to destroying (in 1978) files on or
which may have pertained to the Katharine Thompson Wood murder case in Pennsylvania.

2

JT’s sister’s first name is often spelled “Katherine,” but in her 1958 will, in effect at the time of her death, the
typewritten spelling and her signature are “Katharine,” so that is the spelling used here.
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Provides the reader with all the Federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests made, and
their outcome. (No foreign, state or municipal FOIA or similar requests were made.)
Provides all interviews on the JT disappearance and the Katharine Thompson Wood murder in as
word-for-word form as possible.
Provides a “road map” for a way forward to undertake a more in-depth scientific analysis of the
Jim Thompson disappearance mystery, and perhaps even solve the case. This approach would
involve using the standard modern SAR techniques of probability theory analysis, Mattson
scenario-building and voting, and human remains detection dogs (HRDs – “cadaver dogs”) to
search the high probability areas in the Cameron Highlands identified during the Mattson
process.

Hence this report does not claim to solve the Jim Thompson disappearance mystery, but does advance
the case, opens a new line of inquiry, and offers an approach which might lead toward a clearance and
resolution.
Good hunting!
Lew Toulmin

The Moonlight Bungalow in the Cameron Highlands,
the last known point (LKP) for Jim Thompson
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CIA
CTs
FBI
FOIA
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HRD
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IPP
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JT
KL
LAT
LE
LKP
LoC
LONG
MB
NASAR
OMF
OSS
PCV
PoA
PoD
POI
RAMC
SAR
US AID
USD
US DoS
USG
WW II
WX

Cameron Highlands, a small resort in the high jungles of north central peninsular Malaysia
US Central Intelligence Agency
Communist (or Chinese) Terrorists (term used during and after the Malay Emergency)
US Federal Bureau of Investigation
US Freedom of Information Act (or requests under that Act)
Google Earth
Human remains detection (dogs), often known as “cadaver dogs”
Helicopter
Initial planning point
Joshua Kurlantzick (author of The Ideal Man, a biography of Jim Thompson)
Jim Thompson
Kuala Lumpur (capital of Malaysia)
Latitude
Law enforcement (personnel or agencies)
Last known position (or point)
US Library of Congress
Longitude
Moonlight Bungalow (in Tanah Rata, CH, where JT was staying when he disappeared)
US National Association for Search and Rescue
Overseas Mission Fellowship (bungalow in the CH near the MB)
Office of Strategic Services (US agency in WW II, predecessor of the CIA)
US Peace Corps Volunteer
Probability of Area
Probability of Detection
Person of interest
Royal Army Medical Corps (a division of the British Army)
Search and rescue/recovery
US Agency for International Development
United States dollar
US Department of State
US Government
World War II
Weather conditions
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Purpose and Format of this Report
The purpose of this report is to assemble the scientific evidence related to the 1967 Jim Thompson (JT)
disappearance case in Malaysia, and the possibly related 1967 Katharine Thompson Wood murder case
in Chester County, Pennsylvania, in the way that a SAR investigator or homicide detective would put
together a case file or “murder book,” but with the addition of various analyses, theories, scenarios and
probability assessments. It is not intended as a best seller. The narrative consumes about 100 pages,
and then annexes with original source material, including interviews, constitute the other 570+ pages.
Footnotes are used extensively to cite sources, so that these sources can be evaluated – sources on this
case vary from reliable eyewitnesses, to persons who allege Jim Thompson was kidnapped and killed by
a vicious gang of Chinese secret society members and Rotary Club thugs! (William Warren, The New
York Times, 21 April 1968, copy in the annexes.) Many of the footnotes refer to the four books written
on JT’s life and the case; full citations are provided on these for readers wishing more information.
Interviews, pictures, maps, latitudes and longitudes of key positions, are all provided, so that future
researchers interested in a scientific examination of the case can use this case file as a reference and
starting point. Two versions of the report were prepared: a full version and a redacted version. The
latter has the phone numbers, emails and addresses of the interviewees removed. The full version may
be made available to serious, qualified researchers, law enforcement, or SAR staff, on request.
This report does not try to delve deep into the life of JT, or the politics of his era. These topics are
discussed at great length in the four major previous books on the disappearance, and hence are only
outlined here, to help reviewers decide if the search for JT in 1967 was a “bogus search” in SAR
parlance, or a real search. A “bogus search” (also known as a “bastard” or “investigative” search) is one
in which the victim has left the general search area, either voluntarily or involuntarily, and hence SAR
resources used in the search area are being wasted, and searchers are being put at risk for no reason.
The annexes provide original source material that may be useful regarding the case and its main subject
and his character, including information on Jim Thompson’s war service in the OSS (predecessor to the
CIA); documents showing that he was supplying arms and war materials to rebel groups in SE Asia in the
1950s; declassified letters and memos (mostly from the US State Department) on the disappearance;
news clippings on the JT case and on the murder of his sister; a cache of letters written to and by JT;
information on his will and administration in Delaware, etc. None of these original source materials
were presented in any previous books or articles (although some have been footnoted and/or
discussed). The annexes also provide detailed summaries of all interviews, as word-for-word as
possible, that I conducted regarding the search, disappearance and murder cases.

Introduction and Summary of the Disappearance and Murder
The Jim Thompson case is in essence very simple. An important, wealthy and creative man was on
vacation at a small resort in the high rugged jungle of Malaysia, apparently went for a Sunday afternoon
walk, and disappeared without a trace, despite a massive search.
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All previous analyses of the Jim Thompson case have focused on his exotic life, and have treated the
search for him in the jungle as a philosophical “black box,” which is unknowable and unanalyzable.
Furthermore, all previous analyses have generally taken as likely or certain that since the search was
“the biggest search for a missing person in Malaysian history,” it was also the “best” search in Malaysian
history, and that there is no point in questioning this assertion, and no way to dispute or even assess
this assumption. Most writers have explicitly or tacitly agreed with H.G. Torbert, an Assistant Director of
Congressional Relations for the US Department of State, who reviewed the situation and stated in 1969
in a letter to US Senator Edmund Muskie that the JT search had been “thorough and exhaustive”
(Galleher, p. 162).
Yet most writers on the case would acknowledge, even if wedded to a conspiracy and murder theory,
that there is at least a one percent chance that JT’s body is lying somewhere, unfound, in the Cameron
Highlands (CH) jungle. And even the most adamant advocate of the idea that JT just got lost and died in
the jungle (and there are very few of these advocates, except, perhaps, William Warren), would
acknowledge that there is at least a one percent chance that he left the CH, either voluntarily or not,
and his body is elsewhere, far outside the CH search area.
So there is a wide range of possibilities, between 1 and 99 percent, that JT’s remains are still inside the
general search area. It is the goal of this report to use modern SAR techniques to derive a more
accurate and narrow percentage estimate for this range. It is also the purpose of this report to advance
the case in a scientific way, to eliminate causes for the disappearance that are not credible, to
scientifically evaluate all alleged eyewitnesses, and to suggest fruitful ways in which additional research
could further refine the estimates and even perhaps solve the case. All of this is new work.
Katharine Thompson Wood, the elder sister of JT, was murdered in her home in Chester County,
Pennsylvania a few months after JT disappeared. She was bludgeoned to death with a blunt instrument
in a vicious and very bloody crime, yet nothing was stolen, she was not molested, her two guard dogs
did not protect her, and not a clue was left at the scene. According to the Pennsylvania State Police cold
case officer, the case is considered open and unsolved, as of 2014-5 (see interviews). With regard to this
case, it is the purpose of this report to review the information available (which is unfortunately rather
limited), and to establish the likelihood (or not) that this murder was related to the JT disappearance.
This report does name possible suspects or “persons of interest,” and provides analysis of arguments for
and against these persons being POIs, but concludes that there is not enough evidence to point
definitively to any particular person.

Previous Major Research and Theories
Books
There are four non-fiction books specifically on JT’s life and disappearance (and there are also various
novels inspired by the case). Most of these four focus more on his life than on the disappearance or the
search tactics. In order of my ranking of their reliability, these four non-fiction works are:
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William Warren, Jim Thompson: The Unsolved Mystery (Singapore: Archipelago Press, 1998 (2nd ed.); first
published in 1970 as The Legendary American). Warren was a close friend of JT and concludes that JT
was kidnapped, did away with himself, or had a “simple accident” in the jungle (pp. 234-5). However, he
states that none of these theories is really satisfactory. The book is well written, has a neutral tone and
credible detail, and contains some useful, but short, information on the search effort. It should be
noted that Warren was not at the scene during the 1967 search, but rather was located in Bangkok, and
used interviews and secondary sources in his write-up. His book came out originally just three years
after the JT disappearance.
Joshua Kurlantzick, The Ideal Man: The Tragedy of Jim Thompson and the American Way of War
(Hoboken NJ: John Wiley and Sons, 2011). Writing very recently, Kurlantzick seems to think that JT was
likely murdered by Thai business rivals, and that it was “easy” in Thailand to get rid of a competitor for a
modest price (pp. 202-3). He offers no proof, unfortunately, not does he explain how the assassin knew
about the trip to the CH (known only to JT’s “closest friends” according to Galleher) or engineered the
murder and disappearance of the body far from the assassin’s likely home base in Bangkok. Nor does he
explain why such an assassination should take place in the difficult-to-access area of the CH (and an area
where almost every stranger was noticed), rather than in easy-to-access, anonymous locations such as
Bangkok, Penang or Singapore. Nor does he deal with the difficulty an assassin would have in figuring
out when to make his move, how to observe the MB, and how to dispose of the body. Reading between
the lines (see page 153), it seem likely that Kurlantzick thinks that the true culprit was the wife of Field
Marshal (and deceased Prime Minister) Sarit of the Thai army; she is described as a “vile…ruthless”
woman and business rival of JT. The book is more a biography of JT and an analysis of his turbulent
times than an analysis of the disappearance, but it does have much useful and excellent information in
terms of profiling JT as the subject of the investigation.
Kurlantzick’s volume is well written, analytical, and generally properly footnoted. It relies on unnamed
CIA sources for certain key items, and some important assertions are not footnoted. It focuses on
documenting, analyzing and criticizing the CIA, the war in Vietnam, and various Thai political figures, and
only has about a page on the actual disappearance timeline and clues (p. 184) and a few pages (186-9)
on the search. The book allows little chance that the cause was an accident in the jungle. Surprisingly,
the book does not mention or analyze the murder of JT’s sister.
In email correspondence with me, Kurlantzick (a researcher/writer at the Council on Foreign Relations in
Washington, DC) stated that he might have some Malaysian police reports re the JT disappearance.
Naturally I requested copies, and said that these might be the “Holy Grail” of the search analysis. He
stated via email he would look for these items, but eventually and unfortunately went silent, did not
respond to emails, and never produced these important documents.
Mr. Henry Thompson, nephew of Jim Thompson, was interviewed for Kurlantzick’s book, but did not
seem happy with the product, and called the book a “turkey” in a note to me. (See annex.) He did not
elaborate on this judgment.
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Martha Galleher, The Missing Thai Silk King: A Niece’s Search for Jim Thompson (no publishing location
cited, but probably Baltimore, MD: self-published, 2007). Ms. Galleher, a niece of Jim Thompson (who
had no children) feels that the most likely explanation for the disappearance was that JT was still
involved in intelligence work, left the MB to go on a secret mission to China, and there tried to get China
to reconcile its differences with the US, and then get China to put pressure on North Vietnam to end the
Vietnam war. Unfortunately, she offers no proof whatsoever for this opinion. She also pursued various
lines of inquiry for many years, including the theory that JT went to Cambodia. She approached Prince
Sihanouk, the ruler of Cambodia, about this possibility, and even got responses from him and got him to
“open an investigation,” which turned up nothing. Her book is quite useful for extensive quotes from
State Department and other reports she received in 1967-8. (Almost none of which are now present in
the US archives or via FOIA from US DoS.)
Edward Roy De Souza, Solved! The “Mysterious” Disappearance of Jim Thompson, the Legendary Thai
Silk King (Tarentum, PA: Word Association Publishers, 2010). This book concludes that JT intentionally
disappeared, exited the Cameron Highlands in one of two black cars with Thai license plates that were
traveling together, was spotted in these cars by several witnesses, and two months later was seen in
Tahiti. Thus JT intentionally disappeared to create another life elsewhere. Unfortunately, the book’s
lack of proof, lack of discussion or identification of real eyewitnesses who could be examined, lack of
detail or critical analysis, and its rather poor writing, reduces its credibility.
De Souza does provide helpful information on the size of the search effort and the personalities
involved. He does not allow for the possibility that JT was the victim of an accident and that JT’s body
was missed by the searchers in the jungle.
The quality of the analysis and writing should be taken into account in evaluating assertions by the
various writers.

Other Researchers or Actors
Capt. Mokh Ta Mohammad. He participated in and was a leader in the 1967 JT search, as a Lieutenant in
the Malaysian Army. He was interviewed in detail during this analysis (see the annex on interviews; he
had never before been interviewed on this case). He feels (as did the other search leaders) that JT
voluntarily left the MB compound in a car, and never entered the jungle. This attitude was based on
search “trailing” dog evidence, in which three bloodhound-type dogs searched around the MB, and
would not leave the MB area and could not trail JT’s scent into the jungle or down the only access road.
(This search dog evidence has never before been described by any other writer, journalist or analyst.)
Note that Capt. Mohammad’s account of fairly extensive dog use directly contradicts William Warren,
who (p.136) states that only “one elderly bloodhound” was used on the second search day, “failed to
scent anything,” and the “regular police pack” from Ipoh were not used at all, due to disease or nonavailability. This contradiction is unresolved, but I lean strongly toward the Captain, since he was very
present and active at the scene, and Warren was not.
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Capt. Phillip J. Rivers. Rivers is a researcher and former Singapore police officer who lives in the CH and
has taken a serious interest in the case. He was interviewed at length during this analysis (see the
annexes). He presented a paper on the JT case in 2010 at Ipoh, Malaysia (his interview contains a copy
of the paper). He feels that JT was hit by accident by a speeding truck, and his body transported by the
driver to a location north of Tanah Rata, and buried, where the bones were found many years later.
These became the “bones of Jim Thompson,” which were located in the Tanah Rata District Medical
Office. (However, my interviews with District Medical Officers in the CH show that these bones have
now been lost, and that there is, unfortunately, no provable connection between JT and the now-lost
bones. In fact, the bones may not have even been human.)
Capt. Rivers’ views on the case are of interest partly because he states that he once had possession of
the original or copies of all or part of the Malaysian police file on the JT case, and he used these
documents in drafting his 2010 paper. (The local police and the Police Museum in KL do not now
possess any relevant files.) He is not sure where this file is now, and thinks he may have lent it at his
2010 paper presentation to a lawyer (name now forgotten by Rivers) who attended the meeting. These
files, if found, would be extremely valuable in advancing the case.
Donald Smith, West Kingston, RI. Mr. Smith is researching the JT and KTW cases, and feels they are
closely connected to the Nugan Hand Bank scandal, in which an Australian merchant bank was
fraudulently created in 1973 and allegedly conducted numerous criminal activities through 1980, when
one founder was found dead of a gunshot wound (perhaps a suicide) and the other disappeared, along
with $50 million. (See Wikipedia for more details.) This bank reportedly had numerous connections with
the CIA and US military, including (according to Smith) General Edwin Black (a friend of and searcher for
JT), and is part of a 30-year-long conspiracy reaching up to the Iran-Contra scandal. Mr. Smith thinks
that JT did not go for a hike the day of his “disappearance,” but rather hid in the house and was secretly
driven by Dr. Ling to a clandestine meeting the next morning. Then JT disappeared to start another life.
Smith is planning a book on this subject.3

Psychics, Mystics, Nessie, Bigfoot, Etc.
Probably because a substantial reward was offered, and mysticism has deep roots in Thailand, Malaysia
and SE Asia, over 118 psychics and mystics came forward in 1967 and 1968 to offer their advice on
where JT was located and what had happened to him. (“Clue Lies in the Bones,” The Star, 30 March
2010.) None of this advice led to any concrete or verifiable results.
Surprisingly, no-one suggested that JT was abducted by aliens.
Such involvement of psychics or mediums has no place in this scientific report, had no input into it, and
little or no reference to these many theories or visions will be made in this analysis. While scores or
even hundreds of pages in the previous books on the disappearance deal with the responses of these
psychics, there will be no such discussion here.

3

Phone interview, March 2015 and email transmission, April 2015.
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It is interesting that the FBI in files (revealed here for the first time) states that one of these prominent
psychics in the JT case was a known charlatan, but that the FBI was careful to not alert people outside
the Bureau to this fact, not even a US Army general very closely involved in the case.

The Subject of the Search
Images of Jim Thompson

Jim Thompson during World War II
(Time Tunnel Museum)

Jim Thompson shortly before his disappearance
(Time Tunnel Museum)

Jim Thompson shortly before
his disappearance
(Time Tunnel Museum)

Jim Thompson with spindles of his Thai silk
(Tio People, of Malaysia)
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Background of the Subject













Full name: James Harrison Wilson Thompson; generally known as “Jim Thompson”
61 years old in 1967, born March 21, 1906, in Greenville, Delaware, USA, to a prominent family.
Youngest of five children. Father was a wealthy textile manufacturer.
Graduated from Princeton University in 1928; then studied architecture at the University of
Pennsylvania but did not get a second degree.
Practiced architecture and interior design between 1931 and 1940. His annual salary rose from
$2400 in 1931 to $8000 in 1940 (OSS/CIA FOIA4); this latter was a comfortable sum but did not
account for his later wealth.
Was a liberal in politics, and switched from Republican to Democrat shortly before WW II
Spoke and read French fluently
Introduced during WW II to Patricia “Pat” Maury Thraves, a “beautiful model” “18 years his
junior” whom he married and later divorced.5 JT was introduced in 1942 to Thraves by Edwin
Black, the US Army officer and later Brigadier General who participated in the search for JT in
Malaysia in 1967. (Galleher, pp. 1 and 35.)
Joined the military (Delaware National Guard (DeSouza, p. 3)) as a private in November 1940
(OSS/CIA FOIA), then a year later was promoted to 2nd Lieutenant. Served in the United States
in the US Army Coastal Artillery Command (CAC; from OSS/CIA FOIA). Transferred to the OSS
(Office of Strategic Services, the forerunner of the CIA), in the fall of 1943, later serving in France
(from a base in north Africa), the Balkans (apparently from a base in Italy), Ceylon and Siam
(Thailand). This service almost certainly included training and activities in hand to hand fighting,
evasion and escape, jungle warfare, explosives, and spying and sabotage behind enemy lines. It
is documented that he was certified during the war in the use of a Colt .45 pistol and a machine
gun (OSS annex and CIA/OSS FOIA), but he was likely expert in many other weapons. (No
detailed factual account of JT’s actual war activities has ever surfaced.) His “Type of Duty”
during his overseas OSS service was first as an “intelligence officer” and later as an “executive
officer” (meaning deputy to a commanding officer; OSS/CIA FOIA).
When his niece Martha Galleher (p. 45) asked JT about his activities in WW II, JT told her to read
the non-fiction book The White Rabbit, by Bruce Marshall, about F.F.E. Yeo-Thomas. Thomas
was a British Special Operations Executive (SOE) agent and saboteur, who parachuted into
France during the war to undertake sabotage missions, was captured, tortured, and sent to
several prison camps and concentration camps, where he tried unsuccessfully to escape.
Thomas survived the war and eventually lived in France. JT did reveal to Martha that he (JT)
“parachuted into France” on a “secret OSS mission” (Galleher, p. 59).

4

This reference is used when material was obtained in hard copy via FOIA from the CIA on JT’s OSS career, but the
material is not included in the annexes for reasons of space.
5
According to various sources on www.ancestry.com, Patricia Maury Thraves was born on 29 August 1920 (or 22
February 1920) in Virginia. She married JT on 30 June 1943 at Ft. Monroe, Virginia, and divorced him near the end
of 1946. She later remarried and had children but separated from her second husband and died in California in
1969. (Galleher, p. 35; Ancestry.com)
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JT was trained in jungle warfare and survival in Ceylon, for a mission to parachute into Thailand
to help the Thai resistance movement against the Japanese. But this parachute mission did not
occur, since atomic bombs were dropped on Japan and the war ended just before he was to
jump into Thailand. (Warren, pp. 42-43). JT flew into Bangkok instead. JT won five Bronze Stars
for his OSS service and exploits. (JK, p. 33, and FBI annex.)
Late in the war but while in Thailand, JT “received orders to go off to someplace in China” (Denis
Horgan, The Bangkok World (West Hartford, CT: Bluefoot Books, 2013, p. 57). [Note that this
timing contradicts the time line immediately above.]
By June 1946, JT had attained the rank of Lt. Colonel in the US Army/OSS (OSS/CIA FOIA), thus
rising from private to Lt. Col. in less than six years, a terrific achievement.
During the war, JT was promoted rapidly and generally received good evaluations, but one very
critical report during training, on 8 August 1945, gave him a very low mark in “cooperation,” and
stated that “this officer…is interested only in himself” (OSS/CIA FOIA).
After the war, JT served as the top OSS officer (the “General Attaché;” see annex) in Bangkok,
apparently for about 10 months (February 1946 through November or December 1946; the
service records are not clear), working closely with Thai political leaders and various resistance
leaders around south-east Asia. He was thus for this period the equivalent of a modern CIA
Chief of Station, a very powerful position.
JT resigned from US intelligence (the OSS) on 1 January 1947 (JK, p. 91; US National Archives; see
Annexes for a copy of the resignation letter) but reportedly continued to work with the
intelligence community as a CIA asset and agent (but not officer), setting up key meetings with
his many contacts. (JK, p. 91.)
An OSS personnel memo from 9 December 1946 states that JT, “formerly General Attaché at
Bangkok, has returned from post….He will not return to Siam in the Government service.”
Interestingly, the next sentence is completely redacted -- after 70 years! (See annex.) From the
context of the first sentence, it seems possible that JT was immediately appointed as an “illegal”
upon his resignation as an OSS officer – meaning that he would return to Siam and work for US
intelligence as a private person, not under diplomatic cover.
A week after he officially resigned, JT was invited by an OSS official to a “faculty meeting” of the
OSS Far East Office, “a regular gathering at which the whole outfit discusses various
problems…you might like to set forth your views on Laos, etc….the meeting will be attended by
John Carter Vincent and all the Far East big shots.”6 (OSS/CIA FOIA.)
JT was accused in writing in a formal protest by the French government in the 1950s of
smuggling arms and supplies to the anti-colonial forces in Cambodia (National Archives II, see
annex). He was more influential and certainly more famous than most American diplomats and
intelligence officers in Thailand. He was described by Secretary of the US Navy Paul Fay in 1963
as “the most important American in Southeast Asia today” (Galleher, p. 156).
Although JT is thought by many observers and press writers to have been an important figure in
US intelligence as late as his disappearance, Horgan (Bangkok World, pp. 60-61) disagrees, and

6

John Carter Vincent (1900-1972) was a distinguished diplomat and China hand, who was Director of the US State
Department’s Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs during this period (Wikipedia).
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states that by the time of the 1960s and the Vietnam War, “there was a younger and different
crowd sailing that ship.”
JT formed the Thai Silk Company in 1948 with $25,000 USD in capital, and owned about 25
percent of the shares (JK, p. 93.) or 90 of 500 shares (Warren, pp. 67-68). Through this
investment and through an inheritance, he was a millionaire. In fact, even after his company,
house and antiques were given to a foundation, his residual wealth, distributed to eight
nephews and nieces, was reported at $1.1 million USD (O. Wells Foster clip file, see annexes).
(This amount would be worth about $8 million USD in 2014 (www.usinflationcalculator.com) or
between $6 million and $21 million (www.measuringworth.com)). (Note, however, that the
estate administration papers on file in Delaware (see annex) show that the JT estate in the USA
was considerably smaller than reported in the press, about only 10-15% of the press figure.)
JT was decorated with the very prestigious Order of the White Elephant by the Thai government,
in recognition of his development of the Thai silk industry (Warren, p. 121).
JT later apparently became opposed to US involvement in Vietnam, and by 1967 had supposedly
turned against the CIA and US government policies (JK, p. 200). However, JT’s friend and
biographer William Warren (pp. 226-7) states that JT had “little or nothing to say about the
Vietnam war” and “rebuked” a critic of the war. It is not clear if JT was still helping the CIA in
the middle 1960s, or if his assistance was no longer wanted since he was (or may have been)
questioning the wisdom of US involvement in Vietnam, or (per Horgan) was simply no longer a
real player.

Physical Description of the Subject












“Medium height” (Warren, p. 19); 5 feet 9.5 inches tall (OSS WW II service record from 1945;
see annexes); “small stature” (Galleher, p. 24); about 5 feet 10 inches tall in March 1967 (Horgan
interview). In a 4 May 1967 FBI letterhead memorandum (LHM), an unnamed (redacted)
respondent states that JT was 5’9” tall (this LHM is in the annexes). From context it appears that
this respondent is very likely Martha Galleher.
Blue eyed (Warren, p. 19); “bright blue eyes” (JK, p. 4); blue eyes (FBI LHM of 4 May 1967)
Grey hair (FBI LHM of 4 May 1967)
Soft spoken (Warren, p. 19)
Deeply tanned (Warren, p. 19)
Large nose, wrinkled brow, balding, deep voice, intense stare (Galleher, p. 24)
Somewhat overweight in 1967 (Warren, p. 19); 150 pounds in WW II (OSS service record).
Horgan (interview) states that he estimates that JT was about 175 pounds in March 1967. In the
FBI LHM of 4 May 1967, the redacted respondent (likely Galleher) states that JT weighed 155
pounds. From examining photos of JT shortly before the disappearance and photos of him at his
trim fighting weight in WW II of 150 pounds, it seems likely that Horgan’s estimate of JT’s weight
at about 175 pounds in March 1967 is closer to the mark.
Right handed (Capt. Mohammad interview and Horgan interview)
“Shabby dresser” – from a redacted FBI informant in Thailand (FBI memo of 3 May 1967 on the
JT case; see annex)
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Blood type: AB (from “Immunization Register for Thompson, J.H.W.,” OSS/CIA FOIA).

Unfortunately, no sources found give his exact, certain height and weight at the time of the
disappearance, or whether he had ever had any broken bones or unusual dental work. Medical and
dental records would be useful to locate and preserve, in case the remains of JT are ever found.

Physical and Medical Condition of the Subject
JT exhibited the following physical and medical conditions in the 1960s:









Unusually susceptible to bronchial disorders, had been in the hospital with pneumonia twice in
the previous three years (Warren, p. 19)
Had “recurring bouts of pneumonia” several years ago [before 1967] (Galleher, p. 104) or “had
twice had pneumonia in the last two years” (Galleher, p. 64)
For the past year (before March 1967) had been subject to painful gallstone attacks; was
prescribed pills which he was to take if he felt an attack coming on; had reluctantly accepted
advice that he must have a gall bladder operation soon (Warren, p. 19).
JT’s gall stone condition was so severe that when he had his first attack, in a London hotel room,
he “thought it was a heart attack and was convinced he was going to die” (Warren, p. 19).
“Was once found so sick he couldn’t get out of bed, but he refused to call a doctor” (JK, p. 150;
this was apparently not long before the disappearance).
Was a “frail 61-year-old” (Horgan, Bangkok World, p. 64). Horgan knew JT well and visited his
house regularly in the company of Brigadier General Black.
Despite all the above apparent problems, on 8 May 1967 (about five weeks after the
disappearance) the FBI interviewed JT’s regular doctor in Chicago, Richard B. Capps, MD, and
Capps stated that he had examined JT on 6 October 1966 (about six months before the
disappearance). At this examination JT reported that he had had gallstone attacks about every
six months and these caused pain, nausea and vomiting. Capps also stated that JT had had
amoebic dysentery since 1962. Capps found no indication of heart disease or hypertension, and
doubted that the gallstone or dysentery could be related to the disappearance. (8 May 1967
FBI report, see annex.)

Medications Taken by the Subject
JK took the following medications for his ailments in the 1960s:





“Gall stone pills” for a gall bladder malady. (JK, p. 184.)
“Antibiotics and tinctures of opium to numb pain and sleep better” and “checked in and out of
the Bangkok Nursing Home [a major hospital in Bangkok]…to clear his body of dysentery and
various tropical bugs” (JK, p. 149).
Galleher (pp. 5 and 54) states that JT “was very patriotic and kept cyanide pills beside his bed in
Bangkok [as late as 1961 and perhaps later], to take in case the Communists overran” the city.
This she felt was proof that he was a CIA asset and hence he felt he could not be taken alive.
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JT was given “periodic vitamin B-12 shots” by the doctor wife of an employee at the Thai Silk
Company (Galleher, p. 68).
“At one point in the early 1960s,” JT’s doctors had him “gulping down over forty different pills
per day” for dysentery, gallstones, pneumonia and “amoebas” (JK, p. 135).

Clothing and Possessions of the Subject
When he departed the MB, the “last known point” or LKP (or IPP), JT was dressed as follows and had the
following possessions with him:


















Was wearing a “short sleeved white shirt and grey trousers” (Rivers ms., p. 8; annex).
Was wearing a “long sleeved white shirt and gray trousers” (Straits Times, 30 March 1967)
Was wearing “dark blue slacks” (Warren, p. 137)
Was wearing a “short sleeved shirt, light silk trousers, and loafers” (Warren, p. 231)
Was wearing “shorts, and leather dress shoes” and “left his jacket behind on the verandah
chair” (Capt. Mohammad interview). Horgan (interview) states that in this casual holiday
situation JT probably would have worn “loafers.”
Did not take his “passport, his gallstone pills, his jacket, or any other warm clothing” (JK, p. 184)
when he left the MB. According to De Souza (p. 23), JT left behind his “suit jacket, a pill box, a
packet of cigarettes and a lighter.” Galleher states (p. 23) that JT left behind his “suit jacket on a
chair on the veranda [sic], his cigarettes, lighter, pillbox with gallbladder pills, passport, another
suit, and a suitcase left in his room.”
Warren (p. 19) states that the gall stone medicine box was a silver antique box given to JT by
one of his sisters. JT jokingly called this box his “jungle box” since he carried it on trips upcountry. (It is apparently this box he left behind in the MB.) Warren (p. 225) also states that JT
may have left behind his gall stone pills because he distained them “as a sign of weakness.”
In a remarkable statement apparently reported here for the first time, the FBI report on the case
(27 April 1967; see annex) states that “all the victim’s personal effects including wallet,
cigarettes, etc. were left behind in the cottage…” (emphasis added). “From these effects, it has
been determined he held Delaware Driver’s License #171784, and U.S. Passport Z 462289…”
(Leaving behind his wallet was surely not the act of a man planning to start a new life
somewhere else, or intending to meet an intelligence contact.)
JT only had about $100 USD worth of currency on him in the CH, according to Warren (p. 22);
enough for about a week of minor expenses in the CH and Singapore. However, assuming the
“wallet” statement in the FBI report is accurate, JT did not even take his money with him!
It is clear from the various sources that JT took no camping or survival gear, water canteens,
sleeping bag, parang (Malay version of a machete – but better), food, knife, matches or other
equipment. (Warren, p. 231, states this explicitly.) Furthermore, it is reasonable to infer that
any such missing items would have been noted in the search of the MB and the questioning of
its owners.
No sources report what kind of belt buckle, watch or rings JT was wearing; this is unfortunate,
since these might help identify his body if found. Horgan (interview) indicates that JT may not
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have worn a belt, but rather just casual slacks. Horgan states that JT usually wore a watch with
a dark leather strap on his left wrist, with the clock face on the upper side of the wrist.
Examination of the photos of JT shortly before the disappearance show a watch on the left
wrist, and it appears (but is not certain) that he had on no ring or rings, and no neck or other
jewelry.

Habits, Orientation and Temperament of the Subject











JT was a chain smoker (JK, p. 184), who “could barely go an hour without a smoke” but who
“had not taken his cigarettes with him” when he disappeared (ibid.). According to Capt.
Mohammad (see his interview) JT had tobacco or burn stains from smoking, on his right hand.
The captain stated that JT left his pills and cigarettes in his room at the MB.
Warren (p. 225) states that JT was “trying to cut back on smoking” and that may explain why he
left behind his cigarettes. Horgan (interview) states that as a smoker, JT might have taken 2-3
cigarettes with him, while leaving behind the pack.
Capt. Mohammad also states that JT smoked a cigar on the MB verandah before leaving the MB,
and the cigar stub was found there.
JT drank liquor sparingly despite entertaining celebrities, movie stars, visiting diplomats and
other dignitaries almost every night in Bangkok at his celebrated collection of antique Thai
houses. (Warren, pp. 19-20.) He was not a gourmet and did not over-indulge in food (De
Souza, p. 15), although he was apparently about 25 pounds heavier in 1967 than his trim 150
pound OSS World War II weight (Horgan). While some people thought JT’s dinner party food
was excellent, his friend William Warren called it “some of the worst food I ever ate.” (Interview
in “Jim Thompson: The Man and the Legend” Part II, YouTube, minute 3:10.)
Galleher (p. 188) states that rumors surfaced after the disappearance that JT might be a
homosexual (despite his marriage during the war) and this might have something to do with the
case, but notes that she “questioned many women, single and married, with whom [JT] had
affairs, and they all thought this [idea] was absurd.” By contrast, O. Wells Foster, who knew the
family in Delaware/Pennsylvania, states that “it was well known that JT was a homosexual.”
(See the interviews section.) The FBI files (annex) state that two “reliable sources” including one
in the CH at a local hotel reported that JT was homosexual. JK (p. 136-7) states that JT had
numerous affairs with married women in Bangkok, and vigorously pursued and wanted to marry
Amelia “Meli” Rangsit, wife of Prince Sanidh Rangsit of Thailand. JT reportedly had a brief affair
in about 1955 with Elizabeth (Lisa) Lyons, fellow art lover, a US DoS cultural attache, and later
curator at the Penn Museum (Alessandro Pezzati, “Jim Thompson, the Thai Silk King,” Penn
Museum Expedition, Vol. 53, No. 1, Spring 2011; see also the annex on the Lyons letters, which
includes a letter making it clear that they had had an affair). The first of the Lyons letters
implies that JT had as a lover or admirer a woman named “Andrée” who was jealous of Lyons,
and who loved JT, but he did not really reciprocate her feelings.
Regarding JT’s temper, “If angered, he was like a charging bull, but these moods never lasted
long.” JT was “open-hearted,” so people often took advantage of him. (Galleher, p. 24)
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Finances of the Subject
JT was a co-owner of the famous Oriental Hotel in Bangkok for a short period immediately after the war,
but sold out his interest quickly, discouraged by its run down condition (De Souza, p. 8). (This is now
one of the most famous hotels in Asia -- he should have held on to it!)
According to JK (pp. 150-153), JT’s company, the Thai Silk Company, Ltd. “was profitable in the 1960s,
grossed some $1.5 million in 1965 and employed over three thousand people.” However, the company
was gradually being threatened by competitors who tried to undercut JT’s company on price, sacrificing
quality. JT’s company survived his death and is still a leading force in Thailand, selling very well to
tourists and locals alike. JK states (p. 151) that JT seemed fairly unconcerned about his competition.
Warren (pp. 67-68) stated that the Thai Silk Company was founded with 500 shares, that Thompson held
90 shares but gave away six for various reasons (e.g., to a weaver who built his house compound), and
thus was holding 84 of the 500 at the time of his disappearance.7
I estimate that these shares were likely worth about $352,800 USD in 1967. This is calculated as follows:
turnover of $1.5 million (Warren, p. 127) times assumed profit margin of 20 percent times seven years
(time frame an investor is likely willing to pay for) times 84/500 = $352,800.) This was very comfortable
indeed for 1967, but not in the millionaire class.
Thompson was in fact a millionaire, however, due to his inheritance of a substantial (unnamed) business
in the US from a cousin in the 1950s (Warren, p. 68). JT “rarely touched” this nest egg (ibid.).
JT’s salary as director of the Thai Silk Company in the late 1960s was $33,000 per year plus bonuses, a
very comfortable amount. (Warren, p. 67.)
JT’s biographers do not mention any debts accumulated from gambling, drug usage or other unwise
practices.
Hence, unlike in some suicides or intentional disappearances, it does not appear that large debts or a
failing business were a problem here. There is no evidence that has been published that JT extracted
funds from his company or bank accounts to use in creating a new identity elsewhere.

Relationships and Associates of the Subject
JT had close associations with many powerful and famous people and institutions, including:


OSS Director and later US Ambassador to Thailand William “Wild Bill” Donovan. Donovan
endorsed JT’s promotion to Major in the OSS, and later greeted JT “like a long lost fraternity
brother” when the two lived in Thailand at the same time after the war. (Galleher, p. 45.)

7

Note that JK (p. 93) has a different view of the shares situation. He states that JT founded the company with
$25,000 USD raised from himself and a small group of investors, including old friends from the US and a member
of the royal family, Prince Sanidh Rangsit, that he “only owned about 25 percent” of the shares, and that he “gave
away much of those shares.”
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Donovan served as US Ambassador to Thailand from 4 September 1953 to 21 August 1954
(Wikipedia). He was one of the most famous and powerful men of his era.


US intelligence. JT was indisputably a member of the OSS through 1 January 1947, when he
resigned (see the annexes for a signed copy of the resignation letter). Information at the US
National Archives indicates that he was almost certainly running guns and supplies to resistance
groups in Cambodia in the 1950s, thus annoying the French government, who complained
vigorously to the US Department of State. (See reports in the annexes.) It seems likely that he
was doing this in cooperation with and perhaps under the direction of the CIA. But by 1967 it
appears that JT’s anti-Vietnam war stand had led to a break in relations (JK, p. 193). The CIA
station chief in Bangkok stated to Martha Galleher that “Jim was not CIA. I tried to recruit him
at his house one day but he flatly refused. You know I was in charge of the Thompson
[disappearance] case in Bangkok.” (Galleher, p. 187) Of course this un-named station chief
could have been lying, or twisting language, to say that he was trying to get JT back as a CIA
officer, while he was already a CIA asset. (JK, p. 192, names this CIA station chief as Robert
Jantzen.) But it seems likely that by 1967 JT was just another businessman, albeit wellconnected, who didn’t like the war in Vietnam. Horgan (interview) even states that JT may have
supported the war somewhat, and thus appears to contradict JK’s main thesis.



Leaders of various factions in Thailand, Cambodia, Laos and elsewhere in the region. Through his
OSS work in 1946, and later work in supporting rebel groups, JT clearly knew most of the major
players in the region, and had relationships with many. For example, JT told Galleher that he
“helped Pridi Phanomyong [WW II leader of the Free Thai Movement and later Prime Minister of
Thailand] escape Thailand after the 1947 coup” and that “he was my friend.” (Galleher, p. 67.)
Confirming this, De Souza (p. 4) states that JT, while serving in Ceylon, was assigned to help the
Free Thai Movement, and especially its leader, Pridi. In another example, JT was “the first
American official to make contact, in 1946, with Prince Souvanna Phouma, leader of the Lao
independence movement who became head of the Pathet Lao.” (Galleher, p. 76, citing Life
magazine.)



US Brigadier General Edwin Fahey Black. General Black was in charge of US forces in NE
Thailand, but left his post (and was criticized for doing so) to search for JT immediately after the
disappearance. (Horgan, Bangkok World, pp. 61-62.) Black had introduced JT to the woman who
became JT’s wife during WW II (Patricia Maury Thraves). Black and JT were very close, as shown
by Black’s instructions to the psychic Peter Hurkos. These included: go to Malaysia to
investigate the case, if money is needed, Gen. Black would get it, and if troops were needed to
rescue JT, Gen. Black would secure them. (Galleher, p. 82.)



Elizabeth (“Lisa”) Lyons. According to Galleher (p. 23), Lyons was in Bangkok during the time of
JT’s disappearance, and immediately after the disappearance she agreed to “stay in the [JT]
house for a couple of weeks to organize the servants, who were confused and at loose ends
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without Jim.” Warren (p. 184) states that Lyons lived in the JT house/museum in Bangkok for at
least three months after the disappearance, and “had a small dinner party” for a “few old
friends” at about the three month mark. This party led to rumors that JT had returned. Letters
in the Penn Museum in Philadelphia show that Lyons and JT were initially lovers and then
become long-time friends. (Copies of all these letters are presented in the annexes.) She was
an art expert and had worked for US DoS as an art curator. The fact that she was in Bangkok,
was an art expert, and lived in the JT house full time after the disappearance raises the question
of whether she might have had something to gain from Jim’s absence – such as access to his art
collection. Of course this is very speculative, but a modern police investigation would likely look
into this. There is no mention in any records that have surfaced to date of any looting of the JT
art collection after his disappearance. There is a list of items at the end of the Lyons letters
annex which appears to be a statement of JT’s possessions in his Bangkok house, done after his
death. There is no mention there of missing items.


Movie stars, ambassadors, other diplomats, military leaders, major businessmen, Thai
politicians, etc. Through his legendary entertaining, almost every night, at his fabulous house
museum in Bangkok, JT knew virtually everyone important who came through Bangkok during
the 1950s and 60s, and all the important people in town and in Thailand. These parties ranged
from small dinner parties to large affairs with up to 120 attendees (JK, p. 120). Guests included
Eleanor Roosevelt, Truman Capote, Barbara Hutton, Somerset Maugham, Benny Goodman,
Henry Ford II, Sen. William Fulbright, Cecil Beaton, Doris Duke, Vice President Lyndon and Lady
Bird Johnson, Ethel Merman, Adlai Stephenson, Tennessee Williams, Katherine Hepburn, the
Kennedys, the du Ponts, various Rockefellers, the Eisenhowers, Prince Michael of Greece,
“nearly every prominent royal or heiress in Europe,” etc., etc. (JK, pp. 3 and 131-135 and De
Souza, p. 14). His Thai silk customers included Elizabeth Taylor, Princess Grace, Barbara Hutton,
Lady Bird Johnson, the cast of the famous play about Thailand “The King and I,” part of the cast
of the movie “Ben Hur,” the Queen of Thailand, and many others. (See Galleher, p. 26; and for
“Ben Hur,” Barbara Hutton and Lady Bird Johnson see the Lisa Lyons letters.)

Jim Thompson and his silk with Queen Sirikit of Thailand
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Enemies, and Beneficiaries of the Subject’s Death
Possible enemies of JT included:


Khun (“Honorable”) Dhanit Yupo, the Director-General of the Fine Arts Department of the Royal
Thai Government. Galleher (p. 188) quotes the “former station chief of the CIA in Bangkok”
whom she interviewed in Hawaii after he retired, as saying that, “I never saw Jim as mad as he
was over those [three Buddha] heads” taken from Thompson by the Director, claiming that they
were stolen. She also states that eventually the Director agreed to give the heads back to
Thompson, but never did, making JT even madder. The two were clearly enemies. It appears
very likely that it was this Director who placed a truly vicious article in a Thai paper, almost a
year after JT’s disappearance, stating that JT was a key culprit in looting and even destroying
Thai artifacts. (See the Lisa Lyons annex.) The article stated that “there are many foreigners
who are destroying Buddha images and antiques, and among them was Jim Thompson, the Thai
silk king who disappeared in Malaysia.”



The Thai intelligence and police services and their political allies. JT upset the Thai authorities
with his support of Pridi Phanomyong, the former, deposed Prime Minister of Thailand. Three
very close friends of JT, also supporters of Pridi, were murdered in 1949 by Thai police under
orders of Field Marshal Sarit Thanarat (“Marshal Sarit”), and this shocked JT and further soured
his relations with Thai authorities. (Galleher, p. 39) Thai police continually tailed JT in 1953
(Galleher, p. 26) apparently to see if JT had any contact with Pridi. JK (pp. 191-193) quotes
various named and un-named CIA and FBI sources, many of whom concluded that JT’s hostility
toward the war in Vietnam, his business rivalry with the wife of Marshal Sarit, and his intense
dislike of Marshal Sarit and his faction, “might have put him [JT] in danger with senior Thai
officials,” and these officials supposedly knew what really happened to JT. (Note however the
quite contrary view of a redacted FBI informant from Thailand (FBI memo of 3 May 1967, see
Annex) who had worked for US AID in Thailand, worked in JT’s company for three years, and
knew JT socially through November 1966. This source stated that JT “was definitely in the good
graces of the Thai Government as of November, 1966.”)



One possible indirect beneficiary of JT’s disappearance was the wife of the Thai Army chief, Field
Marshal Sarit, one-time Prime Minister of Thailand (who had died in December 1963).
According to JK, p. 153, she was a “vile…ruthless” competitor of JT, who had set up a large
factory of 150 looms for making Thai silk, and tried to “poach JT’s weavers” and “would take any
chance to crush” JT. Reading between the lines, JK seems to think that Madam Sarit and her
clique were responsible for JT’s disappearance and death. This lady may be the only possible
enemy identified by JT’s brother Henry B. Thompson in his interview with the FBI, in which he
stated that “perhaps the owner of the Star of Siam…silk dress manufacturer” was an enemy,
since this this company “was very interested in expanding and acquiring [JT’s] company, perhaps
by devious means.” (FBI report of 4 May 1967 on the interview of 2 May 1967; see FBI annex.)
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Thieves related to the Thai Silk Company. According to Galleher (pp. 38 and 64), there were
three major thefts connected to the Company. First was a theft of $20,000 USD (“a huge
amount” at that time (Horgan interview)); unfortunately Galleher does not make it really clear
when this happened. She does state that this theft had still not been cleared up by February
1968, when it was still being looked into by company manager Charles Sheffield. A suspect in
this case was Nath, a company employee (Galleher, p. 68), who was exonerated. (Nath’s wife, a
doctor, gave periodic B-12 shots to JT.)
Second was a theft of about “400,000 ticals’ worth of silk” that disappeared from the factory in
1964 (Galleher, p. 56). According to a 31 May 1964 JT letter to Lisa Lyons in the Penn Museum,
this theft was investigated and all evidence (including suspicious bank accounts and setting up of
a rival silk company) pointed to “Nath,” who was then confronted at a Director’s meeting, and
the Directors voted 5 to 1 that Nath was guilty. However, in the same letter JT seems to change
his mind, and feels that Nath was possibly innocent. Nath was a long-time, trusted employee
and friend of JT. (It thus seems possible that Galleher was confused, and perhaps what she
thought of as two separate thefts, were in fact one incident involving Nath. Or perhaps he was
involved in two incidents? This is not clear.)
Warren (p. 124) states that JT “had been able to accept the discovery that two of his most
trusted employees were systematically robbing the silk company, but could not, for reasons of
face, be prosecuted.”
The third (or second) theft was “padding of bills to the Company by a member of the staff of the
Thai Royal Family” (Galleher, p. 134) for deliveries of Thai silk products. This apparently was
actually a theft from the Royal Family rather than from the Company, but if the theft was
exposed, then a huge scandal would have erupted, and severe penalties would have been
imposed on the culprits. Thus a possible motive for murder might exist. This incident occurred
“shortly before Jim’s disappearance” (ibid.).



Mr. Charles U. Sheffield, JT’s top assistant, took over from JT as Managing Director of the Thai
Silk Company. A native of Texas, he always maintained that JT had an accident in the jungle.
(De Souza, p. 114.) Sheffield was in Bangkok at the time of the disappearance (JK, p. 185) but
this is not complete proof of innocence, since assassins could reportedly be hired in Bangkok at
quite a reasonable price. (!)



JT reportedly had as a lover Irena Yost, the glamorous Polish wife of diplomat Charles Yost, who
eventually became Ambassador from the US to the United Nations. (JK, pp. 61-2) JK states that
this affair was “intense,” “went on for years,” was publicly flaunted with trips together to
resorts, and Charles must have found out about it. JK states (ibid.) that JT wanted desperately
to marry Irena but she turned down his numerous proposals. Unfortunately JK does not say
when this affair ended. Wikipedia states that Charles Yost served as charge d’affairs in Bangkok
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for only part of 1946, and did not return to the region until 1954-6, as Minister and then
Ambassador to Laos. In early 1967 he was a consultant to the State Department; it is not clear if
he was stationed in Washington DC. Hence Charles Yost was perhaps an enemy of JT, and a
possible but unlikely (and very distinguished!) POI.
It seems likely that Irena is the woman described by Warren (p. 114) as “a married foreign
woman” with whom JT had a “more or less open relationship” and whose “husband appeared to
accept the situation.” This relationship went on “from the late fifties until he disappeared,” and
she would likely have divorced her husband and married JT if he had asked, but “he never did.”
She would come for long stays at JT’s house museum and served as “Thompson’s hostess at
dinner parties.”

Irena Oldakowska Yost

Charles Yost



JT’s ex-wife, Patricia Maury Thraves, a “usual suspect,” was very ill in San Francisco around the
time of the disappearance. According to a letter received by Galleher (p. 79) on March 12, 1967
from JT (shortly before the disappearance), JT’s ex-wife was “paralyzed and in a coma from a
brain hemorrhage with almost no chance to live” and JT stated he was so upset that he “didn’t
know whether I am coming or going.”



As mentioned above, Elizabeth (Lisa) Lyons was JT’s former lover and current friend (or
intermittent lover?) when he disappeared, was in Bangkok at the time of or immediately after
the disappearance (her location on the exact date of the disappearance is not clear), and stayed
in his house for about three months immediately after the disappearance. She was an art
expert. There is no evidence of looting of the collection, or any evidence suggesting a
breakdown in their friendly relationship, so as a suspect or POI she would seem to be possible
but highly unlikely.
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Sketch from a letter written
by Jim Thompson to Lisa Lyons

It seems likely that Lyons is the woman described by Warren (p. 114) as the woman that JT
“regularly saw on trips to America” and who “possibly entertained … hopes of marriage” to JT,
but he never asked for her hand. The Lyons correspondence (see annex) supports this
conclusion.

The Will(s) of the Subject
The will of JT was mysterious, like everything about this case. His first will (in Thailand) left almost all his
assets in Thailand to the Siam Society (a well-respected and quasi-official society under royal patronage
which researches and protects the heritage of Thailand), which would administer the JT house(s) as a
museum. JT revoked this will in March 1964 (see annexes, with original State Department memo and a
signed JT letter explaining the revocation), due to a major dispute with the Director of the Thai
Government’s Fine Arts Department, who had seized three Thai Buddha heads from JT, claiming they
were stolen. JT was “never so angry” as when this incident occurred (Galleher, p. 188). JT revoked the
first will, and several years later created a second will, to leave everything to his nephew (he had no
children), Henry Thompson III, a New York stockbroker (Galleher, p. 199; Warren, p. 201).
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One of the heads seized from JT by the Thai Fine Arts Department,
now in the National Museum

The second will was stored in the Thai Silk Company safe, with copies given to JT’s Thai lawyer, to
Charles Kirkwood (a lawyer), to a lawyer in America, and to the US Embassy in Bangkok (Galleher, p.
161). But according to Galleher (ibid.), none of these copies were ever found, and the original second
will only resurfaced on 23 March 1969, two years after the disappearance, when Charles Sheffield,
manager of the Company, found it erroneously “rolled in blueprints in the company safe.” Galleher
found this “suspicious” (ibid.).
Warren (p. 201) has a somewhat different and probably more reliable version of the story of the second
will. He states that JT (after the dispute with the Thai government over the Buddha heads) removed his
first will from his local “amphur” (a sort of local police station, where wills are stored in Thailand), and
remained without a will for several years. He then took the original will, and copied it over, substituting
his nephew Henry Thompson III for the Siam Society in the relevant places, as sole beneficiary of JT’s
possessions in Thailand, other than a few minor bequests to servants. These possessions included JT’s
stock in the Thai Silk Company, his house/museum and its land, and his extensive art collection. This
second will was witnessed by Charles Sheffield and two Thai employees of the Thai Silk Company.
However, JT apparently failed to file this revised will with the local amphur, and there was no copy or
original there, and no entry in the logbook indicating it had been received. (Note, by the way, that there
were apparently no bequests of Thai property to lovers, other relatives or even friends.)
During the two year hiatus between the disappearance of JT and the re-appearance of the second will, it
appeared that the Thompson family might have to sue the Siam Society over the Thai portion of the
estate, since it was well known via Sheffield and the witnesses that the will had been changed and a
second version existed, and an original letter from JT existed, which stated that he had revoked his first
will.
But the main heir of JW, his nephew and stockbroker Henry Thompson III of New York, visited Thailand,
and had a social and official meeting with the Siam Society. (See the State Department memos in the
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annexes.) The two parties agreed to avoid litigation, to set up a committee to run the house museum
and estate until the seven year period required by Thai law expired and JT was declared dead, and to
create a separate foundation to honor JT.
Eventually, after the second will was found, the James Thompson Foundation was created to run the
house museum, and that remains the situation to this day. The Jim Thompson House is now one of the
top five tourist attractions in Bangkok.
Note that in all this it appears that the nephew, the heir under the second will, was quite uninterested in
liquidating the estate and realizing its assets, and in fact appears to have wanted a separate entity to
honor JT, and to retain JT’s art collection in Thailand as part of the museum. Thus his motive for
somehow causing the disappearance is greatly diminished. (See Warren, pp. 202-3 on this point.) And
this nephew, Henry Thompson III, was resident in the United States, quite remote from Bangkok in those
days, and heard about his uncle’s disappearance on the Dow Jones ticker tape at his brokerage firm in
New York (JK, p. 185, and JT estate administration papers). Thus it seems extremely unlikely that he is a
viable POI or suspect.
It should be also noted that Warren’s account of the will only refers to the Thai portion of JT’s fortune.
According to a newspaper account (clip file of O. Wells Foster, annex), the residual value of JT’s fortune
in the USA was $1.1 million, a very substantial sum, and this was to be distributed to JT’s eight nephews
and nieces. However, according to the estate administration papers from Delaware, the value of the JT
estate in the US in 1974 (seven years after the disappearance), was much less, only about $139,000 USD.
This contradiction is unresolved.

Interests of the Subject








JT had a “very adventurous nature and was very interested in wild plants,” according to Dr. Ling
(Straits Times, 29 March 1967; see press clippings annex below).
JT was “adventurous, and, sometimes without thought, would leave the beaten path if he
spotted some orchid or other interesting object. To do that in the Cameron jungle could lead to
all kinds of complications. There are sheer drops, deep ravines, and matted undergrowth…”
(Letter of April 29, 1967 from Rita Ammundsen (wife of JT’s doctor and friend) to Martha
Galleher (Galleher, pp. 21-22)).
JT was interested in and keen on hiking, and “especially enjoyed rough terrain” (Warren, p. 224).
JT seemed to delight in getting lost in the jungle – he was “elated” that he and Dr. Ling got lost
in the jungle for several hours on the day before the disappearance, even though Dr. Ling was
shaken and pulled a ligament (De Souza, p. 22).
Capt. Rivers’ account of this same incident was that Jim led Dr. Ling on an attempt to walk cross
country from the MB to the golf course in the valley below, which is in sight from the south edge
of the MB compound and in a direct line is only 0.77 km or about a half a mile. Presumably this
adventure led south, from the tongue of grassy land in front of the Bungalow. This attempt
lasted several hours, due to the overgrown and broken nature of the country, and ultimately led
to the two getting lost and never making it to the golf course. (Rivers ms., p. 7.)
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JT was interested in hunting and reportedly skilled in survival techniques (JK, p. 30).
However, on the last item, consider the following. General Sir Peter de la Billiere, who spent
many years in the SAS, eventually commanding the elite (British) 22nd SAS Regiment, and who
fought in the Malay Emergency in 1956, makes these points about jungle survival and fighting in
peninsular Malaysia: “Navigation in the jungle was an art which could be mastered only by
experience….Gradually, by trial and error, we acquired a feel for the country.” Even though de
la Billiere had already studied jungle warfare and survival as an SAS recruit and young soldier, it
was only under the intense tutelage of a very experienced mentor, Corporal Ip Kwong Lao (who
during WW II had walked all the way from Hong Kong to Burma to escape the Japanese and join
British forces), that de la Billiere gradually became comfortable in the jungle and “grasped the
rudiments” of “jungle existence.” (Looking for Trouble: SAS to Gulf Command (London:
HarperCollins, 1994) pp. 106-111.) Thus JT’s knowledge of jungle survival may be considered to
be more than the average person, but was not at the expert level – and was 22 years in the past.
JT was an “expert in bantam chickens” (Warren, p. 35) and loved “fox hunting, beagling and
crew” (OSS/CIA FOIA), and Basset hounds and ballet (Warren, p. 37). Also he doted on his pet
cockatoo, “Cockey.” (Galleher, p. 65)

State of Mind of the Subject
According to various sources, JT’s state of mind around the time of the incident was quite negative and
can be described as follows:








Was “tired and freely admitted it” (Warren, p. 21).
“His mind was in turmoil, he was not well, and he was sleeping badly” (JK, p. 149).
Had a “rare but explosive temper” (JK, p. 150).
Suffered “bouts of depression” (JK, p. 150).
Was “forgetful” – JT failed to get the compulsory cholera injection prior to going to Malaysia,
and failed to get a clearance certificate showing he had no outstanding tax payments before
leaving Thailand (De Souza, p. 40).
Was “really a lonely man,” with few real friends despite his many parties and acquaintances,
according to his nephew, Henry Thompson (JK, p. 135). (Recall that his second Thai will had no
bequests to friends or lovers, only a few to servants.)

Despite having a negative state of mind, JT had an important business appointment in Singapore on the
day after the disappearance, and social engagements there, and seemed to be planning to continue life
as usual. Most analysts including his doctor, friend and confidant Dr. Einner Ammundsen discounted
suicide (see Straits Times piece in the annexes) but it remains a possibility.
JT may not have been suicidal, but he does seem to have been distracted and prone to making the same
“cascade of errors” that often leads to plane crashes due to pilot error. Consider that he did not make
proper arrangements for his trip, got lost the day before the disappearance, did not take any of his usual
possessions or medicines with him, did not take any survival gear or clothing with him, did not tell
anyone his direction or destination of travel, did not state his time of return, and did not take a buddy.
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That is at least seven major blunders in just 2-3 days, the mark of a distracted and perhaps arrogant
person headed for a fall.

Subject’s Knowledge of the Terrain
JT visited the CH on three occasions (Warren, pp. 128-9), as follows (Galleher, p. 20):
1. Visited the Lings at the MB in 1962 over Easter for the weekend; went on a solo hike and
stumbled into a wild hornet’s nest, and only escaped by dashing down a very steep slope into a
stream. (Warren, pp. 20-21.) The hornet’s nest location is where the Strawberry Park Resort
lower parking lot is now situated, and the stream is below the eastern edge of the parking lot.
(Rivers interview.) (Lat/longs and a map are provided later.)
2. Visited the Lings again at the MB in 1966 again over Easter weekend; this was one year before
the disappearance (Rivers ms., p. 8). Revisited the hornet’s nest area. According to Captain
Rivers, this is because JT liked the view from there. (Rivers interview.) Perhaps importantly, JT
stated on this second visit that he would like to visit the hornet’s nest area again in the future.
3. Visited the Lings for the third and last time at the MB in 1967 over the Easter Weekend.
Thus JT had only about 6-8 days of experience in the CH. Although he apparently hiked each time, he
did not have a good knowledge of the local trails, hills and ravines, although he would have been aware
of the difficult nature of the terrain. He had been lost in the CH just the day before the disappearance,
on a cross country hiking attempt from the MB to the golf course in the valley below.
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Images of Various Persons Known to the Subject or Related to the Case

Pridi, ex-PM of Thailand, friend of JT

Connie Mengustu, friend of JT

Brig. Gen. Edwin Black, friend of JT

(Source: De Souza, p. 69)

Richard Noone, searched for JT

(Source: De Souza, p. 69)
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Katharine Thompson Wood, murdered sister of JT

Patricia Maury Thraves, wife of JT

Son of Katharine T. Wood, possible POI in her
murder (see interviews)

Signature Analysis of the Subject
Signature analysis or “graphology” has its supporters, but has many critics and has been called by some
a “pseudo-science” with no credible scientific basis. Hence it may have no place in this report.
However, it may be of some mild interest that there are various JT signatures in the annexes of this
report, and according to http://atozhandwriting.com/signature-analysis/, these signatures seem to
show the following characteristics:






Size of signature: JT’s signature is rather large, and larger than the nearby date in one instance,
thus supposedly showing that the writer “has a pretense of higher self-esteem and confidence
than is the case.”
Writing out the full name: JT signed his name in each instance as “James H.W. Thompson,” so
this might be interpreted to be writing his entire name, which would indicate an “informal,
relaxed approach to life.”
Legibility: JT’s last name when signed is generally less legible than his first, which supposedly
shows that he was “a more approachable, direct person who would make a great effort to be
friendly.”

Unfortunately, none of this, even if scientific, would seem to be helpful in assessing, say, JT’s attitude
toward risk-taking or his general state of mind. Hence it would seem wise to return to more fact-based
items, such as the situation in the CH at the time of the disappearance.
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Situation in the Cameron Highlands in 1967
The village of Tanah Rata in the Cameron Highlands at the time of the JT disappearance was, in Denis
Horgan’s words (interview): “a collection of cottages and fashionable homes, not at all a community or
town, so the number of local officials to draw upon was small.” He said that “to call it a resort
overstates it.” It was a very small and quiet area in the cool hills, with a number of bungalows reserved
for British military officers and other officials, or owned by businessmen. The immediate area was calm
and not known for kidnappings, major crimes, or CT activities (Cikgo interview). However, it should be
noted that just 90 miles away, on the Thai/Malaysia border, a number of recent CT attacks during this
period had resulted in deaths of policemen (see Straits Times, Monday, April 3, 1967 article in the
annexes).
It should also be noted that William Warren in his New York Times article a year after the disappearance
(see the annexes) states without citing a source that gangs did kidnap Chinese businessmen in the CH in
this period.
Furthermore, a declassified memo in August 1967 to the Director of the Bureau of Intelligence and
Research of the US Department of State states that the situation on the Thai-Malaysian border “was
becoming critical” and the Communists “are telling the Thais and they [the CTs] want to go south, not
north” (Edward C. Keefer, editor, Foreign Relations of the United States, 1964-1968, Vol. XXVII, Mainland
Southeast Asia; Regional Affairs (Washington, DC: US GPO, 2000), p. 781.)
Similarly, an official, confidential, internal analysis of news coverage put out by the US Embassy in Kuala
Lumpur on June 29, 1967 quotes major papers as saying that “the situation on the Thai-Malaysian
border…remains serious until the terrorists are wiped out….” (US Department of State confidential
Airgram no. A-623, US National Archives II, RG 59, General Records of the US DoS, Box 2321; shown in
the annexes).
Thus there were armed, hostile CTs on the Thai/Malaysian border, 90 miles away from the MB, in 1967,
who could perhaps have planned and executed the kidnapping of JT. This does not seem to be their
modus operandi, and it would seem very likely that they would claim credit and/or send in a ransom
note. But it remains an unlikely possibility.

Timeline Before the Search, and the LKP


JT left Bangkok for Penang by plane in the morning of Thursday, March 23, 1967 with Connie
Mangskau (Galleher, pp. 12-13, citing Charles Sheffield letter to her of April 6, 1967; hereinafter
called “Sheffield letter”). JT forgot to get the correct cholera shot and financial departure
papers, but Connie straightened this out at the airport. (De Souza, p. 40) They were planning
to spend Easter in the CH, then JT, Connie and Dr. and Mrs. Ling would drive down to Singapore
early on Monday, to allow Jim to work with Edward Pollitz, an American businessman, for the
Economic Development Board on a batik project. (Pollitz supposedly spotted JT in Tahiti after
the disappearance.)
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On Monday evening, JT planned to attend a dinner in Singapore in his honor, given by the
American Ambassador, and had sent a cable confirming this engagement. He had also
confirmed a Tuesday dinner engagement in Singapore, and planned to return to Bangkok on
Wednesday. (Sheffield letter)
The two friends (JT and Connie) spent the afternoon and night of the Thursday the 23rd in
Penang (ibid.).
On the morning of Friday, March 24, the two rented a car with driver for the trip to the Cameron
Highlands (ibid.). They changed to a different vehicle and driver at the foot of the CH hills, and
refused to get into a taxi that already had two Chinese people in it. (De Souza, p. 41) (This was
considered suspicious by some later analysts, who thought this might have been a botched
kidnapping attempt. But Capt. Rivers states that this incident was carefully researched by
police, who concluded that this was the normal procedure, since Penang drivers did not like to
go up the very twisty roads into the hills. See Rivers’ manuscript in his interview, in the
annexes.)
JT and Connie arrived at the MB in the CH on about Friday afternoon, and greeted their hosts,
Dr. T.G. and Mrs. Ling. (Sheffield letter)
On Saturday, March 25, the group of four friends walked, worked in the garden, and spent a
quiet day (Sheffield letter). According to author JK, “JT and Dr. Ling hiked in the jungle and got
lost, but Jim found a stream and got them back to safety” (JK, p. 184, citing a 2007 interview
with Joanna Cross). JT reportedly enjoyed being lost, and found it exhilarating, although Dr. Ling
was “slightly shaken” and pulled a ligament (Warren, p. 26, De Souza, p. 22). De Souza also
quotes JT as saying to Dr. Ling, when they got lost, “Don’t worry, follow me along this stream
and we’ll get out.” (Ibid.) (If this quote (no source given by De Souza) is true, it could be
significant, since many lost hikers think that following a stream will always lead them to
civilization. But in fact, in many terrains, this is not true, and streams lead further into the
wilderness. This could have been the case in the Cameron Highlands, where the MB is only half
a mile south of a sort of “continental divide” border with the next province. North of that
border are many drainages and streams which lead away from Tanah Rata, away from
civilization, and into a thick wilderness. General Black, who knew JT, was of the opinion that JT
would follow a stream to try to find a village. (De Souza, p. 43)) Thus this could have been a
fatal mistake.)
On the day of the disappearance (Sunday, March 26), JT attended church in the morning with
Mr. and Mrs. Ling and Connie Mangskau (JK, p. 184). The church was the All Souls [Anglican]
Church in Tanah Rata (De Souza, p. 22), on the south side of the golf course in town. They then
went on a picnic, but JT “cut the meal short” and “apparently wanted to get back to the cottage
as quickly as possible, an unusual rudeness for a man known for his elaborate courtesy” (JK, p.
184, citing a 1987 article by Mark Jenkins). The picnic was at Gunong Brinchang, one of the
highest mountains in the CH (at 6663 feet or 2031 meters), northwest of the MB (Rivers ms., p.
4). The lat/long for this peak is 04.517500, 101.382500, and it is 1.82 miles or 2.93 km NNE of
the MB in a direct line, but much further by car or foot. (This mountain is on the “continental
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divide” referred to earlier.) De Souza (p. 23) states that JT initially tried to cancel the picnic, but
finally was persuaded. During the picnic, he “was not his usual self.”
Mrs. Ling stated that early on Sunday morning, JT “insisted on walking down to church,” on the
far side of the golf course, even though the Lings drove, and that JT appeared quite tired upon
arrival. (Galleher, p. 120)
Upon returning to the MB from the picnic, all the friends except Jim decided to nap. (Sheffield
letter) The departure from the picnic site was at about 1:20 pm, with arrival at Moonlight
Bungalow and decision to nap at about 2:30 pm. (Warren, p.28, De Souza, p. 23) This time and
location – about 2:30 pm local time on Sunday, March 26, 1967 at the Moonlight Bungalow -is the Initial Planning Point (IPP) and also the Last Known Point (LKP), meaning the last point
where it is certain when and where JT was located alive.
Although all parties including JT were expecting to nap, in fact JT’s bed was “not turned down or
even lain in.” (Warren, p. 28)
Helen Ling stated that, “I don’t think Jim would have gone for a long walk [in the afternoon]
while we were napping, because he had exercised considerably walking to church that
morning.” (Galleher, p. 140)
Shortly after going to their bedrooms, the three friends heard JT pull an aluminum chair across
the terrace, apparently to get into the sun. (Sheffield letter). Warren (p. 29) describes this as
“placing an aluminum chair on the verandah.”
There then followed various slightly different accounts of footsteps:
o According to the 27 April 1967 FBI report (annex) on the case, at about 3:00 pm
someone was heard [clearly by the Lings] “walking down the gravel driveway from the
back of the house in the direction of the road in the front of the house. Neither [Ling]
looked out to see who was passing, but both assumed it was the victim, who had
decided to go for a walk…”
o Helen Ling stated (Warren, p. 132) that she “heard Thompson go out for a walk a little
after three.”
o At about 3:30 pm, Dr. Ling thought he heard footsteps, apparently outside his window,
pass by. (Rivers ms.) He thought it likely that this was JT going for a walk. Warren (p.
29) describes the Lings hearing “footsteps … of a European, not Asian … going down the
gravel path leading to the road” and hearing no voices or other noises.
At between 3:00 pm and 4:00 pm (per Sheffield letter), 4:30 pm (per De Souza, p. 22) or at 5:00
pm (per Rivers’ ms.) the three friends awoke and Jim was not there. The three assumed that JT
was still on a walk, which he commonly did.
At about 4:00 pm, JT was reportedly seen on the edge of the MB plateau, from the Lutheran
Mission Bungalow, by a gardener. (Rivers’ ms.) The two waved at each other, although they
were 183 yards apart. (See the later section evaluating the credibility of all witnesses from this
point on. In general, none of the witnesses are evaluated as being very credible.)
Also at about 4:00 pm, JT was reportedly seen from a few yards away, in the garden of the same
Lutheran Mission Bungalow, by a cook. (De Souza, p. 27) (The Lutheran Mission is south of the
MB.)
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Also at about 4:00 pm on Sunday, JT was reportedly seen in the “hornet’s nest” area, where the
Strawberry Park Resort is now located, east of the MB. This sighting was by a servant, who saw
JT from across a ravine; she was located at the Overseas Mission Fellowship (OMF) Bungalow.
(De Souza, p. 27) (Recall that on his previous visit to the CH, JT had expressed an interest in
going to this hornet’s nest location again in the future.)
A little later, at about 4:45 pm on Sunday, JT was reportedly seen by a different servant of the
OMF, who was walking up the road to that Bungalow. She supposedly saw JT sitting beside the
road on a large rock on the north side of the road, looking tired. (Capt. Rivers’ ms.) Galleher
(photo 28, after p. 106) states that JT was on the stone, “smoking a cigarette.” (But he had left
his cigarette pack behind – Horgan suggests that JT might have had 1-2 cigarettes with him; see
his interview.)
At some unspecified time and place on Sunday, a servant reportedly saw JT or someone who
looked like him, walking downhill (and south) toward the golf course, or on Trail 4, south of the
golf course. (De Souza, p. 27 and pp. 132-3.) De Souza states that this was the “last” sighting,
but provides no more details. (Trail 4 is shown later in this report on the Brinchang hotel 1963
map.)
By dusk on Sunday, “a little after 6 pm,” the Lings became alarmed and started calling friends.
(Sheffield letter) When this did not succeed, the Lings called the police (at about 7 pm,
according to JK, p. 184). The Lings also called Jim’s doctor, who happened to be vacationing in
the CH. The doctor organized a hasty search, using local residents, school children, guests in
hotels, and others. (Sheffield letter)
According to Capt. Rivers, a small group of police arrived at the MB in short order after Dr. Ling’s
phone call. They began searching, starting with JT’s room, and continuing on to the “hornet’s
nest” area, which was searched about 10 pm on Sunday night. Following that, the roads in the
area were searched (apparently by moonlight and flashlight), for a possible hit and run accident.
(Rivers’ ms; in his interview in the annexes).
The next day, Monday, March 27, 1967, a massive search began, using police, local residents,
Boy Scouts, a large group of Malaysian Field Force soldiers from Ipoh, and others. (Sheffield
letter, Kikgo interview). A day by day analysis of the rest of the search operations is provided in
a later section. In summary, the main official search went on for about 11 days, but unofficial
searches went on for weeks or even months. It was clearly the largest land search in Malaysian
history. No trace or clue of any kind was ever found.

Weather Conditions (WX)





According to Cikgo (who participated in the search, see his interview), the weather on the day of
the disappearance was “fine.” He does not recall the WX on the previous or succeeding days.
The website www.accuweather.com states that the “historical average” for WX data for March
26-31 for the CH is all 33 degrees C (92 F) for the highs and 23 C (73F) for the lows. This seems
quite high, and may be incorrect, perhaps reflecting Ipoh WX, at a much lower elevation.
Wikipedia, citing De Souza, states that the temperature in the CH resort area rarely rises above
25C (77F) and can drop down, rarely, to 9C (48F) at night at higher elevations. (Even
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temperatures in the 50s could result in hypothermia in a person who was injured, wet or
dressed inappropriately.)
Warren (p. 133) states that temperatures at night in the CH around the period of the
disappearance “drop into the forties”(F).
The website www.bbc.com states that the CH weather in March averages 23 C (73 F) for the
high and 13 C (55 F) for the low, with a recorded maximum low of 6 C (43 F). Average monthly
precipitation for that month is 216 mm.
Horgan (interview) recalls that the weather was fine and pleasant in the CH for about five days
after the disappearance, although locals were concerned that at night it might be cold enough
to cause problems for JT if he was still alive. Horgan notes that the pleasantly cool weather
during the day in the CH was and is the main reason that people went there, since it is a
welcome contrast to the sweltering coast.
A review of the Malaysian Meterological Department website (www.met.gov.my) did not reveal
any weather archives older than 2007.

Date and Time Information
JT disappeared on Easter Sunday, March 26, 1967. According to the website www.world-timedate.com,
relevant information for Ipoh, Malaysia (the nearest location in the website database) for that date was
as follows:














Sunrise: 06:47:44 AM local time
Sunset: 18:55:36 PM
Day Duration: 12 hours, 7 minutes, 52 seconds
Day Difference: plus 15 seconds (i.e. length of day increased 15 seconds over the previous day)
Solar Noon Time: 12:51:41 PM
Solar Noon Elevation: 87.33 degrees
Civil twilight started: 06:26:59
Civil twilight ended: 19:16:22 (when the geometric center of the sun was 6 degrees below the
horizon, and when there was an end to the period in which illumination is sufficient, under clear
weather conditions, for terrestrial objects to be clearly distinguished. In some countries car
headlights must be lit at this point, and pilots with restricted licenses must ground their planes)
Nautical twilight started: 06:02:52
Nautical twilight ended: 19:40:28 (detailed ground operations were not possible after this time;
although shapes could be distinguished)
Astronomical twilight started: 05:38:48
Astronomical twilight ended: 20:04:36 (casual observers feel that full darkness is in place, and
can see even the faintest stars if in a rural setting)
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Over the next three weeks, during the search period, the length of day increased slightly, so that by 15
April 1967 the sunrise was at 06:39:31 and sunset at 18:52:27, and the day duration was 12 hours, 12
minutes and 56 seconds.
The mountainous and hilly terrain would have influenced the perceived times of sunrise and sunset in
the CH. Galleher (p. 13) states that dusk came a little after 6 pm on Sunday, the day of the
disappearance, at the Moonlight Bungalow.
According to the same website “world-timedate.com,” the moon phase on March 26, 1967 at Ipoh was a
full moon, waning to a last quarter moon by April 2 and to a new moon (dark) by April 10. Moonrise on
March 26 was at 19:16:01 PM and moonset was at 07:38:10 AM the next morning. The moonrise
azimuth was 92.06 degrees and sunset was 264.41 degrees.
All of this information is relevant and of interest, because it would have affected Thompson in his
decision on when to leave the MB, how long to plan to be gone, and thus his destination. Thus for
example if JT did not leave the MB until 4 pm on his walk, he would likely have known that local sunset
and darkness was only 2-3 hours away. But he might also have noticed (the day before) that the moon
was full and up by early evening, thus giving him more hiking time.
Also, the fact that the moon was full on the day of the disappearance makes it more likely that JT would
(if alive) perhaps continued to walk in the jungle after nightfall, after moonrise in the early evening.
(Lost hikers often do this.) This in turn would make it more likely that he might fall into a ravine, or trip
over a root, and injure himself. Walking in the moonlight would also give him more time to wander
beyond the reasonable, actual search area.
This information would also affect the lighting and time available to searchers after the disappearance,
thus giving a maximum time available for searching each day.
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Photo Evidence Regarding Conditions on the Ground in Malaysia
The photos below attempt to give the reader an idea of the conditions on the ground in Malaysia, in the
CH, in 1967 and at present.

Photo from Malaysian clipping, showing original search efforts and mixed vegetation – open area with thick ground
cover, and jungle in the background with low canopy. Note there is no triple canopy. Also note the thick, high
ground cover in this photo. From story “Ghaib di Cameron Highlands,” Dimensi Ahad, 25 Feb 2007, p. 11. (This
photo was originally in the Straits Times in March 1967, and is the only photo of the search operations found to date.
This photo might possibly have been staged, since it is quite difficult to get good shots of SAR operations.)

Naturalist Madi looks over the jungle on the “Jim Thompson Mystery Trail,” near the MB.
The “trail” is the faint, narrow brown track running from his feet up and to the right.
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Photo showing typical current jungle ground conditions today in the CH. This picture was
taken near the “JT boulder.” Note the baseball cap on its side in lower left, which
is on the verge of not being visible, even though it is only about three meters from the camera.

Cutaway view of jungle about 250 meters from the MB, facing NW. Note single canopy jungle with fairly thick
vegetation at ground level. Also red clay soil and rather thin topsoil.
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Modern building site about 200 meters from the MB, where a new road is being cut.
The road on the upper left leads to the MB.
Note the very heavy, muddy red clay, typical of the soil in the CH.

Information on Local Terrain Conditions That Can Be Obtained from Other
Sources
William Warren (pp. 230-1) quotes extensively from a book by F. Spencer Chapman, The Jungle is
Neutral, which is about a stretch of jungle near the CH in Malaysia, with similar terrain and jungle.
Chapman states that:







“Navigation in thick mountainous jungle is the most difficult in the world,” compared to the
many types of terrain he had encountered in travels from Greenland to Australia
“One hill is exactly like the other”
“There are no landmarks” and “no way of judging distance”
“It took us a week to realize we were traveling only one mile in eight hours, instead of the three
to four we imagined”
“We were continually forced off course by swamps, thickets, precipices, outcrops of rock, and
rivers…thickets of bamboo, rattan, atap, scrub and thorn”
There were “whole valleys full of huge granite boulders half covered with a treacherous layer of
moss and roots, so a false step was liable to land us in the stream below.”
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Warren (p. 145) also says that:
One member of the local [Tanah Rata] police, in a statement that is sometimes forgotten, or
ignored, by theorists discussing the case, said that “it would take a full regiment of men working
for about a month” to truly cover the jungle around the resort, and even that would have been
useless had he somehow wandered out of the immediate area. Considerably less than a
regiment of trained men was involved even at the peak of the search, and their efforts were
more sporadic than intensive after the first week.
Taking this “regiment” statement at face value, consider that a regiment in the British Army at this time
usually consisted of two battalions (“home” and “away”) of about 800 men each, and 1600 times 31
days is 49,600 person days. Compare this with the estimate below, that only about 1,448 person days of
searching were actually delivered.
Warren also notes (p. 155) that the JT search was much more thorough than would have been done for
an ordinary lost hiker, but that “it was not as thorough as many people later seemed to believe,” and
that the experienced trackers who reportedly got onto the case quickly, in fact took at least 24 hours to
get organized.
The interview with Jim and Sandy McCarthy (annexes) shows that even modern experienced hikers can
get quite lost in similar conditions to those described by Chapman, within 20-30 minutes of hiking into
the jungle just west and northwest of Tanah Rata, in the main JT search area.
The Capt. Philip Rivers interview (annexes) shows that over the years, quite a few hikers have gotten lost
and gone missing in the CH, due to poorly marked trails and difficult terrain. Most have eventually been
found, although not all alive. (Note that a “trail” in the Cameron Highlands is not a paved, gravel or
even dirt trail. Almost all “trails” look like infrequently used game trails, with thick leaf litter, no visible
dirt to take tracks, and no linear depression in the soil.)
The Denis Horgan interview (annexes) shows that the terrain was difficult, “thick with trees and
undergrowth,” with “some open patches that would close up quickly as you went along,” and “heavy
vines and bush underfoot” with “uneven, rocky and tricky” footing.
Rita Ammundsen, wife of JT’s friend and doctor, stated that “even my husband got lost in the CH jungle,
looking for Jim” during the initial hasty search (Galleher, p. 136).
Paul Coakley, the head of JungleCraft (a.k.a. JungleCrafty), an expert in Malaysian jungle living and
survival, has a number of videos on YouTube which cite the ease with which people can get lost in the
jungle, the difficulties that even the orang asli (local aborigines) have in tracking lost victims in the
jungle, and the fact that “all” the orang asli he knows, even the experts, have gotten lost in the jungle at
least once. He himself states that he has been lost in the jungle, that this is “inevitable” if you spend
time there, and that he “expects to be lost again. It’s what you do next that matters.” He recommends
stopping to brew some tea (he is English, of course!), and then thinking carefully about what actions to
take. (Citations for the location of his videos are provided below in the analysis matrix on causes.)
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Sightings and Maps
Possible Credible Sightings Shortly After the LKP, with Evaluations
This section lists in table form the reported sightings of JT on Sunday afternoon. Lat/longs on Google
Earth (GE) are given for each sighting (where possible), and all known details are provided and
evaluated. This has never been done before in a systematic way by previous authors.
It must be noted that all witness sightings in any search are suspect and should be ranked below
physical or other truly “hard” evidence in terms of reliability.
The lat/longs given below were taken with a Garmin Nuvi 40 car GPS. They should not be taken as
definitive but rather indicative, since much more sophisticated GPS devices and numerous satellite
readings are used in archaeological and other accurate studies. In placing these locations on Google
Earth, minor adjustments were necessary, and this was done by examining the feature targeted (e.g.,
the front of the MB), and taking the exact lat/long of the feature from GE, not the GPS reading.
To enter these readings on Google Earth, take the two readings (the first is the latitude (north of the
Equator), the second the longitude (east of Greenwich, England) and enter them in the GE search box
like this: 04.49528, 101.37726. Make sure to include the comma, the space between the numbers, and
do not use a plus or minus sign. It does not matter if you enter the number for latitude as 04 or 4. The
readings considered most accurate and relevant are in bold.
NAME OF
WITNESS
Dr. Tien Gi (“T.G.”)
Ling, owner of the
MB

WHEN

Sunday,
“about
3:30 pm”

WITNESS
LOCATION

JT LOCATION
AND DISTANCE
AWAY

WHAT THE WITNESS
REPORTED

CONCLUSIONS RE
RELIABILITY

In his
bedroom at
the MB (east
side of MB)
LAT/LONG:
04.49280
101.37765

Possibly passing by
the door or window
of the Ling
bedroom
LAT/LONG:
04.49280
101.37765
(Distance from JT to
the witness: a few
meters)

Ling heard footsteps “pass by my
bedroom door [inside the MB] at about
3:30 pm” and assumed it was JT going
for a stroll (De Souza, p.23; Rivers ms.
p. 2). Capt. Mohammad recalls that
the statement was that the footsteps
were outside the MB, heard through
the window. Galleher (p. 3) states she
interviewed the Lings and that
“between 3 and 4 o’clock” the “Lings
heard pebbles crunch outside their
bedroom window,” and assumed JT
was “going for another short walk.”

Dr. Ling himself implies
that he is not certain
that the footsteps
were JT. It is also not
completely clear if the
footsteps were inside
or outside, although
likely outside. If
outside, that might
imply JT was heading
for the “kitchen trail,”
since to go down the
access road or down
the (possible) eastern
steep trail would not
have required walking
past the Ling’s
window. Conclusion:
Low-moderate
reliabilty
No other source
mentions this sighting.
The sighting is not
documented as to
source of information.
There is no real
“barrier.”

Adjustment
after GE
examination:
04.492663
101.377597

Per GE:
04.492663
101.377597

(This is the
lat/long of
the verandah
on the front
of the MB.)
Mohammad, a
“gardener at the
MB” (De Souza, p.
104)

Unclear,
but when
JT was
departing
on his
Sunday
afternoon
walk

Somewhere
at the MB,
but it is not
clear where
exactly,
except “at
the barrier
area.” Hence

Apparently very
close, since
Mohamad was able
to see JT and what
he was carrying.
Hence approx.:
04.492663
101.377597

Mohammad supposedly saw JT
“approaching the barrier area of the
MB, and saw JT light up a cigarette”
(De Souza, p. 104).
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perhaps
approx. at:
04.492663
101.377597
Mr. Subramanian,
gardener at the
Lutheran Mission
bungalow

Sunday, at
“about
4:00 pm”

Lutheran
Mission
Bungalow
(SSW of the
MB)
LAT/LONG:
04.49114
101.37679

Che Fatimah binte
Mohamed Yeh
(“Fatimah”)

Sunday,
“about 4
pm”

Lutheran
Mission
Bungalow,
south of the
MB
LAT/LONG:
04.49114
101.37679

OMF Female
Servant #1

Sunday,
about 4:15
pm (Capt.
Rivers ms.)

Overseas
Mission
Fellowship
(OMF)
bungalow, in
rear yard, on
west side,
facing NW.
LAT/LONG:
04.49261
101.38157
(both
Strawberry
Farm Resort
and MB can
be seen from
this
promontory)

Conclusion:
Low reliability

At the southern
part of the MB
plateau area, facing
SSW.
GPS LAT/LONG:
04.49250
101.37760
However,
examination on GE
shows better L/L:
4.492498
101.377674
Distance between
the two locations:
about 599 feet, or
183 meters
In the garden of the
Lutheran Mission
Bungalow
LAT/LONG:
04.49114
101.37679

On a plateau
opposite the OMF;
where the “hornet’s
nest” was located
(De Souza, p. 27;
Rivers ms., p. 4) and
where the
Strawberry Park
Resort lower
parking lot is now.
East end of parking
lot, looking east.
LAT/LONG:
04.49449
101.38029
However, note:
when examining
GE, the better GE
location at E end of
lower parking lot is:
4.494354
101.380427

The gardener looked up at the MB and
saw a “masala,” a European man, on
the edge of the MB plateau. He waved
and the masala waved. The gardener
believes this person looked like JT.
(See Capt. Mohammad interview.)

At 599 feet apart, the
distance between
these two points is too
far to be very credible.
(See discussion of
distance research,
below.)
Conclusion: Low
reliability

Fatimah was 24 and a cook at the
Lutheran Mission bungalow. She said: I
was in the kitchen, saw Jim Thompson
come up the road, wearing a long
sleeved white shirt and gray slacks, he
looked at the garden and plants, did
not speak to anyone, then left and
headed back from where he came. (De
Souza, p. 27.) (Also Straits Times, 30
March 1967, see press stories section
below.).
Fatimah was certain she saw JT, after
seeing a photo of JT. (Straits Times,
ibid.)
De Souza states (p. 114) that Fatimah
also reported that JT as he walked
away stopped and talked briefly to
someone in a white car which then
drove away.
Capt. Rivers stated he knew Fatimah
personally and found her not credible.
Fatimah died in 2009 and cannot be
cross-examined.
This unnamed servant reportedly saw
JT across the ravine between the OMF
and hornet’s nest area.
Galleher (p. 17) states this witness
came forward on March 30, close to
the disappearance date (adding to her
credibility). Galleher says the “servant
reported seeing a man who looked like
Thompson on top of a nearby
plateau…[who was there] for half an
hour, then suddenly vanished.”
Galleher says that “reporters
suggested that JT might have jumped.”
The distance between the two
locations is about 763 feet, or 234
meters, as measured on Google Earth
(using the second, more accurate GE
location for the east end of the
Strawberry Park lower parking lot).

Fatimah was probably
only 10-20 meters
from JT when she
reportedly saw him.
Thus distance should
not be much of a
factor. However, she
is rated poorly by Capt.
Rivers, a former
Singapore police
officer, and he states
in his ms that the
police “discounted”
her testimony at the
time. And she could
be motivated by
publicity seeking.
However, De Souza (p.
114) rates her as “the
most credible”
witness. Conclusion:
Low reliability
Capt. Rivers states that
this sighting was given
credence by the police
at the time, and served
as a basis for a
substantial part of
their searching.
Unfortunately, there is
no background on the
witness, no police
report, and not even a
name.

Conclusion: Low
Reliability
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OMF Female
Servant #2

About 4:45
pm
Sunday
(Rivers
ms.)
Or 4:30
pm on
Sunday
(Galleher,
p. 148)

Pushing a
bicycle up the
road, beside
a large stone
beside road
below OMF
bungalow.
LAT/LONG:
04.49340
101.38094
(However,
see box to
right)

Distance apart: 763
ft. or 234 meters
Sitting on a large
stone on the N side
of the road.

LAT/LONG of the
stone:
04.49340
101.38094
However: note that
the car GPS
location when
entered on GE is
not on the road. A
better estimated GE
location is:
4.493340
101.380977

This very large distance casts doubt on
the credibility of this sighting.
This unnamed servant reportedly saw
JT sitting on a large stone beside the
road, “looking tired.”
The distance between JT and the
witness would have been just a few
meters. Thus distance should not be a
factor.
Capt. Rivers (his ms, p. 8) states that
this report has been virtually
overlooked in the press.
Galleher (p. 126) states that Malaysian
police chief Santohk stated that he
“interviewed a servant girl from the
mission house who identified a picture
of Jim. She passed him sitting on a
rock a half a mile down from the
Ling’s.”

Capt. Rivers states that
this sighting was given
credence by the police
at the time, and served
as a basis for a
substantial part of
their searching.
Unfortunately, there is
no name or
background, or
interview notes. There
is also confusion about
the “cigarette” aspect.

Conclusion:
Moderate reliability.

Galleher, in the photo section after p.
106, under photo 28, states that JT was
sitting on a rock beside the road,
“smoking a cigarette, when he greeted
the Mission girl.” But he had
supposedly left his cigarettes behind!
A contemporary photo by Galleher of
this stone and location are provided in
this report (see below and annex).
Galleher, p. 129, also states she
interviewed the servant girl and
apparently found her credible.

Male witness,
employee of
Eastern Hotel
(now Century
Pines Hotel) in
Tanah Rata.

Not available

Sunday,
but time is
not clear

Late
afternoon
on

Not clear. De
Souza (pp.
132-3) seems
to imply that
the witness
was
somewhere
on Path 4,
which runs
from the
Forestry
Dept. just SE
of the Golf
Course, south
to the Parit
Waterfall,
and then
further south
to the
Century Pines
Hotel. (See
the tourist
map in the
Annex.)
Not available

Not clear.

The stone exists today, despite the
road being widened, and is on the
north side of the road.
Witness reportedly saw JT heading
toward a track leading to the golf
course (De Souza, p. 86). But on p.
132-3, it appears the witness may be
somewhere else.
Since JT apparently was headed for the
golf course on the previous day when
he got lost, perhaps he decided to go
there on Sunday. The rough center of
the golf course on GE is at: 04.485532,
101.380855

Total lack of
information on the
location of this
witness, time, name,
etc. De Souza (p. 133)
states that the police
did not take this
testimony seriously,
since the description
given by the witness
did not match well
with JT.
Conclusion: Low
reliability.

Approx. location of
JT supposedly being
hit by truck, at

No witness except the alleged Chinese
truck driver, who perpetrated
manslaughter and hit and run.

Alleged witness and
perpetrator is dead
and cannot be cross
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Sunday?

“Auntie” of
naturalist Madi;
name not recalled
nor provided

Late
afternoon
on
Sunday?

curve in road, east
of large stone on
which JT sat, from
car GPS:
LAT/LONG:
04.49329
101.38165 or:
04.49310
101.38145
From GE
examination:
04.493452
101.381572

Per Car GPS:
04.49261,
101.37883
Adjusted on
GE to:
04.493664
101.378761

JT and the vehicle
were perhaps 10-20
meters away, per
Madi. Hence
about:
04.493825
101.378777

Location derived from discussions with
Capt. Rivers, Capt. Rivers’ ms., detailed
observation on the ground, car GPS,
and examination of GE satellite and
lat/long data.
Rivers states that the truck driver lived
in Ringlet, south of Tanah Rata. The
lat/long of this village is: 04.414322,
101.383102. He also states that the
“bones” were found at Tring Cap
(Tringkap) NNE of Bringchang. The
lat/long of this town per GE is:
04.512611, 101.430043. Therefore,
the truck driver supposedly killed
Thompson, drove with the body about
9.2 km (by road per Google Maps) NE
into an area with poor to non-existent
roads, dug a grave, dumped the body,
drove back 7.4 km past the area of the
manslaughter, and proceeded another
16.8 km to his home somewhere in the
Ringlet area S of Tanah Rata. This all
seems unlikely.
Auntie (not clear if she was really a
relative, or more likely this is a general
term for an older woman friend) saw JT
voluntarily get into a vehicle; the
vehicle had several “big soldiers in
uniform” in it.

examined. Link to
“bones of JT” is very
tenuous, and bones
may well not be JT.

Conclusion: Low
reliability.

Since Madi cannot
remember the name
of the witness, and no
name is available, it
seems that the
reasonable verdict is:
Low Reliability

The stone beside the road on which JT was reportedly seen by the OMF servant.
From Galleher, after p. 106.

One of the contributions of this report is to evaluate some of the witnesses based on the distance from
JT that they appeared to be. This has not been done before in this case. Re distance identification by
witnesses, there is surprisingly no scientific consensus on this important and rather basic matter. A
summary of some findings is as follows.
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Green and Fraser (“Observation distance and recognition…,” Perceptual and Motor Skills, 2002, pp. 637651) and Loftus and Harley (“Why is it easier to identify someone…,” Psychonomic Bulletin and Review,
2005, pp. 43-65) showed faces of celebrities to subjects at different distances, and stated that about 107
to 114 yards was reasonable for an average person to identify an 8 x 10 inch photo of a celebrity. But
these studies have been vigorously criticized as having substantive typographical errors, confusing
reporting, contradictions, and inappropriate methodology, since identifying strangers in a lineup is
different from identifying celebrities, and the researchers did not use actual distances, but rather
shrunken or blown up photos to simulate distance.
By contrast, Wagenaar et al. (“Face recognition as a function of distance…,” Psychology, Crime and Law,
1996, pp. 321-332) proposed a “15 meter rule,” stating that strangers could be re-identified at up to 15
meters, with a better than 50% accuracy rate, in lighting of at least 15 lux (bright lights at night). But
beyond that distance, re-identification after the initial sighting dropped to an unacceptable 14%. (And of
course even a 50% success rate is poor by courtroom standards of reasonable doubt or even
preponderance of the evidence.)
Christopher M. Altman, Can You See Me Now? (Ball State University, M.A. Thesis, 2014) had subjects
view well-lit target strangers for 20 seconds at various distances up to 80 yards, and then the subjects
immediately answered questions about the stranger’s clothing and appearance, viewed lineup photos in
which the stranger was or was not present, and stated whether they were confident enough of their
findings to testify in court. In this study, 48% of subjects correctly identified the stranger viewed at 20
yards, and this (rather low) percentage dropped to: 37% at 40 yards; 23% at 60 yards; and 18% at 80
yards. Furthermore, witnesses at all distances underestimated the distance from themselves to the
target, with this error increasing as distance increased. Witnesses at 60 and 80 yards away were
generally unwilling to say that they would testify in court on their identifications.
Since two key “witnesses” listed in the table above were found to have viewed the subject at more than
190 yards, their credibility is impeached. These were Mr. Subramanian, the gardener at the Lutheran
Bungalow, viewing at almost 200 yards, and the OMF female servant No. 1 at the OMF Bungalow,
viewing at about 763 feet, or 254 yards.

A Possible Sighting in Tahiti
Edward Pollitz, a businessman and “responsible American who had done commendable work in the
International Executive Service Corps” who “had known JT for years” and was supposed to meet JT in
Singapore the day after the disappearance, reportedly saw JT in Tahiti two months after the
disappearance, on May 27, 1967. According to a confidential but declassified US Department of State
telegram (the most detailed account of the sighting found to date), JT was in the lobby of the Hotel
Tahiti, wearing “a sport shirt and gray slacks,” when Pollitz spotted him from the manager’s office. JT
was with a Caucasian woman but Pollitz did not see her face. Pollitz called out JT’s name but the
individual did not respond, got into a black car with the woman, and departed. Pollitz was “positive” it
was JT, but acknowledged that it could have been a case of mistaken identity.
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This telegram/memo is presented in the annexes, and the original is located in the US National Archives
II. The memo was deemed important enough that it was circulated in 1967 to Assistant Secretary of
State William P. Bundy for his review and approval. It was also apparently sent to Bill Colby, then head
of the CIA’s east Asia division (and later head of the CIA).
According to Warren (pp. 178-9) and De Souza (p. 119), but not mentioned in the detailed State
Department memo, Pollitz tried to trace JT via inquiries in Tahiti but failed.
Note that this sighting is the one that De Souza apparently believes “solved” the case, and hence he
called his book: Solved!
De Souza’s information may have come from Galleher, p. 94, who states that Pollitz “contacted the local
Pan Am manager to see if anyone matching the descriptions flew out of Tahiti that day, and made
inquiries around the island” but these efforts failed. Or De Souza may have drawn on Warren, who said
the same thing.
Martha Galleher flew to Tahiti to investigate this sighting, and found that the hotel manager
remembered the shouting incident, but was vague on who was being shouted at. (Galleher, p. 141)
Galleher met with Malaysian police chief Santokh Singh in 1968, and he stated that Pollitz saw JT from
only 30 feet away. (Galleher, p. 125)
Unfortunately, this sighting is somewhat problematic on several grounds:








It is not clear where Singh got the figure of 30 feet
The angle, lighting, time of day and other conditions are not given
Pollitz himself made efforts to trace JT in Tahiti after the sighting, but did not find any clues.
Pollitz did not report this sighting to the USG for about two weeks. The memo states that he did
mention the sighting to named airline employees but did not report to the USG because he
thought JT was on a “CAS mission” [classified assignment mission?] and thought JT did not
respond to Pollitz’s shout because JT was on a mission.
A detailed follow-up cross-examination of Pollitz was apparently not undertaken (he died of
leukemia in August 1968 at age 68).
It is possible but extremely unlikely that Pollitz created this sighting because he was somehow
involved in the disappearance and wanted to divert attention away from that.

All in all, it seems possible but unlikely that this sighting was correct.

Possible Sightings Long After the LKP
Denis Horgan (interview in writing) states that “there were so many fevered sightings and theories I
can’t keep track.”
JK (p. 197) states that JT was supposedly seen in Cambodia in at least two places (and smoking opium at
one location), and was reportedly seen in Malaysia telling fortunes at a temple. (!)
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De Souza (p. 74) states that JT was reportedly imprisoned in Cambodia, and a private team was
organized to rescue him; that JT was sighted at the Thai resort island of Koh Samui (p. 77); and that it
was speculated that JT was in China (pp. 63-4).
Galleher (p. 166) states that in 1969 the BBC reported that JT was supposedly sighted in Peking. In 1972
she “received classified information that made me believe that Jim was alive and in China” (p. 180). She
followed up but was stonewalled by an ex-CIA official and the Chinese.
Gallaher states (p. 200) that there were some suggestions that JT arranged for a clandestine trip (after
his disappearance) on a freighter from Singapore to Hong Kong, to visit his old friend and colleague Tao
Oum from Laos.
None of these sightings or theories were supported by any convincing, examinable evidence, and none
yielded any results. The conclusion on all these must be: low reliability.

Maps
Maps are always key to SAR. In this case the following relevant maps were located:
1. A faded 1963 map in poor condition located in Brinchang CH, on a hotel wall, published in 1963
by the Director of National Mapping of Malaysia. Scale of 1: 12,672 (5 inches to the mile).
Contour lines every 50 feet. Although this scale is excellent and very detailed, showing the
Moonlight Bungalow by name and many other buildings, this map unfortunately has a large
legend in the upper left covering a substantial part of the jungle NW of the MB. Pictures were
taken of this map. Since the JT search took place only four years after this map was created, it is
likely that this 1963 detailed map was used in the JT search.
2. An identical map in excellent condition, collected by the US Department of Defense, marked
“Confidential” and “No distribution to foreign nationals.” Found and scanned at the US Library
of Congress. This map does not appear in the LoC catalog, but is in a folder marked “Cameron
Highlands” in the Geography and Map Room.
3. A 1995 map of the CH, found in the CH in the offices of Perak Aleyak, who participated in the
search for JT as a Boy Scout. (See the interview annex.) Scale of 1: 50,000. Photos taken.
4. Various tourist maps, not to scale, quite useless for SAR but somewhat interesting in that they
show modern features and hiking trails. These were obtained in November 2013 in the CH.
The first three maps described above are presented here. The fourth category is presented in the
Annexes.
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Title of the faded topo map of the CH, from 1963, found in the CH on a hotel wall in Brinchang.
The scale is 1 to 12,672 (5 inches to the mile; quite detailed) and the contour line interval is 50 feet of elevation.

Reference info from the Brinchang hotel 1963 map
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A wide view of Tanah Rata from the 1963 map. The MB is in the upper center. Note the trail information in large
numbers, added later to the map. If JT went walking SE, instead of northerly, and made it across the golf course
without being sighted (except by one questionable witness), then he could have made it to the area of Trail #3, 4,
or 5, which was apparently not a prime search area. If he had an accident there,
his chances of being found would be reduced.
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Wide view of JT search area from 1963 map. The Moonlight Bungalow (“Moonlight”) is in upper left.
The golf course (“Golf Links”) is in the center of this view.
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Medium closeup of part of the JT search area. Note: Moonlight Bungalow (“Moonlight”) is center left, with the
Lutheran Bungalow to the SW of the MB. The Cameron Highlands Hotel is on the NW side of the main
Tanah Rata to Brinchang road, which runs generally from W to E across the bottom of this closeup, past
the Golf Club, White House and Mount Vernon
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More detailed close-up of JT search area near Moonlight Bungalow,
with key search locations, including the “kitchen trail,” noted in red overlay
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The JT search area, with 50 foot contour lines clearly shown. This is the un-cataloged, un-faded map of CH located
at the Map and Geography Room, US Library of Congress (LoC), marked on front “Confidential,” “Official Use
Only,” and “No foreign nationals,” and on the back as created in 1963. Again, the scale is 1 to 12,672 (quite
detailed). Note that the stream just west of the MB heads NE and N, then curves NNW.
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Closeup of 1963 CH map from LoC, showing the Moonlight Bungalow. Note what may be a small trail (small black
dots) going east and downhill from the MB, yet not connecting to anything. (Although this is perhaps more likely
just an escarpment.) Note also that the “kitchen trail” that headed northwest and downhill from the MB (Capt.
Mohammad interview) is not shown. (Galleher, p. 128, says she found “no” trails leading away from the MB.) Also
not shown is the reported trail that existed going up the drainage and stream to the northwest of the MB. This
trail apparently went up the east side of the stream, up through the word “Starlight,” and then up near the head of
the stream to end in an orang asli burial ground, also not shown on the map.

Date (1995) and other publication information from a more modern topo map
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Very wide view of JT search area, from Ringlet in the south to the mountains in the north. The MB is north of the
“AN” in the capitalized word “TANAH RATA.” Map scale: 1:50,000. Contour interval: 100 meters. Source: 1995
topo map located in the CH. Mt. (“G.”) Birincang is on the provincial border due north of Tanah Rata; this is where
the morning picnic took place. Mt. (“G.”) Irau, where Boy Scouts searched for JT immediately after the
disappearance, is on the border NW of Mt. Birincang.
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Closer view of Tanah Rata and Brinchang (Berincang) area on 1995 map. This map shows the topography of the
search area N and NW of the MB, which was obscured by the legend in the 1963 map.

Close-up of JT search area on 1995 topo map. The MB is in the middle right,
Shown as 3 black squares in a N-S line, SE of the number 1666. The Lutheran Bungalow
is a single black square SSW of the MB complex. The topo detail is not as fine as in the 1963 map. Note the
“continental divide” border with the next province, just N and W of the MB. Also note the stream just west of the
MB goes NNW, not NNE, as on the 1963 map.
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Conclusions that can be drawn from a review of these maps include:











There was possibly a trail leading steeply downhill from the MB, headed east. This trail was not
mentioned by Capt. Mohammad in his interview, but was alluded to by Madi (interview).
Warren (p. 17) states that “there were a number of somewhat precarious paths,” besides the
road, for getting down off the MB’s isolated hill.
It would make sense that the “kitchen trail” (headed northwest from the MB) would exist, since
it would provide a short cut to the Lutheran Bungalow, which has its own short cut trail (shown
on the detailed 1963 map) heading SE towards the golf course and village.
The terrain northeast, north, northwest, west and even southwest of the MB is steep, confusing
and full of ravines and streams -- good terrain for getting lost.
There are interesting hills just west of the MB, within sight of the bungalow, that might have
been attractive to JT as a hiker with only a couple of hours to kill.
The area east, southeast and due south of the MB is more populated, and the roads are fairly
close together. Thus this area is less likely to hold a body which went undiscovered.
Imagine that JT headed south from the MB instead of northerly, perhaps down the kitchen trail,
south past the Lutheran Mission, and then towards the golf course. If he made it across the golf
course without being sighted (except by one questionable witness who was discounted by
police), then he could have made it to the area of Trail #3 (as shown on the faded 1963 map),
which was apparently not a prime search area. If he had an accident there, his chances of being
found would be reduced.
Note regarding the last theory: Although the various eyewitnesses are rated as not very
reliable, it must be admitted that a quite a few people claim to have seen JT. If all or most of
them were in fact correct, then perhaps this was the right sequence: JT waved to gardener at
the Lutheran Bungalow, crunched past the Ling’s window and down the kitchen trail and thence
to the Lutheran Bungalow, where he was seen by the cook. Then he walked around the road NE
to the hornet’s nest area, where he was seen across the ravine by an OMF servant. He departed
the hornet’s nest and walked down the road toward the golf course, intending to make it to the
course by road or cross-country, as he had tried the day before. He stopped for a cigarette at
the large stone beside the road, where he was seen from a few yards away by another OMF
servant. Then JT continued down the road (or cross country) to the golf course, where he was
seen near Trail 4, south of the golf course. He was determined to get in one last substantial hike
before departing the CH (this was why he wanted to cut the picnic short earlier), and he began
walking along one of the trails SE of the course. There he went in to the jungle, had an accident
or a gall bladder attack off the trail, and collapsed. Since that area was not searched well or at
all, his body was not found. Of course all this is very speculative.

The author has a 1 GB scan of the entire 1963 LoC map in TIFF format, a 27 GB PNG version of the entire
1963 LoC map, and jpeg versions of portions of the faded 1967 topo map and the modern 1995 topo
map presented above. These can be made available to serious researchers on request.
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Analysis of the Search
Evaluation and Calculations Re the Search Effort
Unfortunately little detailed information is available on the 1967 search, in terms of techniques and
locations. No search files or annotated search maps have been located. The table below attempts to
categorize the search by time line. Guesses and assumptions by me are in italics. As will be discussed
later, even reports from the time period must be treated carefully, since the number and
comprehensiveness of searches, and the probability of detection, are often exaggerated in many if not
most searches. Press reports are often quite unreliable.
Note that the term “hasty search” is not derogatory and in fact is an appropriate technique in the period
just after a disappearance; but care must be taken not to destroy clues, and to document what was
done during the search.
The table below shows the search dates, and for each day, the activity, number and type of searchers
(often a guesstimate), their likely focus and techniques, and estimated number of person days delivered.
Dates

Activity (and
Source)

Est. # & Type of
Searchers

Sunday,
March 26,
after 6
pm;

Hasty search led by
Dr. Ammundsen and
others. (Galleher, p.
13, citing April 6,
1967 report from
Charles Sheffield)

“Local residents,
schoolchildren, hospital
patients” (ibid.)

Hasty search
reaching up to 300
searchers by Monday
evening (Sheffield)

“Large group of
Malaysian Field Forces,
US Embassy official
from KL, by Monday
evening more than 300
searchers combing the
jungle.” (ibid.)

15 Boy Scouts and 5
orang asli trackers for 4
hours (Interview with
“the Teacher”)

DAY 1

Monday,
March 27
DAY 2

Focus Area

Techniques

Est. # of
Person Days
(PDs)
Delivered

Probably walking
roads and perhaps
trails and calling
out for JT.

Assume 32
people times 2
hours of
daylight and
twilight; = 64
hours; = 8 PDs

Probably roads
and trails
radiating out
from the MB,
esp. to the
north; and the
jungle near the
MB

Probably walking
roads and trails
and calling out for
JT, looking for sign
and spoor, possibly
some line abreast
searching.

Assume
average during
the day of 200
persons, times
6 hours per
person, = 150
PDs

Main and side
trails up to
Gunnung Iran
Mountain

Walking main and
side trails, calling
out “Mr. Jim, Mr.
Jim” and looking
for sign

Assume 20
people times 4
hours = 10 PDs

Probably roads
near the MB.
Bungalows in
the area (“The
Teacher”
interview)

The “jungle
trackers were not
really organized
for a good 24
hours,” Warren, p.
155
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Tues,
March 28
DAY 3

More organized
search, by up to 300
searchers (Straits
Times (ST), Wed.,
March 29)
JK (p. 186) cites 1984
Life article, which
states “nearly 400
people
searching…the
biggest rescue
operation ever
attempted in
Malaysia”

Wed.,
March 29

Orang asli trackers

DAY 4

Helicopters

Possibly somewhat
reduced but still
organized ground
search. Unclear if
100 or 300 police and
military or police
continued to search.
On Day 4,
“Thompson fever
went up another
notch when a reward
of about RM 200,000
($10,000 USD
according to De
Souza, p. 32) was
offered… Locals
began organizing
their own search
parties.” (Michael
Cheang, “Re-living
the day Jim
Thompson went
missing,” Star2, 26
March 2012.) De
Souza (p. 32) states
that Charles Sheffield
offered the reward
on behalf of the Thai
Silk Company.

“300 searchers” with
“200 men from Police
Field Force, a tracker
dog, aborigines, British
patients, 1 helo.” (ST
3/29) Schoolchildren
and British Army
volunteers also
searched. (see below)
“something like 325
policemen now
involved, plus about 30
aborigines,”
“altogether about 400
people,” Warren, p.
137-8
3 aborigine squads of 67 men each (Galleher,
p. 10, citing State Dept.
cable, date unclear.)

3 helos beginning 4 pm
for one hour (ibid.)

“About 100 searchers
continued, with the
students from Dalat
American School and
British Army volunteers
stopping their search
efforts after the lunch
break.” (De Souza, p.
34.)

Searching the
jungle for 5 mile
radius around
the MB, also
Robinson
waterfall, rec
ground, golf
course. (ST
3/29)

Use of loud hailers,
tracker dog,
aborigine tracking,
trail walking,
probably some line
abreast searches

Assume
average during
the day of 400
persons, times
6 hours per
person, = 300
PDs

Aborigine
squads
“searched likely
streams and
trails extending
6 mi. N of the
MB”

Searching for sign
and spoor

Assume 7
aborigines x 3
squads x 7
hours = 18 PDs

Helo overhead
search, but not
effective; use
terminated quickly

Assume 9 helo
observers x 1
hrs ea. = 1 PD

Assume 100
searchers
continued

Assume 100
searchers x 6
hours ea., = 75
PDs

Cheang cites
unusual SAR
techniques used
by the mystics:
Setting off
fireworks, reciting
incantations,
hitting gongs and
trying to “ward off
evil spirits.”

Assume 50
persons x 4
hours ea. = 25
PDs for this
day

Unclear where
helos searched

Area N of MB
“Area covering
primarily two
miles in each
direction from
MB” (Galleher p.
10)

“Greatest number of
searchers” were on
days 1,2, and 3
(Warren, pp. 144-5)
Difficult to estimate.
Cheang cites “118
mystics.” Also,
“everyone was leaving
work early to go look in
the jungle…”
But not all mystics
would actually deliver
ground searching, and
some people could only
search after work.
Assume 50 extra
people/day for the five
days.

Likely on trails
already
searched, with
some searching
of virgin jungle.
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At about the same
time, the Malaysian
Police offered a
standard award of
about $3000 USD (De
Souza, p. 32).
In the afternoon of
this day, Asst.
Commissioner of
Police Yussof Khan,
head of the search,
was recalled to Ipoh,
and Supt. A.S.
Nathan was put in
charge, but the
transition was
“smooth, with no
change in strategy”
(De Souza, pp. 28-29)
Thurs
March 30
DAY 5

Fri March
31

“300 police searched
for 11 days, then the
number reduced to
100,” De Souza, p. 45.
But he also says “100
searchers continued”
on this day

Not clear

“100 searchers
continued…”

Not clear

Probably line
searches

Probably line
searches

DAY 6
Gen. Edwin Black joined
the search with “his
crew” (De Souza, pp.
42-3). (The Straits
Times story of 2 April
seems to indicate that
Black arrived on April
1.)

Not clear

Set up comms
tower, did
interviews, walked
trails with
aborigine guides,
and looked for
vistas that might
have appealed to
JT (Warren, p. 149)
Horgan (interview)
says that only he
and Black
searched, and
Dean Frasche did
not, but he does
mention “local
guides.” Horgan
also states, that
contrary to many

Assume 100
searchers x 6
hours ea., = 75
PDs
Additional
factor for
mystics and
after work
searchers:
Assume 50
persons x 4
hours ea. = 25
PDs for this
day
Assume 100
searchers x 6
hours ea., = 75
PDs
Assume 6
searchers x 7
hours ea., = 5
PDs

Mystics + parttimers: Assume
50 persons x 4
hours ea. = 25
PDs for this
day
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sources, no US
Army helos were
brought in on the
search.
Sat April 1

“200+ officers and men
from Perak’s police
field force” + others (De
Souza, p. 42.)
“100 searchers
continued…”

DAY 7

“Gen. Black and his
crew went on a
separate probe of their
own.” (Ibid.) Black
“informed press and
police that he was
taking over the search”
JK, p. 187.

Not clear

Not clear but
probably line
searches

Likely N and NW
of the MB

Trail walking (see
above)

Assume 100
searchers x 6
hours ea., = 75
PDs

Assume 6
searchers x 7
hours ea., = 5
PDs

Mystics + parttimers: Assume
100 persons x 4
hours ea. = 50
PDs for this
day (more time
available on
weekend)
Sun April 2

“300 police…”
“100 searchers
continued…”

DAY 8

Gen. Black called off his
search and returned to
KL

Mon April
3

“300 police…”
“100 searchers
continued…”

Not clear

Not clear but
probably line
searches

Assume 100
searchers x 6
hours ea., = 75
PDs

None

None

Zero

Not clear

Not clear but
probably line
searches

Not clear

Not clear but
probably line
searches

DAY 9

Tues April
4

Apparently at about this
time, the Thai Silk
Company offered
$2,500 USD reward in

Assume mystics and
part-timers have now
been accounted for –
Cheang states that “by
the second week
everyone had pretty
much resumed their
normal daily lives”
“300 police…”
“100 searchers
continued…”

Mystics + parttimers: Assume
100 persons x 4
hours ea. = 50
PDs for this
day (more time
available on
weekend)
Assume 100
searchers x 6
hours ea., = 75
PDs

Assume 100
searchers x 6
hours ea., = 75
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DAY 10

Wed April
5
DAY 11

Thurs
April 6 +

DAY 12
AND
AFTERWARDS

addition to the $10,000
USD already offered.
This $2,500 came from
George Barrie, a
business associate of JT
(De Souza, p. 45).
At some point, “soon”
after the
disappearance, the
reward was increased
to $25,000, because
this was considerably
higher than the
“standard” ransom for
Chinese businessmen of
$10,000, and it was felt
that a much higher sum
might be more
effective. (Testimony,
p. 13, of Henry
Thompson III, nephew
of JT, 10 June 1974,
before the Register of
Wills, Wilmington, DE.;
estate file of JT.)

PDs
But, Galleher, p. 23 says
“the official search
lasted for 9 days and
ended on April 4”
Warren, p. 144 and 154
states “the official
search lasted 10 days”
but “small groups of
police and non-official
searchers continued
occasional searches”

“50 police left Tanah
Rata and headed 8 km
into the jungle” (De
Souza, p. 43).

Not clear

Probably trail
searching

Assume 50
searchers x 8
hours ea., = 50
PDs

“Nine men led by Yip
Wah entered the
woods on their own
search,” De Souza, p.
43.
“Perak Adventurers
Club, with 12 members
in 2 teams, searched for
3 days in mid-April,”
Warren, p. 154

Not clear

Probably trail
searching

Assume 9 men
x 6 hours ea., =
7 PDs

Not clear

Probably trail
searching

Assume 12
men x 6
hours/day x 3
days; = 27 PDs

“small groups of
police,” Warren, p. 154

Not clear

Probably trail
searching

Assume 6 men
per group x 6
hours/day x 3
days x 5
groups; = 67
PDs

“‘Thompson’ the taxi
driver and 2 others
searched for JT and got
lost themselves for a
week,” De Souza, p. 124

W and S of
Tanah Rata

Probably trail
searching, then
lost

“Non-official
searchers…attracted by
the reward,” Warren, p.
154.

Not clear

Probably trail
searching

Assume 3 men
x 6 hrs/day x 7
days; = 16 PDs

Assume 4 men
per group x 6
hours/day x 3
days x 8
groups; = 72
PDs
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“On April 23, Richard
Noone, a British officer
with SEATO [and
former anthropologist
and intelligence officer]
and two assistants…
searched for 36 hours,”
De Souza, pp. 46 and 54
“some weeks later”
Horgan returned with
psychic Hurkos, but did
no real searching
(Horgan interview)

Not clear

Questioned
aborigines and
searched

3 men x 36
hours = 12 PDs

NA

NA

Zero

GRAND
TOTAL #
OF EST.
PERSON
DAYS

1448 PDs (8
hour days);
or 11584
person-hours

This is the first time any such day-by-day quantitative analysis has been attempted. One thing that this
interesting exercise has made clear: no-one was keeping careful track of the overall searchers or search
days delivered.
The number of person hours delivered above, at 11,584, is a very large number indeed. Translated to
person days, this is 1448. Denis Horgan (interview) estimates that the number of person-days delivered
in total was in the “high hundreds,” not over one thousand. So the number above of 1448 is quite
generous, and if anything is an over-estimate.
Horgan also makes the following important points re search tactics:








The jungle was so thick when off trail that undertaking line abreast searching was really
impractical. So the assumption above, and calculations below, that a substantial portion of the
searching was line abreast may also be quite generous.
The helicopters used were not US Army, as reported in the press, but were from Malaysia. In
any case, the jungle canopy was so thick that they were quite ineffectual, and were not used
much.
The search strategy used by the Malaysian police and army was to search the roads and trails
around the MB and spread out deeper into the jungle as the trails and terrain allowed. Again,
spaced line searches were not practical, due to the density of the jungle. (Thus this contradicts
Capt. Mohammad.) “Searchers … stuck to the trails….working their way down increasingly
difficult trails, and exploring out where it might be possible that a person might have gone.”
Training varied considerably across the searchers. Initial searchers did not have formal training
but many knew the area. The larger search forces brought in later had lots of eyes and legs, but
not high skills or training.
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Recall the comment reported earlier by a Tanah Rata policeman, who stated that “a regiment of men”
working for a month would have been necessary to cover the area around the MB in the search.
Quantifying this statement led to the figure of about 48,900 person days being needed. The 1,448
person days estimated above as actually delivered is only 2.9% of the estimated 48,900 person days
required.

Calculations on the Maximum Search Area Obtained
Capt. Mohammad stated that the search for JT was done up to three miles north of and around the MB
(a diameter of six miles and thus a radius of three miles)8. If we assume that the search area included
the area shown in the figure below, then this would constitute a portion, about 5/8, of an approximate
circle with a radius of 3 miles. Using the formula of 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟 2 x 5/8), this yields an area of 17.7 square
miles to be searched, a substantial area. This area is shown within the yellow line below.
Note that if one contends that the area that really needed to be searched was more like 6 miles out
from the MB, then a calculation using the same formula would yield about 70.7 square miles to be
searched, shown in the light green area below.

Apparent search area, with the yellow line showing the 3 mile radius.
The entire light green area shows a 6 mile radius.
Turning to the maximum area that could have been searched, the “Grid Search Planning Formulas”
developed by NASAR (p. 222) are useful here. The second formula presented by NASAR states that the
8

Capt. Mohammad stated in his interview that 75% of the three mile circle around the MB was searched
intensively; here I assume that the portion of the circle E and SE of the MB was not searched intensively, since that
was more populated. If we use the Captain’s figures, then the conclusions below are reinforced, since the search
area that should have been searched in 1967 was even larger than the number of 17.7 square miles that I use.
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area in square miles that can be searched by a team of searchers can be calculated by the following
formula:
Area (sq. mi.) =

Spacing (ft) x Hours x Searchers
5280 (ft) x 3.5

where 3.5 is the estimated average number of hours for a grid searcher to go one mile, as determined
by Wartes and Koopman and other studies.
In the JT case, the number of searcher hours has already been estimated in the table above, at 11,584.
Hence the formula can be revised to:
Area (sq. mi.) =

Spacing (ft) x 11,584
5280 (ft) x 3.5

Now assume various scenarios of searching, in terms of spacing and usefulness of searchers:
A. The spacing for all searchers was 40 yards, or 120 feet, as described by Capt. Mohammad in his
interview. Inserted in the formula, this would yield an area that could be searched as 75.2
square miles. Thus under this approach, it would appear that the 17.7 square miles to be
searched, could have in fact been searched several times over. Is this scenario realistic,
however? After all, Scenario A assumes that all the terrain was triple canopy jungle with very
open land under the canopy, which could be covered with a very wide spacing indeed, of 120
feet. Then consider scenario B, as follows.
B. Here half the searchers were spaced at 120 feet, per Capt. Mohammad, but half were spaced at
8 feet, as shown in the Straits Times photo and as demanded by very thick ground cover jungle.
Here the formula yields a searchable area of only 38.9 square miles.
C. In a third scenario, imagine that Capt. Mohammad was incorrect (or at least incorrect with
reference to many of the searchers), or that the 40 yard spacing was used for only a negligible
percentage of the search. Imagine instead that all the searchers did line searches, but that the
spacing was 12 feet. This approach would yield only 7.5 square miles as the maximum
searchable area. This area is less than half of the 17.7 square miles required.
D. Increasing the pessimism of the search factors, imagine that 8 foot spacing was required, and
that normal speed of advance was halved, to 7.0 hours per mile per searcher, due to the very
difficult terrain in the CH, with numerous ravines, steep hills, many streams, etc. This approach
would lead to an estimate of only 2.5 square miles that could have been searched.
E. Now consider a very pessimistic estimate in which ¾ of the searchers just walked up and down
the same trails over and over, or were mystics setting off firecrackers and basically delivering no
useful searching. Assume that the remaining ¼ of the searchers did line abreast searching at ½
normal speed (i.e. at 7.0 hours per mile per searcher) at a spacing of 8 feet. Plugging these
figures into the formula yields a remarkably low figure of only 0.6 square miles searched!
F. Finally, consider what I feel is a reasonable scenario/guesstimate, namely that about 2/5 of the
searchers (mainly police or military) did line abreast searching as described by Capt.
Mohammad, with 120 foot spacing; but went 50 percent slower than the normal speed (i.e.,
5.25 hours per mile; due to the very difficult terrain); and 1/5 of searchers (again military or
police) did 8 foot spacing at half normal speed (i.e. 7 hours per mile); and 2/5 of searchers
contributed little to the effective search (but rather kept walking up and down the same trails
until they dead-ended). This would then yield a maximum searched area of about 11.0 square
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miles, rather short of the 17.7 required. I consider that this estimate is fairly realistic, but if
anything is on the high side.
This estimate of 11 square miles is possibly independently supported by Henry B. Thompson, the
brother of JT, who stated on 10 June 1974 under examination at the New Castle County, Delaware
Register of Wills, that “the forest was combed for 10 to 15 miles around” (see the annex on the will and
administration of JT). If by this he meant square miles, which he probably did, then this figure is in the
same range. (It seems unlikely that he could mean 10 to 15 radial miles around the MB, since he stated
that the search team consisted of only 200 Boy Scouts. My estimate of 11 square miles was done before
having the Henry B. Thompson statement in hand, and thus was independent of it.)
Note that all the above scenarios involve creating a “coverage of 1.0” in NASAR terminology (p. 217). In
other words, each location in the search area is only covered once. However, as NASAR points out (pp.
215-217), a coverage of 1.0 does not yield a Probability of Detection (PoD) of 100%. In fact, due to
various factors in land searches, such as “searcher fatigue, attention lapses, variations of searcher tracks
from those assigned…terrain, vegetation, etc.,” the PoD realized is much less than 100%. The actual PoD
achieved can be calculated from an Exponential Detection Function (NASAR, p. 215) with the formula:
PoD = 1 – e-C
Where “C” is the coverage and “e” is the base of the natural logarithm. This gives a curve, in which a
coverage of 0.5 yields a PoD of about 40%, a coverage of 1.0 yields a PoD of only 63%, and it takes a
coverage of 2.0 to achieve a PoD of 86%. This means that even if every location in the searched area is
covered by searchers, twice, there is still a 14% chance that the victim will not be found. Furthermore,
NASAR states that PoDs in excess of 63% are usually “overblown” and “need to be carefully justified or
discounted by search planners.”
Recall that the analysis above was driven by the assumption that JT went a maximum of three miles
from the MB, and did not go in an E, SE or S direction. In NASAR terms, we have determined that the
chances are that that JT is in this “segment” of the possible search area. This chance is called the
“probability of area” or PoA. This probability is not 100%, because there is certainly some chance that JT
walked further than three miles, or perhaps went E or SE, and thus is not in the specified segment of the
search area.
The probability of success (PoS) for any search is the PoA x PoD (NASAR, p. 93). Let us first take a
reasonable but optimistic view. Here we assume that the chance that JT is in the search area described
above is 75% (i.e., PoA is 75%), and the PoD in the search area is 63%. Here the overall PoS is only 47%.
It might well be the case that JT is outside this described search area, in another segment. Consider the
following facts:


JT was keen on hiking and finding unusual plants and orchids, and “liked difficult terrain,” and
even “liked to get lost”
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JT might have gotten lost and gone much further than three miles in an effort to locate a road,
stream or habitation
In fact, JT’s friend and colleague Gen. Black stated that JT would likely “follow a stream” to find
civilization. However, if JT went north or northwest and passed over the “continental divide”
into the next state of Malaysia, all streams would lead into wilderness.
JT might have continued walking in the moonlight, and gone beyond the search area even as the
hasty search was getting under way.

In fact, the 1967 searchers recognized this possibility, and undertook some searching on and along trails
for several kilometers beyond the three mile limit from the MB (Capt. Mohammad interview). However,
even in difficult terrain, JT could perhaps have continued beyond the three (or approximate six) mile
limit in the first afternoon and/or the first night.
Taking a more pessimistic view, based on the factors above, one might reasonably assume that the PoA
is only 55% and the PoD (in the searched area) was perhaps also 55%. Then the overall PoS would only
be 30.3%.
Of course, as contended by most other writers, it is quite possible that JT was and is not anywhere near
the search area. (For example, he went to Tahiti, China, Cambodia, etc.) This is called in SAR
terminology a “bogus search” – meaning a “full scale search for a subject who is not there to be found”
(NASAR, p. 146-147). To give this theory its due, NASAR notes (p. 147), that two studies have found that
about 25% of searches in the US and Canada for lost hikers were bogus, and NASAR states that
“searchers will usually suspect a bogus search when the incident has been proceeding for several or
more hours without the discovery of clues.” And the JT case has been going on for 48 years with no real
discovery of clues!

Application of Statistical and Other Analyses from Koester’s Lost Person Behavior
Robert J. Koester, Lost Person Behavior (Charlottesville, VA: dbS Productions, 2008) worked with and
was the lead creator of the International Search and Rescue Incident Database (ISRID), with over 16,000
SAR incidents usable for full analysis, and was able to develop statistical profiles of lost persons using
these data.
Koester has various categories of lost person, and the one that fits JT best would seem to be “hiker”
(“walkers, hill walkers/fell walkers (in the UK), day hikers…” (p. 183). One could argue that JT also
exhibits some characteristics of the following categories: “gatherer,” “despondent,” and perhaps
“abduction,” but hiker seems to fit best, and I will leave it to future researchers to try to combine
categories in JT’s case.
Koester narratively notes (pp. 183-4) the following characteristics of missing hikers that may be relevant
to the JT case:


The “lost” scenario accounts of 68% of missing hikers.
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Errors [by the hiker] typically occur at decision points (rail junctions, obscure trails, game trails,
social trails, head of drainages).
Other common errors include heading the wrong direction down a trail. Errors at decision
points account for 56% of lost cases.
Hikers are generally guided by terrain to other linear features once they are lost. Many follow
the path of least resistance.
Among hikers, 32-48% will be found uphill in relation to the IPP.
In general, around a third (30-40%) will travel at night. (This is a very substantial figure, and is
probably even higher in the JT case, when JT was probably a bit arrogant about his knowledge of
the terrain, embarrassed by getting lost, and determined to “self rescue.”)

Koester’s statistical tables (pp. 184-5) on lost hikers reveal the following interesting facts:











In temperate mountainous climates, 75% of lost hikers will be found within 3.6 miles of the IPP,
and 95% will be found within 11.3 miles. [CH is a temperate climate compared to the other
category, “dry climate.”]
In temperate climates, 32% of lost hikers are found uphill of the IPP in elevation, 52% below the
IPP, and 16% at the same elevation. 75% are found within 1166 to 1175 up or down from the
IPP.
In temperate climates, 25% of lost hikers are found near or at linear features (this is by far the
largest “find location”), and 14% are found in fields and 13% in structures and 13% at roads.
12% are found in drainages.
In terms of scenario, 68% were classified as “lost,” while 7% were “trauma,” and only 2% were
“medical.” Interestingly, of Koester’s 2242 cases of hikers, none or almost none were
“despondent” or “criminal” – the latter meaning that the hiker was the victim of an abduction or
murder. Only 1% were “evading” (meaning intentionally trying to evade being found). Thus if
JT was abducted, murdered or disappeared intentionally, this would be a very, very rare case
indeed.
The “dispersion angle” and the “track offset” statistics might be useful if we knew what trail or
linear feature JT followed. Unfortunately, this is unknown.
The “survivability” statistics show that even 96 hours after going missing, 49% of lost hikers are
found alive. This surprisingly high figure shows that (statistically) the chances were good that JT
could have survived for a number of days in the jungle.

Koester poses 26 “additional investigation questions” which should be asked and answered regarding
lost hikers. Drawing on the material presented earlier, we can answer many of these questions and subquestions briefly here with regard to JT (in italics; “N/A” means not applicable), as follows:
1. Years of experience at hiking? Over 40. Frequency? Not clear.
2. Years of experience in this particular area? About 6-8 days. Frequency? These 6-8 days were
spread over three visits to the CH in several years.
3. Destination and expected route? Not clear. From the evidence above, the nine following routes
or destinations seem possible, in approximate order of likelihood: 1. Hornet’s nest area; 2. Near
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4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

the JT stone beside the road; 3. Cross country again (duplicating the previous day’s hike),
southbound, from the MB to the Lutheran Bungalow and/or the Golf Course; 4. Even further
southbound, beyond the Golf Course to the trails S and SE of Tana Ratah; 5. North-westbound
cross country, to the top of the two headed ridge in sight of the MB; 6. Down the “kitchen trail”
and then north and up the drainage (and current “JT Mystery Trail”) toward the orang asli burial
ground; 7. Returning to the site of the morning picnic, atop Mt. Birincang; 8. In a general
northerly direction, cross country, from the MB; 9. to the Anglican Church SE of the Golf Course.
Unfortunately, these nine fan out in most directions from the MB. Alternate routes? Trails,
roads or cross-country. Willingness to try new routes? High. Familiar with destination, how
often? Not clear.
Purpose of hike, and goals? Not clear.
If it is a new destination, who suggested it? Not clear. Directions given? Not clear. Contact
information? None. Map provided? No. Type of map? No map.
Follow trail, road, water, willing to go cross-country? Any of these. Tend to follow trail or go
cross-country? Either, although the jungle makes cross-country difficult. But JT had gone crosscountry just the day before with Dr. Ling, gotten lost, and liked it! Action when encountering
thick or difficult terrain? Not clear, but probably keep stubbornly going, and if lost, possibly
follow a drainage or stream downhill.
Navigational ability: competent with map and compass? Yes, but did not have either. Skill level?
Moderately high. Ability to determine position if off a trail? In the CH, probably not. Ever hike
or navigate at night? Likely yes, many years before in WW II. Able to navigate in limited
visibility? Unclear. CH does have fog, especially in the evening, fairly frequently. Able to read
contour lines? No map present. Probably able to maintain a contour line walking on a hill, if
desired.
Familiar with location? How long? How many hikes? See 2 above. Likely 6-8 individual hikes in
the CH, spread over several years.
Other locations hiked before? Yes. Locations? Northern Thailand, France, Balkans. Routes? In
northern Thailand, following villager directions to caves, ruined temples, and sites of artistic and
archaeological finds.
Other locations interested in or heard about recently? JT was heard to mention on his second
visit to the CH his desire to return to the hornet’s nest area again in future, apparently due to the
good view.
Typical planning taken for a hike? Spontaneous, when in the CH. In northern Thailand, likely
equipped a 4WD vehicle well for initial access, followed by hiking gear.
Planning for this hike? Apparently spontaneous, with little to no planning and no gear and
hardly any possessions.
Trip intentions left? No. Where and with whom? N/A. Left intention on web site or with
officials? No. Any emergency alternatives planned? No.
Checked weather prior to leaving? No. What was original forecast? Likely fine; but unlikely
that any formal forecast was available to JT or anyone in the CH. Any unexpected change in
forecast? Apparently not.
Resources used to research trip? N/A.
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16. Computer, browsing history, blogs? N/A.
17. Usual hiking partner and contact info? Dr. Ling hiked with JT the day before, but apparently
pulled a muscle or tendon and was a bit shaken by getting lost, hence did not accompany JT. JT’s
hiking partners and partners in seeking Buddha heads and other artifacts in upcountry Thailand
were not present in the CH.
18. Expected return time? About sunset, thus about 6 to 6:30 pm. Estimated departure time?
Between 2:30 pm and 4 pm. Estimated time allowed for hike? Perhaps 2-3 hours. Usual
walking pace on flat, uphill, and downhill? Not clear.
19. Does subject typically hike solo or in a group? Both. If a group hiker, does he have any
experience at navigation or making decisions? Yes.
20. Persons who have hiked with the subject in the past? See 6 and 17 above.
21. Pictures available of previous hikes showing equipment currently in use? No. Almost certainly
no equipment present.
22. Any instructions or survival training on what to do if lost, and source of instruction? Yes, survival
and jungle warfare training in Ceylon in WW II, provided to JT by the OSS. Some of this training
apparently included “follow a drainage or stream downhill to civilization.” Able to light a fire?
Possibly. May have had matches and a few cigarettes with him. Apparently left his only lighter
behind, at the MB. Prepared to camp out? Had no camping equipment at all. Perhaps could
have improvised from his jungle training years before, but without a knife, parang and other
minimal equipment (the five Cs: cutting tool, cover, container, cordage, combustion device), this
seems unlikely.
23. Any emergency beacons or communications signaling devices? No. How severe of a problem
before subject would attempt to signal. Probably quite severe.
24. Would subject attempt or know how to signal an air resource? Yes, but helos were used for only
a few hours on one search day, without success, due to the thick jungle canopy.
25. Did subject have any learning disabilities? No.
26. Other health concerns that affected ability to hike? Yes, possibly. Gallstone attacks about every
six months, and intermittent amoebic dysentery.
Koester also notes the following points of general interest:







In the 12,900 ISRID cases for which length of search time data are present, 93% of the time the
subject is found within the first day. The average (mean) search time is 16 hours. Thus the 11+
day search time for JT is extremely unusual (p. 47).
The amount of time elapsed during the search does not have a strong correlation with how far
away the subject is found (p. 51). This surprising finding means that statistically speaking, just
because the JT search went on unusually long is not a predictor that his remains will be found
unusually far from the IPP.
“Anyone who spends enough time in the woods will, sooner or later, become lost.” (Kenneth
Hill, Ph.D., in Koester, p. 53.)
Right-handedness (as JT was) is not a good predictor of veering right unconsciously when lost (p.
62). Americans do tend to veer right more than Britons, but persons who drive on the left and
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are right handed (as JT was, driving on the left in Thailand and Malaysia) can veer right or left
about equally.
Most lost persons are found close to the IPP, and the probability of a find drops off with
distance from the IPP. Earlier assertions that there was a “doughnut hole” of low probability
close to the IPP are incorrect. (p. 64-5.) With lost hikers, as mentioned above, 75% will be found
within 3.6 miles of the IPP, in temperate, mountainous terrain (like the CH).
Lost persons do not always go downhill, contrary to the myth (p. 68).
A significant percentage of lost subjects travel at night (pp. 69-70).
It is erroneous to think that investigation of the particular incident at hand is always better than
statistical profiling of all similar cases. Sources of information about the lost person can be
misleading, eyewitnesses are often wrong, and relatives and friends can give deluded, polite and
erroneous information, thus leading investigations astray (pp. 71-2).

Possible Errors in the Search Execution
The National Association for Search and Rescue (NASAR) manual Managing the Lost Person Incident
(Centreville, VA: NASAR, 2007) pp. 4-5, states that there are nine classic errors made in many
unsuccessful lost person incidents. These are listed below, with an estimation on whether they might
have occurred in the JT search.
Classic Error
Summary

Classic Error Details

Analysis re JT Search

Agency responsible is unor poorly prepared for
the size and scope of the
incident

Errors likely result in large,
multi-agency incidents
lasting several days, with
numerous spontaneous
volunteers

Ambiguity of authority
during the incident

Uncertainty as to who is in
charge, no visible chain of
command

All of these error details are present in the JT
search: nothing like this had happened before in
the area; the search was large; multi-agency and
multi-group; lasted many days; and had many
spontaneous volunteers, especially in the first
few days.
During the initial hasty search, this was likely a
problem, although Dr. Einner Ammundsen is
credited with doing a good job. Each military
and police unit mobilized during the second
phase probably had a good interior chain of
command, but it seems likely that there was
much poorer command across various units
from different organizations (e.g. police,
Gurkhas, RAMC, orang asli, etc.). This is
especially true when later, different foreigners
(e.g. Gen. Edwin Black and Richard Noone)
effectively took charge or conducted their own
searches. (Although Horgan (interview) states
that Black coordinated with locals and did not
“take over” the search.) De Souza (p. 28) states
that the search leader changed on March 29,
with Asst. Comm. of Police Yusoff Khan being
recalled to Ipoh, and Supt. A.S. Nathan being put
in charge, but the handover was “smooth” with
“no change…in strategy.” Various independent
searches took place, especially after a $10,000
and then an additional $3000 USD reward was
offered. (Ibid., pp. 32-4.) At some point the

Conclusion re
JT Search
Very likely that
this error
occurred

Very likely that
this error
occurred
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reward was set at $25,000, because this was
considerably higher than the “standard” ransom
for Chinese businessmen of $10,000, and it was
felt that a much higher sum might be much
more effective. (See the Opinion by the Register
of Wills, in the annex on the will and
administration of JT.)
Noel Busch, a staff writer for Reader’s Digest,
wrote to Martha Galleher (p. 171) and stated
that “there was some ambiguity as to which
government [Malaysia or Thailand] had the final
responsibility” in the search.
No system for relieving
fatigued search
managers
Investigation concerning
the missing person was
incomplete or
terminated too soon

Direction is given by
leaders who are exhausted
and lack sleep
Vital info missed; key
witnesses not interviewed;
investigation terminated
once the search begins

Thus Busch
clearly feels this
error occurred.

Unclear if this was a problem

Unclear if this
error occurred

Unclear if this was a problem; although it could
be argued that the Richard Noone statement
that “JT is not in the jungle” cut off serious
jungle searching too soon.

Quite possible
that this error
occurred

Horgan (interview) states that he got the
impression that the Malay authorities concluded
“early on” that JT had been removed from the
area.

Lack of coherent search
plan or strategy

High probability areas not
identified and given
priority. Plan is simply to
expand the search area.

Capt. Mohammad makes it clear that he and
other search leaders thought early on, based on
the trailing dog results, that JT was not in the
jungle.
The hasty search early on, and the first part of
the more organized search, seemed to focus on
trail and road examination. This then switched
to stream examination. This all seems logical.
Then later grid (“hand to hand”) searching was
apparently used to some extent, but no
information on if this was guided by probability
and terrain analysis.

Unclear if this
error occurred in
the main effort,
but given the
various
organizations
involved, it
seems quite
possible that the
“strategy” was
to just keep
looking and
expanding the
search area.

General Black’s announcement that he was
“taking over the search” from the police of
another country must surely have meant that he
changed the search strategy. But Horgan’s
version is quite different, with Black just
cooperating with and not getting in the way of
the main effort, and not trying to take over.

Black may have
disrupted the
search strategy,
to the extent
there was one,
although this is
not clear.

The (preposterously?) rapid search led by
Richard Noone, anthropologist and former

The Noone
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intelligence officer, which apparently ended in
just 48 (or 70 (Galleher, p.87) hours, concluding
that JT was “not in the jungle,” was taken as
definitive and likely prevented any further
searching, thus disrupting any on-going efforts.
Ineffective search tactics
were employed

No attempt was made to
confine the subject to a
searchable area.

Grid (or “line”) searching
was conducted too early.

Data on search tactics are very limited.
However, neither Capt. Mohammad nor any
other source refers to trying to confine the
subject with blocks or similar techniques. Since
searchers should have quickly found out that JT
had a propensity to hike, to get lost, and to look
for exotic plants, this measure should have been
taken.
It is not clear if grid searching (which is very
resource intensive and often destroys clues
rather than finding them) was done too soon,
but this seems quite possible, given the huge
numbers of searchers and the likelihood that
line searches would be used just to keep all
those people “doing something useful.” The
only photo of the search shows a line search
with very closely spaced police officers. This
was apparently taken on 28 March and
published on 29 March in the Straits Times, so
this is quite early in the search. Of course, this
photo could have been staged, as many press
shots are.

effort was
another
indication of lack
of coherent
overall strategy.

This error seems
likely, but data
are lacking.

This error seems
very likely, but
data are lacking.

Resources were wasted by
repeated searches of the
same areas.

Data are lacking on this point, but given the
large number of searchers, the many
organizations involved, and the difficulty of
searching in the jungle, it seems very likely that
many later searchers just walked the same trails
as previous searchers.

Data are lacking,
but this error
seems likely.

General ineffective use of
resources.

As will be discussed later, the bigger the search,
the more likely that coordination and effective
targeting of resources will be lacking.

Data are not
present, but this
error seems very
likely.

Possible destruction of
clues by searching

NASAR states (p. 58) that the “effectiveness of
human trackers is lessened if ‘sign’ has been
destroyed by previous searchers.” In the JT
search, great reliance seems to have been
placed on the orang asli trackers, who “proved”
that JT did not leave the trails and wander into
the jungle. But his sign could have been missed
or destroyed by the early hasty search on Days
1-2, (Warren, p. 135) and the trackers “did not
really get organized for two days.” Also, JT’s
smooth leather dress shoes or loafers would
likely have left little mark on the leaf-littered
jungle trails.

“Scenario lock” leads to
lack of real interest in other
scenarios and thus

Per Capt. Mohammad, the Malaysian Army and
Police very early on concluded that JT was not in
the jungle, due to the evidence of the trailing,

Possible crucial
error here.
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ineffective search tactics

bloodhound-type dogs, who did not detect a
scent trail leaving the MB. But according to
expert dog trainer Linda Murphy (see her
interview), trailing dogs can and do make errors.
NASAR notes (p. 56) that the scent article must
be handled carefully, preferably with a coat
hanger, and no-one should touch the article.
NASAR also notes (p. 8) that searches can be
misled by an early focus on erroneous clues.
Thus there may have been a classic “cascade of
errors” where the search dog evidence on JT not
leaving the MB premises on foot, led to the
conclusion that he was picked up by car, which
led to an erroneous conspiracy theory, which
led to the error of lack of commitment to
vigorous searching in the jungle.

Tactics make unwarranted
assumptions

Capt. Mohammad’s description of the Field
Force’s search technique shows that their
tactics, by design, left large areas of jungle
unsearched. This is because the search was
conducted on the main jungle trails and on 200
yards on either side of each trail. Thus areas
beyond 200 yards were not searched. This
technique relied on trackers to spot any sign
that JT had strayed from the trail. But if the
trackers failed to spot any such sign, or such sign
had been obscured by previous searchers, then
JT’s body could be lying well within the search
area, just over 200 yards off a trail.

Tactics fail due to lack of
resources

As noted in the narrative, it might well have
taken a regiment of men a month to carefully
search the area around the MB, but only a tiny
fraction of that trained manpower was made
available.

Tactics not appropriate to
the terrain

The famous Chandra Levy case in 2001 in
Washington, DC, in which a missing
Congressional intern was killed in urban Rock
Creek Park in the middle of Washington, is
instructive. Levy’s body was left on a narrow
ledge on a steep slope in the park, and went
unobserved by line searchers above and below
the slope, who were searching based on faulty
instructions to search only within 100 yards of
each road in the park (not road and trail). The
body was thus not found for over a year. The
Metro PD’s failure to listen to advice from
external, experienced SAR personnel was largely
to blame, since MPD was advised to use airscenting dogs which would have almost
certainly found the body within hours or days at
most, but refused to use this outside technique.
In the JT case, it seems quite possible that JT’s
body could be in a ravine or ledge on a slope
difficult to search with line searching or other
tactics then available (air scenting dogs were not

Possible error
here.

Possible crucial
error here.

Possible crucial
error here.

Possible crucial
problem here.
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Search coverage was not
accurately recorded

It is not clear which areas
had been searched, nor
how thoroughly. When
relieved, search managers
are not adequately briefed,
leading to duplication and
gaps in coverage.
Continuous, full
documentation of all facts
and decisions was
neglected, especially in the
early phases.

available at the time).
Again there are little data, but discussions with
Capt. Rivers, who states he once had the police
files, did not seem to indicate that there were
detailed records of exactly where was searched
and how intensively. His paper makes no
mention of such detailed records. It is quite
common even today for search organizations to
omit proper documentation, as evidenced by my
review of supposedly professional records in a
number of official missing light aircraft cases in
the USA. NASAR recommends (p. 248) that a
Documentation Unit collect information on and
document all aspects of the search; in my
experience this is rarely done. For example, in
the famous Steve Fossett disappearance, the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) actually
destroyed all the radar data for the day in
question, claiming they had “not been officially
notified” that the largest aviation search in US
history was going on. In the JT case, it seems
almost certain that at least the early phase hasty
search went undocumented. Connie Mengustu
stated that “the search was not well organized
in the beginning” (Galleher, p. 121).

There is no effective
system for dealing with
clues

Searchers are not
sensitized to the
importance of clue
detection. Important clues
are missed, destroyed,
ignored or misinterpreted.
Clues are not documented
properly.

Data are lacking. But given that hundreds of
untrained searchers were involved, it seems
quite possible that this problem arose.
Untrained persons often think they are looking
for the subject, and do not understand that it is
much more likely that a clue is observable, since
there are usually many clues and only one
subject.

Search managers lose
control, due to external
influences

Poor media relations lead
to unfavorable coverage;
family are involved
negatively; psychics divert
attention and resources.

Here data are not lacking, for once. The media
coverage was not negative, and in fact was quite
naively positive. No-one questioned the search
techniques or even asked what the strategy
was. No one asked the vital question, “Just
because this is the biggest search in Malaysian
history, is it the best search in Malaysian
history?”
And the family did not get much involved onsite, having been discouraged from going to the
CH.
But certainly psychics, soothsayers and tipsters
had a major negative influence on the case, and
even drove some of the search efforts, a major
mistake. (JK, p. 187 and 189; Galleher, p. 21 and
102.) It appears that Gen. Black was particularly
driven and influenced by soothsayers
(especially Peter Hurkos) during his short search
and especially for months afterwards, in his
investigative efforts. Black used Hurkos as a
major investigator in the effort. (Galleher, pp.
82).

Possible error
here.

Possible error
here.

Definite error
here, re letting
psychics
dominate the
media coverage
and even have a
major influence
on the search
operations.
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Inherent Issues with Searches and Emergencies, Especially Massive Ones
NASAR correctly points out classic problems that can occur with searches. But NASAR fails to address the
fact that the larger and complex the search, the more likely it is that there will be major difficulties. In
my piece, “The Impact of Governmental Distance on Disaster Communications,” (International Journal of
Mass Emergencies and Disasters, August 1989, Vol. 7, No. 2, pp. 116-132), my colleagues and I were able
to show, with a few reasonable mathematical assumptions, that when a search or disaster response
increases by 10-fold in terms of the number of levels, types or different organizations responding, then
the complexity and likelihood of poor communication and coordination (as measured by the construct
“inter-governmental distance units”) of the response goes up by about 150 – fold, or by more than the
square of the response increase.
What this means is that a massive search, in which organizations respond which do not share common
approaches, terminologies, procedures, methods and even languages, the likelihood of coordination
difficulties increases exponentially, at more than the square of the input factor.
Applying this concept to the JT search, it is not at all surprising that there would be difficulties in
coordination and management of the search resources, given that the responding organizations and
individuals ranged from Malaysian army units to Boy Scouts, hospital patients, US Army senior staff,
orang asli, policemen, diplomats and gurus to soothsayers. These inherent difficulties must have, of
necessity, negatively affected the quality of the search.
It is thus almost a mathematical certainty that this search, just because it was the “largest search in
Malaysian history,” was not the “best search in Malaysian history.”
Another issue that NASAR does not address is the sad fact that many agencies, once they have
completed their official search, often take the following attitudes towards grieving family and friends,
and other, later searchers:
1. We have searched intensively for the subject in our area. We did not find him. Therefore he is
not here. Go look somewhere else.
2. We cannot devote any more resources to searching in our area, even if you represent to us that
there is a moderate to high probability that the subject remains in our jurisdiction. We do not
believe your estimates or proofs.
3. Our search records are not open to the public. We will not give you copies.
4. This is still an open investigation. Therefore, those of you outside of law enforcement cannot
have access to confidential files. Furthermore, some of our data are obtained from confidential
sources, and hence cannot be revealed now, and perhaps never will never be revealed. And we
may well destroy some or all of our files at some point, at our discretion.
5. It is quite likely or at least possible that the subject masterminded his own disappearance. Go
look elsewhere.
6. It is not important to collect, centralize and then carefully preserve the records of the search.
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Some of this official behavior is clearly driven by the fact that if later searchers do find the subject in that
jurisdiction, the original searchers will look bad.
Applying some of these tendencies to the JT case, it would appear that the Malaysian authorities have in
effect embraced attitude 6 above, while US authorities have in effect adopted attitudes 3, 4 and 6
above.

Decomposition of Bodies in the Jungle
A rather unpleasant but necessary item to discuss regarding the search for JT, is the target itself, namely
the body of JT in the jungle. (Assuming his body was present in the CH area.) This raises the question of
how fast dead bodies decompose in the jungle. This issue is important because if a body decomposes
very quickly in the jungle, then that could help explain why the body of JT is located in the CH jungle, but
has never been found by a casual passerby, hiker, orang asli, or other person. Conversely, if a body
decomposes slowly or is preserved, then that would make it more likely that JT’s body is somewhere in
Tahiti or China or elsewhere, since in 47 years it has never been found in the CH.
The literature on this is quite clear and rather surprising.
David O. Carter et al. (“Cadaver Decomposition in Terrestrial Ecosystems,” Naturwissenshaften, 94,
(2007) pp. 12-24), produced a remarkable chart (below), summarizing various studies, which shows that
a body lying on soil will decompose and lose 90 percent of its mass within just five days. (!) A body lying
on plant material will lose about 50 percent of its mass in 25 days.

Carter et al. make the following additional relevant points:
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Bodies decay proceeds through six recognized stages: fresh, bloated, active decay, advanced
decay, dry and remains.
Temperature plays a key role in the speed of decay through these stages, and is driven by
Accumulated Degree Days (ADD). A human body of about 150 pounds subjected to average
daily temperatures of 25 degrees Celsius (77 degrees Fahrenheit) will reach “advanced decay”
after just 16 days.
Carter cites Linnaeus (writing in 1767) as stating that “three flies could consume a horse cadaver
as quickly as a lion,” and notes the key role that fly oviposition and maggot activity are key
drivers of rapid decomposition.
A study in a neo-tropical rainforest island in Panama showed that a typical square kilometer of
ground could expect to receive about 750 kg of weight of mammal cadavers per year, dying
from the 5,000 kg average weight of mammal bio-mass on that ground. Thus mammal bones
and remains are quite common in the jungle.

Arpad A. Vass (“Beyond the Grave – Understanding Human Decomposition,” Microbiology Today, Vol.
28, Nov. 2001, p. 190) states that:






Human decomposition begins within four minutes of death
The date at which a human body reaches the “skeletonized” stage can be roughly estimated by
the formula 1285/x, where x is the average daily temperature in Celsius. So in the CH, where
the average daily temperature is about 18 degrees Celsius, this would yield a time to skeletonize
of about 71 days.
Exposure of the body to carnivores [quite likely in the Malaysian jungle] will speed up this
process
Within the first year bones will begin to bleach and may have algae or moss on them [thus
making them extremely difficult to see].

Linda Murphy (see interview), a cadaver dog specialist with extensive experience in finding human
remains, stated the following:





Human remains in the JT case, just as in any similar case, will be subject to predation. Large
predators may move larger bones well away from the death site, while smaller predators such
as rats, possums or similar will likely move smaller bones a shorter distance. Large bones may
be moved up to a half a mile or even a mile from the death site.
Once a bone has been gnawed, cleaned of flesh, bleached and skeletonized, it is unlikely to be
bothered or moved again by predators.
After the bones are skeletonized, they may well be reduced to shards that humans will find
almost impossible to distinguish from slivers of wood, even at very close range – even inches.
Only laboratory testing or field use of cadaver dogs can distinguish bone from wood under such
conditions.

Mark Gleason (The Search for Human Remains in the Search and Rescue Environment, (Virginia: Search
and Rescue Tracking Institute, 2008)), states that:
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There are many factors which make the discovery of human remains difficult.
Human remains often blend into the baseline landscape, making detection problematic even for
search and rescue personnel, especially if untrained.
Factors affecting the speed of decomposition, in order of importance, include at least the
following: temperature, access by insects, burial or not, depth of burial, presence of carnivores,
trauma, humidity, rainfall, body size and clothing.
Scavengers are able to reduce surface deposit corpses to skeleton remains within five to seven
days, and sometimes within two days.
Canines are often important scavengers, and may move portions of the body large distances, up
to two miles, from the death site.

My own experience with the famous Steve Fossett case in Nevada/California re bones was as follows:





Fossett’s light plane was found in the Sierra Nevada mountains about 13 months after the
disappearance.
No body or even bones were found inside the plane.
Small fragments of bone were found near the plane. Searchers were fairly sure these were
Fossett’s bones, but when they were tested they turned out to be animal bones.
Eventually a member of our search team found an animal den and tennis shoe over a half a mile
from the plane wreck. He called the SAR squad and they found some small bone fragments near
the den. When tested via DNA analysis these were found to be the bones of Steve Fossett.
Most of his skeleton was never found. It seems likely that bears or other predators had
scattered the bones over a very wide area.

What does all this mean for the search for JT in 1967? It appears that the following conclusions can be
drawn (assuming that JT’s body was in the CH area):






Within days, and thus even within the time of the 11+ day major search effort, it is possible that
the body of JT could have been so reduced that it would have been hard to recognize, especially
by inexperienced searchers.
Later searchers might not have realized that they could be searching for a scattered skeleton,
not a recognizable body.
Parts of the body could perhaps have been scattered across 1 to 4 square miles, again
dramatically reducing the likelihood that searchers would recognize a clue.
Currently, the remains are likely scattered over 1 to 4 square miles, would be mostly
unrecognizable to humans, but could probably be located by HRD dogs.

Analysis of Causes of the JT Disappearance
In reviewing the JT case, I have identified about 25 possible causes for his disappearance. These are
discussed below in three categories: causes that can reasonably be eliminated from consideration (there
are 11 of these); causes that should be added to the discourse (2 of these); and causes that also remain
possibilities (12 of these), even though some of them are unlikely.
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Causes That Can Be Eliminated
The table below lists the eleven various causes for the JT disappearance mentioned by the press or other
sources, or from other cases, which can reasonably be eliminated from consideration.
CAUSE
1. Tiger attack

SOURCE OF THAT
ALLEGED CAUSE
Baltimore Sun, cited in
Galleher, p. 11, Madi
interview; JK, p. 189; The
Star, “Search for the Silk
King,” 2010

2. Leopard attack

Rumors; Madi interview; JK,
p. 189; The Star, “Search for
the Silk King,” 2010

3. Quicksand

The Star, “Search for the Silk
King,” 2010
Warren, p. 157

4. Death in a cave
5. Falling into a well,
borehole, agricultural
narrow well or similar
6. Falling into an orang
asli (aborigine) pit

JK, p. 198

Warren, pp. 11, 157 and
230; JK, p. 186

WHY THIS CAUSE CAN REASONABLY BE
ELIMINATED
Tigers have been spotted in the CH even
through the present, but there are no
documented cases of tiger attacks on
humans in the area since World War II.
(Alias Rasid interview; Madi interview.)
General Ed Black in 1967 stated that in his
search, “We did not come across any
animals.” (However, according to Galleher,
pp. 171-2, the famous newsman Lowell
Thomas told her that in the 1920s “persons
had been taken by tigers in the CH.” But
this seems so much earlier that this
statement can reasonably be discounted as
being relevant to 1967.)
The Malayan Tiger species prefers lowland
forest to highland jungle (malayantiger.net/
v4/the-malayan-tiger) and are “secretive
and very rarely seen.”
The Malayan Tiger species requires about
100 square kilometers of jungle per 1 to 2
individual tigers (http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Malayan_tiger), hence
encountering one is statistically extremely
unlikely.
Leopards have been spotted in the CH, but
there are no documented cases of leopard
attacks on humans. (Alias Rasid interview;
Madi interview)
There are no leopards in the CH. (Perak
Aleyak interview.)
Ditto Gen. Black remark above.
There is no quicksand in the CH. (Alias
Rasid interview.)
There are no caves in the CH. (Alias Rasid
interview.)
There were no such wells or holes in the CH
in 1967. (Alias Rasid interview.)
Such traps were not found in the search,
and were not present then or now in the
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trap, punji stake pit
trap, or similar
7. Falling into “an
aboriginal animal trap
that snapped shut” on
JT

8. Being killed
accidentally or on
purpose by orang asli

9. Suicide due to failing
business or major
debts

10. Murder or remote
assassination
committed by the
main beneficiary of
the death

11. Murder or remote
assassination
committed by the
divorced spouse of the

CH. The orang asli did not use such traps.
(Interviews with Capt. Mohammad, Alias
Rasid, and Gerard and Jay Richard.)
JK, p. 186, citing news
Such traps were not found in the search,
reports
and were not present then or now in the
CH. The orang asli did not use such
“snapping” traps. (Interviews with Capt.
Mohammad, Alias Rasid, and Gerard and
Jay Richard.)
Richard interview; The Star, Orang asli (aborigines) are very peaceful
“Search for the Silk King,”
and very unlikely to have intentionally killed
2010
any outsider, especially a Westerner. No
statement or even rumors of such an attack
have ever emerged, but some discussion of
a murder or even an accident would have
almost certainly come forward if it had
happened. (Gerard and Jay Richard
interview.) Anthropologist and exintelligence officer Richard Noone, with
excellent contacts among the orang asli,
found no evidence of an accident or coverup, in his investigation very shortly after the
disappearance.
Possible cause in other cases JK (pp. 150-3) makes it clear that JT’s
business was doing well and was profitable,
and that he was not worried about this
aspect of his life. Warren (p. 68) states that
JT was a millionaire, through his business
and via an inheritance.
After the house museum and its contents
went to the JT foundation, the remaining
estate value was still $1.1 million, a very
large sum in 1967. (Clip file of O. Wells
Foster) (However, the estate administration
papers from 1974 indicate the actual value
of the US estate was only $180,000 USD.)
Likely cause in other cases
The primary beneficiary of the death of JT
was his nephew, Henry Thompson III, a
stockbroker in New York. As discussed
earlier, his behavior after the
disappearance, and his remoteness from
the subject and scene of the crime, make it
reasonable to rule out this POI.
Likely cause in other cases
As discussed earlier, the former spouse of
JT was so sick and incapacitated in the US at
the time of the disappearance that she was
virtually in a coma, and JT was distraught
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subject

about this. (FBI documents from their
investigation in 1967 confirm that JT’s wife
Patricia Maury Thraves was very sick and
had a tumor.) Hence this POI can
reasonably be ruled out.

Causes Not Mentioned by the Press or Police That Should Be Added
There are two causes that should be added to the discussion: friends and associates, and various jungle
elements. These are described below.
Friends and Associates. In virtually any case in which there is a suspicious disappearance, murder or
manslaughter, the first suspects are almost always the victim’s immediate family, friends and associates
who were present at the time and location immediately before the disappearance.
Amazingly, in the JT case, neither the police nor the press ever seemed to seriously consider JT’s
associates in the Cameron Highlands, immediately before the disappearance, as likely suspects,
apparently because of their high social standing. Furthermore, none of the subsequent books or articles
(except Martha Galleher) seem to even consider this obvious point. The possible suspects or at least
POIs, operating individually or in concert, would include:












Dr. T.G. Ling (Tien Gi Ling), host of JT at the MB, and long-time friend of JT. He was Chinese, a
chemist, educated at Cornell University, fled the Communist Chinese in 1949, and took up
residency and prospered in Singapore. (Warren, p.16.) He was 69 in 1967 and died in 1992 (De
Souza, p. 118).
Mrs. Helen Dalling Ling, wife of Dr. Ling, hostess of JT at the MB, also a long-time friend. She
was an American from Ohio, met her husband at Cornell, and ran a successful antique shop in
Singapore. She was 66 in 1967. (De Souza, p. 120.)
Connie (Constance) Mangskau, long-time friend (but apparently not a lover) of JT, staying with
him at the MB. She had an English father and Thai mother. She met JT when she was an
interpreter for the Allies after the end of WW II. Later she was the owner of one of Bangkok’s
most successful antique shops. She was 60 in 1967. (De Souza, pp. 115-16.)
Dr. Einner Ammundsen, JT’s doctor and friend since the 1940s, coincidentally present in Tanah
Rata, apparently at Ye Olde Smokehouse, at the time of the disappearance. (Capt. Rivers ms., p.
2.; De Souza, p. 117.) He helped organize the initial “hasty” search. He died in 1999. (De Souza,
p. 117.)
Sven Gonge, manager of the East Asiatic Company, friend of JT, present in Tanah Rata at the
time of the disappearance (Straits Times and Capt. Rivers ms., p. 2.) He helped organize the
initial search, along with Dr. Ammundsen.
Edward Pollitz, a retired American businessman, active in Singapore and advising the Economic
Development Board there. He had contacted JT and asked for a business meeting re developing
batiks in Singapore, scheduled for the day after the disappearance. (Thus he might know of JT’s
whereabouts on Sunday.) He is the same person who supposedly saw JT in Tahiti some months
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later. (Thus diverting suspicion away from himself? Unlikely but perhaps possible.) He was 67
years old in 1967 and died of leukemia a year later. (De Souza, p. 120.)
Charles U. Sheffield, who took over management of the Thai Silk Company and “suspiciously”
found the second will of JT in the company safe, among blueprints, two years after the
disappearance (Galleher, p. 161). Sheffield’s view was that JT disappeared as a result of an
accident in the jungle. (De Souza, p. 114.) Sheffield died in 1973. (De Souza, p. 114)
Possibly others.

Any of these persons could conceivably have had a falling out with JT, or accidently caused his death.
However, arguments against these persons being suspects include:





The fact that few persons knew about JT’s travel plans
Lack of signs of a physical struggle at the MB or elsewhere
The fact that Dr. Ling reported the disappearance quite promptly
The lack of apparent motive, murder weapon, body or other physical evidence.

It would appear that this possibility should be considered as a cause (number 12), although the
likelihood is remote.
Various Jungle Elements. The Malaysian jungle is a hazardous place, and even the press was not
experienced and imaginative enough to mention all the possible dangers. Col. J.P. Cross, a lifelong
Gurkha officer, in his book, Jungle Warfare: Experiences and Encounters (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute
Press (or Casemate Publishers), 2008, pp. 17-18), referring specifically to Malaysia, states that in his
experience as a jungle fighter, one of his biggest fears was falling trees and tree limbs. He says that
“almost every [British Army] unit serving in Malaya had fatalities from falling trees and branches” and
that “in primary jungle I reckon that a large tree falls within earshot once every thirty six hours” (!). He
notes that in the dark, you can hear the tree start to fall, due to creaking of the rotten wood, but that
there is nowhere to run, since you cannot tell where to go to escape.
Cross also notes that wild bees and hornets “are killers” which can suffocate and sting anything that
moves. Of course hornets can kill by numerous stings and by anaphylactic shock.
On this point, the website http://www.vespa-bicolor.net/main/vespid/vespa-tropica.htm states that this
observer has seen massive hornet nests up to five feet tall and five feet wide in Singapore, just south of
Malaysia. It is quite possible that JT was headed for the “hornet’s nest” location east of the MB.
Cross also notes that ticks, centipedes, red ants, hairy caterpillars, scorpions and even leeches are lesser
jungle threats, but can still incapacitate.
I therefore throw all these various “jungle element items” into a cause category (number 13) that could
be considered as “possible and moderately unlikely.”
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Other Causes That Remain Possibilities
There are about eleven other causes (numbers 14—25) which have been identified by the press, police
and observers, which do remain as possible causes of the disappearance. These are discussed in the
table below.

Cause
14. Kidnapping by a
gang or person for
money

Arguments Pro
“Kidnapper gangs [are] known to operate in
the CH…they prey on wealthy businessmen,
seizing them for ransom,” New York Times,
March 27, 1967, cited in Galleher, p. 3
th
(published on the 28 , see the annexes for a
copy).

Kidnapping was “unlikely” because
only JT’s “closest friends knew” of
his visit to the CH, and there was no
ransom note received. (Galleher, p.
11)

Also Horgan (interview) mentions kidnapper
gangs.

Cikgo “The Teacher” states in his
interview that kidnapping gangs
were not present in the CH in 1967.

JT was rumored to have been involved with the
Golden Triangle drug trade and this led to the
kidnapping and disappearance. (Capt.
Mohammad and Madi interviews)

15. Kidnapping for
political purposes by
a Communist
Terrorist (CT) group

Arguments Con

Rumors have persisted for years that the CIA
was supporting certain tribes in the secret war
in Laos by buying their opium production, then
making money by selling the drugs. (Personal
knowledge of the author.) A movie, Air
America, was even made about this. One
USAID official, Ron Richenbach, stated that he
witnessed Air America, a CIA front, being used
for this purpose, and that he participated.
(www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/
shows/drugs/archive/gunsdrugscia.html)
JT would have been well placed to participate
in this activity.
According to the Straits Times (see annexes),
CT gangs had violent incidents on Thai/Malay
border, about 90 miles north of Tanah Rata, in
August 1966 (10 of 15 members of a joint
Thai/Malay security patrol were killed near
Betong, Thailand); March 18, 1967 (clash with
10 CTs near Betong); and March 20, 1967
(clash in the Kelantan border area, with an
unknown number of CTs who outnumbered
police).
US State Department confidential memos and
newsletters listed these CT gangs as a real
threat, although on the border, not specifically
in the CH. (See annex)
Warren (p. 47) says that a Thai official stated in
July 1968 that the CTs on the Thai/Malaysian

Conclusion
Unlikely but
possible

No actual evidence of JT’s
involvement with drug trafficking
has ever emerged.

Ditto above

“according to other sources, no
known Communist bands operate in
the area,” New York Times, March
27, 1967, cited in Galleher, p. 4 and
th
published on the 28 , see the
annexes for a copy)

Unlikely but
possible
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16. Kidnapping or
assassination for
political reasons by
the CIA or other
intelligence services

17. Assassination,
or kidnapping
followed by
assassination, by
business rivals in
Bangkok, likely
Madame Sarit and
her clique

border were organized by Pridi, JT’s long time
friend, who served for five months as Prime
Minister of Thailand but was ousted in a coup
and fled to China. Warren is perhaps hinting
that a meeting might have been set up
between JT and Pridi in March 1967?
JT had angered the CIA and Thai intelligence
services in the 1960s by his increasing stand
against US involvement in Vietnam (JK pp. 7-9).
Earlier, in the late 1940s and perhaps into the
1950s, JT had greatly offended the French
intelligence and diplomatic services by his
material and extensive assistance to resistance
groups in Cambodia and elsewhere in SE Asia.
(Archives II, see annexes) A formal complaint
by the French government to the US DoS
apparently was ignored.

Madame Sarit was a “vile…ruthless” woman
and business rival of JT who wanted to “crush”
JT and his company. (JK, p. 153)
Journalists often know more than they can
prove and state baldly in writing, and hence JK
may be hinting here that he has reasonable
but not printable proof.
Madame Sarit was the widow of Field Marshal
Sarit, once a Prime Minister of Thailand, who
was also an enemy of JT.

Kidnapping a major figure seems an
unlikely course of action for any
intelligence agency, which would
want to remain covert.

Possible but
very unlikely

(But perhaps a secret meeting at
which JT died, even of natural
causes, might lead to a cover-up in
order to eliminate embarrassment.
See discussion below.)
Horgan (interview) disputes JK’s
assertion that JT was publicly and
vigorously opposed to the war,
which is quite odd, since Horgan is
cited in JK (pp. 7-9) as a major
source on this point.
It seems unlikely that such an
assassination would be or could be
arranged far from Bangkok in a
remote area, when urban areas
such as Bangkok, Penang and
Singapore were all possible.

Possible but
unlikely

No actual evidence for this
assassination theory has been
presented by any author or analyst,
other than speculation.
This theory does not think through
or deal with all the practical
problems that an assassin based in
or commissioned from Bangkok
would encounter in killing JT in the
CH. These include at least the
following: A. find out when JT was
leaving for the CH; B. rapidly make
his own travel plans in a way that
would intersect with JT but with
enough “opsec” (operational
security) so that later police
investigation would not uncover any
suspicious travel; C. penetrate the
tiny Tanah Rata community without
being noticed; D. create a
surveillance point overlooking the
MB that was not noticed by later JT
searchers, but was effective; E. plan
a timed strike against JT, who didn’t
even know his own schedule for the
weekend; F. make the strike during
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a tiny window of time when JT was
away from the MB but was not
observed by the servants, residents
and persons near the MB; G.
assassinate JT in a quiet way, so no
shot or sound of a struggle was
heard; H. successfully assassinate JT,
a trained killer himself (albeit an
elderly one), without getting
wounded or killed; I. dispose of the
body quickly and successfully, with
little or few local resources, so that
it was not found by searchers and
no trace of the murder scene was
found either; J. dispose of the
murder weapon; K. exit the CH
without being noticed; L. never
reveal this sensational story over
the course of many years; M. never
have any other witting person boast
about the feat or reveal any details
or hint of the assassination.
These items all add up to a pretty
tall order!
18. Lost in the
jungle and/or died
of exposure or
accident (e.g.
broken leg, foot or
neck) in the jungle,
likely outside the
main search area

Paul Coakley of JungleCrafty provides an
excellent video on how easy it is to get lost in
the modern Malaysian jungle, at:
youtube.com/watch?v=Yu1_HLiEAz8. In the
recent case he partially re-creates, a couple
went on a “main” jungle trail they were
familiar with, got lost within ½ kilometer,
decided to go down the ridge they were on
and follow a drainage, and were found a day
later, “miles away” from the point they got
lost. Coakley also notes how easy it is to get
injured in the jungle, and advises strongly
against going in alone, failing to tell friends
where you are heading, or forgetting to take
survival equipment, especially a parang – three
major mistakes made by JT.
Coakley, in a separate video on “PSK: Search
and Rescue,” at: youtube.com/watch?v=
x_3gY1d_4lA&list=UUa3ia1bE4EOt__vJ6lnpLeQ
states that all the orang asli he has met, even
those with extensive jungle experience, “all”
admit to getting lost in the jungle at some
point, and that even the orang asli cannot
easily track a victim who has been lost in the
jungle, due to the tremendous “clutter” in that
environment. See esp. times 16:34 and 8:05 in
that video. He also notes a recent
disappearance in the jungle, in which a hiker in
a large group got separated, went off in error
on a game trail, made a camp, then wandered
off. The orang asli were not able to track him

JT “learned about jungle survival in
his basic training on Catalina Island
for OSS and later in Ceylon. He
taught me before our Himalayan
trek how to find civilization in case
we became separated.” (Galleher,
p. 4)

Moderately
likely

Tracks or trace of JT would have
been found where he left the trail,
at his death site, or in between, by
the orang asli, the trailing dogs, or
the numerous searchers. (Richard
Noone’s conclusion; Capt.
Mohammad interview, Madi
interview, Galleher’s conclusion, De
Souza’s conclusion)
No trace of JT’s scent leading off the
grounds of the MB was found by the
3 trailing, bloodhound-type dogs. It
was this evidence that convinced
the Malaysian police early on that JT
left the MB by car, not on foot.
(Capt. Mohammad interview)
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after that, and his body was never found. The
mystical powers of tracking attributed to orang
asli by some writers are thus negated.
Coakley is a recognized expert on Malaysian
jungle survival, living, gear and SAR.
JT, if lost, was likely to “follow a stream” to
find a village or civilization (De Souza, p. 43,
quoting JT’s friend and colleague Gen. Black).
But within ½ mile of the MB, to the north, and
within ¾ mile to the WSW of the MB, there are
drainages in the next province, across a
“continental divide,” that lead away from
inhabited areas. It may be this provincial
“continental divide” that is the “ridge” referred
to by APC Khan, the officer in charge of the
search, when he said on March 29 that “if Jim
wandered beyond the ridge, it could take
several more days to find him” (De Souza, p.
28). De Souza (ibid.) calls this area “vastly
impenetrable.”
The “weather is very cold at night in the CH,”
Galleher, p. 12.
The “temperature drops into the 40s (F) at that
time of year in the CH,” Warren, p. 33.
JT’s knowledge of jungle existence may not
have been as expert as portrayed by many
writers, since he did not have in-depth, long
term experience in the jungle (see earlier
comments re General Sir Peter de la Billiere’s
SAS fighting in the jungle).
19. Heart attack
“due to high
altitude” (Galleher
p. 11) or ill health

JT was not in good shape and could have
suffered an attack.

The CH altitude is 4000-6000 feet,
(1600 to 2200 meters, De Souza, p.
18) not generally considered high.
According to Google Earth, the
altitude of the MB is 5118 feet
above sea level.

20. Gall bladder
attack, leading
perhaps to collapse
and death from
exposure

JT suffered from gallbladder attacks, had left
his pills behind, needed a gall bladder
operation soon, and his first attack made him
“feel like he was dying.”

If JT had an attack on a trail, he
would almost certainly have been
found in the extensive search. If he
had had an attack in the jungle offtrail, he would probably have been
found in the extensive search.
(Capt. Mohammad interview)

According to mayoclinic.org, a gallbladder
attack can “last from a few minutes to several
hours” with “sudden and rapidly intensifying
pain in the abdomen…back or right shoulder”
that can be so bad that the patient cannot sit
still or find a comfortable position.
21. Suicide due to
depression

JT was not in a positive frame of mind, was
worn out, was in ill health, his ex-wife was very
sick, and he had had a disturbing row with the
Thai government over his antiques collection

JT’s personal physician and close
friend Dr. Ammundsen “ruled out
suicide.”

Possible but
not very likely

Moderately
likely

Possible but
unlikely
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several years before, leading him to sell off his
beloved Thai antiques collection, and leading
to him change his will, thus not leaving the
remaining foreign antiques and houses to the
Siam Society (or Thai government). (All four
source books.)

22. Intentional
disappearance to
start a new life
elsewhere

If it is true (per Galleher) that JT had cyanide
pills beside his bed in Bangkok in case of a
Communist takeover, then he clearly was
comfortable with the idea of suicide.
JT was not happy with his life, was depressed,
had funds to start elsewhere, and perhaps
missed the excitement of his OSS life on the
run behind enemy lines.

JT was “not in the least depressed”
when he left the MB (Galleher, p.
13).

JT left his passport and apparently
his wallet behind, and was so
forgetful about the entire CH trip
that he did not get the proper shots
or get the right financial clearance,
and he only had about $100 on his
person in the CH – this does not
seem like a person carefully
planning a disappearance. There is
no reported evidence of JT’s
extensive personal funds going
missing just before or after the
disappearance.

JT was perhaps sighted in Tahiti by a credible
witness (Pollitz).

Pollitz’s sighting is possible but not
convincing and certainly not
conclusive.

JT was tired of his existence.

JT’s life in Bangkok was pretty
glamorous and he knew it.

JT was hidden in the MB on Sunday night, then
smuggled out of the MB by Dr. Ling the
morning after the so-called “disappearance.”
He went to a clandestine meeting, and then
left Malaysia and Thailand to start a new life
elsewhere. This disappearance and the KTW
murder were tied into the Nugan Hand Bank
scandal, via the involvement in all these of
Gen. Ed Black. (according to Donald Smith,
researcher from RI)

It seems apparent that the MB was
searched on Sunday evening.

Possible but
very, very
unlikely

There is no sighting with any
evidence, after the Pollitz incident
in Tahiti. Thompson was so well
known to so many people, and his
case so famous, that it seems very
likely that he would have been
quickly spotted where-ever he
began his new life.
The Nugan Hand Bank was founded
six years after JT disappeared and
KTW was murdered.

23. Voluntary
meeting by JT with
persons unknown in
a car in the CH,
which led to JT
leaving the area and
then dying or being
killed outside the
search area

Trailing dogs convinced the Malaysian police
early on that JT did not enter the jungle, and
that he left the MB hilltop by car.
Rumored sightings of limousines, cars with
Thai license plates, cars with tall American
soldiers inside, caravans of cars, helicopters,
etc. in Tanah Rata on the Sunday
disappearance day, all indicate some form of
meeting and/or conspiracy.

Trailing dogs can make mistakes.
This is more likely if there were
multiple trails leading away from
the MB, as stated by Gerard Richard
(see his interview). This mistake in
the JT case could have led search
leaders to not focus enough on the
jungle search, thus perhaps missing
the body.

Possible but
unlikely
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Special, careful handling of the
items given to trailing dogs is
important (see Linda Murphy
interview); incorrect procedures can
lead to errors.
The Malaysian police believed that
JT voluntarily entered a car at the
edge of the MB grounds, at the top
of the access road. This broke the
scent trail, so the trailing dogs could
not detect JT beyond that point.
But this belief assumes that a car (or
truck) could come up the access
road without being heard or spotted
by the MB servants or by the Lings,
which seems unlikely (although
possible). Cars were noisy in 1967 (I
own a 1968 Mustang, so I know),
trucks were noisier, and the access
road is fairly steep, thus making a
noisy approach more likely. Also,
the area at the top of access road is
small, and would have required a
car to do a 3-cornered turn, thus
creating more noise quite near the
Bungalow. JT getting into the car
would have also perhaps created
the noise of a door slamming or at
least shutting. Nothing like all this
was reported by the servants or the
Lings. The Lings might not have
heard anything because they were
truly napping, but they did
reportedly hear JT drag a chair, and
later heard what were apparently
his footsteps.
The sightings of suspicious cars and
helicopters are generally promoted
by the same people who think that
psychics and soothsayers have a
useful contribution to make to the
case.
Would a trained intelligence officer
and excellent businessman go to a
secret meeting without even taking
his wallet? Very unlikely.
When and how did JT schedule his
supposed secret meeting, with no
cell phones in those days?
24. JT was struck
and killed by a truck
on a road near the
MB, then his body

This story arose in Ringlet, and was the
reported deathbed confession of the Chinese
truck driver who killed JT.

This story did not come out until
many years after the disappearance,
and no-one has tracked down the
son who supposedly heard the

Possible but
extremely
unlikely
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was transported
outside the search
area and buried

The “bones of JT” resulted from this accident,
and were found and then held in the Tanah
Rata District Medical Office.

confession, and this son’s name,
and the name of the truck driver, is
unknown.
The “bones” did exist but the
relevant and very credible District
Medical Officer (who saw and had
custody of the bones for a while;
see interview section) states that he
was not sure the bones were
human, that he knows of no
identifiable link between JT and the
bones, and that the bones were
found far north of Tanah Rata,
where the roads were very poor to
non-existent in 1967. (Thus an
unlikely place for the culprit to drive
to in order to hide the body.) The
bones later disappeared in an office
move, and cannot be examined
now.
“The Teacher” states in his
interview that trucks were very rare
in 1967 in the area, did not drive
fast, and needed permission to go
up to the British military bungalows.
It also seems likely that JT would
have heard a noisy truck coming on
the very quiet road, and would have
had time to get off the pavement (it
was paved in 1967) in time to avoid
being struck.

25. Snake bite
(or snake bite
resulting in
incapacitation and
death from
exposure)

There were about 2200 snake bites per year
9
recorded in Malaysia between 1958 and 1980.

The rate of snake bite is only 0.3 per
12
100,000 population

In the early 1960s, it was found that 74% of the
snake bites in Malaysia occurred in the four
10
northern states of Peninsular Malaysia.
Tanah Rata is just a few kilometers south of
two of these northern states.

Of snake bites, only a minority
portion are venomous, since only 17
of the 105 land snakes in Malaysia
13
are venomous.

Most snake bites in Malaysia occur between 6
11
pm and midnight, a time when JT was
possibly walking.

Possible but
statistically
quite unlikely

Among poisonous snake bites in
Malaysia, only a small portion result
in envenomation, since most bites
14
are “dry” defensive bites.

9

Dr. Tan, Nget Hong, Medical Faculty, University of Malaysia, “The Management of Snake Bites in Malaysia,”
www.tanngethong.com
10
K. S. Chew et al., “A Five Year Retrospective Review of Snakebite Patients Admitted to a Tertiary Teaching
Hospital in Malaysia,” International Journal of Emergency Medicine, 2011; 4: 41.
11
Chew et al., ibid.
12
Dr. Tan, ibid.
13
Chew et al., ibid.
14
H. A. Reid et al., “Epidemiology of Snake Bite in North Malaya,” British Medical Journal, 1963; 1(5336): 992-7.
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Even for venomous bites, only a few
15
are fatal. For example, for the
Malayan Pit Viper, the most
common bite, there were 1136
recorded cases in West (peninsular)
Malaysia from 1965 to 1971, and of
these, only 4 bites were fatal.
Similarly for Asian common cobras
in that region and time, there were
112 cases and only 3 reported
16
fatalities.
Time of death (in the unlikely event
that the patient dies) after a viper
bite averages 64.6 hours, with a
17
range of 5 to 240 hours, so if JT
was bitten, he would likely live long
enough to call out for help to
searchers, if in the right area, or
move closer to the MB. For
common cobras, the average time
of (unlikely) death is less, at 8.4
hours, with a range of 0.3 to 60
18
hours.
There are poisonous snakes in the
CH, but these are very shy and
unlikely to bite. (Alias Rasid
interview; Perak Aleyak interview.)

Source Analysis
Outcome of US FOIA Requests and National Archives Research
It is clear from various sources that considerable information should be available from official US
sources and files on the JT disappearance. For example, Galleher states (p. 5) that “an FBI agent came to
my house around March 30 [1967]…to inform the family that the FBI was actively investigating the [JT]
case.” This agent seemed poorly informed about SE Asian geography and politics. But clearly a report
and file should exist.
Similarly, it is clear that substantial files should exist on the case at the CIA, US Department of State, US
Army and other US institutions, and many if not most of these files should by now have been transferred
15

World Health Organization, Guidelines for the Clinical Management of Snake Bite in the South East Asia Region,
(WHO Reprint, 1999) p. 10, specifically referring to Malaysia.
16
Dr. Tan, ibid.
17
Dr. Tan, ibid.
18
Dr. Tan, ibid.
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to the National Archives.19 For example, in a 1968 letter to Galleher (p. 146), Graham Martin of the US
Department of State says in writing that, “I followed all the extensive traffic daily [on the JT
disappearance] and actually drafted some of the messages including those designed to ensure the full
mobilization of Malaysian resources to mount the most thorough physical search of the area it was
possible to conduct.” Horgan (Bangkok World, p. 62) supports this view, and states that, “Henry Cabot
Lodge, the Massachusetts Brahmin U.S. ambassador in Vietnam, demanded daily reports of his missing
pal’s status…”
In fact, research at the National Archives II location and FOIAs to the various relevant agencies have
revealed an amazing lack of this kind of information, and the FOIA request to the FBI received a
response that relevant information was “destroyed in 1978” and is no longer available! (The annexes
contain the FOIA requests and the responses.)
Similarly, a FOIA request to the CIA yielded only documents on JT’s OSS and military record during WW
II, with no documents later than his OSS resignation in 1947. Yet JK (p. 191) states that his confidential
sources indicate the following:








There is “a large classified personnel file at the agency [CIA] archives” which has still never been
released to the public or to the National Archives.
This file shows that the CIA “leadership felt it had to take on the case” of the JK disappearance,
and investigate it (ibid.).
Joseph Lazarsky, who was working for the CIA in 1967 in Jakarta, “sent cables throughout the
agency trying to find out any information about Thompson’s disappearance” (ibid).
Campbell James, “another longtime CIA operative” and “friend of JT’s,” tried to track down
agency knowledge on the disappearance (ibid.).
Robert Jantzen, CIA Chief of Station in Bangkok, “closely followed the case…essentially serving
as the point man.” Jantzen himself traveled down to the Cameron Highlands to conduct his own
search for Thompson, accompanied by several aides, and Jantzen put out an all-points bulletin
to all station chiefs for any CIA information about Thompson (ibid.).
Richard Noone, the jungle expert, “allegedly made a private report to the agency” about the
disappearance (ibid.).

Of course all this does not necessarily indicate some kind of Hollywood-esque widespread conspiracy, or
imply that JT was kidnapped by the CIA or some other intelligence service, or that JT’s disappearance
couldn’t have been a simple accident in the jungle. But it does seem to indicate that there were
sensitive matters connected to JT, his activities, and/or the search that made (and make) it likely that
de-classification officers in the relevant agencies have been reluctant to release the files, and in fact
have intentionally destroyed certain files.
Speculating here, it seems possible that the following reasons are inhibiting the release of 50 year old
information by official US sources:
19

All relevant records are apparently located at the National Archives II building in College Park, Maryland, rather
than at the National Archives building near the Mall in downtown Washington, DC.
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The King of Thailand, the longest reigning monarch on Earth, is still alive as of this writing and
was alive and was King in 1967. Though now feeble, he is still a power in Thailand, his
succession is quite problematic, and the US is a close ally of Thailand. Anything about US and/or
Thompson activities in Thailand during the King’s reign, such as supporting rebel groups in
neighboring countries, could be quite embarrassing to US-Thai relations, and could perhaps
shed light on US “sources and methods” and groups accessed which still have relevance today.
Persecution for the crime of “lèse majesté” (violating the majesty of royalty) is very widely used
in Thailand today to pursue anyone who offends or criticizes the King, the royal family, and even
the government in power. The US government certainly does not want to be accused of or
associated in any way with explicit or implied criticism of royal or distinguished Thai political
figures, past or present.
Similarly, simply the official acknowledgement of the (likely) fact that the most famous
American in Thai history, whose company is still a mainstay of the Thai economy, was for a time
an agent (but not officer) of the CIA, would be quite embarrassing to the Thai government, and
would call into question its ability to control its own affairs.
According to respondent Cikgo, the King of Thailand arrived in the CH for a visit, only three
weeks after the JT disappearance. (This statement has not been independently verified.) Thus
some unscrupulous rumor monger might make a connection between the two events.
It has been suggested that JT, through his many connections and sources, had knowledge of
how the current King of Thailand came to power, and who assassinated his predecessor – this is
still a mystery.20 If any of the CIA or US DoS papers refer to this topic, even speculatively, this
could prove embarrassing to US-Thai relations.

Information Obtainable from Malaysian Sources
I have undertaken work in Malaysia on the JT case, and can report the following re caches of records
there:






The Tanah Rata municipal library has no “morgue” or file on JT or the case, except for 1-2 recent
retrospective news articles
The Tanah Rata and Brinchang Police state that they have no records of the case, and in fact
destroy all missing persons cases more than 15-20 years old. They also never heard of the case
– the most famous disappearance of an individual in Malaysian history!
The Kuala Lumpur Police Museum staff state that the Museum does not have any files on the
case
The Tanah Rata District Medical Office has no information on the case, and has also lost the
reputed “bones of Jim Thompson,” although the District Medical Officer from the right period

20

King Ananda was found dead in his bed in the Grand Palace on 9 June 1946, with a pistol lying nearby. Three
palace employees were eventually arrested, tried and executed. Prime Minister Pridi (a close friend of JT) was
accused of complicity, and a coup against Pridi was then successful. To this day it is not really clear whether the
death was a suicide, accident or murder -- and if a murder, who was the perpetrator(s). (Warren, pp. 46-7.)
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doubts that there is any connection between the bones at the DMO and the JT case (see the
Interviews section).
The Malaysian National Archives has no files on the case, but does have old copies of 1967
newspapers, which were copied for this report.

Note that just because an official states that no records exist does not constitute absolute proof that this
statement is true, but it appeared to me that the above-listed sources were not fruitful for further
research.
Further research might be fruitful in Malaysia in:












The files of the Malaysian Army, including the Dayak Rangers, which reportedly provided two
Rangers and a search dog to the JT search (Rivers ms., p. 3).
The files of the Gurkha unit which reportedly assisted in the search effort. (See the Capt.
Mohammad interview in the Interviews annex. He does not recall the name or number of this
unit, but it was stationed in Malaysia at the time. It was likely a British Army unit.)
The detailed Malaysian police files on the case, which Captain Rivers states were in his
possession but which he gave or lent to “a lawyer” at Rivers’ 2010 presentation on the case, to
an audience in Ipoh. He does not recall the name or contact information of the lawyer. If
found, this cache would likely be the most valuable single source of information on the case,
in terms of search procedures and various clues and lines of inquiry. Captain Rivers states that
he obtained the files from a former senior police officer who worked on the case. Rivers states
he then used the files to write his manuscript presented in 2010. (See the Rivers interview in
the annexes.) (The reasons these files could be useful include: A. modern researchers might
spot something missed at the time; B. the files might make clear exactly what search techniques
were used and where; C. after scenarios for disappearance in the jungle are created in a modern
analysis, the files might be usable to provide “credit” in various areas, for searches that already
occurred there in 1967 via the “spreading the peanut butter” probability technique, and
allowing for POD (probability of detection).)
Other files collected by various units of the Malaysian police which may have ended up in other
locations. These might include the Criminal Investigation Division (CID), Police Field Force (PFF),
etc. (Rivers ms., p. 4.)
The “28 page diary of ASP [Asst. Superintendent of Police] Ismail” which clearly relates very
directly to the case. (Rivers ms., p. 4.)
Royal Malaysian Air Force files, since this organization provided helicopters to participate in the
search (Rivers ms., p. 2).
The files of any other Malaysian organizations that participated in the search.
Map repositories at the Malaysian Office of the Director of National Mapping or other locations
that might possibly provide topo maps of the search area from the exact year of 1967. (A
detailed 1963 topo map has been located and is shown in the map section of this report.)
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Information Possibly Obtainable from Other Sources
It might be possible that further information on the case could be obtained from the following sources:



















The medical files on JT held by Dr. Richard B. Capps of Chicago, JT’s doctor who supplied
information to the FBI shortly after the disappearance.
The British Public Records Office (PRO), since Britain maintained a close relationship with
Malaysia, and there was apparently a British Army RAMC (Royal Army Medical Corps) unit and
base in the search area, and also a “Col. Scott” commanded the “British Army units stationed in
the CH area in 1967.” (See the Rasid and Aleyak interviews in the annexes.)
Records of British military units active in the area. Rivers (his ms., p. 2) states that “British Army
helicopters” participated in the JT search. He also states (p. 3) that a “small British military
policy sergeant and detachment” were asked to participate early on in the search, and that staff
and convalescents of the “British Military Hospital” in the area participated in the JT search
(ibid.).
Unit histories of other British Army or Gurkha units that participated in the search.
Files or memoirs of Brigadier General Edwin “Ed” Black, US general who participated in the
search and was a friend of JT, (Rivers ms., p. 2.) or General Black’s aides, descendants or
associates. (However, Horgan (interview) seems to think that there is not likely to be a trove of
information in Gen. Black’s files.)
Files of Dr. T.G. or Helen Ling, Connie Mangskau or other associates from Thailand.
Medical files of JT in the possession of Dr. Einner Ammundsen, personal doctor to JT, who was
present in Tanah Rata when the disappearance occurred (Rivers ms., p. 2).
Files of the Thai police and intelligence services.
Files of the US Department of State (due to US Embassy in Thailand reports on the search) or
Defense, CIA or FBI, which all apparently generated reports on the case. For example, the FBI
files received to date via FOIA refer to “25 Department of State cables dated between 3/27/67
to 4/28/67” which were attached to the FBI memo of 3 May 1967 on the JT case. These US DoS
cables constitute one of the top three major missing caches in the case.
Files of Martha Galleher, niece of JT, who states, “I decided to keep a file on the case…as a
representative of the Thompson family…” (Galleher, p. 6). These contain press clippings and
letters, cables and reports from US Department of State and others, which are cited and
partially quoted in her book, but might have clues she overlooked.
Documents collected by JK as part of his book research. This author, an experienced researcher
associated with the Council on Foreign Relations who has written over 700 articles and several
books, stated in emails to me that he had in his files some original police reports on the case
from 1967. Of course I requested copies of this valuable, possibly priceless, information, and he
said he “would look.” Then Mr. Kurlantzick stopped returning my email queries. These police
reports constitute perhaps the second most important un-reviewed cache of material on the
case.
Further interviews with descendants and relatives of JT and his murdered sister.
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The Pennsylvania State Police file on the Katharine Thompson Wood case. The cold case officer
indicated that a file exists, it fills an entire box, the case is still open, but the file could not be
fully revealed to me. (However, the cold case officer did discuss the case with me, referring to
two binders from the file; see interview annex.)
Schedule C and other tax returns and financial information on the firm Canine Caterers, Inc., for
the years of about 1964 to 1972. This firm was jointly owned by Katharine Thompson Wood and
her son Harry Wood, with each holding 150 shares, and possibly financial dealings or disputes
over the company may have been involved in her murder and his suicide.
Map repositories at the Royal Geographical Society, British PRO, US Defense Mapping Agency,
or other locations that could provide better topo maps of the search area from 1967. Other
possible map locations include: David Rumsey Historical Map Collection; Perry-Castaneda
Library Map Collection; Old-Maps.co.uk; Old Maps Online; etc. Re maps, I am reasonably
satisfied that I have located the only map of the Cameron Highlands in the possession of the US
Library of Congress; this was in excellent condition, from 1963, and was very helpful. A copy is
part of this report.

The Murder of Katharine Thompson Wood, Sister of Jim Thompson
Martha Galleher (pp. 101-2) describes the murder of Jim Thompson’s elder sister, Katharine “Ka”
Thompson Wood:
On August 30, [1967], one of the most brutal homicides ever committed in Delaware occurred at
a secluded home in Centerville, between Philadelphia and Wilmington. A cleaning woman
discovered the dead body of Jim’s older sister, Mrs. Katherine [sic] Wood, on her bed. She had
been viciously beaten to death with a blunt instrument while her two trained watchdogs, a
German shepherd and a golden Labrador retriever, stood by without attacking the killer. There
were no signs that the assailant had forced entry into the home of this seventy-four-year-old
woman, who the Baltimore Sun reported, was remembered by neighbors as a “quaint, charming
person who took extensive hikes.” She had lived quietly on her fourteen-acre estate. Her
nearest neighbor was a quarter of a mile away. …she kept her dogs and a gun in her bedroom;
she often left her doors unlocked. Neither her money nor her jewelry had been stolen.
Since there was nothing missing, robbery seemed an unlikely motive. Also, the fact that the dogs did
not attack (although one had a small injury to its mouth, according to one news clip), and there was no
forced entry, indicated that the attacker was known to Wood. Furthermore, the extremely brutal,
bloody and vicious nature of the attack made it appear to be a crime of passion, not of robbery. There
was no sign of sexual assault. Ms. Wood “often left the door unlocked” and had a “gun in her
bedroom.” (Galleher, p. 101)
According to interviewees (see near the end of the interview section) in the area, one of whom knew
Katharine Wood and her son, the persons listed below were possible suspects or at least POIs (but there
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is no proof whatsoever of any guilt). (Note that since the Pennsylvania State Police declined to open the
case file, there may well be other suspects in the case.21)
Harrison “Harry” Wilson Wood, son of Katharine Thompson Wood. He reportedly did not get along with
his mother at all, since she criticized his line of work (selling dog food door to door (Foster interview)),
which she felt was far beneath the family station (she socialized with the DuPont set). Also, she did not
like the way he was raising his children, and told him so; she did not trust him to keep some capital for
his children, so she wrote her will to prevent him from selling the house (a major asset); and he earned
so little and she gave him so little that sometimes he appeared to be “starving.” He stated to one
interviewee that his mother “treated me like dirt.” (All from the Foster interview.)
After the murder Harry Wood told an interviewee that “everyone thinks” he killed his mother, and “I
can’t prove I didn’t.” (Foster interview.) He told a reporter that he had voluntarily undergone a
polygraph examination and passed it (see the Delaware/Pennsylvania clippings section). According to
the Pennsylvania State Police (PSP) cold case officer, the Chester County Coroner’s Office, and press
reports, Harry Wood committed suicide on Christmas Day 1971, about four years after the murder. (See
interviews.)
Three weeks before he died, Harry Wood told reporters that he thought that both JT and Katharine
Wood were killed by an international Communist conspiracy, which was seeking to discredit JT because
JT was proving with his company that capitalism could work in Asia. This conspiracy apparently included
American black militants such as H. Rap Brown. (Clip section.) Harry Wood also felt that a stranger
could have “distracted her [male] dogs” by bringing along a “bitch in heat.” All of this seems very
unlikely, and the timing of this article soon before the suicide may be significant.
Harry Wood, as the son of a sister of JT, should have benefited from JT’s will, which according to a
newspaper account (clip file, annex) amounted to $1.1 million in assets in the US, to be split among JT’s
eight nephews and nieces. Thus Harry should have been eligible for $137,500, a large amount in the
1960s. This might give him a motive for action against JT.
There are various problems with this analysis, however, as follows:
a. The actual value of the JT estate in the US, according to the administration papers (see annex),
was much less than $1.1 million, and was in fact only $180,000, mostly from one small house.
b. Harry’s share of this limited amount would be small, at about $25,502 (the share given in 1974
to Harrison W. Wood, Jr. and John Wood, sons of Harry Wood, who had died in 1971).
c. It would appear extremely unlikely, however, that Harry would work out a way, with little or no
resources, to engineer the death of JT thousands of miles away; and then,
21

The Pennsylvania State Police is the authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) over this case, since the house where the
murder occurred is in Pennsylvania, not Delaware. Part of the property, the driveway entrance, most of the road,
the nearest small town, the social center of the area, and the closest newspaper, are all in Delaware, so many
people mistakenly think the murder occurred in Delaware.
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d. for some reason kill his mother, who did not benefit from the JT will unless her issue were
deceased.
A more plausible scenario might be that Harry had nothing to do with JT’s death/disappearance, but in
discussing JT’s death with his mother, she perhaps taunted him with the fact that since JT’s assets could
not be distributed for seven years (since Thai and US law required this waiting period because no body
was found), Harry would not benefit. (Harry was certainly aware of JT’s death, since he filed an affidavit
in January 1968 asserting that JT had disappeared in March 1967. (See annex re JT’s will.)
Katharine Thompson Wood could be quite infuriating (Foster interview), and this and the factors above
might perhaps have led to a murder of passion by her son. Again, there is no proof of any kind that has
surfaced, all the above is speculation, and he stated to the press that he passed a polygraph
examination.22 (However, the Pennsylvania State Police (PSP) cold case officer stated that he did not
recall from reviewing the file that Harry Wood took a polygraph, while other persons of interest involved
in the case did in fact take a polygraph.) Harry Wood was a POI during the investigation, and according
to the PSP and the case file, the investigation over the years seemed to come back to him, although
proof of any kind is lacking (see interview annex).
Emory (or “Emery”) Church, a handyman who often worked for Katharine Wood. He was reportedly a
“ne’er do well” and alcoholic, who could perhaps have gotten very angry with Wood over pay or other
matters (Foster interview).
However, Mr. Church (ibid.) did not seem like the kind of person who could kill in a rage and then
carefully remove all fingerprints and fibers from a bloody crime scene so perfectly that no clue
remained. Furthermore, Mr. Church did pass a polygraph, according to the PSP.
Other relative, servant or handyman. Ms. Wood was reportedly very hard on her help, especially black
people, and treated them very badly, once allegedly leaving a black maidservant stranded on the New
Jersey Turnpike for no apparent rational reason, apparently just because she was black. One
respondent stated that Ms. Wood “hated” black people. (Foster interview.) So some sort of encounter
could perhaps have led to a crime of passion.
Hazel Walters of Chadds Ford, maid to Ms. Wood. She found the body about 8-9 am, according to news
accounts (clip section). As the maid, she was closely involved with Wood, and could perhaps have had a
major quarrel.
Rodney Layton, a respected local lawyer who lived nearby. He was Katharine Thompson Wood’s lawyer
and a former Navy fighter pilot (Foster interview). He was called to the murder scene by the maid
(Hazel Walters) who found the body, and so he arrived before the police. He later provided a different
maid to the new renter (and later owner) of the murder house. (Foster interview.) It seems extremely

22

I have observed only two polygraph examinations. Both were tests, in which it was known to all observers
except the polygraph examiner whether the subject was lying or not. Both tests failed. I am not impressed with
this technology.
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unlikely that this pillar of the community could be a POI or suspect, but he did have considerable
involvement in the household, perhaps beyond what one might expect. (See the interview section.)
A Chinese or Communist gang who was holding JT in Asia. One theory in the press (see clippings
section) and among neighbors in late 1967 was that a gang holding JT in Asia for political reasons was
trying to get at him and force him to divulge information, and to do so reached out to Pennsylvania, and
killed his sister in the most brutal and professional possible way, thus generating news clips that they
could use to shock and terrify JT. (And since they were professionals, they were careful to leave
absolutely no clues.) Alternatively, the gang was seeking a way to get JT to denounce the US war in
Vietnam. (Galleher, p. 153.) All this seems highly unlikely.
A person trying to find the missing will of JT. This is mentioned as a possibility by Galleher (pp. 102-3)
but dismissed by stating that Katharine Woods’ papers seemed to be undisturbed, and the only persons
seeking the will would probably be “respectable members of the Siam Society.” (Ibid.)
Jim Thompson. This possibility was not mentioned in the press or by interviewees, but those theorists
who think that JT escaped from the Cameron Highlands undetected would have to acknowledge that he
might have made it to Pennsylvania and murdered his sister. He often visited her about that time of
year (Galleher, p. 51), he did not get along well with her, she criticized his personal life, and she could be
infuriating. According to JK (pp. 62-3), JT was “brutally scolded” by Katharine for having Irena Yost as his
open lover. Katharine “was the most Puritan” of the Thompson clan, and Jim “hardly ever spoke” to
Katharine after this scolding.
But it seems very, very unlikely, however, that JT could sneak out of the CH, make it to America
unobserved, kill his sister, and then establish a life somewhere else.
The Robert Johnson, Jr. Gang. This infamous gang was active in Chester County, PA and the surrounding
area during the 1960s and 1970s, and was involved in theft, possibly hundreds of break-ins, and
murders. While the PSP investigated this angle, the conclusion was that the gang’s murders were
targeted toward informants, not burglary victims; that the gang did not leave messy, bloody crime
scenes; that there was no connection that could be established; and that the gang’s murders were
generally later than 1967 (see interview annex).
Frank Jackamowicz. This person was investigated for murdering an elderly woman in Philadelphia, after
asking for a loan and she refused. He was, according to press reports, a “drifter” who was in the area at
the time of the murder. However, the PSP investigated him and his common law wife at length, and
found that they had left the area several days before the murder, and there was apparently no
connection to Katharine Thompson Wood.
In summary, no proof exists for any of these POIs or suspects, and while some appear more likely than
others, “person or persons unknown” would seem to be a reasonable description of the killer(s).
It does seem quite far-fetched, although perhaps possible, that there could be a direct connection
between the JT disappearance and the Katharine Thompson Wood murder.
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One of the most bizarre twists in this case relates to the FBI. A FOIA to the FBI on the JT and Katharine
Wood case generated a reply which seemed to only address the Katharine Thompson Wood part of the
case (see the FOIA annex). This reply baldly states, without explanation, that files which may have
related to the Katharine Thompson Wood case were destroyed by the FBI in 1978.
Why would the FBI destroy files related to an unsolved, important murder case in the US? What is the
significance of that date, 1978, eleven years after the disappearance of JT and the murder of JT’s sister?
None of the answers to these reasonable questions is forthcoming. An appeal has been filed.
The cold case officer at the Pennsylvania State Police was not aware that an FBI file may have existed or
had been destroyed; thus indicating that the FBI did not bother to or wish to provide their information
to local law enforcement officials who had direct jurisdiction over this unsolved murder.

Mattson Development
In maritime search and rescue, a sophisticated and complex computer model has been developed,
called SAROPS (SAR Optimal Planning System). This system automatically generates probability maps of
where the target might be, based on known route intention, winds, currents, wind currents, tides, and
numerous simultaneous simulations known collectively as a Monte Carlo simulation (Koester, p. 302-5).
Unfortunately, in land SAR there is no such computer model yet (Koester, p. 306), although Robert
Koester has received a grant to build one (email exchange with Koester, 2014). Koester feels that when
and if the land SAR model is built, it will be quite useful in cases such as the JT disappearance (ibid.).
However, until such a model is built, the existing land SAR approach might be used in the JT case. This
approach involves creating a Mattson (named after its creator, Lt. Col. Robert Mattson, USAF Ret.).
Creating a Mattson involves the following steps (Koester, p. 309, also Lew Toulmin, A Manual for Finding
Missing Light Aircraft, 2011):





Carving the map of the incident area into planning regions or searchable segments (usually 6-12,
per Koester, p. 310). These are often based on particular scenarios of where the subject was
heading.
Developing scenarios on where the subject might have gone, based on his interests, the regions,
terrain, terrain features that might have steered his movements after he became lost, etc.
Selecting a team of raters with experience in SAR, in the region, and with diversity of opinion, to
review the facts of the case and the scenarios
The “facts” in this case, for Mattson purposes, need not necessarily be this entire 600+ page
report (!), since most of the annexes here are background information and relate to whether
JT’s remains are in the CH or in the “rest of world.” Probably a 10-25 page summary of the facts
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of the case would suffice, and would be far, far more than most Mattson voting teams receive in
the field in a typical case.
Asking the raters to vote via secret ballot on the probabilities for each region or segment that
the subject is in that segment, based on their experience and the scenarios developed
Aggregating the ratings to produce a probability map. This map will certainly not guarantee a
find, but it will help planners allocate resources to the highest probability areas.

Use of the Mattson approach may seem a bit silly and trivial to outsiders, but in fact it has been proven
numerous times to be an excellent, sometimes quite amazing, approach for identifying high priority
segments and allocating search resources. I observed this personally on a missing aircraft case near
Sedona, Arizona, in which our team’s Mattson voting identified one segment as the consensus highest
probability location for the plane, and several weeks later the plane was found in that segment. A large
part of the success of the approach is having a very experienced and talented person “carve” the map
into appropriate segments and develop reasonable scenarios.
One form of Mattson, called the “open system,” allows raters to also vote on a “rest of the world”
(ROW) segment mentioned above, in which the subject is judged to be completely outside the search
area. This would seem to be particularly appropriate in the JT case, since so much discussion and writing
has gone into arguing that JT’s remains are far from the CH.
It may of some small interest to know how I would vote on this controversial question of ROW vs. JT
being located inside the general CH search area, if I was on such a Mattson voting panel. In making this
decision, I would be torn by various conflicting factors:





Knowledge that “keep it simple, stupid” (KISS) is almost always the best approach in SAR (and
life). Here KISS dictates that JT just tripped over a root or had some other misadventure while
walking off trail in the CH, broke his neck or was injured and later died, and was never found.
Appreciation of the facts, as found in this report, that the search for JT was likely much less
effective than thought at the time, with probable major flaws in planning and execution.
On the other hand, acknowledgement that of all the hikers around the world who have gotten
lost, JT was likely one of the most exotic, with an amazing past, various enemies, nearby CTs,
and remarkable political and social connections.
Agreement with Capt. Mohammad that it is important that the trailing dogs in 1967 could find
JT’s scent on the grounds of the Moonlight Bungalow, but could not track it off the MB’s hill.

Based on these and other factors I would likely vote 15% for “rest of world” – that JT’s remains are
outside the Cameron Highlands -- and 85% that his remains are within the general CH search area.
Within the search area, it would not surprise me if the remains were found fairly close, within 3-4 miles,
of the IPP/LKP.

A Possible Way Forward
So a possible way to move the JT case forward would be as follows:
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Assemble a team of raters as described above, including experts from US and Malaysian SAR,
Malaysian jungle survival, and related fields, but excluding JT authors with fixed ideas on the
case.
Undertake the creation of a Mattson, including the Mattson voting described above. This
should ideally include scenario building based on extensive experience with similar lost hiker
cases, a review of the terrain features to see how they might have shaped JT’s possible track(s),
and discussion of the key factors in the case. The raters would be given an executive summary
of the case, and would not be required to read all of this report.
Attempt to identify the highest probability searchable areas, suitable for use in cadaver dog
(HRD dog) searches. (Such dogs can and have located slivers of human bone that people cannot
even identify as bone with the naked eye. See interview with Linda Murphy in the annexes.)
Recruit and utilize a number of cadaver dogs, and search the high probability areas. There is at
least one cadaver dog team in Malaysia, and it is a good practice to use local teams where
possible, since they are more used to local conditions and are cheaper.
If any “hits” are made, analyze them to see if they are in fact human remains. If so, continue
searching in that immediate area, especially downhill, to attempt to locate other remains.
Attempt to locate remains that can be DNA tested against JT relatives. If so, undertake these
tests.

These steps would be difficult, somewhat costly (perhaps in the thousands to tens of thousands of USD),
and the chances of complete success are admittedly fairly small. The main challenge would be
identifying enough small but high priority search segments, and securing enough cadaver dogs, to
search a meaningful portion of the target area. As described in the interview annex, a cadaver dog
cannot search a large area at one go, the search process is intensive and tiring for the dog, and the dog
thus must have substantial rest periods.
But if no steps are taken at all -- beyond a lot of repetitive press stories in 2017 rehashing the case -then the probability of solving the disappearance of Jim Thompson is absolutely certain: zero.

#end report narrative#
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List of Annexes:
1. Other Maps of the Search Area
2. New York Times Clips on the JT and the Katharine Thompson Wood
Cases
3. Various Other Relevant Clippings about the JT Disappearance
4. Clippings from Delaware and Pennsylvania re the Katharine Thompson
Wood Case
5. Interviews re the JT and Katharine Thompson Wood Cases
6. Results of US Freedom of Information Act Requests
7. Contemporary (2013) Photos Re the JT Case
8. Information re the Family of Katharine Thompson Wood and JT
9. Content and Analysis of the Wills and Estate Administration of KTW and
her Son
10. Information from the US National Archives II and a CIA FOIA on JT’s OSS
Service, Search Efforts, JT Activities in the 1950s, and the Pollitz Sighting
11. Information from the FBI on the JT Case
12. Note from Henry Thompson, Nephew of JT
13. Excerpts from the Will and Estate Administration of JT, in Delaware
14. Items Related to Elizabeth (Lisa) Lyons
15. A Buddha Head “Looted” by JT
16. Accommodations and Resources in the Cameron Highlands
17. Biography of the Author
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Annex 1
Other Maps of the Search Area

Current tourist map of the CH. Note that no trails are shown in the area N and NW of the Golf Course,
where the MB is located and where most of the JT search took place.
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Current tourist map of CH.
Note Moonlight Bungalow shown NW of the CH Golf Course, with no other attractions nearby.
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Annex 2
New York Times Clips on JT and Katharine Thompson Wood
NYT March 27, 1967
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NYT March 28, 1967
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NYT April 22, 1967
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NYT April 29, 1967
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NYT August 30, 1967
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21 April 1968 New York Times piece
by JT’s friend and associate, William Warren (cont. below)
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Annex 3
Various Other Relevant News Clippings About the JT Disappearance
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Straits Times (of Malaysia), Wednesday, 29 March 1967
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Straits Times, Wednesday, 29 March 1967
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Close-up of Straits Times, Wednesday, 29 March 1967
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Straits Times, Thursday, March 30, 1967
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Straits Times, Thursday, 30 March 1967
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Straits Times, Friday, 31 March 1967
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Straits Times, Friday, 31 March 1967
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Straits Times, Saturday, 1 April 1967
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Straits Times, Saturday, 1 April 1967
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Sunday Straits Times, 2 April 1967
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Sunday Straits Times, 2 April 1967
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Straits Times, Monday, 3 April 1967
This CT clash was not in the Cameron Highlands, but shows that severe clashes
with Communists were going on not far away, at about the same time as the JT disappearance.
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Straits Times, Tuesday, 4 April 1967
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Note residual value of JT’s estate: $1.1 million.
Source: O. Wells Foster file, clip from a DE or PA paper, c. 1969
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11 December 1983 retrospective article from the Chicago Tribune
(continuation pages missing; National Archives II)
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Life Magazine retrospective article, May 1984
(from CREST C.I.A. database, National Archives II)
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Posted October 23, 2002:

The Saga of the Thai Silk King
Twenty years later, James Thompson '28's disappearance remains a mystery
Originally published in PAW (Princeton Alumni Weekly) May 6, 1987
By Mark Jenkins
Mark Jenkins, a free-lance writer based in Boston, was born, raised, and educated in the Far East. This article is
based on conversations with Thompson's friends and relatives, including Connie Mangskau and Henry Thompson III,
and William Weaver's biography, The Legendary American: The Remarkable Career and Strange Disappearance of
Jim Thompson (Houghton Mifflin).
Thailand's tropical sunset casts its final rays into the Bangkok household on the banks of the "River of Kings," and the
half light catches polished wooden carvings and freshly cut flowers. Out of respect for their master. the faithful
servants maintain the house as it was in 1967 — the year the owner, James Thompson '28, vanished.
The disappearance of Thompson, one of the most celebrated and flamboyant members of Asia's expatriate
community, was so sudden and mysterious that it seemed as if he had literally walked off the face of the earth. His
unusual career and the curious circumstances surrounding his vanishing two decades ago have fueled a widespread
fascination with the still unsolved case. Indeed, documentaries on the story have been made by American, Japanese,
and British film companies. William Weaver's biography, The Legendary American: The Remarkable Career and
Strange Disappearance of Jim Thompson, was reprinted this year. and there is talk of a feature movie. In Thailand
the story has become part of local legend.
Thompson's upbringing provided no clue of the exotic life he would lead. Born into a prominent Delaware family in
1906, he followed the prescribed route of a young man of his class and bearing, from lessons with governesses in the
family mansion to prepping at St. Paul's. He entered Princeton in 1924, in the footsteps of his father. Henry B.
Thompson 1877, and brother, Henry Jr. '20. His father, a lifetime trustee of the university, served as chairman of the
Grounds and Buildings Committee. During his tenure many of the campus's distinctive Gothic buildings were added.
His son Jim also was interested in design and majored in architecture.
From 1931 to 1940, Thompson worked for a New York architectural firm. Many of the Georgian-style mansions along
the Eastern Seaboard that he designed are admired to this day. By all accounts, he was also a social success, wellknown at debutante balls, hunting parties, and the theater. "Jim was quite the man about town," attested Alexander
Griswold '28. "There was never a shortage of women trying to win his favor."
In 1938 he became a director of the Monte Carlo Ballet Company, the forerunner of the New York City Ballet. Thanks
to a sizable inheritance, he. was able to indulge his fancy even during the Depression. But by the end of the decade,
he withdrew from the city's social whirl and
criticized those who remained caught up in it. He became reclusive, refusing to talk even to family and college
friends. "We didn't really know what came over Jimmy," said his sister Elinor Douglas. " But it seemed to be a great
burden." Finally, Thompson quit his job and enlisted as a private in the National Guard. He finished basic training,
attended OCS school and was commissioned, served for a year in a coastal artillery unit, and then was recruited by
the Office of Strategic Services (OSS).
In 1942 Thompson married Pat Thraves, an ex-Powers model who shared his artistic interests. They were married for
only six months when he was shipped to North Africa to assist the French war effort. His training in guerrilla warfare
also took him to France and Italy, and eventually he headed a special unit ordered to parachute into the jungles of
Thailand, link forces with the Free Thai resistance. and overthrow the pro-Japanese government in Bangkok. As it
turned out, he was never required to do battle in Thailand. He and his comrades were en route when their pilot
received word of the Japanese surrender. When he finally arrived in Bangkok, it was in the capacity of OSS station
chief. His first task was to establish a temporary American consulate.
There is no doubt that Thompson was immediately captivated by Thailand, its culture and customs. Bangkok was an
exotic city, and within days he convinced himself that he had no desire to return to America. One of his first friends
was a young Eurasian widow, Connie Mangskau, who worked as an interpreter for the Allied Forces. Their close
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friendship lasted until the day of his disappearance. "Jimmy was enraptured by Bangkok," said Mangskau. "it was as
if he had finally arrived somewhere he had belonged all along." As the re-occupation forces began withdrawing from
Thailand, he cast around for an excuse to stay.
Thompson revealed his feelings in a letter to Elinor: "I am afraid that I like backward places that need to be developed
far better than all the high-powered superhighways, motels, and great cities back home. There is so much to see and
learn here." In early 1946, he and five other entrepreneurs bought the Oriental, Bangkok's legendary hotel, a former
palace that had been featured in the work of writers such as Maugham, Conrad, Greene, and Coward.
Thompson returned to the U.S. to arrange his discharge from the OSS and to persuade his wife to go back with him
to Thailand. The discharge presented no problem, but the couple's extended separation had taken its toll. Patricia
refused to move to the Far East, and they divorced. With no reason to remain in the States, Thompson returned to his
new-found home on the other side of the world.
He threw himself into the task of refurbishing the Oriental, drawing extensively from his background in architecture
and design. He had strong disagreements with his partners over renovations, however, and within the year he
resigned from the group, Nevertheless, he continued to live at the Oriental for another year, and his association with
the hotel continued until his disappearance.
Thompson soon found another outlet for his considerable talents. The production of silk. in Thailand had suffered
severely in the '40s with the influx of cheap fabrics from Europe and Japan. Thompson believed he could rescue the
centuries-old industry from extinction and build himself a business empire rooted firmly in the soil of Thai culture.
With a suitcase crammed full of samples of the spectacularly colored silks, he flew to New York in early 1947.
Through his network of Princeton friends he secured an interview with Edna Chase, editor of Vogue and the
undisputed doyen of American fashion. She was captivated by the exotic fabrics and immediately arranged for them
to be featured in her magazine. The enthusiastic reaction to Vogue's coverage convinced Thompson that there was a
market for his product in the West. His next task was to find the means to satisfy the demand.
He returned to Thailand and located as many weavers as possible. Most were skeptical about the chances of reviving
the dying craft. Nevertheless, in 1948, Thompson formed the Thai Silk Company and within a year had 200 weavers
employed. Under his guidance the industry went through a revolution during the next 20 years. He initiated many
technical advances in silk production, most significantly replacing traditional vegetable dyes with expensive,
nonfading Swiss varieties.
Thompson's enthusiasm for Thai silk, however, was what really popularized the product. It was not unusual to spot
him in the lobby of the Oriental, swathed in the brightly colored fabric, delivering an impassioned speech to passing
tourists. Mangskau, who by this time (and with his assistance) was a successful antiques dealer, recalled his antics: "I
was walking through the Oriental, where Jimmy had trapped yet another tourist — a rather well-proportioned
American woman I think it was. He was standing behind her, wrapping her in silks and complimenting her continually
while he made awful faces in my direction." Inevitably, the tourists bought.
Soon his silk was very much in the Western public eye. Thompson was commissioned to provide fabric for costumes
for the Broadway production of The King and I and for the movie Ben Hur. London's Savoy Hotel used Thai silk to
upholster its luxurious suites, and Pierre Balmain dedicated a whole collection to the fabric. By 1960 Thompson had
fulfilled his dream. He was referred to as the "Thai Silk King" throughout the world and in Bangkok simply as the
"Millionaire American." He recounted his success story for Time, Life, and Newsweek.
Knowledgeable about the politics of the region, Thompson was often sought out by embassy officials. A soft-spoken
man, he had a captivating personality, and his circle of friends included the rich, royal, and famous. Celebrities made
a point of including Bangkok on their travel itineraries, and he would invite them to sumptuous dinner parties at his
house. His guests included Senator William Fulbright, Somerset Maugham, Cecil Beaton, Truman Capote, and
Barbara Hutton.
Mangskau believed that Thompson kept up this lavish social life as "a way of surrounding himself with people. I think
he was a very lonely man." His nephew and heir, Henry Thompson III '46. who visited him in Bangkok and hosted him
on his annual visits to New York. recalls, "Uncle Jim would stand on the fringes of a group of people having a roaring
good time and just observe them dispassionately."
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Besides reviving the Thai silk industry, Thompson is credited with creating popular interest in Oriental antiquities,
which at the time were virtually unknown outside the realm of experts and museum-goers. He had a penchant for
traditional Thai painting, which, like silk weaving, was an art facing extinction. His collection came to be recognized as
the finest in the world. (Selected pieces formed an exhibition that toured U.S. museums under the sponsorship of the
State Department.) He maintained it in a home that was equally impressive. It was built in the traditional Thai style
from sections of partly ruined palaces. Bangkok society had never seen anything like it, but both the local and
expatriate elite followed his lead. The house is still a landmark in Bangkok, a vivid tribute to his imagination and
inventiveness.
In late 1966 Thompson was forced to relocate his silk business. It was a time-consuming and tiring process, for he
was not in the best of health. The following spring, Mangskau suggested they take a short vacation in Malaysia's
Cameron Highlands, and Thompson jumped at the idea. The highlands are famous throughout the Far East as a
place to escape the heat and humidity. The rolling green golf courses and tiny bungalows surrounded by manicured
rose gardens are more evocative of pastoral English countryside than the teeming cities of Asia.
Their hosts were Dr. and Mrs. Ling, a couple from Singapore who owned "Moonlight Cottage" in the former colonial
hill station. Thompson had stayed there before. Despite the enthusiasm with which he greeted this vacation, it was
obvious that something was preoccupying him. Mangskau recalled that he was in an awful frame of mind during their
journey, and though she didn't know what was wrong, she said that he wasn't his usual self. "I could tell something
was up."
Ort-the day of his disappearance, he was especially restless and irritable, according to his companions. They all had
agreed to attend the Easter service at the village church, but when the time came Thompson seemed reluctant. He
finally insisted on walking to the chapel by himself and set off long before the others. After the service they picnicked
in a field near the church, but Thompson seemed eager to return to the cottage. Before they had even finished eating,
he was repacking the picnic basket. His behavior cut short the afternoon. and they returned to the cottage at about
2:00 p.m. The others were mystified by his uncharacteristic rudeness.
As is the custom on a lazy tropical afternoon, Mangskau and the Lings retired to their rooms for a nap before dinner.
They left Thompson in an agitated state. It was the last time they ever saw him.
Just as the Lings were failing asleep. they heard the sound of an aluminum chair being dragged across the veranda.
They assumed Thompson had decided to rest in the sun. When they heard footsteps crunching down the gravel path
a few minutes later, they guessed that he was taking a stroll — he liked to hike the trails — and thought nothing of it.
Thompson's companions awoke to find him gone. They assumed he would be back by five o'clock, in time for
afternoon tea. When he did not return by then, Dr. Ling drove to the golf club to see if he was having a drink there.
The staff assured him that Thompson had not been at the club that afternoon. Ling then notified the police that he
was missing. They said that with nightfall approaching, it was useless to begin a search. All they could do was put the
word out to surrounding villages to keep an eye out for an unfamiliar foreigner. The Lings and Mangskau did not
sleep that night. They kept a vigil in the living room, fully expecting Thompson to come marching through the door at
any moment.
The official search began the next morning. It was an incredibly difficult undertaking, given the jungle terrain and the
lack of any clues as to which direction he was walking. The first day's effort by local police and a number of
volunteers was fruitless.
The following day, at the instigation of Thompson's former OSS colleagues, U.S. helicopters were dispatched to the
Cameron Highlands. They joined what became the biggest manhunt in Malaysian history: it included 325 police and
members of the Malaysian Field Force, 30 aborigine trackers, and all the children from the local missionary school.
At first everyone connected with the case assumed that Thompson had gone hiking in the jungle and lost his way. It
was conjectured that he had fallen into a ravine, was eaten by a tiger, or disappeared into an aborigine animal trap.
There were no signs of a struggle, and that — coupled with Mrs. Ling's assurance that she heard him walking alone
down the driveway — supported this theory.
But it had its implausible aspects, too. Thompson was an expert in jungle warfare who regularly trekked in that kind of
terrain, even in his later years. If he had met with an accident in the jungle. scavenging birds and animals would have
alerted trackers to the whereabouts of his body. And, though a chain smoker, Thompson had left his cigarettes and
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lighter behind. as well as a container of painkillers which he relied on to relieve chronic gallstone attacks. These facts
caused people to wonder whether he had indeed gone off voluntarily.
The argument that Thompson had died in the jungle was finally laid to rest when L Richard Noone got involved in the
case. A Cambridge-educated anthropologist with much experience in Malaysia who had served as chairman of the
Aborigine Affairs Commission, he arrived on the scene with a border scout from Borneo and an aborigine bomoh
(witch doctor) who had once helped him find a missing man in the jungle. Thompson's OSS colleagues had recruited
Noone to find out whether a Thompson had fallen into an illegal aborigine animal trap, and if so, whether the natives
had disposed of his body. Noone was authorized to assure the aborigines immunity from prosecution. He emerged
from the jungle 36 hours after beginning his search and announced that the aborigines had assured him that
Thompson had not fallen victim to a trap. In fact, Noone was convinced that Thompson had never entered the jungle.
Could Thompson have been kidnapped? It was reported that on the day he vanished a caravan of cars was observed
going up the normally traffic-free road to the highlands and coming down three hours later —about the time of his
disappearance. But according to local police, foreigners were rarely the targets of kidnappers, and no one ever
received a ransom note. "If he had been kidnapped," his nephew pointed out, "the reward of $10,000 [soon raised to
$25,000] would have undoubtedly elicited a response." The fact that the Lings heard no struggle, and that Mrs. Ling
remembered specifically the footsteps of just one man walking down their driveway, tended to discredit the
kidnapping theory.
Those who still subscribed to it, how-ever, said Thompson was taken not for money but for political ends. The Asian
edition of Life magazine speculated that he might have been captured by commu-nists wanting to make him publicly
de-nounce U.S. policy in Vietnam. Time mag-azine quoted OSS colleagues of Thompson arguing that he must have
been abducted for "political purposes."
Two weeks after Thompson's disappearance, Peter Hurkos, a Dutch mystic who had gained worldwide fame for
helping solve the "Boston Strangler" murders, was flown to Malaysia to help police. In his first trance, he announced
that Thompson had been captured by bandits and was being held just north of the Thai-Malaysian border. After a few
more well-publicized seances, Hurkos finally concluded that Thompson had been abducted by communist terrorists
and was being imprisoned in Cambodia. When another psychic, Robert McGowan, declared that he had "located"
Thompson in a small house in the village of Strung Tring, Cambodia, Thompson's friends went into action. They
hatched a plan to fly a CIA Air America craft into Cambodia and feign engine trouble over Strung Tring. Upon landing,
they would find the house that McGowan had described and rescue Thompson.
The CIA got wind of the venture and scotched the idea by forbidding the involvement of agency personnel and
aircraft. Nevertheless, the Gurkha guide who had originally been recruited for the mission trekked into Cambodia and
found his way to Strung Tring. After two weeks of tramping around the village, he gave up searching for the house,
and by the time he left, he was convinced that Thompson had never been there.
The most intriguing theory was that Thompson had defected to the communists. It was known that he opposed U.S.
involvement in Vietnam and sympathized with the Indochinese nationalists. In a letter to Elinor, he complained that
the U.S. always seemed to back the wrong horse. It makes me sick to see those little countries get torn to pieces by
the communist powers and us." During his trips to northern Thailand on business or in search of rare antiquities, he
regularly met with Indochinese communists. and he would neither confirm or deny allegations that he knew Ho Chi
Minh personally.
Other observers of the case noted Thompson's profound dissatisfaction with the Thai government, which had
pressured him to surrender part of his art collection to the National Museum. They argued that he had gone into the
jungle to join the communists and plot the overthrow of the Thai regime.
Still others were convinced that Thompson had rendezvoused with Red Chinese officials who spirited him away to
manage their fledgling silk industry. It was true that after a public confrontation with the Thai government, he had
considered offers in other Asian countries interested in establishing silk export industries.
Despite the multitude of theories offered to explain Thompson's disappearance, none have provided any clues as to
what might have happened on that sunny Easter Sunday 20 years ago. Nor have there been any other positive
developments. Dozens of people have come forward, but they have all turned out to be publicity hunters, mental
cases, or profiteers angling for the 5,000 reward.
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Maybe one day someone will stumble over Jim Thompson's bones in the jungles the Cameron Highlands. Maybe it
will be revealed that he was involved in a plot to overthrow the Thai government. Or maybe one of his abductors will
reveal the whereabouts of the shallow grave in which his body was buried after a botched attempt at kidnap.
Meanwhile, the Thompson house is being preserved by a Thai charitable and cultural foundation. Some 40,000
people visit it every year, and so the legend of the Thai Silk King lives on.
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Annex 4
Clippings from Delaware and Pennsylvania
re the Katharine Thompson Wood Murder
This annex provides copies of articles clipped by O. Wells Foster and kindly supplied for use in
this report; and also a summary of articles in the West Chester Daily Local News on the KTW
case and the suicide of her son.
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Delaware News Journal, Dec. 1967, O. Wells Foster clip file
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Delaware News Journal, Dec. 1967, O. Wells Foster clip file
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O. Foster Wells clip file, Dec. 1967, Wilmington DE paper
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O. Foster Wells clip file, Dec. 1967, Wilmington DE paper
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Source: O. Wells Foster clip file; c. late 1969, paper not clear; note last para re $1.1 million
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Source: O. Wells Foster file, clip apparently from The Evening Bulletin (of PA), c. 1970
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Delaware News Journal, 29 Nov 1971, O. Wells Foster clip file
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Source: O. Wells Foster clip file, c. 1983, newspaper not clear
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Source: O. Wells Foster clip file, c. 1983, newspaper not clear
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This annex section provides summaries of news stories about the KTW murder and the suicide of her
son, in the admirably titled Daily Local News (DLN) of Chester County, Pennsylvania. Summaries are
provided, rather than the original images, because the stories were often repetitive and discussed the
fact that there was little evidence. Hence just new information is provided in each summary below;
these are in chronological order. Original images can be obtained at the Chester County Central Library
on microfilm.
DLN, Friday, 1 Sept. 1967, p. 2, “Lack Clues in Brutal Murder”
Part time maid Hazel Walters, 38, of Chadds Ford, reported to police that she found Mrs. Woods’
bludgeoned body in bed at about 9 am on Wednesday. Coatesville pathologist said the victim died of a
fractured skull and brain injuries, in what the Chief Count Detective called, “one of the most brutal
murder cases I’ve seen.” Police combed the 14 acre estate but could not find the murder weapon or
other clue.
The District Attorney theorized that Mrs. Wood knew the person who killed her. She owned two large
dogs, a German Shepherd and a Golden Retriever, who slept in her bedroom, according to relatives and
employees. The DA said the killer knew the victim or her estate well enough to avoid “an extremely
vicious German Shepherd.”
Mrs. Wood’s closest neighbor, William E. Butler, Jr., a vet, said her dogs “even killed one of my dogs, a
puppy.” He said his own three dogs gave him a restless sleep the night of the slaying, and barked
exceptionally, but couldn’t say for sure if they had been riled by Wood’s dogs.
The maid Hazel Walters stated that, “Mrs. Wood believed her brother (Jim Thompson) was still alive and
would show up for dinner this Monday.” The maid explained that the brother and sister traditionally
dined together on Labor Day. However, the victim’s sister, Mrs. James H. Douglas, Jr. of Lake Forest, IL,
said that theory was “ridiculous.”
The victim was to be buried after services at Christ Church, Christiana Hundred, DE.
DLN, Saturday, 2 Sept. 1967, p. 1, “Will Search Estate of Murder Victim”
Robbery as a motive was discounted when her $2000 pearl necklace, thought to be missing, was located
in a dresser drawer in the bedroom. At least 75 searchers combed the 14 acre estate.
Agencies involved include the Pennsylvania State Police (PSP), Chester County police, and Delaware
State Police.
DLN, Tuesday, 5 Sept. 1967, p. 1, “Investigators Meet to Review Probe of Murder”
A brainstorming session was held by investigators, due to lack of clues. The murder “blunt instrument”
had not been found. A crowbar and a hatchet found in a closet in the victim’s bedroom were sent to
Harrisburg for routine testing, but these were not believed to be involved in the murder. Interviews
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were conducted with Mrs. Wood’s hairdresser in Wilmington, and migrant workers in Delaware and
southeaster Chester County area.
Mrs. Wood’s “vicious” dogs were believed to be in the room when she was killed, but apparently failed
to come to her aid. No items of value were found to be missing, and the victim was not molested.
DLN, Wednesday, 6 Sept. 1967, p. 1, “Murder Case Probers Turn to Questioning”
The Chief County detective leading the investigation, Thomas G. Frame, said that investigators “haven’t
even scratched the surface” in delving into the murder. He ordered lab tests on the two dogs to see if
they had been drugged. Interviews and re-interviews were ordered.
DLN, Thursday, 7 Sept. 1967, p. 1, “Reports of New Leads in Wood Slaying Denied”
Police appeared to be without a single clue in the murder, even a motive. Tests on the dogs were
pending. Officials in Kuala Lumpur have asked the FBI for full information on the case, in their attempts
to find a link between the JT disappearance and the KTW murder.
DLN, Friday, 8 Sept. 1967, p. 1, “Wood Slaying Probers Will Quiz Couple”
Chester Co. detectives questioned unemployed printer Frank Jackmowicz (or Jackomowicz) [FJ], 33, and
his common law wife Mary, 35, who were arrested Wednesday in the fatal beating of Mrs. Mary Corde,
73, of 1729 Arch St., Philadelphia. It was reported that FJ and common law wife Mary were in the
Wilmington area when Wood was murdered; they are described as “drifters.” Both had come down
from Boston and were staying with Mary’s mother for a while, and FJ had been arrested in the area
about 18 months ago by a Wilmington police officer [charge and name of officer unstated]. In
Philadelphia, FJ allegedly beat Mrs. Corde on Tuesday evening after he tried to borrow money from her
and she demanded that the couple move out.
[N.B.: an Internet search revealed that FJ may still be alive and living in the Chester County area; this
possibility was not pursued.]
The lab report on the dogs is expected today.
DLN, Thursday, 14 Sept. 1967, p. 1, “Wood Murder Investigations: Discount Suspicions Dogs Were
Drugged”
Tests on urine samples taken from KTW’s two dogs revealed no evidence of drugs. The German
Shepherd, named “Mr. Magoo,” and the Golden Retriever, named “Rumpus,” apparently failed to
protect Mrs. Wood. The maid [Hazel Walters] says the dogs were not vicious, others say they were.
A DuPont Co. pathologist has said that two tests, urine and blood, are needed, because some drugs are
oxidized – changed to other substances – in the dogs’ systems, and other residues are passed off in
urine. The District Attorney A. Alfred Delduco said that he did not know if blood samples were taken.
No word has come back from detectives dispatched to New England to interview persons connected
with Mrs. Wood. The investigation has been “deadened” by a lack of clues, suspects and motives.
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DLN, Monday, 27 Dec. 1971, p. 2, Obituaries, “Harrison Wood, 47, is found dead on Christmas Day”
Harrison W. Wood, 47, of Rt. 202 and Sugartown Road, Willistown Township, was found by his
swimming pool at 12:30 pm Christmas Day, after he apparently shot himself with a small caliber
handgun. He was pronounced dead on arrival at the Paoli Memorial Hospital. He was the son of KTW,
bludgeoned to death in Pennsbury Township on August 30, 1967, in an unsolved murder. And no trace
has been found of JT, who disappeared in the Malaysian jungle in March 1967.
Willistown Police Chief, Capt. William L. Tarr, said Harrison Wood’s death has been ruled a suicide and
there is no indication of foul play. Tarr said the victim left a note for his family and the contents will not
be revealed. Wood is survived by two sons, was an active member of Francis in the Fields Episcopal
Church on Sugartown Road, not far from his home, and was a rector’s warden and member of the
vestry. Funeral services and internment will be private.
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Annex 5
Interviews re the Jim Thompson and
Katharine Thompson Wood cases
Interviews are included in this order (not in chronological order):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

An Army Lt. who was a leader in the 1967 search – Captain Mokh Ta Mohammad
A Boy Scout who participated in the 1967 search – Aleyak Peran
Searcher in 1967 – Alias bin Abdul Rahsid, “Cikgo” or “The Teacher”
Searcher in 1967 – Denis Horgan, Lt., US Army, friend of JT, served under Brig. Gen. Edwin Black
Current Jim Thompson researcher – Captain Phillip Rivers; this interview includes his 10 page
paper on the “bones of Jim Thompson”
Current Police senior commander in CH – Assistant Superintendent of Police Hashadid Hamid
Current Police officer in the CH – P.O. Khalid
Current Nurse in the area – Sister Khuchariv
Current District Medical Officer – Dr. Mohammad Rafiq
Former wife of the former District Medical Officer – Dr. Cheam May Choo
Former District Medical Officer – Dr. Chong Chee Khong
Former Police Officer, nature guides in CH area, JT enthusiasts – Jay and Gerard Richard
Current nature guide and JT expert in the area, who was 13 in 1967 and his house was searched
for JT -- Madi
Current librarian in the Tanah Rata area
Proprietor of the Time Tunnel regional museum – See Kok Shan
Recent US hikers in the area – Jim and Sandy McCarthy (Jim was a PCV in the CH in 1968)
Proprietor of the OMF Bungalow – Mrs. Chey
Unsuccessful interview attempts with “Jim Thompson” – Chinese taxi driver
Terry A. Strine, current owner of the house where Ka Thompson Wood was murdered in PA
O. Wells Foster, former owner of the house where Ka Thompson Wood was murdered, knew
her and her son
Linda Murphy, cadaver dog specialist

Relevant photos are included at the end of each interview.
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: Search techniques and findings in 1967
Name of interviewee: Captain Mokh Ta Mohammad, from Penang, Malaysia
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 24 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 90 minutes
Location of interview: Tanah Rata, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia; at the Cameron Highlands
Resort, and at the Moonlight Bungalow
Interviewed by phone _ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good__x_ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee:
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: __x_ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”:
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Lt. in Malaysian Army in 1967; participated
in official JT search, was privy to official search tactics and findings
Abbreviations: Mokh Ta Mohammad: MTM: don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and
rescue: SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB
Year of birth of interviewee: 1944; hence about 23 in 1967, and 69 in 2013
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. MTM was in the Malaysian Field Force (army) as a Second Lieutenant in 1967. At the
time of the JT disappearance and search, he had just returned one month before from the
UK, where he attended Sandhurst Military Academy for one year of military training. He
was later promoted from lieutenant to captain, and served many years in the Army. Now
he works in Penang at a hotel. He comes to the Cameron Highlands sometimes and takes
people on jungle walks, or gives talks on the JT case.
2. MTM was not involved in the SAR effort for JT during the first day of the search (i.e.
Monday, the day after the disappearance). Locals searched around the bungalows on that
day.
3. Officials in Kuala Lumpur brought up a special group of searchers on the second day. A
large search was undertaken. A comprehensive effort was wanted. JT had a CIA
background and was well known. Helicopters were used. The Malay military was
brought in. Gurkhas were brought in. [Very tough, legendary soldiers from Nepal
serving in Malaya.] Tracker dogs were used. MTM was closely involved in the search,
participated and helped lead it, and knows the findings of the official search.
4. Three dogs were used. MTM saw these dogs. They were all of the bloodhound type of
search dogs, that is they searched a trail using scent gotten from the victim’s clothes or
possessions. [These were not air-scenting dogs searching for any victim or body in an
area.]
5. It appeared to the searchers that JT was waiting for someone, while having tea at the
Moonlight Cottage. He smoked a cigar, and left the cigar on the table on the verandah of
the cottage. He left his jacket hanging on the chair beside the table on the verandah.
6. The last indication was that he (JT) was at the Moonlight Cottage at 4:00 pm. This was
because at about that time JT walked to the edge of the steep slope surrounding the
cottage. He was visible from the Lutheran Mission, about 300 meters away. A gardener
at the Lutheran Mission looked up at the Moonlight Bungalow, saw a “masala” (a
European foreigner), who then waved. This occurred at about 4 p.m. The gardener later
stated that the foreigner looked like Thompson, and it was rare to see foreigners in Tanah
Rata at that time. (See photo at the end of this interview.)
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7. The three bloodhound-type dogs were brought to the verandah of the Moonlight Cottage,
during the search. One sniffed the cup of tea. One sniffed the cigar end. One sniffed the
jacket. One dog went to the edge of the garden, then back to the chair. Then to the path
that led to the entrance to the Moonlight Bungalow. Then the dog returned to the
verandah. The dog then cast about in a circle around the Bungalow, but found no other
scent to follow up. The other two dogs also followed a similar path, and seemed to find
no scent trail other than one leading to the entrance to the Bungalow, where a car would
have arrived.
8. MTM was on the army investigation leadership team. He did not think at the time, nor
does he think now, that JT went into the jungle. This conclusion is based on the dog scent
findings. There was no fence around the compound. MTM thinks that JT did not leave
the compound except by getting into a car. Otherwise the dogs would have found a scent
trail. But the lack of scent trail would be explained by JT getting into a car near the
entrance to the Bungalow, and departing that way.
9. The investigative team brought in orang asli (local aborigine trackers experienced in
jungle ways) to look through the jungle. The investigative team also took the
bloodhound style dogs into the jungle. Neither the trackers nor the dogs found any trace
of JT in the jungle.
10. MTM feels that JT was taken by car from the Moonlight Bungalow and out of the area,
and his body is not in the nearby jungle.
11. MTM states that JT was supposed to go to Penang the next day (just after the
disappearance) and had made a taxi booking to take that journey. This taxi booking was
with the taxi driver now known as “Jim Thompson” [the Chinese driver with this
nickname who still drives in the area].
12. Just 1-3 days after the disappearance, two monks from Tibet came up to Tanah Rata and
looked for JT. These monks said they wanted antiques back, that had been taken from
Tibet, and that were in JT’s possession. These monks did not go in to the jungle or
participate in the search.
13. JT was ex-CIA, and was an antiques collector. His operational area was the Golden
Triangle drug area [in the north of Thailand near the border with Laos and Burma]. His
CIA background, or his involvement in antiques or in the Golden Triangle, was the likely
reason for his disappearance, in MTM’s opinion. Or he disappeared on purpose.
14. JT had a sister who was murdered in the USA soon after the JT disappearance. The two
events are likely connected.
15. There was a Chinese man who sat in front of his shop each day, facing the main road in
Tanah Rata. The day of the disappearance he saw a “masala” go by, in the back of a
passenger car. The car had four people in it, but only one masala.
16. During the search in the jungle, the searchers followed the many aboriginal trails that
exist in the area. The procedure would be to go 400 yards [not meters, since this measure
came into force later] along the main trail, then to send five men out to the right and five
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or six to the left. These 10-11 men would stand about 40 yards apart. [Thus two “wings”
of about 200 yards on either side of the main trail would be formed.] The two wings
would advance parallel to the main trail, keeping a distance of 40 yards apart, and
looking into the jungle between them. The two wings would advance 400 yards, then
regroup on the main trail. Then the entire search process would be repeated. This
procedure was used in an area for four to five kilometers [about three miles] around the
Moonlight Bungalow. (Trails for several k out beyond three miles were walked also.)
17. The procedure above can be shown graphically as follows:

18. After going 400 yards, the searchers would re-align if necessary, so that the next 400 yard
search leg would be in parallel with the main jungle trail.
19. This in-depth search procedure was not used much in the southern quadrant, south of the
Moonlight Bungalow, since that area is more populated and hence it was unlikely that a
live man or a body would go unseen by residents. By southern quadrant, the following is
meant:
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20. [Note that Captain Mohammad saw and approved of hand-drawn versions of the two
graphics above; the hand drawn versions were created by Lew Toulmin.]
21. The jungle in the search area was thick, but with a tall tree canopy which reduced
undergrown and bushes to a minimum. Therefore it was feasible for men positioned 40
yards apart to see each other and to see any body or evidence between them, as they
advanced in line ahead.
22. If the search line encountered an open area with a clump of bushes, the men would go
around both sides of the clump, and look for signs that the clump had been entered, such
as broken branches or twigs or a push of a person forcing himself through.
23. In the jungle, the searchers would look at marks on plants, look for broken twigs, shoe
marks, or other evidence.
24. In the jungle, animals lift their feet during each step and do not create a “heavy trail” like
humans do. Humans often drag their feet and this can be seen by marks on the ground or
by overturned leaves, especially by trained trackers like the orang asli.
25. JT was wearing shorts, according to Dr. Ling.
26. JT was wearing leather shoes, like dress shoes.
27. Captain Mohammad is not sure what kind of belt JT was wearing, this question was not
asked of the people at the disappearance scene. [A belt description would help with body
identification.]
28. Dr. Ling and his wife were in the Moonlight Bungalow and heard footsteps walking
toward the gate. Capt. Mohammad is not sure what time this was, but this was likely JT
leaving the Bungalow.
29. Earlier in the day JT and the Lings had gone for a picnic elsewhere, away from the
Bungalow.
30. The orang asli [aboriginal natives in the area] do not use deep pit traps to catch game.
Instead they use light snares made of wire or vine to catch rabbits, birds or other small
game. There are no pits involved in these snares. During the entire search, the searchers
found no pit traps, or similar traps with punji stakes.
31. During the search in the jungle, the bloodhound style dogs should have detected any
blood, clothes or other items. None was found.
32. The Moonlight Bungalow has a steep cliff surrounding it, and the bottom and sides of the
cliff were searched very carefully for a body or other sign. None was found.
33. The Bungalow has an access road that comes up from the NNW; this is the only road.
However, there is a trail, called the “kitchen trail,” which leads from the kitchen on the
back of the Bungalow northwest down a steep hill, to a rubbish tip and stream at the
bottom of a narrow valley. [This kitchen trail intersects the current “Jim Thompson
Mystery Trail” at the bottom of the valley.]
34. JT left behind his pills and cigarettes in his room. His friends stated that he was a chain
smoker, and had burn or tobacco stains on his right hand fingertips. He was right handed.
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35. Captain Mohammad interviewed the Chinese driver now nicknamed “Jim Thompson.”
The Captain also interviewed the orang asli in the area to determine if they had spotted
anything in the jungle or were involved in the disappearance. Neither saw anything.
36. Long after the disappearance, in around 2005 or 2006, a story came out about a Chinese
driver who hit a foreigner, a European, with his vehicle, and accidentally killed the
foreigner. The Chinese driver then took the foreigner’s body away and buried him, far
from the Moonlight Bungalow area. [This foreigner was supposedly JT in 1967.] The
driver, who died much later, reportedly told his son on his deathbed, that he (the driver)
had killed a foreigner long ago, and buried the foreigner’s body.
37. To learn more about this story, I should go north to the see Capt. Phillip Rivers near the
Boh Tea Plantation. This plantation was visited by JT.
38. Capt. Mohammad erected and built the JT Mystery Trail; although it is not a real trail.
[I.e., it does not have markers or monuments and is not easy to walk. This Trail runs
through the narrow valley at right angles to the “kitchen trail” mentioned above, and
intersects the kitchen trail. Thus it is a long narrow loop, NW of the MB.]
39. During the search, the Moonlight Bungalow was used as the Search Operations Center.
The police had control of most of the search, and the police records for the search would
have ended up in the Police Museum in Kuala Lumpur [the capital]. [In fact, a visit to
the Museum by Lew Toulmin proved fruitless in 2013.]
40. Although the dogs used in the search were bloodhound style dogs, they were not
bloodhounds. They looked like the dogs now resident at the Moonlight Bungalow.
[Capt. Mohammed then pointed out one of the MB dogs and stated that that is exactly
what they looked like. A picture of the dog is presented below. This dog looked more
like a mix of golden retriever and Labrador.]
41. Mr. Subramanian was the gardener at the Lutheran Bungalow Mission, who saw JT
waving to him across the valley separating the two buildings. The distance is about 300
meters. Mr. Subramanian is now [2013] dead.
42. Mr. Madi is a naturalist, and was here in 1967 as a 10-year old. He knows all the locals
who were involved in the search for JT. He works for the Cameron Highlands Resort.
He might be a useful person to interview.
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Capt. Mohammad at the Lutheran Mission Bungalow, pointing up at the Moonlight Bungalow.
It was across this distance that a witness reportedly saw JT just before the disappearance.

[See caption below]
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Dog at the Moonlight Bungalow,
identified by Capt. Mohammad as the type of “bloodhound” or “trailing” dog
used by police in the JT search (“air scenting” dogs were not used)

Captain Mohammad at rear of Moonlight Bungalow, showing where the kitchen was
(now bedrooms). It was from the kitchen that the “kitchen trail” led steeply downhill
to the left, down into a ravine with a stream, the site of an old trail alongside the stream in 1967,
and now the site of the “JT Mystery Trail.”

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: Search activities in 1967
Name of interviewee: Perak Aleyak, Shopkeeper Commission Agent, 2nd floor, Main Road,
Tanah Rata, Cameron Highlands
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: None; searched for JT in 1967
Date interviewed: 27 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 40 minutes
Location of interview: Mr. Aleyak’s office, 2nd floor, in downtown, on west side of main road,
Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone __ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview done by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English x___Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor__ Fair ___ Good_x__ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee: Aleyak & Co., Secretarial Services and Commission Agent,
No. 7 Tkt. Atas, Jalan Besar, 39000 Tanah Rata; or home: No. 47-B, Flat PKNP, Jalan Besar,
39000 Tanah Rata. handphone: 013-524-2764
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Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Boy Scout searcher for JT in 1967
Abbreviations: This respondent: PA; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Est. age of interviewee: 17 in 1967, about 63 in 2013
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. [I described the JT case and my interest in it, stating that I was a journalist and
investigator.]
2. PA stated that he was 17 in 1967 at the time of the JT disappearance. The case was “hot
news.” PA was a deputy Patrol Leader in a local Boy Scout Troop.
3. JT had gone missing from the MB. The next day we [the Boy Scouts] joined the orang
asli, the Police, and the Army in the search. The area around the MB was divided up and
searched by the different organizations.
4. The Boy Scouts went in uniform, grouped together.
5. His group was sent to Gunung Irau Mountain, a few kilometers from the MB. [This
mountain is one of the tallest in Malaysia, at 6858 feet. It is NW of the MB, and is
shown on the tourist map in the McCarthy interview. It is viewable from the area around
the MB, but is more than a “few kilometers” away and would be a very substantial hike
directly from the MB.] [Wikipedia states that “Mount Irau in the Titwangsa Mountains is
on the Pahang-Perak border and is 2110 meters or 6923 feet high. Wikipedia also states
that it takes about three hours to reach the top of the mountain from its base, on foot.
This mountain is 2.71 miles or 4.36 km in a direct line NNW of the Moonlight
Bungalow. The lat/long is 04.530178, 101.364824.]
6. PA stated that, “Our search of this Mountain took place on either Monday or Tuesday,
just after the Sunday disappearance. The search effort needed men [and boys] fast.”
7. PA said that one story that circulated was that JT might have been kidnapped.
8. PA stated: We left from a local school that was used as the staging area. We searched
only one afternoon, after school ended. We gathered at the school playground in Scout
uniform. We walked to the jungle trail leading to the Mountain. We were looking for
some evidence of JT. We looked for footprints, clothing, or other items. We thought JT
might have been lost in the jungle. One possibility was that tigers killed JT. That would
have left a mess of clothing and blood.
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9. We searched on that day until nightfall, so perhaps about 4 hours of searching in total
from our Scout group. We did not search on other days, since major exams were coming
up.
10. Our search technique was to walk on the main trail, which was generally man-made.
About 5 orang asli [local aborigine natives] led the group. If we found a side trail,
including a game trail, we would go down that side trail. There are lots of wild dogs and
wild deer in the jungle, and they all make animal trails.
11. We would go up the side trail(s) for a few minutes, and look around for evidence.
12. We had whistles, and if we found anything we would whistle.
13. We continually called out, “Mr. Jim, Mr. Jim!”
14. I [PA] did not see any search groups using the technique of stationing searchers in the
jungle some distance apart, then walking in a line advance through the jungle, in parallel
to the main trail or any side trails. The only technique used by his group, including the
orang asli, was to walk the main trail and the side trails, looking for sign. No-one entered
the virgin jungle to search. The orang asli especially looked for signs and tracks.
15. However, the searching in the jungle in “line advance” could have taken place in other
areas or by other groups. He has not heard of this.
16. All other searchers that I am aware of called out the name of JT and walked the trails,
like we did.
17. Neither my group, nor any group that I saw, had any search dogs.
18. The number of Scouts in our group was about 15, plus the 5 orang asli.
19. We were the only Scout group searching. There was no other Scout group in the entire
area. We were based at the Teng Ku Ahmad Secondary School. There was a local Girl
Guides group [the British equivalent of the US Girl Scouts], but they were not asked to
search.
20. Our Scout group found nothing. We searched only the main and side trails in the
Gunung Irau Mountain area.
21. No other student groups were asked to search. There were about 200 students total in the
Teng Ku secondary school.
22. The government Army arrived the next day and took over the search.
23. I did no informal searching on my own. None of my schoolmates searched either, on
their own. It was known that you could easily get lost in the jungle.
24. Many people, both local and foreign, get lost in the CH jungles.
25. I can’t recall if we needed to obtain a permit to go into the jungle at the time, due to the
recent Emergency [the Communist Terrorist (CT) Emergency]. I know that we children
used to go into the jungle, on the trail near our house, at this period, without any permit.
26. It is uncommon to see tigers in the CH. I have seen one two times in the CH, one dead
that had been shot, and one alive that crossed the road in front of me near Ringlet.
27. There have been no tiger attacks on humans in the CH.
28. There are no leopards here at all in the CH.
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29. There are lots of deer in the CH. The local dogs chase the deer, and the deer can burst
their hearts and die in the chase.
30. There are wild elephants in the jungle about two hours travel time from here.
31. There are snakes in the CH but they don’t bite if they are left undisturbed. There have
been a couple of snake bites in the tea plantations, of workers.
32. There are no wild bears in the CH.
33. The orang asli never dig pit traps in the CH.
34. There are wild boar in the deep, remote jungle, but not near the MB.
35. There are no caves as far as I know in the CH.
36. [PA had a map on the wall in the hall outside his office, which was the only good topo
map of the area I was able to find. It was dated 1995. I took several photos of this map.
There are presented in the main analytical section.]

Perak Aleyak points to the mountains north of Tanah Rata that
he searched for JT, as a Boy Scout in 1967.

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: Search techniques and findings in 1967
Name of interviewee: Alias bin Abdul Rahsid, “Cikgo” [The Teacher]
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 24 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 60 minutes
Location of interview: Rahsid’s home, Taha Ratah, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone _ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good__x_ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee: c/o Gerard Richard, Cameron Secrets Tours
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: __x_ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”:
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Was in CH in 1967, did some searching for
JT, visited the MB many times before the disappearance.
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Abbreviations: This respondent: Cikgo; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Age of interviewee: born October 1942, hence 71 in 2013 and 25 in 1967
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. Cikgo was a bachelor in 1967 and it was late in the evening on the date of the
disappearance (Sunday). He saw a big group of Thai people at the Shell station, a big
crowd. It was the Easter Holiday and the CH was a big attraction to locals and tourists.
Some of the Thais were in Army uniform. He saw a crowd of Thais at the Shell station in
mid-morning on Sunday, also.
2. Later that Sunday the respondent went to see Lucy Goo, who was working at the petrol
kiosk. He asked about the people and she said there were Siamese soldiers here. Later
that evening, still on Sunday [the day of the disappearance], he heard that JT was
missing.
3. This disappearance date was three weeks before the King of Malaya and the King of
Thailand arrived in the CH.
4. Local orang asli were sent to search for JT as early as Sunday evening.
5. Monday morning the police began to search; Monday was the first day of a large scale
search.
6. Dr. Ling [owner of the MB and friend of JT] gave his report to police on Monday
morning.
7. The police used dogs in the search. There were 4-5 large Alsatian type dogs. The dog
squad was based at a RASC [Royal Army Service Corps] base camp in the area. They
used the Nissan huts there as their HQ.
8. During this general period Cikgo visited the MB almost every week. They made very
good apple pie at the MB at the time, and that was the big attraction. So he was very
familiar with the MB and the area around it.
9. Cikgo did some searching for JT on the jungle trails in the area, but did not go into the
actual virgin jungle. After searching, he was mainly an on-looker.
10. The jungle in 1967 was fairly open on the ground level, and not bushy.
11. Fatima, the maid at the Lutheran Mission Bungalow, looked up and saw JT about 200
meters away, on the edge of the grounds of the MB. The jungle obscures this view now,
but there was a visible line of sight then.
12. The weather [WX] on the day of the disappearance (Sunday) was clear. Cikgo does not
recall the weather on previous days.
13. Col. Clifford of the CH Army garrison OIC [officer in charge] of the search. Clifford
Jones, a different person, was the District Officer.
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14. The bungalow just down the road about 20 meters from the MB is now called the
Sunlight Bungalow. But in 1967 this bungalow was called the Shell bungalow.
15. In 1967 the Sunlight Bungalow was the bungalow about 200 yards west of the
intersection at the bottom of hill, below the MB. This bungalow is sometimes called
“Mook Lim’s Bungalow.” [There is now a marker on the utility pole right outside the
bungalow that is marked “SP 11 13, Tel 15454.” See the picture below.]
16. There was a “shortcut” trail from the MB downhill to the [then] Sunlight bungalow. This
was a steep but short five minute climb up to the MB at the time.
17. It is near the [then] Sunlight bungalow that a taxi was reportedly seen picking up JT.
This report was from an employee of the [then] Sunlight bungalow.
18. Cikgo is not aware of any new trails in the region of the MB that had recently been cut,
that might have attracted JT to hike them.
19. Cikgo discussed various threats in the CH. These include the following:
a. Tigers: Cikgo arrived in the CH area in 1953. From that time until 1967, and on
until the present, there were no confirmed tiger attacks on humans in the area.
There have been tiger sightings. There are leopards in the area. Tiger or leopard
attack in the JT case is very unlikely, since this would be the only such case.
Such an attack would have left blood, scattered clothes, bones, and other very
visible traces.
b. Falls: there are many ravines and cliffs in the area. Hikers and tourists do fall into
these. Morris Minor [sic?] and a British sergeant fell into a ravine while hiking
and it took two days to find them. Orang asli helped in the search. The orang are
very good at tracking.
c. Pit traps: the orang asli and other locals did not and do not dig pits to catch game.
The orang asli used blow guns and sling shots to catch squirrels. They also ate
(and eat) lots of wild plants.
d. Truck or car accident: there was never any story at the time of the disappearance
of a truck or car accident killing JT. This story came out much later. The roads to
the CH British bungalows were all paved but narrow roads in 1967. The
bungalows were generally occupied by British military personnel on holiday.
There were not many vehicles at all in the CH at that time. It was rare that
vehicles would go up to the bungalows. Taxis were generally used to re-supply
the bungalows. There were so few vehicles and the area was quiet enough then
that you could hear vehicles coming from a long way away. Drivers tended to
drive slowly then. You needed permission to visit the bungalows and drive up to
them.
e. Getting lost and hiking accident: Cikgo understands from his reading of the case
that JT “disappeared” twice before, mainly by going for a long hike, getting lost,
then re-appearing when people thought he was dead or injured in the forest.
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f. Self-disappearance: Cikgo recalls that he read in Life magazine that JT was found
or spotted in Hong Kong two years after the disappearance.
g. Gangs: There were no violent or kidnapping gangs in the CH area in 1967. There
were CTs (Communist Terrorists) in gangs some years before 1967 in the Malay
Emergency, and then there were troubles again some years after 1967. But not
during or around that year.
h. Holes, wells or similar: There were no holes, large wells, agricultural wells,
boreholes, or similar in the CH in 1967.
i. Caves: there are no caves in the CH area.
j. Snakes: there are poisonous snakes in the area, but these are very shy and are not
a real threat to humans.
k. Other wild animals: there are no other dangerous animals.
l. Leeches: there are few leeches in the area and of course these are not fatal.
m. Quicksand: there is no quicksand in the CH.
20. The OCPD [Officer Commanding the Police District] or his Deputy in Brinchang, which
is the office in charge of this area, should be interviewed.
21. The taxi driver now known as “Jim Thompson” [because he went searching for JT shortly
after the disappearance, and got lost himself] should be interviewed. He drives a white
Nissan Bluebird and stations his car in the Tana Ratah main parking lot at the north
entrance next to the main road. He does not like to be interviewed.
22. Captain Philip Rivers should be interviewed.
23. The files, photos etc. of the search should be in the Police Museum in Kuala Lumpur.
On 25 Nov 2013, I re-interviewed Cikgo for about 60 minutes at his home. He made the
following points:
24. The Officer Commanding in the British Army in the area in 1967 was Major Scott. He
was later promoted to Lt. Col.
25. [Cikgo provided a copy of an old map of the bungalows, which pre-dated 1967, and
showed the roads. Key points: The old Sunlight Bungalow was also called “Mr.
McMillan’s Bungalow” and is number 4 on the map. The later Lutheran Mission
Bungalow was previously called the “Jee Lim Villa” and is number 3 on the map. The
Moonlight Bungalow was previously called the “French Tekkah Bungalow” and is
number 2 on the map. The map does not show the new Sunlight Bungalow, which is just
east of the Moonlight Bungalow/French Tekkah Bungalow.]
26. [Cikgo also provided some old articles on JT; I photographed these.]
27. The current acting District Medical Officer is Dr. Sebastian; he should be interviewed.
28. Dr. Chong Chee Keong (or Khong) was the District Medical Officer here in 1980. He
should know about the “bones of JT” story and reality. To locate him, I should go Dr.
Chiam’s (and Dr. Liu’s) clinic in Brinchang. Chiam is the former wife of Dr. Chong
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Chee Keong, and should be able to put me in touch. The clinic is near the Hotel Rosa
Pasadena. Dr. Keong is one of the top doctors in Malaysia, and is a nationally known
expert on malaria.
29. During the 1967 period, the story never came out about JT being hit by a vehicle. That
story came out much later in Ringit, a town south of Tana Ratah about 10 kilometers.
30. A person in Ringit who might be helpful is Mr. Ho Yee Kap; a former teacher,
headmaster and local politician. Anyone at the post office would know where to find him,
and he likely knows about the story.
31. The search records along with earlier records of the Malay Emergency likely went to the
National Museum and then to the Police Museum in Kuala Lumpur.
32. Virtually all the orang asli who helped in the search for JT have now passed away.
33. Gurkhas, helicopters, and army men participated in the JT search.
34. Zinudd bin Yunus in the town of Kuantang has old photos taken of the Moonlight
Bungalow, Sunlight Bungalow, the road leading to the bungalows, etc.
Photos related to this interview are presented below.

Cikgo and clips about the JT disappearance, including quotes and photos of Cikgo
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Map of CH provided by Cikgo, with hardmarked date “1940” and later names of bungalows. The
Moonlight Bungalow is #2 on the map. The Lutheran Mission Bungalow is #3.
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Closeup of the legend of the bungalow map
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Closeup of the map area of the bungalow map

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of attempted interview: JT search operations in 1967
Name of interviewee: Denis Horgan, JT searcher, US Army Lieutenant in 1967 and aide to
Brig. Gen. Edwin Black
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: Friend
Date interviewed: May-July 2014 via emails
Approximate duration of interview: NA
Location of interview: LT in Port Vila, Vanuatu; DH in Connecticut, USA
Interviewed by phone __ mail__ in-person__ or email_x_
Interview undertaken by: _Lew Toulmin_____x_______ and _____________________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English x___Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor__ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent_x___
Contact info for this interviewee:
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: military aide to Brig. Gen. Edwin Black in
1967; friend and observer of JT; accompanied Black to Malaysia for several days to search for
JT in April 1967; then returned for a few days with Peter Hurklos; later editor of The Bangkok
World (a leading English language paper in Bangkok), and in 2013 the author of The Bangkok
World, a book about Bangkok in the 1960s and 1970s, with brief discussion of the JT search and
its effect on DH’s life.
Abbreviations: This respondent: DH; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH; Katharine Thompson Wood: KTW
Est. age of interviewee: about 72
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Denis Horgan via email, with his answers in bold:
May 19, 2014
Hello Llewellyn
Here’s my answers to your excellent array of questions. Quite a few I have no
recollection about and have noted that. I have a good memory of these events as
they were so amazing to me and proved so critical in my life. Plus I have revisited
the matter often over the years. That said, it was so very long ago that things
might have been forgotten, misremembered or enhanced by the passage of time.
All I can pledge is that this is my best memory. I knew and know quite a bit about
this event because of my involvement in it and my role as it played out. This gave
me access, direct or subtle, to things that I would not otherwise have known.
When I note, for example, that I don’t think that Jim had mood problems this is
less from my personal observation, which was there, but also from having been
so engaged in the process that I would have heard from others if that were the
case.
I hope this is a little helpful and I will be pleased to answer other questions or
ones these may inspire.
Denis

Subject of Search (Jim Thompson)
(Surprisingly, after reading 4 books and numerous articles and files, I still don’t have a
lot of very basic info, which would help ID the body if it was found)
1.

Height of subject in March 1967 (an estimate is useful, but mark as such):
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I am not precisely sure of Jim’s height but would estimate it as 5-foot, 10-inches.
Both General Black and I are/were just over 6-feet and Jim was not inordinately
shorter than either of us.
2.

Weight of subject in March 1967 (an estimate is useful, but mark as such):

only guessing that he was in the 175-pound range
3.

Past broken bones, war wounds, etc.? Describe:

Unknown to me
4.
Unusual dental work? General description of dental work status? (e.g “numerous
crowns” or “perfect teeth with no fillings” etc.)
Unknown to me – there didn’t seem to be anything particularly memorable about
his teeth to me – not over-white as dentures might be even for a smoker, not
over-yellowed etc.
5.

Tattoos, markings, other unusual features?

Unknown, none visible anyway
6.

Watch usually worn? Describe:

Wristwatch on his left wrist, clock-face on upper side of wrist, dark leather strap
7.

Watch fob, chain, etc.? Describe:

None that I know of
8.

Was JT right- or left-handed?

Right-handed
9.

Reading or other glasses usually kept on his person? Describe:

I don’t remember him wearing glasses so if he did for reading he likely did not
carry them with him in his pocket
10. Challenge coin, lucky coin, other durable items usually kept on person? Describe:
Unknown
11. Rings, bracelets, pocket knife, neck items, special pen, cigarette holder, cigar
cutter, permanent toothpick or any other items usually kept on person? Describe:
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Unknown
12. Belt and buckle definitely ____ or likely ___ worn on day of disappearance:
Describe:
Things were very informal (although Jim was an old school formal guy not at all
sloppy or overly-casual) so he might well have had slacks or casual pants with no
belt
13. Shoes definitely ___ or likely ____ worn on day of disappearance? Describe:
Probably loafers. He would not have worn formal shoes or hiking boots. The
vacation was casual enough that he might have worn slippers or flipflops but it
doesn’t feel right that he would

14. Describe soles of shoes if tread is known or likely: (e.g. “hiking boot with nailed
soles” or “dress leather shoe with smooth tread,” etc.)
unknown
15. Did JT often carry more than one pack of cigarettes with him?
Not that I know of. It would be unlikely
16. Did JT have two or more gall stone pillboxes, so that leaving one at the Moonlight
Bungalow was perhaps not so unusual?
I don’t know that he had two; that would be odd. His condition was not so critical
that he would have a separate supply always at the ready
17. How often was JT getting gall stone attacks in the months or weeks before the
disappearance?
Unknown to me
18. Other recent medical problems? Describe:
Not that I know about and I think I would have heard about any afterwards
19. JT’s mental condition (cheerful, depressed, etc.) as actually observed by you in
the week or two before the disappearance?
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Jim was always cheerful and good natured; he was famous for it. If he had gone
off his game, being cranky or disturbed it would have been noticeable. But
mature people do have their masks they put before outsiders
20. Did JT have more than one passport?
Not that I know of
Search Operations
21. What witnesses (who stated they actually saw JT after he left the MB on Sunday
afternoon), did you interview, or were present at their interview, or heard descriptions of
their interview at the time? Describe: (if name is unknown, a general description such as
“maid at the XXX bungalow”):
All the witnesses – except people we spoke to conversationally (bungalow staff,
etc) – had been interviewed before we got there and I don’t recall us doing any
follow up discussions except in detail with the police and other authorities
22. What exactly did each witness say?
Contemporary accounts would be a better source than I on this, I’m afraid
23. About how many days after the disappearance did each witness come forward?
What little witness information that came forward was available right away – not
days later as I recall
24. Credibility of each witness?
Predictably uneven. Bungalow staff saying that he was outside, wearing this or
that would be dependable. Others saying that they saw him elsewhere less so.
People wanted very much to be helpful but a lot of quacks and money-hunters
muddied up the picture, too.
25. Location of each witness and location of JT at the time of sighting? (e.g. “maid was
in the kitchen of the XXX bungalow and JT was about 20 meters away in the garden of
that bungalow”)
Unknown
26. Est. age of each witness in 1967? Now deceased?
Unknown. There could well be people alive from those days. The maids were
young enough to be, like me, still alive
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27. One witness reportedly observed JT “sitting on a large rock beside the road,
smoking a cigarette.” But how was that possible if JT left his cigarettes behind at the
MB?
If the account is believed (and I did not think it rang accurate) Jim could well have
had a cigarette or two in his pocket or hand leaving the pack behind. A smoker
would do that, thinking that he was off for an easy stroll. ) (I was a smoker then)
But the incident didn’t feel right because it would seem to suggest that Jim either
has winded from a brief walk, was waiting for someone or just resting and
enjoying the view. Likely he hadn’t gone far enough to be winded. There was no
cigarette butt found. And it would be an odd thing to have someone come all the
way to the MB area for a meeting in the open like that and Jim would hardly have
known that the others would nap just then for him to make a secret rendezvous.
28. Did you interview or are you familiar with a witness who reportedly saw JT heading
toward the golf course, on Sunday afternoon? Describe:
No. Unknown to me
29. Did your team or any team investigate the rural area E and SE of the golf course in
town? Or was the entire focus SW, W, NW, N and NE of the MB?
We did not search there and do not know if others did.
30. When I visited the MB the feature that caught my eye was a two-headed ridge just
W of the MB, on the other side of the ravine and stream. I thought that if I only had a
couple of hours to walk, that is where I would go to get a different view. Thoughts? Was
that area well searched? Was there a path up that ridge then?
I don’t remember that but it could very well be something to consider. The fact
that it was already into the afternoon might argue against him setting off on
something that ambitious. I think, too, that this was a restful holiday rather than
one to gather new strenuous experiences.
31. How many paths (if any) were there in 1967 that went downhill from the MB, other
than the access road?
Beyond the road, there were trails and paths that lead into the brush and trees
but I don’t know how many or how far they penetrated.
32. Composition of your team? Describe:
Brig Gen Ed Black, me, Dean Frasche – another old friend of Jim’s, a
businessman from Bangkok. The general and I were the ones doing the searching
and trying to help. Dean was there to be at the scene of his very good friend’s
disappearance.
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I returned for two days some weeks later with Peter Hurkos, a psychic engaged
by the family in the United States. On that trip, we generally wandered around the
scene and spoke with various people – but did not conduct actual searches. It
was far too late for that to be helpful.
33. Approx. date of arrival? (either the date or something like “about 7 days after the
disappearance”)
I believe we arrived within 48-60 hours of Jim’s disappearance being discovered.
34. Approx. date of departure?
We left after three days on this trip
35. Strategy of team?
Our strategy was to help the search effort in any way possible and to learn what
we could and to add to the resources and weight of the interest in the
disappearance. We did not imagine that we knew more than the local authorities
about the region or conditions there. General Black, Dean Frasche and to a lesser
but still significant sense I were friends of Jim’s and the immediate sense was
that he was missing and we should do what we could to help. More, we
appreciated that the local people had more experience than did we in jungle
searches there but that we could help if they needed anything different and,
frankly, add clout to the game if that was required.
36. Tactics of team?
Our first imperative was to be briefed on everything that had been done. The
general was used to be being briefed and was an excellent thinker and military
mind. He was not a sergeant or lieutenant so wasn’t expecting to do the small
things of people better suited to that. (That’s why he had people like me around.)
He had a strong command presence, a deep concern for his missing friend and a
personality that was shaped by years of engagement in complex matters. After
what familiarization we were able to master, we joined the searching, being
careful not to get in the way of the organized patterns of the locals which had
developed by then. Together and separately we slogged through the jungle (with
guides to keep US from disappearing), adding what small manpower we could.
More important probably, the general worked with the local authorities to
consider alternatives as the search failed and to be involved and to help in
whatever ways possible.
37. Est. number of person-days delivered in actually searching on the ground, in the
field? (not including overhead time, rest time, travel time, etc.)
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Overall, this varied. For our part we spent the better part of two days in the
jungles and woods. At first word of Jim’s disappearance, only a few searchers
were used, and these I believe didn’t really start until the following morning. By
the time he was discovered gone it was late afternoon and early evening.
Evidently the friends and Moonlight staff looked around some until it became too
dark to safely continue. As things picked up dozens were brought in. There was
a not a huge constabulary or military up there. When the disappearance became
well-known lots of people showed up, and it wasn’t always coordinated very
tightly – although it was not a mob scene as the authorities there commanded
respect because of the nature of the case and the nature of their rule. Persondays would be in the high hundreds as local officials, professional trackers and
others are factored in.
38. Where was this field searching done?
Around the MB vicinity and into the jungles and surrounding countryside. The
local search started in the immediate area of the cottage and spread out deeper
and deeper into the forest/jungle as topography allowed
39. What maps were used?
I am not sure. The Malaysian authorities (police and military) had very good maps
of the area which they shared with us but I do not know the names or details
40. Was the 1963 detailed CH topo map (scale of 1:12,672) the key map? (I can send
you a copy if that would help refresh your memory)
I’d be happy to look at that map but am not sure that I’d know it was the one in
use on the spot.
41. But this map has a legend that obscures the area just NW of the MB. What map was
used for that area, and for the large area to the W and N of the CH topo map?
Unknown to me if that happened
42. Did your team annotate your maps?
The general and I marked in pencil and ball point areas we had searched for our
own purposes – to avoid duplication etc
43. Where did these maps (and other docs) end up, so that they (and other search
docs) might be examined?
As for the maps, I don’t know. I may have included a map in the file that I
maintained that eventually went to Charles Sheffield, the Thompson Company’s
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representative on this case. All my files and reports ultimately went to Bill Warren
and the company which was the element centralizing efforts on behalf of Jim.
44. Did General Black develop his own strategy and tactics that were different from the
other teams already present? Describe:
I don’t think our approaches were different from the local authorities in any major
way. We had some jungle experience from the war and being in Thailand but
appreciated that this was their area, their responsibility. Searching for someone
in the jungle was something they had done before – and they had brought in
trackers especially suited to such work -- and we didn’t think we were there to
teach them. We didn’t find that they were doing a bad job, just an unsuccessful
one.
45. What was the coordination like between your team and other SAR units present?
Describe:
The coordination was very good. Because of Jim Thompson’s stature the case
had attracted incredible attention and the arrival of a US general underscored
that. The local authorities were, as near as could be told, professional, open, and
eager for any assistance possible. They shared information and their plans and
seemed open to any suggestions we might have had. By my second visit the
search had ended so there was no one particularly to work with – although out of
professional courtesy I checked with them first and was advised that there had
been no progress in between
46. What were the SAR or other groups that were in the field or had been fielded?
At the very beginning the local effort was the police officials and a few individuals
collected to launch the search. As this proved without results and the likelihood
of a problem was clearer more police and searchers were brought in. Some
regional soldiers were enlisted by the end of it to swell up the search force. One
or maybe two Malaysian military helicopters made brief overflights but that
wasn’t particularly helpful because of the thickness of the vegetation. It was
worth a try. (There are reports that General Black and I had US helicopters but
that was definitely not the case. Reports also said that we had razzle-dazzle
American jungle search machines but they were referring to the radios we
brought to talk with each other – which didn’t work very well at all) To call the
Cameron Highlands a “resort” area overstates it: it was and is a collection of
cottages and comfortable homes, not at all a community or town so the numbers
of local officials to draw upon was small.
47. Did some have specific training in SAR? Describe:
I believe at the beginning the search teams were made up of local police and
residents. Probably there was little or no formal training in SAR but these were
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people who lived in the area and who knew it well and would be aware of the
complexities of the terrain and vegetation. Later the group expanded in number if
not necessarily in trained skills. A professional, Richard Noone, was brought in
who did have experience in jungle work. I think the principal contribution of the
larger search force was in volume of eyes and feet rather than distinctly higher
skills. Countries thereabouts do not have often have large forces of especially
trained people.
48. Strategy and tactics of each unit? (including if known the spacing distance of
searchers in any line)
As above, the first stages of the search was a general calling out and looking for
signs of Jim or trouble that might have befallen him. This would have been on the
cottage grounds, the roadway top it and, modestly, into the trees and bushes. I
know there are photos of searchers in formal line but I never saw that during my
time. There were varying sorts of terrain and some might have suited a line but
the jungle was thick enough that the searchers – as would have presumably Jim,
too – stuck close to the trails. You could not much run out a line of bush-beaters
in there.
49. Maps used? Annotated? Likely location now?
Unknown to me. The local police and military had good maps of the region but I
don’t know which were sued. [used]
50. Large jungle searches are often so difficult that what start out as “line searches” with
evenly spaced searchers quickly evolves into walking up and down jungle trails looking
for clues, rather than actually searching the virgin jungle. Thoughts here?
I think that is true. As noted above, the searching I saw was individuals and small
groups of individuals working their way down increasingly difficult trails,
exploring out from those trails where possible or where it seemed possible that a
person might have gone. That is what the general and I did also. You could only
go so far before it was clear that an unhealthy person or one lost and confused
wouldn’t have gone much farther.
51. Large SAR efforts often have numerous problems that are not apparent to the
outside world, including lack of a unified command, lack of documentation of areas
searched and data acquired, lack of a central intelligence and analysis unit, lack of
information sharing across organizations, seizing on an initial clue or line of inquiry too
soon, and closing off other lines, etc. etc. Comments re this or other issues in the JT
case?
Certainly that would be true – in this case or anywhere in such circumstances.
This is a remote area, heavily vegetated with trails that ultimately went no where.
The command of the search seemed to us to be professional but, of course, local
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villagers were recruited who were barely educated in our terms and certainly
unaware of communications and intelligence priorities and techniques. I mean no
criticism in that: it was an isolated, underpopulated region, almost 50 years ago. I
would be unfair to fault them for not being as sophisticated as those others who
had no better luck. At the end of these questions I add observations that might
speak to this in terms of how the sense subtly then directly shifted from looking
for a lost person to looking for clues to the kidnapping of a person.
52. There is a lot of debate (amazingly) about the state of the jungle in the CH in the
search area in1967. I have one source that states that the jungle was “generally triple
canopy, so that there was almost always open ground with little ground cover
underneath, and line searchers could walk 40 yards apart and still see each other and
any clue.” Another credible source says, “No, that may have been the case down on the
coast, but in the CH the jungle then and now was single canopy with very dense ground
cover and hence line searchers should have been spaced every few yards to have a
high chance of finding something.” Thoughts?
I used to know something about jungles from my Army days but happily have had
no contact whatever with them since. The “jungle” there was not the steamy,
swampy, hellish nature of thiose in, say, southern Vietnam, southern and
southwestern Thailand and parts of Laos. It was hot even that high. It was thick
with trees and undergrowth. There would be open patches that would close up
quickly as you went along. The branch-cover was thick in most places yet there
was heavy vines and bush presence underfoot. The soil was drier than some
might think of in a “jungle” but the land was very uneven, rocky in places and
tricky underfoot everywhere. You could have lines of searchers on the roadsides
and areas around the cottage but they weren’t practical in that sense inside the
vegetation.
53. The only picture I have located (from the Straits Times) of the actual search shows a
line of searchers very closely spaced, moving through dense ground cover, waist high,
in a fairly open area with no canopy at all. How typical was that? Do you have any
pictures of the actual search?
I know that picture, if it’s the one in Bill Warren’s book. That would be typical of
some open areas but as can be seen the trees and high stuff is very close where
it is wooded and shady.
54. Any chance that Straits Times photo was staged? (This often happens, since actual
SAR ops are very hard to capture on film.)
I suppose it could have been staged by the authorities but I doubt it and don’t
have any knowledge to make me think it was.
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55. What types and number of search dogs were used in the JT search, in your
observation (or were told about at the time by actual searchers)? What were their
findings?
I never saw dogs there and don’t remember any. There could have been dogs
used and it would make sense that the British-tradition of the military might have
such animals. Dogs are less common generally in Asia and in muslim cultures
than ours. But I don’t know.
56. Particularly, were dogs used at the MB and what did their handlers conclude?
As above, I don’t know.
57. What the weather was on the day of disappearance and in the five or so days
afterwards in the search area? High and low temps? Rain?
The weather was very pleasant. It was cool by Southeast Asian standards and
that’s why Jim and the others were there in the first place – to avoid the Bangkok
heat and rain. I guess that the daytime temperature was in the high 70s and
considerably cooler at night. There was no rain when we were there and I do not
believe there was any when the disappearance happened.
58. Some sources say that the CH search area gets very cold at night at that time of
year, and could lead to hypothermia in JT. Others say that is an exaggeration.
Thoughts?
Perceptions are relative on what is “cold.” I visited Burma once and a man was
telling me with shivers of dread at the recollection at how the temperature had
fallen in a recent time to the low 70’s “It was like Russia!!” he said. Yes it is cool
at night there and you would wear a sweater. Jim did not have warm clothes with
him when he disappeared so he would certainly be at risk of the cool weather –
notably if he had perspired heavily from being lost or had fallen into a stream. It
could be cool at night even in Vietnam’s highlands where it is considerably
warmer than the CH. The local authorities said that they were concerned about
how well Jim could be doing is he were wandering around increasingly lost at
night.
Other Sources, and the KTW Case
59. Is Martha Galleher still alive? Do you have any contact info on her? (My letter to her
address in Baltimore was returned as “not deliverable”). Any contact info on
descendants who might have additional info?
I don’t know Ms Galleher and have not read her book. I did a quick search and
found stuff about her selling property n Towson etc but no indication of where
she is.
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60. Galleher in her book refers to a number of cables and reports, mostly Dept. of State,
on the search efforts, that she was given that covered the period immediately after the
disappearance. These would be very useful, and I have not been able to find them at
National Archives II or via FOIA. Thoughts on locating them?
I imagine a Freedom of Information request is about the only hope of shaking free
some of them from the State Department if they exist there.
61. Do you have any evidence on whether the KTW murder and JT disappearance are
connected? Any info on the KTW case that might be useful? (The Penn. State Police
cold case officer confirms that this case is still open.)
I have no evidence on the Wood murder being connected and would love to know
how it might be. I was overseas at the time and in that pre-internet age very little
information was available. There was much made of the coincidence and it
seemed odd but nothing ever came up that I know of how it might at all be
connected. There were so many totally crazy theories abounding in those days
that another one didn’t seem out of order; of course, at the same time, the truth
could also get lost in the clatter. But for all the theorizing it never went anywhere
that I know of
62. I have received a cryptic response to my FBI FOIA which states that re the KTW
case, “records which may have been responsive to your request were destroyed
05/16/1978.” Thoughts on the FBI destroying a file on an open murder case in the USA?
Any significance to that date or year?
That does seem strange but I know nothing about it.
63. Any thoughts on Gen. Ed Black’s files and where they are?
Likely all the general’s papers are with his widow Cobey Black in Honolulu. She
was helpful to Josh Kurlantzik although I hear she is very old and feeble and
given to dark CIA theories about everything. I don’t know that Ed Black kept
voluminous “files” in the historian sense but there could be papers that have
some insights. I was deeply aware of his thinking on this matter and don’t know
that he had any theory or knowledge that would open the door entirely to
solution.
64. Do you think Joshua Kurlantzick would open his files?
I don’t know. He was very open with me – but he needed my help so was hardly
likely to be rude or anything. He is a nice man, very smart and thorough. His book
has missteps here and there and I don’t agree with his conclusion but he spent a
lot of time on this case and would be a good source if he were to share.
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65. Do you have any impressions of Mr. Pollitz’s reported sighting of JT in Tahiti some
months after the disappearance?
There were so many fevered sightings and theories that I can’t keep track. Clearly
none proved fruitful in locating Jim Thompson. This is a most amazing case with
no solution in sight. Maybe your efforts will change that and I am happy to help
where possible – particularly if you want to send me to Tahiti to loll around the
beach incognito studying the native women for clues.
66. Any other questions I should have asked that I didn’t?
I’m not sure this is another question but a chance for me to insert an observation
or feeling that I had – and shared – from and about the searching.
I believe that the local authorities determined in their minds early on that Jim had
been kidnapped and removed from the area. Before all the crazy schemes and
conspiracy theories took root, the thinking was that only a few options were
likely: He wandered off into the landscape, got lost and met a bad end: falling into
a hole, getting attacked by wild animals, collapsing from bad health and being
lost in the underbrush. Or, that he had been kidnapped for ransom as had
happened fairly often in Malaysia – usually involving rich Chinese
businesspeople who would have the ransom paid and all would go back to
normal.
I came to subscribe to this latter theory myself. As they carefully explained and
demonstrated to us, people can easily get lost; people can get hurt; people can
even get attacked by animals. But in their experience there are generally clues
aplenty of this: a shoe, torn clothing, blood, body fragments. After a time, when
the person has died from exposure or his injuries, animals and birds attack the
corpse in a way that makes the deed obvious. Days into the disappearance,
searchers were particularly told to look for circling birds and other signs of
scavengers. From the insurgencies of the 1950s against the British, from day-today life the local authorities had some experience in seeing this.
Lacking any developments, their thinking seemed to have increasingly defaulted
to the kidnap theory. A rich foreign figure would be a likely target for kidnappers.
If by design or happenstance they came upon Jim on the road they could easily
snatch him and take him away – in a car or, less likely, overland. When no ransom
was asked, it could be thought that Jim had died in their hands or that the
situation has gotten just to hot and they killed him and got rid of the corpse far
from the search region. There are plenty of reasons to challenge this but there are
plenty of reasons to challenge all the various theories.
I do not suggest that the local authorities slowed down or lessened the intensity
of the site search but you could feel as days went on that they believed they were
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looking in the wrong place. The problem is that there was and is no way to know
what is the right place.
This came to be my view as well – even as I can readily debunk it (why no
ransom? Why didn’t someone rat out his kidnapper compatriots for the rewards?
Etc.?) But as far as the searching went, there was an increasing sense that he
was not going to show up alive in those conditions after so much time. We know
from the war and other circumstances that bodies do vanish in the hostile
environs of the region, even as thousands of people could be looking for decades
for MIA. But the isolation of the area, the immediate and building search efforts
simply didn’t provide any clues to support the lost in the jungle aspect, even as
that could very well be the case.
***
An additional exchange of emails was as follows, in July 2014, with six questions posed
to Mr. Horgan:

First [question], attached is a good copy of the 1963 [topo] map that I found,
uncataloged (!) at the Library of Congress. This is the most detailed map of the CH I
have been able to locate. Does it look familiar? I suspect that this is the map that
would have been used in 1967 in the search by the authorities (since mapping is
expensive and time consuming, and this map would only have been four years old then)
but am not sure. Thoughts?
Note that much of the countryside NW of the Moonlight Bungalow area is obscured by
the legend, so I wondered if that largely uninhabited area would have had its own
map. Thoughts?
(By the way, the Moonlight Bungalow (MB) is on the map, under the name "Moonlight"
and is at the same "latitude" as the words "may be copied" in the legend box on the
left. To open the map, you may need to right click on the file, and specify that it should
be opened by Microsoft Office 2010 or 2007.)
Second, also attached is a super closeup of the MB. To me it seems to show a possible
trail of small black dots running east and SE from the Bungalow. Does that ring a
bell? Do you recall any trails, other than the paved access road, leading away from the
MB?
[Answer from DH] It would make sense that that was the map the authorities were
using. It was not an area that would have a surplus of maps to choose among in
those days. The military and old counter-insurgency types might have had their
own maps but they couldn't have been much different as to detail. I do remember
a trail, maybe two but do not recall exactly which ones they might be. When we
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searched we did not use the main road, figuring that that had already been
thoroughly and repeatedly searched already.
Third, you said you don't recall any dogs being used by the authorities. Attached (to
another email) is an extensive and hopefully interesting interview with a man who was a
Lieutenant in the Malaysian Army during the search (please keep this interview
confidential and do not share it now -- thanks!). He describes the use of three "trailing"
bloodhound style dogs. He also describes the search tactics. Does this jog your
memory, or do you have any other reactions to this interview?
The interview with the Malaysian officer sounds exactly right to me. I may well
have talked with him closely back then as I tended to deal with the fellow junior
officers while the general would compare notes with the higher-ups. Maybe not.
His description of the search effort rings true -- although, as before, I wasn't there
when the dogs were there. I would agree with his guess that Jim Thompson may
have been spirited away by automobile although I would think there's a chance
that he was further down the road than at the edge of the compound, for whatever
difference that would make. The difference, I think is a that if he put up anything
of a struggle the others wouldn't have heard it further away.
Fourth, Martha Galleher mentions three apparent thefts from the Thai Silk
Company. Below is a para from my report on this matter, and I wonder if you recall
anything about these thefts, whether a culprit was ever found, when the thefts occurred,
and whether the thieves might have felt Jim Thompson was an "enemy."
According to Galleher (pp. 38 and 64), there were three major
thefts connected to the Company. First was a theft of $20,000
USD; unfortunately Galleher does not make it really clear when
this happened.
She does state that this theft had still not
been cleared up by February 1968, when it was still being looked
into by Charles Sheffield. A suspect in this case was Nath, a
company employee (Galleher, p. 68), who was exonerated. (Nath’s
wife, a doctor, gave periodic B-12 shots to JT.) Second was
“padding of bills to the Company by a member of the staff of the
Thai Royal Family” (Galleher, p. 134) for deliveries of Thai
silk products. This apparently was actually a theft from the
Royal Family rather than from the Company, but if the theft was
exposed, then a huge scandal would erupt and severe penalties
would be imposed on the culprits. This incident occurred
“shortly before Jim’s disappearance” (ibid.).
Third was a
theft of about “400,000 ticals’ worth of silk” that disappeared
from the factory in 1964 (Galleher, p. 56).
I don't know anything about those three thefts. None of those surprises me
(except the $20,000 figure which was a truly enormous sum in those days.) That
someone would be padding the bill or other such corruptions is totally in accord
with the slippery practices of the time -- and now, probably. Josh Kurlantzik
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reached a bit in my opinion to establish a possible economic/commercial rivalry
reason for the disappearance but I don't think these sort of thefts were what he
had in mind. I would doubt that even a large robbery from Thompson would be a
reason to kill him since he was the victim already. But it could be worth exploring.
Fifth, Joshua Kurlantzick states that Jim Thompson had two serious affairs: One
was Amelia “Meli” Rangsit, wife of Prince Sanidh Rangsit of Thailand, that JT wanted to
marry. Another was Irena Yost, the glamorous Polish wife of Charles Yost, later Amb.
to the UN. Do you agree with Joshua's statements? Do you know when these affairs
ended (Joshua does not make that clear, and I am wondering if they ended long before
1967, and thus could not have possibly been a factor in the case)?
I have no knowledge whatever of Jim's romantic activities. Josh makes the case
that he was a dashing lover with many conquests. I never saw any of that and
wouldn't have. There were always rumors about everyone out there then and their
personal lives. I have heard everything from Jim being a womanizer, a gay, a
near-monk for celibacy. Certainly the times required a little more discretion than
maybe today but it was a very open time. I simply do not have any knowledge,
however, that would be helpful. Jim was famously social and was always
surrounded by people he liked and people who liked him -- whether this was ever
romantic is something that never saw nor heard anything that stays with me now.
Sixth, is there anyone I should be interviewing that I have not thought of? Especially
anyone still around who participated in the searching?
I wish I could be more helpful. Martha Gelleher, who I do not know, may well be
still alive but I hear she is ornery and uncooperative -- and unreliable. I have not
read her book. Cobey Black died earlier this year and so many of those from that
time are gone. I believe Bill Warren is still around in Bangkok and, while I don't
believe he was ever in Malaysia in those years when he did the first book, he was
very closely wired into the process and personalities.
***
Additional emails:
Mon, Jul 14, 2014 at 6:43 PM
Hello Denis,
Thanks again very, very much for all the information. Very helpful!
Attached for your information (but please don't share yet) and in gratitude is a
fascinating little memo from the OSS files, obtained from CIA via FOIA, which is still
partially redacted, almost 70 years later. Of course the most fascinating bit is under the
black-out!
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Interesting, eh?
[This was the memo in which JT is described as resigning from OSS, but the next
sentence is redacted.]
Denis Horgan reply:
Sent: Wed, Jul 16, 2014 11:19 pm
Subject: Re: Thanks and a little thank you gift
Thanks.
It's hard to imagine what might have been said in 1945 that would be so
significant as to be redacted two generations later. My Washington experience
was that they so often deleted or redacted the most meaningless things. Ninetyfive percent of the "expletive deleteds" in the transcripts of the Nixon tapes were
"hell" and "damn" but made the reader think the swears were triple-hyphenated
longshoreman talk
denis

On Thu, Jul 17, 2014 at 6:21 PM
Denis,
Ah, OK. I felt that since the train of thought had to do with JT's location and resignation,
the natural thing for the next sentence to be would be something like:
"However, Mr. Thompson has agreed to work for US intelligence in his capacity as a
businessman, but not under any form of diplomatic cover."
No?
All speculative, of course.
Except that I was able to find, in Archives II, an official paper and complaint from the
French govt, [re] "Col. Jim Thompson, ex-OSS" of running arms and military supplies
into Cambodia in the 1950s, supporting an anti-Communist rebel group there.
Cheers,
Lew Toulmin
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Denis Horgan reply, on Fri, Jul 18, 2014 11:26 pm:
Lew
Anything's possible, absolutely. Even as it would be odd to see such a revelation
as that so casually mentioned in a 'confidential' two-grapher as part of the
gigantic de-mobilization following the world war. Interesting about the French
since the US position was to support the French in Indochina so a CIA agent
supporting the anti-French crowd must have been on his own. Crazy times and
anything's possible
denis

#end of interview#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview notes, Rivers’ manuscript, photos
Focus topic of interview: Search in 1967, police records, bones of JT
Name of interviewee: Captain Phillip J. Rivers, FRGS, FNI, MRIN, MSNI, ACII, ACI,
Arb., Master Mariner
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 25 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 150 minutes
Location of interview: Capt. Phillip’s home, north Brinchang, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone _ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent_x___
Contact info for this interviewee:

Bias observed in this interviewee: No: ___ Yes ___ Possible _x_
Describe bias if other than “No”: Respondent asserts that bones at District Health Clinic are
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JT’s, but cannot provide a link between the bones and JT; respondent states he has copies or
originals of JT police search case files, but was not able to find them
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Investigated the JT disappearance and
assisted the author of one of the books on the case. Made a presentation on the case, describing
the apparent “bones of Jim Thompson.”
Abbreviations: This respondent: PJR; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Est age of interviewee: about 85 in 2013.
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. PJR stated that he was at various times a Master Mariner, ship captain, Lloyds of London
representative for SE Asia, Assistant Superintendent of Police in Singapore, and officer
in charge of the large Singapore Police riot squad. Numerous certificates and photos in
his house substantiated these statements, as well as substantiating the many “postnomial” letters to which he is entitled. He is also the author of a short book criticizing
the book 1421: The Year the Chinese Discovered the World by Gavin Menzies, for lack
of scientific evidence, proof or footnotes. [The Menzies book asserts that the Chinese
sailed all over the world, and discovered America, long before Columbus.]
2. PJR stated that he has been a resident of the CH for many years, although he was not
present in 1967. He has a lovely house overlooking a tea plantation “with a million
dollar view” and many mementos. He stated that “I am not so steady on my pins now”
and appeared in poor health. He stated that he “is a Muslim now, and I have been to
Mecca several times.”
3. PJR stated that he was at a wedding and met OCPSD [Officer Commanding the Police
SubDistrict] of Tanah Rata, named Ismail. This eventually led to PJR obtaining from
Ismail the police search files on the disappearance of JT, since the CH Police were not
interested in keeping the documents, because many years had passed since the case was
over. PJR states that these files “are the key” to resolving the JT case.
4. PJR states he wrote a paper called “Are These the Bones? – the True Search for Jim
Thompson,” partly based on these police files. He presented this paper at a meeting in
Ipoh, Malaysia in about 2010. [A copy of the paper is presented below.]
5. According to PJR, his paper was also partly based on a story which surfaced some years
ago, well after 1967, in Ringlet village, about 15 miles south of Tanah Rata. This story
was that a Chinese man from Ringlet was driving a truck in 1967, barreling down a road
about a km east of the MB, when he came around a blind curve and accidently hit a
Westerner, a man. This Western man was killed in the accident. Panicking, the truck
driver loaded the body in the back of the truck, and drove north and buried the body north
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of Brinchang, in the Tring Cap area. Shortly afterwards, the driver realized that he had
killed Jim Thompson, due to the huge search in the area. The driver never revealed his
crime to anyone, until he was on his deathbed, many years after 1967. Then the driver
told his son the story, and was about to reveal the exact location of the body, when he
expired.
6. PJR does not have the name of the driver or son, or any contact information on them. He
has not gone to Ringlet to inquire about the story. He stated that it would be fine if I tried
to do that.
7. PJR states that a bundle of bones was found north of Brinchang by the orang asli, in the
area that matches the story. He believes strongly that the bones found are the bones of
JT.
8. PJR saw the bundle of bones that was found. When I asked where they were, so I could
see them and perhaps get an expert opinion on them and/or some tests, at first he said that
they were “in a safe place.” Later he stated that they were in the Tanah Rata District
Medical Center, and that I could go there and see them myself.
9. PJR stated that he did not do any tests on the bones, or get an expert opinion on whether
they were human, their age, sex, ethnicity, etc. He did not retain any photo, sketch or
inventory of the bones.
10. PJR stated that the bones he saw were “a few scattered bones, with no skull.” He stated
the bones were yellow, possibly including a leg bone, with one about a foot long. They
were used in the Clinic for the education of students, and were clearly human.
11. PJR stated that the District Medical Officer in Tanah Rata should have the bones, and
gave me directions to the Office [in downtown just north of the main shopping strip].
12. PJR stated that there were no CTs [Communist Terrorists] in 1967 in the CH area. The
Malay Emergency, when the CTs were active, was from 1948 to 1960, but by 1967 this
area was quiet. There was a second Emergency, but that was after 1967. Hence JT could
not have been kidnapped by Communists.
13. PJR stated that there “are tigers around here, with various sightings, but never a tiger
attack on a human.”
14. PJR stated that there are pythons in the CH area that could possibly swallow a man.
15. PJR stated that a number of hikers have been injured or died in the CH, mostly by falling
into ravines. There was one likely murder, of “Charlie the baker from Amsterdam,” who
was likely killed by homosexuals and his body dumped in the jungle near Ringlet. He
stated that sometimes it seems like there “is a body a week around here,” due to many
heart attacks when exercising at altitude. These bodies are sent to the coroner at Ipoh
[the nearest city] but the cases are obvious in terms of the cause of death.
16. PJR stated that the “hornets’ nest” where JT was attacked by hornets on a previous visit
to CH was at the location of the current large Strawberry Park Resort. The exact location
can be found by approaching the Resort, coming up the hill to the security kiosk and
raise-able gate. At that location there is now a parking lot to the right. Go to the end of
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that parking lot, where there is a steep drop-off. That is where the hornets’ nest was, and
that is where JT was when he was seen on the day of the disappearance from a bungalow
further east, the OMF Mission Bungalow. [The hornets’ nest is important, because JT
mentioned that he might want to hike over to see the hornets’ nest area, before the
disappearance.]
17. JT was also seen, looking tired, sitting on a boulder, by a girl from the OMF mission
bungalow, on the afternoon of the disappearance.
18. PJR stated that “JT went to the hornets’ nest area” every time he went up to the CH. He
did not want to see the hornets, he wanted to see the good view from there. He was a
hiker.
19. PJR stated that although JT was a hiker, he was not a jungle survival expert. That is a
myth and “nonsense.” JT was not “dropped into Thailand” and did not survive in the
jungle. He was on his way to Bangkok when the atomic bomb was dropped and the war
ended. He worked for the OSS and CIA, but did not do jungle warfare. In any case, by
1967 he was old and was not in good condition.
I returned the next day, on 26 November 2013 at 1000 hours, for another interview at
Captain Rivers’ house, lasting about 2 hours. At that point the Captain made the
following points:
20. He does not recall when he saw the JT bones at the clinic in Tanah Rata.
21. He thinks he recalls hearing that the case of JT’s sister being killed in Pennsylvania, just
a few months after JT disappeared, was solved. The culprit was a deranged relative.
Hence that case was not related to the JT case.
22. The “path by the stream” into which “JT tumbled” on a previous visit to CH, was just
below the hornets’ nest area. He was chased by the hornets. The path and stream are
thus downhill from in the Strawberry Resort parking lot lookout point that he described
yesterday.
23. PJR assisted the author Joshua Kurlantzick (JK) in his book The Ideal Man, about the JT
disappearance case, by providing information on the case and the police files (but not a
copy of the files). PJR thinks that the JK book is very good on the Bangkok part of the
story, and that JK had access to the Thai police files and files from US General Black,
who was involved in the JT search.
24. PJR thinks that on the day of the disappearance, JT walked east from the MB to the
“hornets’ nest” outlook, now the lower parking lot of the Strawberry Park Resort. On his
way back, JT, not being that familiar with the area, having visited only twice before,
missed the uphill turning to the MB, and mistakenly continued downhill toward the golf
course and main road (from Tanah Rata to Brinchang). Getting tired, he perched for a
while on a large boulder beside the road. This boulder still exists today, and is very close
to a kilometer marker board, between the Strawberry Park Resort and the main north214

south road passing the golf course. While resting on the boulder, at about 3:00 to 3:45
pm, JT was seen by a young woman worker from the OMF Bungalow, which was further
uphill. She was pushing a bike uphill on the road, toward the OMF. JT then continued
downhill around a curve to see if he could figure out where he was. At that point the
truck came barreling downhill around the curve, and hit and killed him.
25. The Straits-Times writer Chow or Chou, a stringer, wrote very good pieces on the
disappearance.
26. [PJR invited me upstairs to his study/office, to see the police files, his manuscript, and his
other momentos.]
27. PJR stated that some writers have made a big deal about an incident that happened to JT
and Connie Mangskau on their way to the CH. Their taxi from Penang to the CH
stopped, and the driver refused to go on. He insisted they change to another taxi to go up
from the main road into the CH hills. Some writers have claimed that this was an initial
kidnap attempt that did not succeed. PJR said the Malaysian Police looked into this
incident thoroughly, as shown in the police files, and there was even a police witness (a
police Detective Constable) to the actual incident. PJR said the police investigation
showed that the Penang taxis always dropped their passengers at that location, which was
where the road up to Tanah Rata left the main Penang to Kuala Lumpur road. The
Penang taxis never wanted to go up the very winding mountain roads to the CH, and
hence always dropped their passengers at that junction. Thus there was absolutely
nothing suspicious about this incident.
28. PJR stated that the taxi driver now known as “Jim Thompson” went looking for the real
JT a few days after the disappearance. The taxi driver ended up getting very lost himself.
PJR has seen no evidence that there was any real connection between the taxi driver and
the real JT, that the taxi driver was JT’s driver in the CH, or that the taxi driver was
scheduled to take JT to Singapore. There may be gossip to that effect, but no evidence
and no police records.
29. [At this point PJR gave me a copy of his “Bones” paper, and stated that I could use it in
my report, analyze it, reproduce it, and otherwise make full use of it.]
30. [I then asked PJR if he could show me the actual police file originals or copies that he
had. He stated he had them, and began looking around the study for the papers, saying
they were in a leather satchel with two sections. He opened several satchels but could not
find them; all were empty. He then stated that he might have given them “to one of the
lawyers at the Ipoh paper presentation meeting.” I asked him for the name of the lawyer,
and he stated he could not remember. He said he had the beginnings of Alzheimers, and
was not sure where the police files were.]
31. PJR stated that he feels that Fatima, the maid who stated that she saw JT on the day of the
disappearance, is very unreliable. He says that he met Fatima and knew her, and she was
not a good witness.
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32. PJR stated that he was interested in writing a book that would be an expansion of the
paper he wrote on the “Bones.” He needs an agent preferably in New York who could
get a contract for the book. He stated that he already has over 100 pages written in MS
Word 97. [It was clear the PJR was not willing to give me a copy of these pages.]
33. [I asked PJR if he had any definitive proof linking the bones found long after the JT
disappearance, which ended up in the Tanah Rata clinic, and JT himself. He could
produce none. ]
The pages below were provided to Lew Toulmin by Capt. Rivers, with no limitation on their use,
during the interview above.
Importantly, Capt. Rivers states that this paper was written based on access to and reflects the
contents of Malaysian police files on the case and search that he had access to and were in his
possession at one time.
[Note that in any massive SAR operation, it is very likely that numerous caches of files would be
created by the various organizations participating. It is also very likely that these would not end
up together in one repository, and it is also quite likely that many or all of the files would be lost
or destroyed after 20-30 years. No cache of search files has so far surfaced in the JT case.]
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The photos below were taken by Lew Toulmin during the two visits to Captain Rivers’ house,
with permission from him.

Capt. Rivers in November 2013 in his study,
with clipping on “Looking for the Silk King.”
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2010 Clipping with focus on Capt. Rivers’s theory of the disappearance.
(Photo taken at the Strawberry Park Resort.)
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Clipping re Capt. Rivers presentation on the “bones of Jim Thompson” in 2010.
227

Captain Rivers in earlier days.
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The “million dollar view” from the back porch of Captain Rivers. This is what the
Cameron Highlands used to look like, before developers.

1966 Letter to Capt. Rivers thanking him for his services to Malaysia
during the confrontation with Indonesia
229

Letter from Lloyd’s of London certifying Capt. Rivers as an underwriting member.

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: The current police knowledge of and files on JT
Name of interviewee: Assistant Superintendent of Police (ASP) Hashadid Hamid,
Brinchang, Cameron Highlands
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: None
Date interviewed: 26 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 15 minutes
Location of interview: Brinchang regional Police HQ, downtown on east side of main road,
Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone __ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview done by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English x___Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor__ Fair _x__ Good___ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee: Brinchang Police regional HQ, 05-4911 222 x 202
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Assistant Superintendent of Police (ASP) a
very senior police officer; was not present in the region in 1967
Abbreviations: This respondent: HH; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Est. age of interviewee: about 58
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. [I described the JT case and my interest in it, stating that I was a journalist and
investigator. HH asked if there was a ransom paid for JT. I explained that no, there was
no ransom, just a simple and famous disappearance.]
2. HH stated that he had not heard of this case.
3. HH stated that the Malaysian police only keep files on missing person cases for about 1015 years. There are no files here at Brinchang on the JT case.
4. In 1967 there was only one police station in the area, and that was at Tahah Rata, not at
Bringchang. Tanah Rata was then the Police District office. There may possibly be
information there on the JT case. I should go there and ask.
5. The Brinchang Police HQ has no old or new topo maps of the area that they can share or
provide.
6. The Brinchang Police HQ has no aerial photos of the area, either current or old, that they
can share or provide.
7. If I locate the “bones of Jim Thompson” I should provide the bones to him.
8. [My visit seemed to create quite a sensation with the ASP’s subordinate staff, some of
whom sat in on the interview. None of them had heard of the JT case, either. They
requested that a photo be taken of them with me in the Police HQ. The picture is
presented below.]
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Lew Toulmin (second from right) and staff of the Brinchang Regional Police HQ,
Cameron Highlands, Malaysia, November 2013.
#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: The current police knowledge of and files on JT
Name of interviewee: Police Officer Khalid (no first name given), town Police Station, Main
Road, Tanah Rata, Cameron Highlands
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: None
Date interviewed: 27 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 20 minutes
Location of interview: Tanah Rata Police station, just north of downtown, on west of main road,
Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone __ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview done by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English x___Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor_x_ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee: Tanah Rata Police station (shown in the picture below)
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Police Officer, was not born in 1967
Abbreviations: This respondent: POK; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Est. age of interviewee: about 25
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. [I described the JT case and my interest in it, stating that I was a journalist and
investigator. POK gave me his last name and rank of Police Officer, but not his first
name.]
2. POK stated that he had not heard of this case. He asked three other staff nearby and they
had not heard of it either. These staff started giggling, and laughed for quite a while, at
the idea of pursuing such an old case.
3. POK stated that the Malaysian police only keep files on missing person cases for 20
years. There are no files here at Tanah Rata on the JT case. He stated that such old files
were burned after 20 years of no action. [Note that all such statements by officials,
especially untrained, junior ones, in developing countries may be true, but may not be,
given the importance of the case at the time.]
4. POK inquired if there was a suspect in the case. I stated that no, there was no clear
suspect.
5. POK and a female office assistant became interested in the case, and I suggested they
look it up on the Internet. They did on the Station computers, and found quite a bit of
material, none of which they had heard about. I said that there would likely be a lot of
interest and visitors in 2017, on the 50th anniversary of the case, and they might want to
study up.
6. POK began inquiring about where I was and what I was doing in 1967 (!). I told him that
I was in high school in the USA at that time, and he seemed to lose interest in nailing me
as a suspect.
7. I asked if there were any caves in the area, in which tourists got lost or fell into. POK
stated that there were no caves in the CH area.
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The Tanah Rata Police Station, November 2013
#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: The “bones of Jim Thompson”
Name of interviewee: Sister Khuchariv (sic?) first name not obtained, assistant to the
District Medical Officer, Tana Ratah
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: None
Date interviewed: 26 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 15 minutes
Location of interview: Tana Ratah District Medical Office, downtown on west side of main
road, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone __ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview done by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English x___Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor__ Fair ___ Good__x_ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee: District Medical Office, Tanah Rata, 017-767-0727
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: assistant to District Medical Officer
Abbreviations: This respondent: SK; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Est. age of interviewee: about 35
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. SK stated that Dr. Sebastian Thevaraja is not the the District Medical Officer (DMO), as I
have been told.
2. Dr. Muchdrafiq (sic?) is the DMO and the head of the clinic, and I can come by and see
him at 0900 tomorrow.
3. SK is the head assistant to the DMO.
4. Dr. Sebastian is on marriage leave and is 150 km away. He is not contactable.
5. The other local nurses are not from this area and never hear of JT.
6. SK has heard of the case and heard of the “bones of Jim Thompson” or at least the bones
that were present in the clinic, but prefers that I hear the story tomorrow from the DMO.
#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: The “bones of Jim Thompson”
Name of interviewee: Dr. Mohammad Rafiq, District Medical Officer, Tanah Rata
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: None
Date interviewed: 29 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 15 minutes
Location of interview: Tana Ratah District Medical Office, downtown on main road, Cameron
Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone __ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview done by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English x___Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor__ Fair ___ Good__x_ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee: District Medical Office, Tana Ratah, 017-767-0727 (Note: Dr.
Sebastian Thevaraja is not the District Med Officer nor head of the clinic, but he does work
there, according to local nurses. Dr. Sebastian is on marriage leave and is 150 km away.)
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
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Describe bias if other than “No”
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: District Medical Officer
Abbreviations: This respondent: MR; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Est. age of interviewee: about 45
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. MR began by asking me what was my interest in the “bones of Jim Thompson.” I
explained that I just want to get the facts, and was not interested in anything except
provable facts and the science of the case. He then asked what I would do with the bones
if I had them. I said I only wanted to have the bones examined to see if they were human
and appeared to be those of a male of European descent, then perhaps have them DNA
tested if feasible, and not to keep the bones myself, but just get the test results. This
answer seemed to satisfy him, and he began to answer questions.
2. MR stated that he was the District Medical Officer here in Tana Ratah, and had held this
office for two months.
3. MR had never seen the bones in question.
4. MR understood from his nursing staff, that the District Medical Office used to be a small
hospital. There were a set of bones kept in this hospital. These bones were found by the
orang asli about 40 years previously.
5. A few years ago, in 2005, a new, larger hospital was built, and this building became only
the District Medical Office.
6. During the shifting of equipment, packing, transferring of records, and the move to the
new hospital, the set of bones disappeared.
7. There is no photo of the bones here.
8. The staff here now are all new, and none were here in 2005.
9. No one has any idea of where the bones are now.
10. He does not know where the bones were found.
11. He knows of no connection between the bones and Jim Thompson.
12. He cannot describe the bones.
13. [It is not clear from this how MR came to know that there were bones here at one point,
since all his staff were new and he had only been here two months. But it was clear from
what he said that this was a dead end. MR appeared to be quite truthful. The “bones of
Jim Thompson” are thus not “in a safe place” “at the District Medical Office,” as stated
by Captain Philip Rivers.]
#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: Location and status of the “bones of Jim Thompson”
Name of interviewee: Dr. Cheam May Choo
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 25 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 5 minutes
Location of interview: Dr. Choo’s clinic, Brinchang, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone _ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good__x_ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee: Clinic of Dr. Choo and Dr. Liau Tai Leong, Brinchang,
Cameron Highlands [see photo below]
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: __x_ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”:
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: ex-wife of former District Medical Officer in
the CH.
Abbreviations: This respondent: CMC; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Est age of interviewee: 50 in 2013
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. CMC was formerly the wife of the CH District Medical Officer, Dr. Chong Chee Khong
(CCK).
2. CCK did mention to CMC that CCK had seen some bones and had them in his possession
at the District Medical Clinic in Tana Ratah. This mention was some years ago, and
CMC does not remember the details. CCK transferred to Putra Jaya in 2010, so this bone
possession was prior to that. She does not think there was ever any proof that the bones
were linked in any way to JT, and in fact thinks the bones “were not Jim Thompson’s.”
3. CMC suggests I contact CCK directly regarding this matter, using email or phone. She
provided me with contact info.
4. CCK now lives in Putra Jaya, near Kuala Lumpur, and is very busy but may return a call.
5. CMC has no other information.

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: Location and status of the “bones of Jim Thompson”
Name of interviewee: Dr. Chong Chee Khong (or Cheong)
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 26 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 10 minutes
Location of interview: phone call from Cameron Highlands, Malaysia, apparently to Putra Jaya,
Malaysia
Interviewed by phone _x_ mail__ in-person__ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good__x_ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee:
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: __x_ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”:
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Well-regarded doctor, was the District
Medical Officer in Tana Ratah for many years in the CH.
Abbreviations: This respondent: CCK; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Age of interviewee: unknown
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. CCK was formerly the District Medical Officer (DMO) in Tana Ratah.
2. He had some bones in his possession at the Office, which were found in about the mid1990s by a farmer.
3. Captain Phillip Rivers heard about the bones and wanted to do DNA and other tests on
the bones.
4. CCK has no idea where the bones are now.
5. CCK left Tana Ratah about 5-6 years ago.
6. He did not take the bones with him; they stayed at the DMO’s office.
7. The bones were found in the Kampong Tringkap or Kampong Raja area. CCK does not
know the circumstances of their being found, except that a farmer found them.
8. The bones were observed but not really examined by CCK. The bones apparently
comprised a partial skeleton, with a fair number of bones of the body [apparently not the
skull] present. A partial skeleton could have been assembled from the bones present.
9. CCK is not sure of the number of bones.
10. The bones were of a human or primate; he is not sure they were human.
11. CCK has no photos of the bones.
12. There is no connection that CCK is aware of to the Thompson case, as far as he could
tell.
13. CCK stated that “it is rather far-fetched” to “think that these are the Thompson bones.”
14. CCK noted that many people died and were buried in casual graves in the CH over the
years.
15. CCK suggested I contact the current District Medical Officer in Tana Ratah.

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: Search techniques and findings in 1967
Name of interviewee: Gerard Richard and Jay ________
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 24 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 120 minutes
Location of interview: at the Time Tunnel, The Local Museum, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia;
in the Richards’ Land Rover, at lunch at the Cameron Highlands Resort
Interviewed by phone _ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good__ _ Excellent__x__
Contact info for this interviewee:

Bias observed in this interviewee: No: __x_ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”:
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Gerard and Jay are the owner/managers of the
Cameron Secrets travel agency and tour company. They are enthusiastically interested in the JT
case. Jay is a former policewoman in the Cameron Highlands, who declined to give her last
name, which she said was “too long to bother with.” She is the wife of Gerard.
Abbreviations: Gerard and Jay: G&J; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Cameron Highlands: CH; Moonlight Bungalow: MB
Est. age of interviewees: about 38 in 2013
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. G&J are the owner/managers of the Cameron Secrets tour and travel agency. They are
quite fascinated by the JT case. Their tours generally focus on nature walks and hiking,
and they have extensive knowledge of the CH area. Jay was formerly a police officer in
the CH but found it rather dull after Kuala Lumpur. She left the force well before
retirement age. Neither respondent was old enough to be alive at the time of the JT
disappearance. They occasionally do JT-oriented tours.
2. Captain Phillip Rivers should be interviewed. He states that he has found the bones of
JT, and gave a presentation on this several years ago.
3. The local OCPD should be interviewed. [Officer Commanding the Police District]. His
“investigative papers” should be examined.
4. There are multiple last known points (LKPs) for sighting JT on the disappearance day.
First is the All Souls Church in Tana Ratah, where JT attended a church service from
about 11 am to noon. [This church still exists; photos are presented below.]
5. The second LKP is at the Moonlight Bungalow, at about 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm, although
these times are disputed. That is when Fatima, a kitchen maid, now deceased, was at the
Lutheran Mission Bungalow and looked up and saw, many yards away, Jim Thompson at
the Moonlight Bungalow.
6. Battalion 20, the Senao Prang, of the Malay Field Force was used in the search for JT.
7. The local orang asli are well known to the respondents, and the orang are gentle people
who are very unlikely to have attacked and killed JT. [One of the tours of the Cameron
Secrets tour company was to a local orang asli village.]
8. The orang asli do not use pits to catch large game, they use small snares to catch rabbits
and other small game.
9. In many years of hiking in the CH, the respondents have never seen any large game pits
or heard of anyone falling into one.
10. By contrast, many foreigners and even locals often get lost on the local trails. These
“trails” although numbered on tourist maps, are in fact very confusing, unmarked, hard to
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follow in the jungle, and often end in dead ends. Numerous SAR and disappearance
incidents have occurred over the years, with missing hikers.
11. The respondents are not aware of any caves in the area, and have never heard of anyone
crawling into a cave and disappearing that way. The local geology does not lend itself to
the formation of caves.
12. One local theory is that the taxi driver now known as “Jim Thompson” was somehow
leading people away from the real search area, when he went looking for real JT, trying
to get the reward, and ended up lost himself, and only emerged many kilometers south of
the search area some days later.
13. The jungle in the CH is quite dense and hard to search. The respondents think that CAPT
Mohammad is likely mistaken when he says that the jungle was open and easy to search.
He is perhaps confusing the triple canopy jungle of the coast, which is quite open on the
ground below all the dense canopy, with the dense CH jungle, where a single low canopy
allows a lot of jungle growth at the ground level. The respondents agree that the jungle
has likely changed somewhat since 1967 and there are now more areas open to the sky,
which allow for very dense bushy growth on the ground. This bushy growth is extremely
difficult to search.
14. Gerard knows Ray De Souza, author of the book “Solved” about the JT case.
15. [On Nov. 28, 2013, in a subsequent short exchange in person in Tana Ratah, Gerard
stated that:] Colonial types in the 1960s, especially guests, would not exit through the
kitchen of a house they were staying in. They would go out the official front door. They
would not feel right about entering the servant’s spaces, including the kitchen. Therefore
if JT wanted to exit the MB on the afternoon of the disappearance, he would very likely
have exited the front of the house. Since Dr. and Mrs. Ling heard on the afternoon of the
disappearance some footsteps outside their window, and thought those were JT’s
footsteps, this would likely mean that JT was walking around the side of the house
toward the “kitchen trail,” not toward the road. Therefore it seems likely that the JT exit
from the MB was via the kitchen trail, not the road.
16. [In an article by Michael Cheang of Star2 (“Re-living the day Jim Thompson went
missing”) STAR2@THESTAR.COM.MY, 26 March 2012), Gerard Richard stated (p.5)
that “All the bungalows around the CH have little shortcuts like these leading through the
jungle to the town; so any one of these could have been the path that Thompson used that
day.”]
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In the Time Tunnel Museum, north of Brinchang, Cameron Highlands.
From left: Gerard Richard, photo of Jim Thompson in uniform,
See Kok Shan (the proprietor of the Museum), and ex-local police officer Jay ________.

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: various possible causes of the disappearance of JT
Name of interviewee: Madi (does not use any other name), naturalist at the Cameron
Highlands Resort
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 26 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 4 hours over two days
Location of interview: Tanah Rata, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia; at the Cameron Highlands
Resort, and on the “JT Mystery Trail”
Interviewed by phone _ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good__x_ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee:
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Bias observed in this interviewee: No: ___ Yes ___ Possible _x_
Describe bias if other than “No”: Madi is a fine fellow, very charming and positive. Re the JT
search, he seems to believe in many or most of the conspiracy theories re JT’s disappearance.
Almost all the information presented below is therefore hearsay, rather than facts observed by
the respondent. But this information is presented here to give a flavor of the many different
theories and stories that have arisen re JT over the years.
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Naturalist and guide at the Cameron
Highlands Resort (the most exclusive and one of the largest resorts in the CH)
Abbreviations: don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue: SAR; Moonlight
Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH; Communist Terrorists: CH
Year of birth of interviewee: was 13 in 1967, hence 59 in 2013
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. Madi was 13 in 1967. His father was part of the British Royal Army Medical Corps
(RAMC) unit in the area, and their family lived in a Nissan [Quonset] hut on the RAMC
base.
2. A day or two after the JT disappearance, troops forced open the door of the Nissan hut,
and demanded to search the entire hut for JT. Madi states he was there and observed this
action.
3. Re the “bones of JT,” Captain Phillip Rivers brought the box of bones to Dr. Chung and
pestered the doctor to test the bones. Chung didn’t want to. [This contradicts the stories
of Rivers and of the doctor.] Dr. Chung is a good friend of mine [Madi].
4. I [Madi] am writing a book on the JT disappearance, and hope it will make money.
5. The roads to the Lutheran Bungalow and MB were paved in 1967.
6. Below and to the east of the MB is another bungalow, the “A4” bungalow, which has this
sign in front of it. This bungalow is just off the road to the Lutheran Bungalow (LB).
Near where the A4 driveway hits the road to the LB, is where a friend of mine [Madi]
was standing in 1967, cutting banana leaves, on the day of the JT disappearance. My
friend saw JT beside the road. JT had apparently come down to this location by the trail
leading downhill behind the MB, not via the main road down from the MB. A car came
along near the A4 bungalow, and JT voluntarily got into the car with several very large
soldiers, who had already been in the car. The car drove off and JT was never seen again.
There was a steep trail leading to near this location from the MB, which is up the hill
from here.
7. Another friend of mine [Madi] saw a convoy of vehicles move from the junction of the
road leading up to the MB, and go fast down the main road, then across the main road
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[between Tanah Rata and Brinchang]. The convoy went to the east side of the road, over
near where the Town Council building is now at the top of a hill, and stopped. Some of
the people in the convoy were picked up by US or British helicopters and taken away. JT
was among these people. This friend of mine is now dead, but was a shop assistant at the
Mayflower Steamboat restaurant. [Madi clearly meant that this event took place on the
day of the disappearance (Sunday) or perhaps Monday or Tuesday, but was not clear.]
8. In the 1970s and 1980s, lots of backpackers went missing in the hills here, and soldiers
were needed to go in after them.
9. Everyone in town said that JT was a double agent or smuggler.
10. I met JT’s cousin from the USA who visited here, but can’t recall his name.
11. JT was trained in Sri Lanka, and hid in the Himalayas for 10 years. Then he went to
Singapore with Dr. Ling and Ellen Ling, who owned the MB.
12. Just before JT disappeared, he said “make a fish head curry for me, and I will come
back.” JT went over to the southern edge of the MB compound, waved to the gardener at
the Lutheran Bungalow, then went down the rear trail and around to the location where
he was picked up near my friend.
13. Another friend of mine, who died at age 87, was a forest ranger near Penang. He saw JT
being taken on a cargo plane out of Malaysia, soon after the disappearance in the CH.
14. The Thai military was the first to arrive here to search for JT. But they were not allowed
in the jungle due to the CTs [Communist Terrorists].
15. The orang asli who were involved in the JT SAR are all dead now.
16. After the disappearance, the soldiers searched, then a $10,000 reward was offered, which
is worth millions now. That is why Captain Rivers wants to solve the case.
17. A monk, a guy from Sabah, and a taxi driver, went up to the MB, soon after the
disappearance, then went searching on their own for JT. They got very lost and the driver
is now nicknamed “Thompson” or “Jim Thompson.”
18. This driver had a friend, who was the real driver for JT. This driver was shot by soldiers
in 1969, because he was the driver for JT and knew something about the case.
19. The Saban guy also disappeared two years later.
20. At around that same time, there was a native orang asli woman who was an old flame of
JT’s, and she disappeared too.
21. Two Thai ministers, who were JT’s business partners, were murdered.
22. Russians came to the CH looking for JT.
23. The Thais who came to the CH to look for JT were terrorists.
24. An old friend of mine said that JT kept a book, a diary. He was never without it.
25. There were only 3 hotels then in the CH. These were the Whitehouse Hotel, the Eastern
Hotel, and the Cameron Highlands Hotel. JT had tea at the latter hotel. He also used to
visit the Eastern Hotel, now called the Century Pines. This hotel is no good.
26. Mr. CC Chuan rented the Eastern Hotel to an international school. We had 3
international schools at the time, the Cheefu School, the Slim School and the Dalait
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School. JT used to visit all three. The parents at the schools were involved in the
Vietnam war.
27. JT was smuggling gold, antiques and drugs. In the 1950s and 1960s, JT had antiques and
drugs outlets in Laos and Vietnam, according to a pilot.
28. The reason that JT set up his Thai silk house in Bangkok was to be a front for his drug
smuggling in and out of the Golden Triangle.
29. I met a man named Andrew here, he was 8 in 1967. He said the day after the JT
disappearance, all students in all the international schools in CH were put in trucks with
Ghurka guards and driven to Singapore. Andrew’s brother was 15 in 1967. He was in KL
[Kuala Lumpur, the capital] over Easter. People with cameras there were all taking
pictures and filming, saying they hoped to get pictures of JT. The next day, all these
people got fliers under their hotel doors, saying that, “If you take movies of JT, we are
going to kill you.” All the people quietly packed their bags and left.
30. The cousin of JT that I met said that JT’s wife visited him in Bangkok, and immediately
divorced him. She told all her family, “I never want to see JT again. Don’t even tell him
if I am dead.”
31. JT had girlfriends, including a Thai woman, a Malay woman, and an Ambassador’s wife.
I think JT was caught red-handed with one of those women by his wife.
32. I have another friend, who is about 50 years old, who is the President of the All Souls
Church [in Tanah Rata]. He saw JT at the Church on the morning of the disappearance,
Easter Sunday. He also saw two limousines pass through town, and there were never
limousines in the CH at that time.
33. JT was also homosexual, that is, he was bi-sexual.
34. Three months ago I met a guy, who knew JT’s girlfriend in Thailand. JT saw her and she
noticed he had his passport in his front pocket [of his shirt or jacket]. She said, “Why do
you have your passport in your front pocket?” He immediately gave her his passport!
35. Suharto, the new ruler of Indonesia, was brought into power by JT and the CIA.
36. The Nugan Hand Bank was a CIA bank in Australia in 1973 to 1976. You (Lew T)
should Google this bank and learn about it. [I did, and it was a real banking scandal
involving money laundering, drug and gun smuggling, and false financial dealings, with
apparent CIA connections.] I [Madi] knew an Australian lady who was investigating
bank fraud. She was invited to the Nugan Hand bank for a party, and then disappeared!
37. Regarding the case of the sister of JT in Pennsylvania who was murdered. It seems
possible that her son was on drugs, and he did it. So maybe it is not connected with the
JT disappearance.
38. JT was last seen in Taiwan with his gay partner.
39. If JT was found, the JT Foundation would pay a reward. [This foundation does exist, and
runs the JT House in Bangkok.]
40. When JT waved to the gardener in the Lutheran Bungalow, this was not a wave. It was a
signal. JT would never wave or speak to anyone. He would just walk into a shop and
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buy stuff and not say anything. So he was not the kind of guy to wave to a lowly
gardener.
41. In 1967 I [Madi] was working in the Lakehouse Resort [south of Tanah Rata, on a lake].
42. Three provinces come together here in the CH: Perak, Pahang, and Lantang (the east
coast province).
43. I [Madi] had a pass to move between provinces from the Ministry of Defense. As late as
1976 we had CTs in the CH. So you needed passes to move around.
44. I [Madi] really doubt Captain Rivers’ story about JT being hit and killed by a truck.
There are several reasons why this makes no sense. First, there were no private lorries
[trucks] in the CH at that time, only Army lorries and ambulances. Second, there were
very few cars. Third, the idea that someone would drive a body all the way up to a
location far north of Brinchang in 1967 is ridiculous. There were only mud tracks north
of Brinchang at that period. No real roads went up to Raja Tringkap [sic?], where Rivers
says the body was buried. Fourth, farmers and ordinary people didn’t have lorries back
then. Fifth, no-one drove very fast back in 1967, and it was so quiet, peaceful and little
populated that you could always hear one of the very few vehicles coming and get out of
the way. Finally, no one talked about “a white guy being hit by a truck” soon after the
disappearance. This story only came up around the time of the 45th anniversary, two
years ago.
45. A prince of Thailand was killed in the 1960s. There may be a connection to the JT
disappearance.
46. JT’s cousin said that JT was taken away to Penang.
47. The Moonlight Bungalow was a British Intelligence Center before World War II. All
cottages here have escape tunnels leading to the main road. The Japanese built an extra
tunnel when they were here. This tunnel led from the MB to the Lutheran Bungalow.
Antiques were found there and sold in Ipoh. This tunnel is where the landslide is now.
[apparently Madi means the new large road cut now being made from behind the MB,
downhill and west to the road to the Lutheran Bungalow. This road will provide a second
vehicle route up to the MB.]
48. I [Madi] saw tigers twice in Ringlet in the CH. I saw a black leopard once on the “JT
Mystery Trail” in the CH Resort.
49. I have never heard of a tiger or leopard attack in the CH in my whole life.
50. The orang asli don’t dig pits to capture prey.
51. The orang asli do shoot wild boar with guns. They also hunt pheasant, civit cats, rabbits,
etc.
52. We do have Sumatran Pit Vipers here, and also Green Pit Vipers.
53. But we have no cobras, kraits, Russell Pit Vipers or rattlesnakes.
54. We should go to the Brinchang Hotel and the Kowloon Hotel; these may have a good
topo map of the CH area. You cannot buy a good topo map around here, there are only
poor tourist maps.
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On 27 November 2013 I [Lew Toulmin] rejoined Madi for a talk and a walk on the JT
Mystery Trail. Main points made were:
55. The boulder on which JT rested and was seen on the day of the disappearance, is about 30
meters from the marker that says 1 kilometer. This marker is on the road leading up from
the main road toward the MB and Strawberry Farm Resort. The marker is on the right
(uphill) side when heading uphill on the road.
56. The Overseas Missionary Fellowship bungalow is about 200 meters beyond the turnoff
up to the Strawberry Farm Resort.
57. [We drove to the location of the “No A4” bungalow.]
58. Madi stated that he knew the woman who was cutting banana leaves for wrapping
coconut rice at this location, in order to wrap coconut rice, and saw JT get into a vehicle.
He called her “auntie” but cannot remember her real name. She died a few years ago.
She saw JT voluntarily get into a car with “big soldiers in uniform” in the car. He was
never seen again.
59. [Madi took me on the “JT Mystery Trail.” This is a jungle trail, unpaved and unmarked,
that runs north from the paved road leading to the Lutheran Mission Bungalow. The trail
runs along the east side of a small stream, and is just below the Moonlight Bungalow,
which is uphill to the east. The Mystery Trail goes about 300-500 meters along the
stream, then there is a fork. The Mystery Trail crosses the stream to the west side of the
stream, then returns to the paved road, but is further uphill, away from the stream. Thus
the total length of the Mystery Trail is about 1 km. The other fork continues uphill beside
the stream, and leads to a sacred area (an orang asli burial site) near the top of the
hill/mountain. The jungle in the area of the Mystery Trail was single canopy, but fairly
tall. There was not thick ground cover, but one could not see items on the ground more
than about 3-5 meters away. Photos of the trail are provided below. Walking on the
Mystery Trail was not difficult, but there were tricky bits and steep slopes that could
easily lead to a twisted ankle or even a broken leg. There were also places where it was
not clear where the trail went. The red clay ground did not show through the leaf litter
and other debris that covered the trail. Nor did any topsoil. It would seem unlikely that
even a skilled tracker could identify whether a person shod in a plain, flat-bottomed
leather shoe had passed, if he stuck to the trail.]
60. Madi stated that there is no official connection between the Mystery Trail and JT,
although Madi does think that JT used that trail to get down from the MB on the day of
the disappearance, then loop around to the eat on the paved road, to meet the car with the
soldiers in it on the day of the disappearance.
61. The Mystery Trail intersects the “kitchen trail” that comes downhill from the MB. This
intersection is at right angles. The kitchen trail still exists but is quite overgrown now.
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The kitchen trail led to a “tip” or garbage dump near the stream, but this is not visible
now.
62. The Mystery Trail had no markers of any kind, although Madi seemed to state several
times that it did.
63. The Mystery Trail is quite unsuitable for the elderly, feeble, or persons not sure of their
footing.
64. There was a previous Mystery Trail which started about 50 meters from the start of the
current MT, but went downhill, to the Cameron Highlands Resort.
65. According to Madi, the roads in this area, leading to all the British bungalows, were all
paved in 1967, so that the British mostly military people using the bungalows could all
get up and down to the bungalows and would not get stuck. The roads were generally
quite narrow though, only one lane.

Madi leaning against the large boulder that JT supposedly sat on and rested
and was seen at, on the day of the disappearance. Madi states that when the road
was widened, the boulder was moved and the it previously was lower down.
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The author on the same JT boulder. Note the thick jungle ground growth uphill from the
boulder. It is about 50 meters east of a 1 km marker, on the other side of the road.

Madi points to the spot in the road where his “auntie” stated she saw JT voluntarily get into a car
filled with very large soldiers in uniform and left, never to be seen again. This location is on the
narrow paved road to the Lutheran Mission Bungalow, and near the “A4” bungalow driveway.
The A4 bungalow is off to the left about 150 meters.
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1 km marker near and west of the JT boulder.

Reverse of the km marker
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Madi points up the “kitchen trail” which intersects the JT Mystery Trail, and
which leads uphill to the Moonlight Bungalow. Note the dense ground cover
and the inability to spot any distant landmarks to help with navigation. Note that the little-used
“trail” is virtually indistinguishable from the jungle itself, as is the case with many CH trails.
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Madi looks downhill, from the western portion of the JT Mystery Trail. The Trail
goes up and to right from his feet (the brown leaf litter). If JT went across country uphill, this is
the kind of country and ground cover he might have encountered.

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaya
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: Information at the local Tanah Rata Library on JT.
Name of interviewee: Librarian, City Library, Tanah Rata (name not obtained)
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: None
Date interviewed: 26 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 15 minutes
Location of interview: Tana Ratah city library, near downtown about 200 meters east of the
main road, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone __ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview done by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English x___Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor_x_ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee: City Library, Tanah Rata
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: city librarian (only staffer present)
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Abbreviations: This respondent: TRL; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Est. age of interviewee: about 30
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. [The main library had very few books, but many magazines.]
2. [There were a few photos on a wall downstairs in the library on the JT disappearance,
including a photo of JT, of the MB, and other ordinary photos.]
3. TRL had heard of the JT case. She stated that the library had no clip file, case files,
“morgue” or books on the JT case, with the only exception being a one page spread story
in a Malaysian newspaper from 25 Feb 2007. She showed me this and I took photos.

The Tanah Rata municipal library
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The majority of library holdings are magazines.
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Full page story in Malaysian paper from 2007 on Jim Thompson disappearance. Note the
horrendous sketch of JT.
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Photo from Malaysian clipping, showing original search efforts and mixed vegetation –
open area with thick ground cover, and jungle in the background with low canopy.
Note there is no triple canopy and minimal ground cover in this photo.
From story “Ghaib di Cameron Highlands,” Dimensi Ahad, 25 Feb 2007, p. 11.
#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaya
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: Search techniques and findings in 1967
Name of interviewee: See Kok Shan
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 24 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 30 minutes
Location of interview: Time Tunnel, The Local Museum, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia;
UT/MR/F-255, Jalan Burung, 39100 Brinchang, Cameron Highlands
Interviewed by phone _ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good__x_ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee:
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: __x_ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”:
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Owner/manager of the Time Tunnel Museum
in north Brinchang, a museum of local history which has a small section on the JT
disappearance.
Abbreviations: See Kok Shan: SKS; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR
Est. age of interviewee: about 50 in 2013
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. SKS is the owner/manager of the Time Tunnel museum in the Cameron Highlands. This
is the only museum of local history.
2. SKS was not involved in the JT search.
3. SKS does not have any information on the SAR techniques used, or the cause of the
disappearance, other than what is presented in the museum.
4. [The “Jim Thompson corner” of the museum contains a picture of JT, a picture of the
Moonlight Bungalow, a description of the disappearance, some theories of the
disappearance, and no detailed information on the search or SAR techniques. The
“corner” takes up about two walls of the Museum, or perhaps 5% of the museum total.]
5. [Pictures from the museum related to JT are presented below.]
#end#
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The Moonlight Bungalow, year not stated, but cars appear later than 1967
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See Kok Shan and Jay ____ outside the Time Tunnel Museum, Brinchang,
Cameron Highlands
#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: Current jungle hiking conditions in the CH
Name of interviewee: Jim and Sandy McCarthy, CH hikers
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: None
Date interviewed: 25 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 45 minutes (in two parts, in my car in the early afternoon,
and at a café in the evening)
Location of interview: In the car driving from near Brinchang to Tanah Rata, and in a café on
the main road in Tanah Rata, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone __ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview undertaken by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English x___Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor__ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent__x__
Contact info for this interviewee:

Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
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Describe bias if other than “No”
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: JM was a PCV in the CH in 1968, soon after
the JT disappearance
Abbreviations: This respondent: JM and SM; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and
rescue: SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH; Peace Corps Volunteer: PCV
Est. age of interviewees: about 64
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. [I met JM and SM at a store near Brinchang at about 1400. It had been raining heavily. I
had stopped at the store to get some snacks since I had had no lunch, and was almost late
for a scheduled meeting with the local police. I saw the two hikers, who were soaked and
she especially looked very worn out, and were walking very slowly south along the main
road. They approached me in my car and asked for a ride into Tanah Rata if I was going
that way. I said I was going the other way, into Brinchang, but they looked so tired that I
relented and gave them a ride.]
2. JM/SM had gotten lost in the hills west of the main north-south road between Tanah Rata
and Brinchang. They liked to hike and were experienced hikers.
3. JM had come to the CH in 1968 as a US Peace Corps Volunteer (PCV) in 1968, not long
after the JT disappearance. He saw the MB at the time, and heard about the
disappearance and saw the locale of the disappearance.
4. He described the jungle at the time as “intimidating.” He does not recall if it was triple
canopy with open ground underneath. He thinks it was thicker with brush underneath, but
is not sure.
5. JM/SM went hiking today [Nov 2013] on what they thought was trail 11. It started south
of Tanah Rata, climbed steeply uphill, so steep that they had to pull themselves up with
vines and roots. It was very hard climbing. The trail was not marked with signs, and was
not paved or really marked in any way. They followed the trail or track down the far side
of the hill into a boggy, muddy area. They had to clamber around this area. Then they
became confused. There was no clear trail leading out of the boggy area. They got lost,
felt they recovered the trail, then got lost again. It was raining heavily. They wandered
in the jungle for a long time (several hours), over hills, until they reached the fence
around an electrical plant. They followed the fence line. They found a side road and
took shelter in an abandoned building. They eventually followed the side road down to
the main north-south road (Bringchang to Tanah Rata), where they encountered me and
got a ride.
6. [Note that if the couple started south of Tanah Rata and ended up north of Tanah Rata
where I found them, they must have walked for several miles, perhaps 4-6 miles, through
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the jungle and up and down steep hills in that area. This is the area very near to the
Moonlight Bunglalow, and would have been the same type of terrain JT encountered if he
got lost in the jungle.]
7. [We discussed the JT case, which they were both interested in, and concluded that
regardless of what happened in 1967, it was quite easy even now to get lost in the CH
jungle, on a supposedly marked hiking trail, marked on a tourist map. The standard local
tourist map is shown below. It is not to scale and is very poor in terms of relative
position of all features. Note that it seems most likely that the McCarthy couple started
off on trail 10, then went north through the jungle, ending up north of Tanah Rata but
south of Brinchang (these two towns are farther apart than are shown on this map.)]

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview Notes
Focus topic of interview: OMF (Overseas Missionary Fellowship) Bungalow
Name of interviewee: Mrs. Chey (first name not obtained)
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: None
Date interviewed: 28 Nov 2013
Approximate duration of interview: 15 minutes
Location of interview: OMF Bungalow, NW of Cameron Highlands Resort, north of Tanah
Rata, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone __ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview done by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English x___Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor__ Fair _x__ Good___ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee:
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: manager of OMF Bungalow
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Abbreviations: This respondent: MC; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Est. age of interviewee: about 50
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. [The OMF Bungalow is a religious retreat in the CH.]
2. [It is a facility usable by OMF missionaries and other Christian missionaries and
workers.]
3. Mrs. Chey, the manager, stated that the Mission is rentable via email to Alex at the email
above.
4. She does not know about the JT case.
5. [Examining the map from “the Teacher” it appears that the names for this Bungalow have
included OMF, Mr. Leong Sin Nam’s bungalow, and the Yee Yong Kok bungalow.]
6. [I went to western edge of the back lawn of the OMF Mission. From there the MB was in
view, as shown in the photo below.]

Gate of OMF Bungalow, Tanah Rata, CH
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Front of the OMF Bungalow

View from the OMF Bungalow looking west toward the
Moonlight Bungalow (top left) and the current Sunlight Bungalow (top right).
Note jungle density and height of terrain.
#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaya
Interview Notes
Focus topic of attempted interview: Involvement in the JT case of “Jim Thompson” – a local
Chinese taxi driver
Name of interviewee: Ng Kiew Chay, aka “Jim Thompson”
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: may have been Jim Thompson’s driver or
scheduled driver for the day after the disappearance; reportedly went searching for JT and got
lost
Date approached: first on 25 Nov 2013, then four more times over the next several days
Approximate duration of successful interview: zero minutes
Location of non-interview: Tana Ratah main parking lot, beside the main road, Cameron
Highlands, Malaysia
Interviewed by phone __ mail__ in-person_x_ or email__
Interview attempted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English x___Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor__X_ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent____
Contact info for this interviewee: Tana Ratah main parking lot. Drives for the Ng Mok Lim
taxi service; tel. for this service: 6054911234
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Bias observed in this interviewee: No: ___ Yes ___ Possible _x_
Describe bias if other than “No”: Behavior possibly suspicious, or just sick of journalists
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Taxi driver, of Chinese origin or extraction
Abbreviations: This respondent: NKC; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH
Est. age of interviewee: about 70
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. [NKC is, according to various news accounts and local residents, a taxi driver of Chinese
extraction, living in CH.]
2. [NKC according to various accounts (e.g. Madi interview) was a young man living in the
Tana Ratah area in 1967. He heard about the reward for finding JT, and with a friend,
went looking for JT in the jungle. NKC and friend got lost and ended up many miles
south of Tana Ratah, several days later. As a result, he was made fun of and given the
rather derogatory nickname of “Jim Thompson,” which has stuck to this day.]
3. [NKC is reportedly very irascible and will not talk about the case, usually. However, he
has occasionally been interviewed and there is at least one news account (Star2 of
Malaysia, 26 March 2012) of an interview. Unfortunately, this account sheds no light on
the disappearance or the search techniques.]
4. [NKC, according to one source, was to have been the driver for the real JT when JT was
scheduled to travel to Singapore, the Monday after Easter (and JT disappeared on Easter).
This raises the question of whether NKC was JT’s usual driver in the CH, and thus
whether NML might in fact know something substantive about the case.]
5. [NKC, according to a different local source, may have been trying to lead searchers away
from the real JT’s location during the search period, by diverting search resources away
from the correct search area.]
6. [I attempted to interview NKC about five times. The first time I asked for a taxi ride
north, up to Police HQ in Brinchang. Along the way I chatted about the CH and its
attractions, and led the conversation around to the JT case. I asked where he was during
the case in 1967. He firmly stated, “Singapore.” I asked where the taxi driver nicknamed
“Jim Thompson” was now located. He stated, “He was shot in the 1980s, for violating a
night curfew – he long gone.” I stated that I would pay the “Jim Thompson taxi driver”
for the true story. He said, “He long gone.”
7. The second time another taxi driver firmly pointed out NKC as “Jim Thompson.” I
walked over and said, “Hi Jim, I’m going to talk to you.” He immediately yelled, “Go
away!”
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8. On other occasions I approached his cab and indicated I wanted to talk. He became
defensive and clearly wanted me to go away ASAP. He indicated in a garbled way, in
poor English, and with many dismissive hand gestures, that he didn’t know about the
case, wasn’t nicknamed “Jim Thompson,” and didn’t want to talk about it. I offered him
money to take me on a JT tour, and asked if he was going to drive JT the day after he
disappeared. NKC refused to answer.]
9. [Local sources say that NKC refuses to join the local taxi association and thus cannot
and does not want to stand in the local taxi rank. Instead, he always parks in the same
location in downtown Tana Ratah parking lot, to wait for fares.]
10. [It seems likely that NKC is just tired of being questioned about a case that was painful to
him, and that the other rumors are just many of the thousands of rumors that swirl around
the case.]
11. [N.B.: I went to the Cameron Highlands to find Jim Thompson. Indisputably, I found Jim
Thompson, driving a cab in plain sight. Case solved! QED.]

Ng Mok Lim, a.k.a. “Jim Thompson,” in the Tana Ratah parking lot

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview notes
Focus topic of interview: Status of the Katharine Thompson Wood case
Name of interviewee: Trooper First Class Chadwick (“Chad”) S. Roberts, Pennsylvania
State Police, cold case officer
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 14 April 2014
Approximate duration of interview: 20 minutes
Location of interview: LT in Silver Spring, MD; CSR in Lancaster, PA
Interviewed by phone _x_ mail__ in-person__ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent_x___
Contact info for this interviewee:

Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”:
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: cold case officer for the Pennsylvania State
Police.
Abbreviations: This respondent: CSR; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH; Lew Toulmin: LT; Katharine
Thompson Wood: KTW; Pennsylvania: PA; DE: Delaware; law enforcement: LE
Est age of interviewee: unknown.
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. I sent an email to CSR and he said he would be able to talk to me but not give me the
case file. I then left several phone messages trying to reach CSR, but eventually was told
he was on training and would return in a week. When I reached him I explained my
reason for calling, including a summary of the JT case and the KTW connection, and
mentioned that I wrote for the Montgomery Sentinel and was active in SAR. I stated I
wanted to know the status of the case.
2. CSR stated that the Pennsylvania State Police was the agency having jurisdiction [AHJ]
and “lead agency,” despite confusion sometimes about the address of the incident [PA vs
DE], and that he was the cold case officer assigned to this and many other cases. He
declined to state how many cold cases, but said “many.” He stated that DE LE had no
jurisdiction or involvement in the case.
3. CSR said he had not read the detailed case file, which was not at his location, but at
another barracks, the Avondale Barracks, and he would not be there for some time. At
that point he had only a synopsis.
4. CSR confirmed that the KWT case was “on-going and open” and had not been solved.
5. CSR stated that he was not aware of any FBI, private investigative, or other LE
involvement or interest in the case, and not really sure about that. [This conversation
took place before I received a FOIA response from the FBI stating that records possibly
relating to the KTW case were destroyed by the FBI in 1978.]
6. CSR agreed to talk to me more once he was at Avondale Barracks and had the case file,
and would be willing to correspond by email. I said I would try but was leaving the
country for the South Pacific for quite a while.

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview notes
Focus topic of interview: Status of the Katharine Thompson Wood case, second interview
Name of interviewee: Trooper First Class Chadwick (“Chad”) S. Roberts, Pennsylvania
State Police, cold case officer
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 23 March 2015
Approximate duration of interview: 90 minutes
Location of interview: PA State Police barracks, Avondale, PA
Interviewed by phone __ mail_x_ in-person__ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent_x___
Contact info for this interviewee:

Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”:
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: cold case officer for the Pennsylvania State
Police.
Abbreviations: This respondent: CSR; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH; Lew Toulmin: LT; Katharine
Thompson Wood: KTW; Pennsylvania: PA; Pennsylvania State Police: PSP; DE: Delaware; law
enforcement: LE; Frank Jackamowicz: FJ; Harrison “Harry” Wilson Wood (son of KTW): HW
Est age of interviewee: 38
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. I met with CSR at the Avondale Barracks of the PSP at 1100 on 25 March 2015. He had
two two-inch-thick binders which he said were the interviews and other materials on the
KTW case, and he mentioned that other materials on the case filled an entire box (which
was not present). He did not show me the binders, but we discussed the case and he
referred to the binders on many occasions. I stated again that I was a writer for The
Montgomery Sentinel and just wanted to write a report on the two mysteries, solve the
case or move it along, and not write a book or get rich on the cases. I described how I got
involved in solving cases via the Steve Fossett aviation case and the formation of MAST,
and how I grew up in Thailand and hence was always curious about the JT case. I said I
would be happy to give him an e-copy of my draft report on the cases.
2. CSR indicated that he had numerous cold cases, and that while they were all difficult, this
was an especially difficult one, since a key person in the case, son Harry Wood, had
committed suicide four years after KTW was murdered.
3. I asked if there was any question about the suicide of Harry Wood. CSR stated that it
appeared clear from everything in the file that Harry Wood did kill himself, and there was
no “staging” involved.
4. I asked about the murder weapon, and CSR stated that the weapon had never been found.
An ax and other items had blood on them, but upon examination and testing they were
found to not be the murder weapon.
5. CSR asked if I had heard of a Donald Smith of West Kingston, RI. I said I had not. He
said that Smith had recently written to the PA Governor and other officials, filing a state
level “right to know Act” request, to obtain the KTW case file. This request was denied.
Smith stated in his letter that he was planning on writing a book on the JT and KTW
cases. [I subsequently tried to locate Smith, found there were 2-3 Smiths in West
Kingston, tried to call them, and was not able to reach anyone.]
6. CSR stated that the PSP had not let this KTW case drop, and had done follow-up calls on
the case as recently as 2013, mainly by trying to talk to the two sons of Harry Wood.
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They had moved west to New Mexico or Michigan, and were not cooperative, and
refused to talk to the PSP.
7. CSR stated that he had had at least two predecessors at the PSP working on this and other
cold cases. This case had not yet been indexed and was thus difficult to read. Also,
modern cases are arranged by chapters, with a table of contents and sequential page
numbers, so that they are easier to read and understand; this case was not, and was done
in the old style. He had added the page numbers.
8. CSR stated in response to my question about Harry Wood taking a polygraph that he was
not aware of Wood taking a polygraph, although other persons in the case did so. CSR
views a polygraph as only a tool, and the results are not admissible in court. However, he
feels that the KTW crime scene was so disturbing that anyone who was guilty, who
denied seeing the scene, would almost certainly register on the polygraph as lying.
9. CSR stated that Emory Church, the handyman and possible POI in the KTW murder, did
take a polygraph exam and passed. CSR would be reluctant to rule Church out
completely as a suspect, since he (CSR) was not present at the time, but Church seemed
unlikely as a suspect.
10. I asked about the odd circumstance that the maid Hazel Walters did not call the police
right away, but called a lawyer, Rodney Layton, who arrived first at the scene. He said
that he did not find this so odd, since there was no 911 in 1967, one had to call the
operator, and she perhaps knew Layton.
11. I asked about the KTW dogs, and CSR stated that from the interviews it appeared that
both of KTW’s dogs were considered vicious, even the Golden Retriever, a breed which
is normally very friendly, while the German Shepherd breed is naturally a guard dog.
CSR said that there were no reports of either dog barking in the night. However, the next
door veterinarian William Butler stated that his dogs barked a lot and would not stop, for
a time around 2:00 am, a few hours before the body was found in the morning by Hazel
Walters. Butler apparently did not get on well with KTW, and KTW’s Golden Retriever
had previously killed Butler’s pet puppy. Thus Butler was the source of the report that
the Retriever was vicious. Butler also said that both of KTW’s dogs would attack other
dogs.
12. I asked if the PSP had ever considered that the murder might have been done by the
notorious Robert Johnston, Sr. gang, who committed murders, thefts, and possibly
hundreds of break-ins in Chester county and other nearby counties in the 1960s and
1970s. CSR stated that almost every major crime in the area was analyzed in terms of the
Johnston gang, including this one. However, this murder did not seem to fit the gang’s
style. Their murders were not of robbery victims, but of people who were going to, or
might, inform on the gang. Also, the gang did not create messy, bloody crime scenes like
the KTW scene, they just generally shot or killed the person and left. Also, the date of
1967 was a bit early for that gang to have been murdering people; at that point they were
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likely more involved in petty theft and stealing tractors. Hence the PSP conclusion was
that the Johnston gang was not likely to have been involved in the KTW murder.
13. CSR stated that Frank Jackamowicz (FJ) and his common law wife Mary were a focus of
the police investigation in 1967. This investigation showed that FJ and Mary had left the
area by August 24 [1967], some days before the murder, as shown by hotel bills. Further
investigations showed that it was unlikely that FJ was involved, there was no evidence of
a connection, and hence he was not a key suspect. [FJ is described in press reports in the
Chester County Local Paper as a “drifter” who was convicted as murdering an elderly
woman in Philadelphia, after the lady refused to give FJ a loan.]
14. CSR stated that KTW’s son Harry Wood (HW) was re-interviewed on 12 September
1967 and gave lots of family and other information. HW stated that his company was
doing well, with a turnover of about $145,000 per year. HW said he took a salary of
$18,000 per year out of the company, and also had a trust fund income, which led to a
total income of about $24,000 per year. (We agreed that these amounts in 1967 were not
huge, but were not trivial either.) HW said he had two separate loans from his mother in
three amounts, one of $10,000, one of $3,500, and one of $5,000. The $3,500 was asked
for back, so the home could be improved. [This was apparently KTW asking HW for this
amount back, so she could improve her home.] HW said that he paid KTW interest on
these loans. HW said that his business was doing well enough that he was starting to buy
KTW’s shares in the company. [Almost certainly Canine Caterers.]
15. CSR stated that other interviews showed that HW was divorced for a second time in
1964, and that KTW liked HW’s first wife but thought the second wife was a “gold
digger.” I noted that the HW estate papers showed monthly payments from HW to his
ex- wife for alimony.
16. CSR stated that during the interviews soon after the KTW murder, HW stated to
detectives that he (HW) had had psychiatric problems and visited a psychiatrist. I noted
that the HW estate papers showed that he had been treated in Bangor, Maine for
psychiatric issues. I also noted that KTW owned properties in Bangor and in Rehoboth
Beach, DE; it appeared that information on this was not in the PSP file.
17. CSR stated that the general trend for the KTW investigation was to focus on Harry
Wood, since he had committed suicide four years after the murder, and due to the other
factors in the investigation. This did not mean that HW did it, or that other persons were
not possible as culprits, but that the investigation kept coming back to him.
18. I asked about the financial dealings between KTW and HW, and described the odd
financial circumstances in this case: that their jointly owned firm Canine Caterers was
supposedly doing badly according to my respondent Otis Wells Foster, that HW said he
was “almost starving” before his mother’s death, the firm’s 300 shares were valued at
only their face value of about $18,000 in 1970 as part of the KTW estate valuation and
settlement, yet the firm was valued at $421,423 in 1971 as part of the HW estate, and he
was getting a decent salary in 1967. And the HW estate had to pay about $110,000 in
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Federal tax on the value of the firm (a very large amount). CSR replied that the finances
were not really a focus of the investigation. He possibly seemed to indicate that this type
of financial information derived from the two estate files (KTW and HW) was not present
in the case file. CSR commented that the joint ownership and loans could lead to
tensions in the relationship between the two persons.
19. CSR stated (at the end of the meeting) that it was fine if I wrote up the discussion for this
report and used his name. I gave him a draft copy in pdf form of my 660+ page report,
dated 23 March 2015, via transfer from my computer to his thumb drive.
#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview notes
Focus topic of interview: Murder of Katharine “Ka” Thompson Wood in Pennsylvania
Name of interviewee: Terry A. Strine
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 4 April 2014
Approximate duration of interview: 20 minutes
Location of interview: LT in Silver Spring, MD; TAS in Delaware
Interviewed by phone _x_ mail__ in-person__ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent_x___
Contact info for this interviewee:

Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”:
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Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Present owner of the house in which Ka
Thompson Wood was murdered.
Abbreviations: This respondent: TAS; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH; Lew Toulmin: LT; Katharine
Thompson Wood (KTW)
Est age of interviewee: unclear, probably over 65 in 2014.
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. TAS stated that he owns the house at 51 Selbourne Drive, Chadds Ford, PA in which the
murder of KTW took place in 1967.
2. He did not know KTW or JT.
3. He later heard rumors, unsubstantiated and sometimes “eighth hand,” that KTW was
perhaps killed by a Mexican gardener or worker, or that KTW’s son killed her.
4. TAS understands that the police never charged anyone with the crime.
5. TAS states that he is one of several owners of the house since KTW. These owners
include, in order: Wells Foster, Henry Weiner, and Judy Baldino (sic?).
6. TAS has visited the JT home/museum in Bangkok since 1967.
7. The house at 51 Selbourne Drive is in PA, in the 19317 zip code, in Chester County.
However, of the two driveways, one is partly in Delaware, and the other is in PA. Some
of the land is in Delaware. And Thompson’s mailing address was considered to be
“Centerville, Delaware.” Thus there is sometimes confusion about which state has
jurisdiction. The property is on the large part of a circle that forms the northern border of
Delaware.
8. TAS has heard rumors that KTW was rough on her help, and berated her son quite a bit.
9. TAS has no direct knowledge of the case. He thinks that persons who may know and
should be interviewed include: George A. Stetson, of 47 Selbourne Dr., who was a
neighbor of KTW in 1967, was a teacher, is now retired, walks his dogs through the area,
and knows what happens in the neighborhood; Wells Foster [Otis Wells Foster], who is
connected to the DuPonts, bought the house from the Thompson estate, and was present
during the investigative period; and Hal [Harry G.] Haskell, 90 years old but still sharp,
was with the Nature Conservancy.
10. TAS thought that JT disappeared from Thailand, not Malaysia. I described the actual
facts briefly.
11. He wished me well with the case investigation.
#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview notes
Focus topic of interview: Murder of Katharine “Ka” Thompson Wood in Pennsylvania
Name of interviewee: Otis Wells Foster (a.k.a. O. Wells Foster or Wells Foster)
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 15 April 2014
Approximate duration of interview: 60 minutes
Location of interview: LT in Silver Spring, MD; OWF in PA
Interviewed by phone _x_ mail__ in-person__ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent_x___
Contact info for this interviewee:
Note re contact info:

Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
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Describe bias if other than “No”:
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Former owner of the house in which Ka
Thompson Wood was murdered.
Abbreviations: This respondent: OWF; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH; Lew Toulmin: LT; Katharine “Ka”
Thompson Wood (KTW); Pennsylvania: PA
Age of interviewee: stated he was 83 in 2014, hence born in 1931 and was about 36 in 1967.
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. OWF stated that he rented then owned the house at 51 Selbourne Drive, Chadds Ford, PA
in which the murder of KTW took place in 1967, and started renting the house
immediately after the murder.
2. OWF stated that he and his wife moved to the Chadds Ford area from Philadelphia in
about 1967 and started looking for a better house.
3. OWF knew KTW and her son Harry and Harry’s children, through OWF’s mother, who
was friends with KTW.
4. OWF said Ka was a fascinating woman. She had two sons, the older was Harry
[Harrison Wilson Wood]. He was old enough to understand that he was getting a brother,
when his mother became pregnant. When the second son was born, this second son was
sickly and went back to hospital with Ka. He then died, and Ka was so terribly upset and
unbalanced that she took the dead child back to her house, wrapped him in a blanket, and
refused to give up the body for about a week. Finally she was persuaded to give it up.
But clearly she had mental issues. And also OWF thinks this terrible episode very
negatively affected Harry, and perhaps poisoned Ka’s relationship with Harry. Harry
committed suicide some time after the murder.
5. Ka was divorced from her husband, the father of Harry.
6. OWF said that Harry grew up, married, had kids, and got divorced. Ka did not get along
with Harry’s wife, and criticized how the children were being brought up.
7. OWF identified the house as attractive and tried to buy it, but it couldn’t be sold, per the
will of KTW, who left the house to her son Harry’s children, and specified that it couldn’t
be sold. Apparently she did not trust Harry to preserve the house for her grandchildren,
who were minors at the time, and was afraid Harry would sell the house and spend the
money. So OWF and his wife rented the house, instead of buying it.
8. After the murder and while they were renting, the house became a ghoulish tourist
attraction, and people drove by and even came up the driveway to see the murder site.
OWF had to hire a security guard to patrol the house and grounds, to keep people away.
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9. OWF knew the son Harry Wood, and OWF let Harry keep much of his family stuff,
including Ka’s items, in the basement of the rented and then owned house.
10. During this period [soon after the murder], OWF had a strange experience with a
Jamaican maid. The maid was sent over by a neighbor named Rodney who had
interviewed the maid by phone, then hired someone else. But the maid showed up
anyway, and wasn’t needed. So Rodney called OWF and asked if he needed a maid, and
offered to pay the first 6 months of her salary if OWF would take her. OWF agreed to
interview and perhaps take the made, but declined the money, since his second wife was
from a wealthy family.
11. OWF hired the maid, named Yvonne (sic?). OWF was at his office (in the fuel oil
business) when he got a call from Yvonne who was very upset, and who said, “I want to
talk to you” and “some things in the house are very upsetting. You never told me Mrs.
Wood was murdered here.” OWF went over to the house immediately and Yvonne said,
“I came down the stairs to the front hall at 11 am, the dog was barking and a person was
sitting in the front hall with her back to me.” OWF asked, “What did she look like?”
Yvonne said, “She didn’t have a head!” “She was covered in blood, in a nightie, and had
been murdered!” OWF took the maid out on the porch, and she said, “I have seen Mrs.
Wood before in this house, she passed me on the stairs. She doesn’t want me here. She
doesn’t like black people.” OWF said, “No, no, Mrs. Wood was very nice and really
liked black people.”
12. In fact OWF knew that this last statement was not true. OWF’s mother, a friend of KTW,
told OWF that, “Ka hated black people. She once hired a black maid and companion,
especially to accompany Ka up to Maine on her regular trip up there. Ka stopped on the
NJ Turnpike, and threw the maid out of the car, saying, “I can’t stand it any more, you
must get out of the car now.” Ka left the maid by the side of the road and drove on.
13. OWF knew that the murder scene was very bloody, from having talked to a Navy pilot
who saw the scene. The pilot said he had “never seen such a bloody mess.” There was
blood on the ceiling, the floor, the walls, and it had even soaked down through the floor
to the level below, the cellar. Her throat was slit. There was blood all over the bed. As
renters and later owners, OWF still found blood in places OWF and his wife hadn’t
noticed, even months later.
14. OWF knew KTW’s son Harry Wood. OWF stated that “Harry was to be pitied. I had
lunch with Harry several times at our house.” [at 51 Selbourne].
15. OWF stated that the dogs that belonged to KTW were “vicious” and “may have been
doped” during the murder.
16. OWF thinks it possible that the newspapers at the time were right in their theories that Ka
was killed by Communists or a Chinese gang who were holding Jim Thompson in Asia,
and who wanted him to pay or to make some political statement. Perhaps JT wouldn’t
cooperate, and so the gang reached out all the way to PA to kill JT’s sister in the most
vicious and bloody way possible, to force JT’s cooperation by showing him the
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newspaper clips. OWF thinks that one reason supporting this theory is that this appeared
to be a crime of terrible passion, with a horrific crime scene, and was described at the
time by the state police as “the bloodiest crime they had ever seen,” according to an exNavy pilot who saw the scene. But in a crime of passion, the murderer usually leaves
clues, and is not a careful, professional killer. Yet in this case, there were no clues, no
murder weapon found, no prints, no fibers, no hair, etc. Hence the killer was as viscous
as possible, but also as professional as possible.
17. Ka was very mean toward her son Harry, and put him down all the time.
18. Everyone in the community thought that Harry killed his mother. He was the key
suspect. This made Harry sort of paranoid.
19. OWF stated that perhaps KTW did haunt the house. He said that he tried to keep his
children, aged 7, 8 and 9, from knowing about the story. But they found out and he
overheard them looking for bloodstains and talking about how the murderer “cut off her
head.”
20. OWF stated that one possible suspect in Ka’s murder was a handyman who worked for
Ka and for OWF’s mother. This handyman [he cannot recall the name] was white, had 8
children and a laundress wife, was an alcoholic and a ne’er do well. He was named
Church (sic?) and lived on Route 82 [locally]. OWF’s mother tried to help the 8 kids and
get them some education. The handyman came to Chadds Ford in a Model A Ford. He
had just put all the 8 kids and a baby cow in the back of the Ford and drove to PA.
Although he was a suspect, and might have gotten mad at Ka, he didn’t seem like the
type who would clean up all the clues, wash his shirt, and eliminate all the possible clues.
21. Ka’s body was found by her maid, who came in, called out, and made a phone call to
Rodney Layton, an attorney. Rodney came down and reported the case to the police.
[QUESTION: is this the same Rodney who (rather oddly) sent the Jamaican maid over to
51 Selbourne after the murder? Interesting. Suspicious?]
22. OWF does not know if Ka’s ex-husband was alive at the time of her murder.
23. Harry Wood’s children are probably alive today, they were 10 years old or less in 1967.
OWF does not know their names.
24. OWF stated that the KTW will left the house to Harry’s children, but this will was
challenged in court, the judge agreed that Ka had of course not realized that she was
going to die soon, and that the intent of the will was to protect the children, and this could
be done by allowing the sale of the house, and holding the money for the children,
apparently in a trust. Hence after this case, OWF and his wife were able to buy the house
and not rent from the estate any more.
25. OWF rented for about 1.5 years, before being able to buy the house for $100,000.
26. OWF states that no-one clearly benefited from the murder.
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27. OWF states that Harry Wood had a “dog food selling route.” He was not a dog food
industrialist, but rather just sold dog food door to door. His mother, who was accepted by
the DuPonts and associated with the best people in society, could not stand this
occupation of her son’s. Harry would attend cocktail parties thrown by his mother, and at
these parties would inquire if the person he met had dogs. Often they did, sometimes big
packs of fox hunting or other dogs. So then Harry would ask to sell them dog food.
28. Sometimes it appeared to OWF that Harry was doing so badly in business that he was
almost starving. OWF theorized that Harry begged his mother for money, to help out
him and the children.
29. OWF stated that after the murder, Harry would come over to the house [51 Selbourne]
sometimes to get Wood stuff that was still in the basement. Harry would sometimes have
lunch with OWF in the house, and he “was nice, but pathetic.” Harry said, “Everyone
thinks I did it, but I can’t prove that I didn’t.” [I.e., commit the murder]
30. OWF stated that, “Ka was not a nice person. My mother and Ka did things together, for
example at the Garden Club.”
Note: on 9 May 2014 I interviewed OWF by phone long distance from Vanuatu to PA,
for about 45 minutes, as follows.
31. OWF stated that he was collecting and copying the articles from the Delaware News
Journal that I had requested by email on the JT and KTW cases. He noted that he only
started collecting articles after he moved into the KTW house, which was about 2-3
months after the murder.
32. He stated he thought he had heard that son Harry Wood (HW) had killed himself, and he
thought HW left a note saying that he didn’t kill his mother but everyone thought he did,
and mentioned his financial problems. [I noted that my research on Ancestry.com
showed he died on Christmas Day 1971, and the Christmas season is famous for
suicides.]
33. OWF said that he and his then-wife Lynn married about the time of the KTW murder, or
within a week.
34. OWF’s mother was scheduled to have lunch with KTW the day after the murder took
place.
35. OWF and Lynn lived in Wauwassett (sic?) for a while after getting married, then went
looking for a house. They saw the “for rent” sign on the KTW house at a real estate
office run by Bill Patterson in the area, 2-3 months after the murder. They had no
problem getting a rental agreement, since almost no-one wanted to live there. At first
they didn’t sleep in the murder bedroom, but then went ahead. They started collecting
articles about the house, murder and disappearance at that point, and still have them.
36. [I asked about the lawyer “Rodney” who seemed to have a very close relationship to the
two maids in the house; see “Question” above.] OWF stated that Rodney Layton was the
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lawyer who was called by the maid first at the time of the KTW murder, and was the
same person who offered OWF the Jamaican maid after the murder, and was also the “exNavy pilot” who saw the murder scene as so bloody, when he arrived after the call. But
OWF laughed at the idea that Rodney Layton (RL) was somehow involved in the murder,
and said RL was KTW’s lawyer, lived locally, and that was probably why he was called
before the police. Also perhaps the maid was not from the US (OWF was not sure) and
hence did not really know what to do, and wanted someone in authority to help her. OWF
said that RL was a super guy, with a great sense of humor, was a good friend of OWF
(but is deceased now), was very well respected, did not have “DuPont-itis,” like many
locals, and was the least likely person in the neighborhood to have been involved in the
murder. He would joke about local parties, rating them as “A” or “B,” and would joke
that the parties must be “B” parties if he and OWF were invited.
37. OWF said the Jamaican maid arrived about a year after the murder.
38. OWF said that he thinks the name of the handyman who was a suspect was Harry (?)
Church. They went to Christ Church, and his 8 kids were very clean and polite, but wore
patched hand-me-downs. Church worked for KTW as an intermittent handyman, was an
alcoholic, and was perhaps capable of killing KTW in a dispute over wages, or because
KTW was nasty. But OWF thinks he recalls that Church was cleared of the murder and
was not a suspect. OWF knew Church through OWF’s wife, who took 2-3 of the Church
children under her wing and tried to help them.
39. [I asked if OWF knew that KTW has served in WW I as an ambulance driver and/or
nurse, apparently at or near the front, and OWF said he did not know that.]
40. OWF remembers that the son Harry Wood stated after the murder that, “My mother
treated me like dirt.” She said he was bringing up his kids the wrong way. Ka was very
socially minded and liked mingling with the elite social strata in the area, and being a part
of that scene.
41. OWF states that he met JT at least once. He heard from “everyone” at the time and later
that JT “was gay.” This fact was “well known.” [I said that JT was married, and hence
must have been at least bi-sexual. OWF said he did not know that JT was married.] JT
had lived in a big house in Delaware.
42. [I stated that I had found a marriage notice from one of Harry Wood’s descendants that
said that Harry was a “caterer.”] OWF said that that word rang a bell, and perhaps the
word “caterer was in the name of Harry’s business, perhaps like “Dog Catering.” But
really he just had a dog food route, delivering dog food.
43. [I told OWF that the FBI had had a file on the KTW murder but had destroyed it in 1978,
according to my FOIA.] He was very surprised but could not think of a reason for the
file on an open case to be destroyed.
44. [I asked OWF to help me get an interview with neighbor Hal Haskell, recommended by
Terry Strine as someone who knew what was going on. I noted that Hal had listened for
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a few seconds to me, then said, “I’m not interested,” and hung up.] OWF said that I was
unlikely to get anything out of Haskell. OWF knew, since Haskell is his brother in law.
45. OWF said he was interested in the two cases, since the KTW case “was part of my life”
through his ownership of the house. He said he would send the news clips to my home
address in MD within a week.

#end#
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Case of the Disappearance of Jim Thompson in 1967 in the
Cameron Highlands of Malaysia
Interview notes
Focus topic of interview: Cadaver dog capabilities
Name of interviewee: Linda Murphy
Nature of interviewee’s relationship to case subject: none
Date interviewed: 14 April 2014
Approximate duration of interview: 50 minutes
Location of interview: LT in Silver Spring, MD; LM in Media, Delaware
Interviewed by phone _x_ mail__ in-person__ or email__
Interview conducted by: _Lew Toulmin____________ and ________x_____________
Tels for Interviewer: 301-942-6062 (h/w in USA); 301-775-6115 (c in USA); 678-55-07-007
(Vanuatu)
Interview conducted in: English _x__Spanish ___ Other (describe) ____________
Quality of language communication: Poor___ Fair ___ Good___ Excellent_x___
Contact info for this interviewee:
Bias observed in this interviewee: No: _x__ Yes ___ Possible __
Describe bias if other than “No”:
Background and qualifications of the interviewee: Trainer of cadaver dogs (or Human Remain
Detection dogs); with extensive experience.
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Abbreviations: This respondent: LM; don’t know: DK; Jim Thompson: JT; search and rescue:
SAR; Moonlight Bungalow: MB; Cameron Highlands: CH; Lew Toulmin: LT; Human Remains
Detection: HRD; Katharine Thompson Wood: KTW
Est age of interviewee: perhaps about 45 in 2014.
[Note: items in brackets are comments by the interviewer.]
Summary of Relevant Points in the Interview:
1. I explained my reason for calling, including a summary of the JT case and the KTW
connection. I stated I wanted to know about the feasibility of possibly locating the body
of JT now, if it was in the high jungle of the CH, after all these years.
2. LM stated that the remains would be subject to predation, i.e. being eaten and scattered
by predators. This is normal, and a cadaver dog can still locate remains, even of very
small body parts that would be unnoticeable to humans. (Hence a better term than
cadaver dog is “human remains detection” (HRD) dog.) This might even include a small
sliver of bone that a human observer would at first think was a twig or dried bit of wood.
Small predators like opossums and rats (or the local Malay equivalent) might pick up and
spread small bones of the hands and feet a short to moderate distance, while larger
predators might pick up larger bones and take them further.
3. LM is not aware of any statistics on how far bones might typically be carried from the
actual death site. I noted that some of Steve Fossett’s bones were found about ½ mile
from his plane crash site, likely carried by bears, and she said that ½ to one mile was
likely the maximum spread, since a predator just wants to take a large bone to a safe area
to eat.
4. LM said that if she and her dog found one bone, they would spiral out from that location,
trying to find others. If the first bone was uphill, they would go downhill first.
5. LM said that once a bone has been gnawed, cleaned and bleached, it is unlikely to be
moved again by predators, but it can still be detected by cadaver dogs.
6. LM noted that trained cadaver dogs do not alert on animal bones, only on human
remains.
7. She noted that the search dog works from air currents that carry the scent of the remains.
In thick undergrowth, like a jungle with dense ground cover, these currents will be
lessened, especially if there is no sunlight, and the dog’s job will be definitely harder. A
landscape that is more open and has dappled sunlight allows for more air currents from
the dark to the sunlit areas, and spreads the scent so that the dog does not have to be right
on top of the body part to detect the scent. This scent spread to the sunlight is called
“chimneying.” I said that the current typical CH jungle has enough ground cover and a
thick single – but not triple – canopy that it sounded like it would make the task tougher.
8. I noted that the soil in the CH is thick red clay, rather like Georgia clay, and she stated
that would only matter if the body was buried. I said that that was one possibility, and
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that one investigator alleged that JT was hit by a vehicle and the body buried by the
driver. She stated that red clay would likely not breathe in the way that dark loose topsoil
would, and that would make detection more difficult. This would also be true because
the soil would likely be compacted by hard rains and monsoons.
9. LM was reluctant to estimate how deep a body could be buried in thick red clay, and still
be detectable by a cadaver dog. She said that if a driver or criminal dug a grave to bury
JT’s body, it would likely be a shallow, hasty grave and that would help.
10. I described the search for JT as including grid searches with searchers 40 yards apart [per
the Capt. Mohammad interview]. She stated that 40 yards was a very high distance apart
for a grid search, and that in the ideal line search the individuals are close enough that
they can see each other, and that they can look all around and see a body or clue.
11. LM does not know if there are cadaver dog teams in Malaysia, but thinks it likely. I
stated I recalled seeing one mentioned on the Internet. She said that using local trained
dogs who are acclimated to the hot jungle would be important in the JT case. I noted that
the CH jungle is actually pleasant in temperature, since it is so high, but she noted that it
would likely be more humid than a Western climate, which I agreed with.
12. LM stated that 1967 was not too old for a dog to detect remains, and that for example
cadaver dogs have been used successfully in Vietnam to detect VN war victims and
soldiers from the 1960s. There are studies showing that cadaver dogs have found human
remains in prehistoric Indian mounds, and these finds were confirmed with ground
penetrating radar.
13. I inquired about how much territory a dog and handler could reasonably cover in one day.
She stated that in a day, the team should take lots of breaks, since the searching is tiring
for the dog, who does concentrated breathing (“stacking”) to take in the maximum scent,
and this panting is tiring. Also he is running back and forth, and he is running the
numerous scents he detects through the thousands of scents in his brain’s “scent library.”
So rest periods to “turn off” the nose, breathing and brain are important. Hence about
four hours maximum per day is likely a reasonable search period, perhaps 4.5 hours with
hydration. Since the case is not urgent and there is no life in danger, this is a good limit.
In that time, perhaps 10 acres can be covered by one dog team, depending on the terrain.
14. I asked if some breeds are better for trailing work, as in the JT case where nonbloodhounds were used for trailing work. She said that any breed of dog can be trained
for trailing, but bloodhound advocates feel that the bloodhound breed is best.
15. I described the JT trailing dog detection sequence, where three dogs did not track the
scent beyond the grounds of the MB. She said she could not really comment.
16. She did state that trailing and other dogs can make mistakes, are not infallible, and could
break off a scent that actually continued.
17. She stated that a trailing dog would lose the scent at the point where an individual entered
a car. At that point the handler would notice that the dog was not on the trail, and the
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team would “cast about” for the scent trail, but if it was in a departing car, it would not be
detectable.
18. I asked about using trailing dogs to search down steeps slopes, as are found around the
MB and in the CH. She stated that dogs are reluctant to go down very steep slopes, and
must go down on rappelling type lines.
19. She is not sure when air scenting dogs were introduced into SAR.
20. LM stated that devout Muslims are not keen on SAR dogs, and feel dogs are unclean. She
and I were not sure about the situation in Malaysia, but I speculated that Malaysians are
not super devout, and are rather tolerant and Westernized, from my visit there.
21. I asked about the costs and payment for international deployment of a US HRD dog team,
and she stated that payment for transport and expenses would likely suffice. But even
that would be costly. Hence using local HRD dogs might be preferable.
22. I described the jungle and terrain of the CH, and she said an HRD search there would
likely be difficult, and might be successful, but might not. Narrowing down the search
area to a manageable piece would be important.
23. She suggested I contact Robert Koester, a renowned expert and theorist in lost person
SAR, who is a “genius,” and “very accessible” and ask him to examine the facts. He
might be able to “go beyond the Mattson voting approach.”
#end#
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Annex 6
Results of US Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Requests

This short annex contains miscellaneous FOIA correspondence and materials, other than the
detailed batches of FBI and OSS/CIA records received. These latter two batches of material are
contained in other annexes.
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Llewellyn M. Toulmin, Ph.D., F.R.G.S.
13108 Hutchinson Way
Silver Spring, MD 20906 USA
301-942-6062; lewtoulmin@aol.com
23 March 2014

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Record/Information Dissemination Section
Attn: FOIPA Request
170 Marcel Drive
Winchester, VA 22602-4843
Dear FOIA Officer:
Under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. subsection 552, I am requesting
information or records on James Harrison Wilson Thompson, generally known as “Jim
Thompson” (1906—1967). Mr. Thompson, a US citizen but resident of Bangkok,
Thailand, disappeared on March 26, Easter Sunday, 1967, from the Moonlight
Bungalow in the Cameron Highlands in central Malaysia. He was ex-OSS (US Office of
Strategic Services, the precursor to the CIA) and was known as the “Silk King of
Thailand.” The biggest search in Malaysian history failed to reveal any trace. The case
has been the subject of four books and numerous articles, and is probably the most
famous disappearance case in southeast Asia.
Attached are copies of pages from a well-researched book on the case by Joshua
Kurlantzick, The Ideal Man (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2011) pp. 210-211,
stating that Jim Thompson has been declared legally dead. Furthermore, as of 2014
Mr. Thompson would be more than 100 years old.
I believe that Mr. Kurlantzick may have already done a FOIA request on Jim Thompson;
this may speed your response.
I am also interested in and request under FOIA any records you have on the murder of
Jim Thompson’s sister, Katherine (or Katharine) “Kaa” Thompson Wood, born about
1893 and murdered in Chadds Ford, PA on 29 or 30 August 1967. The address may be
51 Selborne Drive, Chadds Ford. The two cases may be related. (Obviously Katherine
Thompson Wood would be more than 100 years old today. The attached pages from
the book by William Warren, Jim Thompson: The Unsolved Mystery (Singapore:
Archipelago Press, 1970, 1998) states that she was killed in 1967.)
Please search your records and the FBI’s indices to the Central Records System for the
information responsive to this request.
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If there are any fees for searching for, reviewing, or copying the records, please notify
me before processing if the amount exceeds $200 USD.
However, please be aware that I am a journalist, with regular columns in The
Montgomery Sentinel and International Travel News. I am researching the Jim
Thompson disappearance and Katherine Thompson Wood murder in order to write
columns and a major report about the cases. The purpose of the columns is to
illuminate the possible cause of the Jim Thompson disappearance, evaluate the quality
of the search, analyze the contributions to the search provided by US Brigadier General
Edwin Black and his aides (and thus to understand the activities and operations of the
US Government), and to prepare for the 50th anniversary of the disappearance, when
there will be a major spate of stories in the US and elsewhere on the case. Thus the
request pertains to current interest in the case. I have no commercial interest in the
case or in using the information. I think that FOIA release of information may help lead
to my being able to propose a scientific methodology for advancing the Jim Thompson
case, with a slim but greater than zero chance of finding the body. For all these
reasons I believe I should be except from any fees.
Note that I am interested in and am requesting all FBI records relating to Mr. Thompson
and Katherine Thompson Wood. Thus the date range of my request is 1943-1968 (but
also including any reports after 1968 pertaining to the disappearance and murder in
1967). However, if there are on-going sensitivities about any of Jim Thompson’s
activities, I am willing to receive information on the narrower questions of:
1. What information do you have on the quality and quantity of the search
and rescue activities undertaken in 1967 in the few weeks after the Jim
Thompson disappearance? I am especially interested in the number of
searchers on each day of the search, the number of hours they searched,
exactly what organizations and units searched, any information on where
they searched, the exact search techniques used (e.g. line abreast
searches, spacing of searchers, searching of trails only vs. searching of
virgin jungle, use of bloodhound or air scenting search dogs, etc.), any
“after action reports” or similar, and especially any search or topo maps
from the period in the case files or reports.
2. The cause, perpetrator or status of the Katherine Thompson Wood
murder.
I have done considerable research already on the ground in Malaysia on the first
question, have already written 100 pages on the case, anticipate a final report of 250
plus pages (in addition to the news columns), and am happy to share my findings with
your agency. My lengthy report will also be made available to the public, and will be
submitted to The Explorers Club, the Royal Geographical Society, and the Malaysian
National Archives.
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I have led or participated in a number of other searches, for missing planes, missing
ghost towns and historic plantations, and missing persons, and have a better than 50
percent success rate.
If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think
justifies your refusal to release the information and notify me of appeal procedures
available under the law.
Note that I am a US citizen.
If you have any questions about handling this request, you may telephone me at home
at 301-942-6062 from March 27 to April 16, 2014. After that I will be reachable at
lewtoulmin@aol.com.
Thanks very much for your kind consideration.
Sincerely,

Llewellyn M. Toulmin, Ph.D., F.R.G.S.
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This letter ruling was appealed via electronic means, based on the fact that it was not responsive
(apparently referring only to the Katharine Woods case) and did not explain the circumstances of the
document destruction by the FBI. No response has been received to date.
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Llewellyn M. Toulmin, Ph.D., F.R.G.S.
13108 Hutchinson Way
Silver Spring, MD 20906 USA
301-942-6062; lewtoulmin@aol.com
24 March 2014

Office of Information Programs and Services
A/GIS/IPS/RL
Department of State, SA-2
Washington, DC 20522-8100
Re: Freedom of Information Act Request
Dear FOIA Officer:
Under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. subsection 552, I am requesting
information or records on James Harrison Wilson Thompson, generally known as “Jim
Thompson” (1906—1967). Mr. Thompson, a US citizen but resident of Bangkok,
Thailand, disappeared on March 26, Easter Sunday, 1967, from the Moonlight
Bungalow in the Cameron Highlands in central Malaysia. He was ex-OSS (US Office of
Strategic Services, the precursor to the CIA) and was known as the “Silk King of
Thailand.” The biggest search in Malaysian history failed to reveal any trace. The case
has been the subject of four books and numerous articles, and is probably the most
famous disappearance case in south-east Asia.
Attached are copies of pages from a well-researched book on the case by Joshua
Kurlantzick, The Ideal Man (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2011) pp. 210-211,
stating that Jim Thompson has been declared legally dead. Furthermore, as of 2014
Mr. Thompson would be more than 100 years old.
I believe that Mr. Kurlantzick may have already done a FOIA request to you on Jim
Thompson; this may speed your response.
I am also interested in and request under FOIA any records you have on the murder of
Jim Thompson’s older sister, Katherine (or Katharine) “Kaa” Thompson Wood, born
about 1893 and murdered in Chadds Ford, PA on 29 or 30 August 1967. The address
may be 51 Selborne Drive, Chadds Ford. The two cases may be related. (Obviously
Katherine Thompson Wood would be more than 100 years old today. The attached
pages from the book by William Warren, Jim Thompson: The Unsolved Mystery
(Singapore: Archipelago Press, 1970, 1998) states that she was killed in 1967.)
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Please search your records and indices for the information responsive to this request. I
believe from reading the four books and numerous articles on this case that reports on
the case, which attracted massive international interest, were almost certainly filed with
the US Embassy in Bangkok, and may have also been filed with the US Embassy in
Malaysia and Singapore, as well as with DoS Headquarters, including the Intelligence
and Research branch.
If there are any fees for searching for, reviewing, or copying the records, please notify
me before processing if the amount exceeds $200 USD.
However, please be aware that I am a journalist, with regular columns in The
Montgomery Sentinel and International Travel News. I am researching the Jim
Thompson disappearance and Katherine Thompson Wood murder in order to write
columns and a major report about the cases. The purpose of the columns is to
illuminate the possible cause of the Jim Thompson disappearance, evaluate the quality
of the search, analyze the contributions to the search provided by US Brigadier General
Edwin Black and his aides and possible DoS observers (and thus to understand the
activities and operations of the US Government), and to prepare for the 50 th anniversary
of the disappearance, when there will be a major spate of stories in the US and
elsewhere on the case. Thus the request pertains to current interest in the case. I have
no commercial interest in the case or in using the information. I think that FOIA release
of information may help lead to my being able to propose a scientific methodology for
advancing the Jim Thompson case, with a slim but greater than zero chance of finding
the body. For all these reasons I believe I should be except from any fees.
I know that normally US DoS records older than 25 years are transferred to NARA.
However, I have some reason to believe that DoS may have retained some records
relating to this case, possibly due to continuing sensitivities. See the next few
paragraphs.
I am interested in and am requesting all Department of State records relating to Mr.
Thompson and Katherine Thompson Wood. Thus the date range of my request is
1943-1968 (but also including any reports after 1968 pertaining to the disappearance
and murder in 1967). However, if there are on-going sensitivities about any of Jim
Thompson’s activities, I am willing to receive information on the narrower questions of:
1. What information do you have on the quality and quantity of the search
and rescue activities undertaken in 1967 in the few weeks after the Jim
Thompson disappearance? I am especially interested in the number of
searchers on each day of the search, the number of hours they searched,
exactly what organizations and units searched, any information on where
they searched, the exact search techniques used (e.g. line abreast
searches, spacing of searchers, searching of trails only vs. searching of
virgin jungle, use of bloodhound or air scenting search dogs, etc.), any
“after action reports” or similar, and especially any search or topo maps
from the period in the case files or reports.
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2. The cause, perpetrator or status of the Katherine Thompson Wood
murder.
I have done considerable research already on the ground in Malaysia on the first
question, have already written 100 pages on the case, anticipate a final report of 250
plus pages (in addition to the news columns), and am happy to share my findings with
your agency. My lengthy report will also be made available to the public, and will be
submitted to The Explorers Club, the Royal Geographical Society, and the Malaysian
National Archives.
I have led or participated in a number of other searches, for missing planes, missing
ghost towns and historic plantations, and missing persons, and have a better than 50
percent success rate.
If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think
justifies your refusal to release the information and notify me of appeal procedures
available under the law.
Note that I am a US citizen.
If you have any questions about handling this request, you may telephone me at home
at 301-942-6062 from March 27 to April 16, 2014. After that I will be reachable at
lewtoulmin@aol.com.
Thanks very much for your kind consideration.
Sincerely,

Llewellyn M. Toulmin, Ph.D., F.R.G.S.
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Llewellyn M. Toulmin, Ph.D., F.R.G.S.
13108 Hutchinson Way
Silver Spring, MD 20906 USA
301-942-6062; lewtoulmin@aol.com
21 March 2014
Information and Privacy Coordinator
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505
Dear Coordinator:
Under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. subsection 552, I am requesting
information or records on James Harrison Wilson Thompson, generally known as “Jim
Thompson” (1906—1967). Mr. Thompson, a US citizen but resident of Bangkok,
Thailand, disappeared on March 26, Easter Sunday, 1967, from the Moonlight
Bungalow in the Cameron Highlands in central Malaysia. He was ex-OSS and was
known as the “Silk King of Thailand.” The biggest search in Malaysian history failed to
reveal any trace.
Attached are copies of pages from a well-researched book on the case by Joshua
Kurlantzick, The Ideal Man (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2011) pp. 210-211,
stating that Jim Thompson has been declared legally dead.
If there are any fees for searching for, reviewing, or copying the records, please notify
me before processing if the amount exceeds $500 USD.
However, please be aware that I am a journalist, with regular columns in The
Montgomery Sentinel and International Travel News. I am researching the Jim
Thompson disappearance in order to write columns and a major report about the case.
The purpose of the columns is to illuminate the possible cause of the disappearance,
evaluate the quality of the search, analyze the contributions to the search provided by
US Brigadier General Edwin Black and his aides (and thus to understand the activities
and operations of the US Government), and to prepare for the 50 th anniversary of the
disappearance, when there will be a major spate of stories in the US and elsewhere on
the case. Thus the request pertains to current interest in the case. I have no
commercial interest in the case or in using the information. I think that FOIA release of
information may help lead to my being able to propose a methodology for advancing the
case, with a slim but greater than zero chance of finding the body. For all these
reasons I believe I should be except from any fees.
Note that I am interested in and am requesting all CIA and/or OSS records relating to
Mr. Thompson. However, if there are on-going sensitivities about any of his activities, I
am happy to receive information on the narrower questions of:
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1. Was Mr. Thompson an employee of the CIA, or did he resign as an employee
from intelligence work before CIA was constituted?
2. My main focus, which is: what information do you have on the quality and
quantity of the search and rescue activities undertaken in 1967 in the few weeks
after the disappearance? I am especially interested in the number of searchers
on each day of the search, exactly what organizations and units searched, any
information on where they searched, the exact search techniques used (e.g. line
abreast searches, spacing of searchers, searching of trails only vs. searching of
virgin jungle, use of bloodhound or air scenting search dogs, etc.), any “after
action reports” or similar, and especially any search or topo maps from the period
in the case files or reports.
I have done considerable research already on the ground in Malaysia on the second
question, have already written 100 pages on the case, anticipate a final report of 250
plus pages (in addition to the news columns), and am happy to share my findings with
your agency.
I have led or participated in a number of other searches, for missing planes, missing
ghost towns and historic plantations, and missing persons, and have a better than 50
percent success rate.
If you deny all or any part of this request, please cite each specific exemption you think
justifies your refusal to release the information and notify me of appeal procedures
available under the law.
Note that I am a US citizen.
If you have any questions about handling this request, you may telephone me at home
at 301-942-6062 from March 27 to April 16, 2014. After that I will be reachable at
lewtoulmin@aol.com.
Thanks very much for your kind consideration.
Sincerely,

Llewellyn M. Toulmin, Ph.D., F.R.G.S.

[The CIA responded to the above request with a number of military and OSS records
from the World War II era, with the last document being the resignation of JT from the
OSS in January, 1947. No documents related to search or 1960s were provided.]
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Annex 7
Contemporary (2013) Photos re the Jim Thompson Case

Part of the Jim Thompson House in Bangkok

Spinning Thai silk at the Jim Thompson House

Carving at the Thompson house

Interior of one of Jim Thompson’s
collection of antique Thai houses

Three foot tall Buddha at the Thompson House
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Part of the road up to Tanah Rata in the Cameron
Highlands, with 214 curves total

The verandah of the Moonlight Bungalow, where JT
smoked his last cigar

Typical pyramid shaped hill in the
Cameron Highlands

The staircase of the Bungalow

The Moonlight Bungalow in Tanah Rata, CH,
the “Last Known Point” for Jim Thompson

The living room of the Bungalow

The Moonlight Bungalow in the 1970s (?)

Typical current sign in the Bungalow
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Door to the Thompson bedroom in the Bungalow
The tongue of grassy land, looking south
to the golf course, main road and CH Resort

The Jim Thompson bedroom in the Bungalow

Looking west from near the front of the MB

The western side of the Bungalow

The view NW from the tongue of grassy land.
Note the ridgeline in the distance.

The Bungalow from the tongue of grassy land that
projects about 70 meters out to the south
The view NW from the west side of the MB
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View from the tongue of land looking west.
The Lutheran Mission Bungalow is in the center right
with the red roof

The double-headed ridge north and NW of the
Moonlight Bungalow. The “kitchen trail” down to
the JT Mystery Trail is straight ahead

Close-up of the Lutheran Bungalow from
the Moonlight Bungalow
Capt. Mohammad points to the former MB kitchen,
now hotel rooms.

The east side of the Bungalow, with the Ling
bedroom in the left center

New road being cut by MB owners, behind the MB,
leading down and west to the Lutheran Bungalow
Road, to provide alternate vehicle access to the MB.
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The view from the road entry to the MB. The
mountain on left is one of the highest in Malaysia;
Boy Scouts searched it for JT. The Strawberry Hill
Resort (and “hornet’s nest” area) is the white
building in the front center.

Naturalist Madi on the JT Mystery Trail. The MB is
steeply uphill and to the right. Note the vegetation,
and leaf litter on the trail.

Friendly welcoming sign at the entrance to the
Moonlight & Sunlight Bungalows

The previous welcoming sign to the MB.

The Lutheran Mission Bungalow
The Moonlight Bungalow at night, taken from the
Strawberry Park Resort by a telephoto lens. The
neighbors are not pleased with the fluorescent
lights.
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The road to the right goes uphill to the MB, and the
left fork goes to the Lutheran Mission Bungalow

The All Souls Anglican Church that Thompson
attended shortly before disappearing. Note Quonset
(Nissan) hut rear and stone façade.

The roads north of the CH Resort. The MB is where
the car is; the Lutheran Bungalow is on the left
center with red pushpin. The current roads
generally match the 1967 ones but are a bit wider.

Ye Olde Smokehouse Restaurant in Tanah Rata, a
favorite of expats in the Cameron Highlands

Rear of the All Souls Anglican Church

Smoke House interior
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The “A 4” Bungalow entrance where Thompson may
have voluntarily gotten into a car

The OMF Bunglalow, east of the MB and the
“hornet’s nest”

Madi points to where his “auntie” says she saw JT
voluntarily get into a car with large US (?) soldiers,
near the A4 Bungalow entrance.

View looking west from behind the OMF Bungalow,
with Strawberry Park Resort (white building) in the
distance. That is where the “hornet’s nest” was
located. A witness may have seen JT at the hornet’s
nest area from the OMF Bungalow.
Left: driveway down to the A 4 Bungalow.
Right: road south to Lutheran Bungalow.

Entrance to the OMF Bungalow
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The JT stone on left, facing downhill. Capt. Phillip
Rivers thinks JT was killed by a truck just at or
beyond the far right curve in the distance.

Naturalist Madi beside the large stone on which
Thompson allegedly rested, smoking a cigarette
(Galleher, photo section, photo 28 -- but he left his
cigarettes behind!) and was seen by an OMF
Bungalow employee
The same stone in 1968. Note density of the jungle
and difference in the road. (Source: Galleher, p. 106)

(Source: De Souza, p. 70)

The author beside the JT stone in 2013.
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The Cameron Highlands Resort

The JT Tea Lounge at the Cameron Highlands Resort

The JT Terrace restaurant at the Strawberry Park
Resort
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Annex 8
Information Regarding the
Family of Katherine Thompson Wood and JT
From The New York Times: 14 October 1984

Sabina Stuart Adamson Is to Marry Harrison W. Wood Jr.,
Restaurateur
Published: October 14, 1984
Mr. and Mrs. L. Talbot Adamson of Devon, Pa., have announced the engagement of Mr.
Adamson's daughter, Sabina Stuart Adamson, to Harrison Wilson Wood Jr., a son of Joanne
Jolliffe Strong of Katonah, N.Y., and the late Mr. Wood of Malverne, Pa. The wedding is to be in
January.
The future bride, the daughter also of the late Dorothea Scott Adamson of Wayne, Pa., formerly
headed the antiquities and tribal art department at Christie's East. She graduated from Miss
Porter's School, attended the University of London, took the Sotheby's Works of Art Course in
London and studied art conservation in Florence. She made her debut at the Philadelphia
Assembly and the Bal du Bois in Richmond. Her father is a financial planner in Devon.
Mr. Wood is a co-owner of the Eden restaurants in Philadephia and a former brand manager for
Procter & Gamble in New York. He graduated from the Mount Hermon School, Brown
University and the Columbia University Graduate School of Business. His father was a caterer.
He is a grandson of Mrs. Carey C. Jolliffe of Water Mill, L.I., the late Mr. Jolliffe, the late
Osborne Wood of Albuquerque, N.M., and the late Katherine Thompson Wood of Wilmington,
Del. He is a great-grandson of the late Maj. Gen. Leonard Wood, who organized the Rough
Riders with Theodore Roosevelt and was Governor General of the Philippines and military
governor of Cuba.
photo of Sabina Adamson

*****
[Note that the info above indicates that Harrison Wilson Wood was a “caterer.” Key
information above highlighted in red by the author.]

From: http://www.geni.com/people/Harrison-Wood/6000000023578826840#
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From: Ancestry.com:
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The family tree above shows (but does not prove) that Osborne Cutler Wood, husband of KTW, died in
1950 and therefore (if true) could not have been a suspect in her murder in 1967. Galleher (p. 101)
states that Osborne and Katherine were divorced, but does not state when this happened.

The Find-a-Grave record above confirms that Col. Wood did die in 1950.
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Article from The New York Times, 2 July 1943, showing the wedding of JT and Patricia Maury Thraves
(source: Ancestry.com)
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Article from the Washington Post, 4 July 1943, stating that JT and Pat Thraves
were married at Ft. Monroe, VA on 30 June 1943 (source: Ancestry.com)

From Ancestry.com
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Annex 9
Content and Analysis of the Wills and Estate Administration of
Katharine Thompson Wood and Her Son
This annex contains the following information:


Timeline of major events regarding the wills, murder and estate administration of Katharine
Thompson Wood (KTW) and her son Harrison “Harry” Wilson Wood (HW)



Analysis of the timeline in terms of possible suspects or persons of interest (POI)



An official document from the Chester County’s Coroner’s Office, showing the cause, time and
place of death of Harry Wood.

Timeline of Major Events
This timeline is largely drawn from the microfiche documents present in the Chester County,
Pennsylvania Register of Wills Office under the KTW estate file, of about 250 pages, and the HW estate
file, in the same Office, of about 200 pages. These pages are summarized here, not presented, for
reasons of conserving space.
23 February 1893: Katharine “Ka” Thompson is born. [Per Social Security Death Index,
www.ancestry.com, SS number 182-36-5335 and her death certificate.]
6 November 1924: KTW’s son Harrison “Harry” Wilson Wood is born. [Per Find-a-Grave Index,
www.ancestry.com.]
22 May 1936: KTW makes an eight page typewritten will, signed by three witnesses. This will leaves all
her household and personal effects to her son Harrison Wilson Wood (“Harry”) if he survives her. It also
leaves the entire remainder of her estate to her son Harry if he survives her and is 30 or older.
Otherwise a trust is created and he receives portions and income from the trust, until he is 30, when he
receives everything. (A copy of this will is present in its entirety in the KTW file at the Register of Wills of
Chester County. However, this will was not operable at the time of her death in 1967. All three of her
wills are in her microfiche file.)
At this point in time, KTW was 43 years old. Her son Harry was 12.
25 July 1958: KTW makes a typewritten will of five pages, witnessed by three persons, and revoking her
previous will. This will directs the payment of her debts and funeral expenses, and (as described later)
“bequeathed her tangible personalty to her son, and also gave him the entire residuary estate.”
[“Personalty” is a legal term for movable assets which are not real property, money or investments.]
At this point in time, KTW was 65, her son Harry was 34, and her older grandson John J. Wood was six
and her other grandson Harry Jr. was four.
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1960?-1967: During this time, KTW’s net worth and income apparently declined dramatically. See the
1970 entry, below.
15 January 1966: KTW, now aged 73, makes and dates a holographic (handwritten) will on her own
notepaper, evidently without consulting an attorney. This is her third will. This will leaves $1000 to
each of the Home of the Merciful Rest, the Layton Home for Aged Colored People, the St. Michaels
Home for Children, the Piney Woods Country School and the Virginia School of Technology. It also
leaves $100 for every year of employment to “everyone in my employ.”
The handwritten will leaves her cottage in Maine to her son Harrison Wilson Wood (“Harry”), and her
house in Rehoboth Beach, DE to her grandsons (John J. Wood and Harrison Wilson Wood, Jr.) “to keep
or sell as they see fit.”
The will states that her substantial house Selbourne Farm in Pennsbury Township, PA, with 12 or 14
acres [in two parcels, the most valuable item she possesses], must be “rented or leased for 15 years”
until her grandsons “are old enough to decide if they want to live there – If neither of them or my
son…wants to live there, then the estate can be sold and the proceeds divided among them.”
The will leaves her (unspecified) “stocks” to her son Harry.
Some other minor bequests of personal property are made.
Two witnesses signed the handwritten will.
The main effect of this will, compared to the previous 1958 will, is to take the most valuable item in the
estate, the house and property in PA, and tie it up for 15 years in rent or a lease, thus depriving her son
Harry of a major capital item which he could have sold under the previous will.
Furthermore, under the terms of this poorly written holographic will, it is not really clear if son Harry
was in fact entitled to a share of the sale of the house, even after 15 years of renting. This is because of
the lack of clarity of the term “them” in the will. The “them” who must wait 15 years before selling are
the two grandsons. Then the will states that, “If neither of them or my son Harrison W. Wood wants to
live there the estate can be sold and the proceeds equally divided among them.” So does the last
“them” include her son, or does “them” refer to the original grandsons only, who are the “them” in the
first part of this section of the bequest?
Surprisingly, neither the lawyers, the court, the accountants or the beneficiaries noticed this important
nuance, and all treated son Harry as part of “them” in the holographic will and in the subsequent sale of
the Selbourne Farm house, and he thus was entitled to one third of the rents, and later (after a court
decision), to one third of the value of the house and PA property.
30 August 1967: KTW is brutally murdered in her home, Selbourne Farm, in Pennsylvania. No one is
ever charged with the crime, and it is still unsolved. The death certificate in the file shows that the
immediate cause of death is “brain damage skull fracture” from a “blunt instrument,” and death
occurred in “minutes.” The petition to the Orphans Court of Chester County a year later called the crime
“a brutal and widely publicized homicide, which is as yet unsolved.”
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The Chief County Detective, Thomas G. Frame, stated that this was “one of the most brutal murder
cases I have seen.” The District Attorney theorized that KTW knew her assailant, since her two large
dogs, a Golden Retriever and a German Shepherd, who slept in KTW’s bedroom, did not attack the
murderer. (Daily Local News, 1 September 1967.) Per the estate papers, she apparently had $36 in cash
in her possession at the time of her murder, and this was not taken. Also, a $2000 pearl necklace
previously thought to be missing was in fact found in KTW’s dresser drawer in her bedroom. (Daily Local
News, 2 September 1967.) (This necklace was later valued at $1500 in the estate administrations.)
4 October 1967: KTW’s will is probated in Chester County. Letters testamentary are issued to her son
and to Henry T. Reath, as co-executors, as she requested in her will.
9 October 1967: KTW’s handwritten will is filed in the Chester County Wills Office, Book 94, p. 107(5).
The court treats the holographic will as valid, but as a codicil of the 1958 will, not as a substitute, since
there was no revocation clause. This means that key handwritten clauses stand, such as the one which
deprives son Harry of Selbourne Farm for 15 years, and makes him only a partial (or no) beneficiary of
any sale at that point.
KTW’s two employees, entitled to payment under the holographic will, are Emery (or Emory) Church,
handyman, of Hockessin, DE, and Hazel Walters, maid, of Stock Ford Road, Chadds Ford, PA. Each is
entitled to 5 years times $100 per year, or $500. However, neither is paid this out of the estate, since
the Court rules that estate consists mainly of properties which are specifically given to family members,
and these take priority, and there is not enough cash remaining to pay the employees or the other
beneficiaries such as the Home of the Merciful Rest. [This is called “abatement” of these beneficiaries
in the court records.]
However, Harry Wood, in a generous gesture, paid Church and Walters $500 each out of his portion of
the estate.
The matter of valuing, selling and distributing all the assets is quite complex and it is not until 1970 (see
below) that the matter was fully resolved.
27 October 1967: KTW’s main property and asset, Selbourne Farm, in two parcels, is valued at $95,000
for the 12 acre parcel and $10,000 for the 2 acre parcel. The Farm has a mortgage of $34,000 on it, and
this is paid off by the KTW estate on 1 August 1968. The house is a detached, two storey stucco over
block Colonial-style dwelling with one-story wings at either end, with five bedrooms and six baths, and a
fully floored attic and a basement.
On or about 15 November 1967: Emery Church, handyman to KTW, is paid $97 for yard work. Hence
he apparently continued to work at Selbourne Farm and was paid out of the estate funds.
22 May 1968: Harry Wood and executor Henry T. Reath petition the Orphan’s Court of Chester County,
asking that the court annul KTW’s wish that the Selbourne Farm property be tied up for 15 years in rent
or leasing. This request is based on the fact that none of the three beneficiaries wish to live in the house
in which their mother (or grandmother) was murdered, all wish to sell the house, the rental market is
weak and other investments would yield a better return, and buyers (Otis Wells Foster and Carolyn
Foster (who were renting Selbourne Farm then) have been found to buy the property for a sum of
$100,000, thus $5000 more than the market assessment. This petition is granted, and the Fosters
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subsequently buy the house, the 12 acre property, and later the less desirable, adjacent two acre
property.
30 June 1970: In the Orphans Court of Chester County, the final accounting of the estate of KTW (Estate
No. 1967-817, Audit No. 129-1970) was heard. Here son Harry Wood was called and examined, and
stated that he was 45 at this time, was the only surviving child of KTW, that he has two sons, John Joliffe
Wood, 18 years old, and Harrison Wilson Wood, Jr., 16 years old, that both boys live with Harry, and
they were living with him at the time of KTW’s death.
During this examination, Mr. Archer (counsel for Harry Wood) asks and son Harry Wood agreed that “in
her lifetime, your mother enjoyed substantial trust estates, and income therefrom, did she not?” Mr.
Archer also asked, “And, until a few years before her death, [KTW] had a reasonably substantial personal
estate…however, our records show that at her death [s]he owned only a few stocks…” Harry Wood
agreed with this statement and stated that upon opening KTW’s safe deposit box, and otherwise
undertaking a diligent search for assets, the executors and he could find only a relatively few
shareholdings, and some of them were tied up as collateral on a loan.
In her safety deposit box were only 148 shares of General Motors stock (later valued at $28,558) and
150 shares of Canine Caterers, Inc. This latter company was founded in 1955, and Harry Wood owned
150 shares and a Mr. A. A. Stoltz owned 150 shares. (These 150 shares were valued by the estate
accountants at $9951.30 in 1970. Note however that in the 1971 death of Mr. Harry Wood, described
below, the company was valued at more than $400,000.)
According to Harry’s testimony, Stoltz had a non-fatal but debilitating heart attack soon after Harry
Wood acquired his shares, and offered his shares to Harry. However, Harry “didn’t have the means” to
buy these shares, so KTW stepped in and “was good enough to buy those shares” and “she continued to
hold those shares until her death.”
The estate accounting is very complex and goes on for pages, but it appears that son Harry eventually
received a total of $117,074.17 from KTW’s estate (Will Book 141, p. 603-7; KTW microfiche file) of
which the major portion was from the value of one-third of the Selbourne Farm sale, worth $19,622.09
to him for parcel 1 and $2789.34 to him for parcel 2; the value of the Maine cottage, with sale proceeds
of $16,000.00; cash of $17,083.50; and securities of $71,023.48.
The two grandsons each received about $41,000.
The “gross value” of the KTW estate was $186,453, less debts and deductions of $87,463, yielding a net
amount subject to Pennsylvania estate tax of $98,990.
Notable expense items in the final estate accounting include:


Re-payment of a mortgage of $34,000 to the Wilmington Trust Company. This company
apparently gave KTW a mortgage, presumably on Selbourne Farm, on 21 December 1963. This
is when the house was built; it included a two car garage and a swimming pool. This repayment
was made on 12 August 1968, out of the estate funds.



Repayment to Wilmington Trust Company of the decedent’s demand note of 22 November
1966, in the amount of $13,500. This repayment was made on 15 November 1967, out of the
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estate funds. [Investopedia defines a “demand note” as a loan in which there is no fixed term or
duration of repayment, but where the loan can be recalled by the lender, if the notice
requirement is met.]


Repayment to Wilmington Trust Company of the decedent’s demand note of 22 May 1967, in
the amount of $3,000. This repayment was made on 17 January 1968, out of the estate funds.
It seem possible that the security for these two demand note loans was her stock holdings, since
the 1970 petition to the Orphans Court states (p. 6) that “her stock certificates were in the
custody of the Wilmington Trust Company…having once been pledged to that bank as security
for a loan.”



Repayment to the estate of a loan made by KTW to her son, Harry, for $13,500. This demand
note was dated 22 November 1966, and was paid back to Wilmington Trust by the KTW estate
on 15 November 1967. [It appears from interviewing the Pennsylvania State Police cold case
officer that there were perhaps two loans (or three?) from KTW to her son, one of $10,000 and
$3,500, for a total of $13,500; and one of $5,000. See the interview annex. The details are
unclear. But it does seem apparent that KTW obtained two demand note loans from
Wilmington Trust, just six months apart, using her stock as collateral, then turned around and
lent all or most of that money to her son, at six percent interest.]

24 January 1968: Harry Wood made a typewritten will leaving his estate (including the property in
Maine he had inherited from his mother just five months before) to his two sons, equally divided. The
will appointed his ex-wife Joanne Joliffe Strong (Mrs. J. Templeton Strong) as the guardian of these two
sons during their minorities. The will also states (item 11) that “I do not exercise the power of
appointment given me under a certain deed of trust of my mother, the late Katherine Thompson Wood
(deed dated June 23, 1931).” [Since this date of 1931 is prior to the 1936 will described earlier, it is
apparently a separate matter.]
1971: Per his later estate papers, Harry Wood was apparently paying his ex-wife Virginia Lea Bradley
Wood $375 per month in alimony.
July 1971: Per his later estate papers, Harry Wood received “psychiatric treatment and therapy” from
the Counseling Center in Bangor, Maine, at a cost of $100.
29 October 1971: Harry Wood made a typewritten codicil to his will, specifying which family heirlooms,
including his stamp and coin collection, portraits of his distinguished ancestors (including one portrait by
Joseph Cummings Chase or John Singer Sargent of Major General Leonard Wood, worth $200023), and
other items, should go to which son. Other items of value or interest specified in the codicil include:
Audubon bird prints, portrait of General James Harrison Wilson, sterling silver loving cup given to
General Wood, silver cigar box and silver photo of the Prince of Wales presented to General Wood by
the Prince, large silver table from the Cuban Governor-General’s palace, drawing of General Wilson
capturing Jefferson Davis, photo of Theodore Roosevelt presented to Leonard Wood by Roosevelt,
signed and dated by him in 1909, etc.

23

It appears that there is one portrait of the General, which Harry in his codicil thought was by Joseph Cummings
Chase, done in 1920, but which the appraiser thought was by John Singer Sargent (a household name). This
contradiction is unresolved.
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25 December 1971: KTW’s son Harrison Wilson Wood reportedly committed suicide in Malvern, PA, on
Christmas Day (according to the Pennsylvania State Police – see interviews; also see Coroner’s Office
document at the end of this annex).
An obituary of Mr. Wood stated that:
[Class of] 1943-Harrison Wilson Wood died December 25, 1971, at his home in Malvern,
Pennsylvania. Born in Greenville, Delaware, November 6, 1924, he was the son of
Osborne Cutler and Katherine Thompson Wood. He attended St. Paul's from 1938 to
1943, was a member of the Concordian and a councillor at the School Camp. As an
infantryman in World War II, he took part in the crucial "Battle of the Bulge." After the
War and graduation with honors from Princeton in the Class of 1947, he worked for
several small companies until the mid-fifties, when he purchased Canine Caterers, Inc.,
at that time a small Newcastle, Delaware, company specializing in the sale of dog food.
During the fifteen years he owned the company, its net sales increased more than ten
times over, to near half a million dollars a year. In 1962, he and a close friend organized
the Cuban Aid Relief Fund, to help Cubans who had arrived destitute in Florida after
fleeing the Castro regime. He was awarded an honorary degree by the International
College of Surgeons. In his local parish of St. Francis-in-the-Fields, Sugar-town,
Pennsylvania, he served with distinction as a vestryman. He is survived by two sons,
John Jolliffe and Harrison Wilson Wood, Jr.; a half brother, Leonard Wood, and a half
sister, Mrs. Mirth Hanson. His two marriages ended in divorce.
Source of the above: Archive Name: Alumni Horae; Volume 52, Issue 2, Page 134, Obituaries 3
Originally published: Summer 1972
url: http://archives.sps.edu/common/text.asp?Img=2330&Keyword=&Headline=&Author=&SearchMode=0

An obituary in the Daily Local News (27 December 1971) stated that “Harrison Wood, 47, is found dead
on Christmas Day,” and that:


He was found by his swimming pool at 12:30 pm after he had apparently shot himself with a
small caliber hand gun. [The 31 December 1971 petition to the Register of Wills states that the
time of death was 11:00 am.]



The Willistown Police Chief state that the death had been ruled a suicide.



Wood had left a note for his family and this note would not be made public.

Interview respondent O. Wells Foster stated that the note said that Wood did not kill his mother, and
cited financial problems.
31 December 1971: Letters testamentary for the HW estate are issued to John H. Archer and the
Wilmington Trust Co.
5 June 1973: For calculations for the payment of Pennsylvania inheritance tax, the estate of Harrison
“Harry” W. Wood is valued (before deductions) at $544,015, consisting of $75,000 in real property,
$47,112 in personal property, and $474,000 from his “schedule C” assets. These latter almost certainly
refer to the value of his firm, Canine Caterers. Thus it appears that his firm has either increased very
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dramatically in value since his mother’s death, or it was undervalued at that time (perhaps based solely
on the face value of the shares). The estate included a house at State and Sugartown Roads, in
Malvern, PA. Parts of this house were over 200 years old, on a piece of property that was 553 by 512
feet. The house is described as a stone, block and frame Colonial style three bedroom house, with three
floors and a basement. There is a detached two car garage and workshop with a stone barn and other
outbuildings. All this is market valued at $75,000. The estate paid the IRS a substantial $113,152 in
Federal estate tax.
1990: By this time, Canine Caterers, Inc., apparently under the new ownership of Rowland L. Watson,
had “built the company from a five person firm delivering freshly made dog food to mutts and mastiffs
in Main Line mansions to a 100-employee company that distributes more than 36 million pounds of dog
and cat food” across four states. The firm several years ago “sold its home delivery business.” (See
Vyola P. Willson, “What Love of Pets has Unleashed…” Special to the Philadelphia Inquirer, retrieved
from http://articles.philly.com/1990-08-30/business/25932600_1_pet-food-pet-owners-iams.)

Analysis of the Timeline in Terms of Possible Suspects or Persons of Interest
The timeline above will be analyzed in terms of three persons of interest (POI). These are the son Harry
Wood, handyman Emory (or Emery) Church, and maid Hazel Walters. Two other sets of POIs will then
be mentioned.
Harry Wood (son Harrison Wilson Wood): Mr. Wood is a POI in that he was a major beneficiary under
the will of KTW. Thus he had motive. He had the opportunity to commit the crime, in that he would
have been able to visit his mother at Selbourne Farm at any time, without suspicion, and without
alarming KTW or her two dogs. And he had no alibi. He had the means to commit the crime, in that he
would have been physically able to commit the crime.
Of course motive, opportunity and means are not by themselves proof of guilt. Proof that the
opportunity was in fact taken by the accused must be produced. That is not possible in this case
regarding Mr. Wood or any other POI. However, it may be possible to speculatively analyze the possible
states of mind of KTW and her son during various periods, and speculatively deduce Mr. Wood’s state of
mind and possible motives during these periods.
The first period is Harry Wood’s early life, up until the age of 12, when his mother KTW made her first
will. Here she leaves him all her estate, if he survives her and is 30 or older. If younger, he receives a
certain portion at 21, at 25, and then the full amount at 30. This shows she is careful about not trusting
him too soon with a large estate.
The second period is from Harry Wood’s age 12 to his age 34, in 1958, when KTW, aged 65, changed her
will to leave her estate entirely to her son. This demonstrated her trust in him, and her trust that he
would, on his own, take care of his young sons, aged six and four. Likely he appreciated this trust.
The third period is in the 1960s, approaching January 1966, when KTW substantially changed her will to
require that her major asset, Selbourne Farm, be rented for 15 years after her death, not sold. Because
of the lack of clarity in her wording, it seems possible that she meant for her son to never get a portion
of that asset. Also, because of the way she worded her holographic will, it seems likely that she meant
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for her son to not receive the rents from the Farm during the 15 year period – instead her grandsons
would apparently be the only beneficiaries.
Also during this period, KTW was possibly living beyond her means. She took out two demand notes, for
a total of $16,500, in just six months. And she apparently turned over one of these loans, for $13,500,
to her son, perhaps for his support and general use.
KTW was listed (on her death certificate) as having no occupation. Her stock assets which were
reportedly large, were substantially reduced by this time. This must have increased her tensions and
concerns. One of her few remaining non-property assets was her holding of 150 shares (50 percent) of
Canine Caterers, the firm she shared with her son Harry.
Yet it is clear from an interview that KTW did not approve of this firm, its mission of “selling dog food
door-to-door” and the way her son was running it. (O. Wells Foster interview.) She was a co-owner, yet
with the 50-50 arrangement it was not really clear who was boss. This would likely have also caused
tension.
Again according to the interview with O. Wells Foster, Canine Caterers was not doing well. KTW, as coowner likely with ready access to the accounts, would probably have known that, and this could have
become another source of tension. (Note however that the obituary and the 1973 valuation of Canine
Caterers as worth more than $400,000 seems to contradict Foster’s view of the success of the firm.)
This same interview respondent (O. Wells Foster) stated that KTW did not like the fact that Harry
seemed to use her high social connections to identify new potential dog food customers. (A use of the
research materials finding aid for the Hagley Museum (hagley.org) shows that the DuPonts apparently
relied upon Canine Caterers for many years in the 1950s and 1960s.)
And reportedly KTW did not like how Harry was raising his sons. Foster indicates that KTW did not trust
her son, and hence created a legal instrument, her new will, to ensure that the grandsons would be the
majority beneficiaries when they were adults, after the 15 year rental period. Foster states that Harry
Wood felt that his mother “treated him like dirt,” and sometimes Harry was “almost starving.”
It is not known exactly what triggered KTW to write her holographic will, or when son Harry Wood
became aware of this dramatic change in his financial future. He was likely aware from 1958 onwards
that he was the sole beneficiary of her estate, and was likely under the impression that the estate was
large. It seems (speculatively) possible that suddenly in August 1967 she told him about this change,
and the many tensions in their relationship came to a head.
Possibly for a time after KTW’s death, Harry may have continued to think that the estate was large. But
by 1970 it was clear that his portion, even after the sale of Selbourne Farm, was not in the millions, but
only about $117,000. This was not trivial in 1970, but perhaps was much lower than expected.
So perhaps this might have led Mr. Wood to commit suicide in 1971, after the financial situation was
clear. Or perhaps, as he stated to Foster (and possibly on a polygraph exam), he was innocent of
murder, “but couldn’t prove it.” Or he may have had other problems that led to his tragic suicide –
there is clear evidence that he was having psychiatric treatment. We will probably never know.
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Emory Church: In the interview with O. Wells Foster, he states that the handyman for KTW was Harry
(?) Church, or perhaps Harry was not the correct name. The will and administration make it almost
certain that the person Mr. Foster is thinking about is Emory (also spelled Emery at one point) Church.
He had worked for KTW for five years as handyman and gardener.
Mr. Church benefited from the holographic KTW will in the amount of $500 but this payment was
abated. However, Mr. Harry Wood made the payment of $500 out of his own share, according to the
court records. Mr. Church also apparently continued to work at Selbourne Farm for some time after the
murder, an indication that he was not a serious suspect.
Mr. Church is mentioned in the interview with Mr. Foster as a suspect in the murder, but one who was
“cleared.” The PSP cold case officer (interview) states that Church took a polygraph and this did not
point to his guilt.
Hazel Walters: Ms. Walters was the maid to KTW for five years, and also qualified for $500 from the
estate, but payment was abated and then the entire amount was generously paid by Mr. Harry Wood
out of his share.
Frank Jackamowicz: This man and his common law wife “Mary” are cited in the Daily Local News (8
September 1967) as “drifters” who were in the area of the murder and were questioned by police as
POIs, especially since they were charged with a similar murder in Philadelphia of a 73 year old woman
they had tried to borrow money from. Ultimately, however, they were never charged with the Wood
murder. The PSP cold case officer states that this person was investigated at length, and was considered
to probably have been out of the area when the murder occurred.
The Bruce Johnston, Sr. gang: This infamous gang of adults and its allied “kiddie” gang terrorized
Chester County and nearby counties with thefts and murders in the 1960s and 1970s. Some accounts
state that the gang committed “hundreds” of break-ins. Perhaps one of these was at Selbourne Farm,
and it went terribly wrong? This was not considered by the police at the time, because then the gang
had not been apprehended, and it was only some years later that their organized crime spree became
apparent. However, an analysis of their methods, targets and timeline by the PSP showed that it was
very unlikely that this gang committed the KTW murder. (See the interviews annex.)
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Document from the Chester County Coroner’s Office on the Death of Mr. Harry Wood, Son of KTW

#end of Annex 9#
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Annex 10
Information from the
US National Archives II (College Park, Maryland)
and a CIA FOIA on JT’s OSS Service, Search Efforts,
JT Activities in the 1950s, and the Pollitz Sighting

This Annex is divided into the following sections:






JT’s relevant OSS personnel records from WW II, showing his character and background,
and date of official resignation from US intelligence. These records come from the US
Dept. of State (US DoS) and a CIA FOIA, and are labelled regarding their source.
Documents from the 1950s showing that JT was arming Cambodian rebels and was in
touch with other SE Asian anti-colonial rebel leaders (all US DoS from the Archives)
US State Department confidential newsletter describing Thai/Malay border situation in
1967 (Archives)
US State Department memos and documents describing 1967 search efforts and
aftermath (Archives)
Pollitz sighting documents from 1967 (National Archives II)

All this information was confidential or classified as “Secret,” but has been declassified and is
available for public review at the Archives, with regard to US DoS items, or is made available
here, apparently for the first time, as a result of a FOIA to the CIA.
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JT’s Relevant OSS Personnel Records from WW II,
Showing His Character and Background and Date of Official Resignation
(Note: not all Archives or CIA FOIA records are presented; only the interesting items)

(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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NB: “SPOC” is the Special Projects Operations Center of the OSS, which ran agents into enemy territory.
(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)

Discontinuation of allotment to Patricia Thompson, 1 June 1945,
likely as a result of separation or divorce
(OSS records, from a FOIA to the CIA)
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(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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JT service record, including coastal artillery (CA), Chesapeake Bay region, OSS in training in Washington DC then
th
part of 7 Army, thence back to OSS Washington DC
(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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OSS document showing JT rated as excellent in physical fitness but lower in other ratings,
and was likely to “run down his superiors” and the rating officer
feels that he “would not like to have (JT) in his unit”
(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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Memo re transfer of JT to Bangkok. Note that he will report to a Lt. Col. In Singapore;
thus JT will be in effect the Chief of Station for OSS in Bangkok
(from a FOIA to the CIA)
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Memo showing JT returned to DC on 5 December 1946; thus he served as OSS Chief of Station
and intelligence officer in Bangkok for only about 10 months
(late January or early February 1946 to early December 1946).
(From a FOIA to the CIA)
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Document shows JT awarded three Bronze Stars (Rome to Arno; S. France; Germany)
in nine months of active overseas service in Europe. May have earned others for service in the Far East,
but these are not shown in the Archives
(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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Evaluation of JT as “reserved and gentlemanly” and he has the potential to be a
“good executive officer.”
(OSS document from a FOIA to the CIA)
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Evaluation form, apparently from OSS “East Coast Training Center,” with grades (left to right) apparently
of Superior, Excellent, Above Average, Average, etc. Most of JT’s grades are Above Average or Average,
and the written evaluation is unenthusiastic and states that JT lacks imagination or creative ability (!).
Note some attributes are not rated.
(OSS paper from a FOIA to the CIA)
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Memo re transfer of JT from Kandy, Ceylon to Calcutta, India on 29 Sept 1945.
(from OSS records obtained via a FOIA to CIA)
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This is perhaps the most interesting record in the OSS files obtained via FOIA to CIA, due to the redaction, still
In place in 2014. It seems quite possible, given the wording, that the missing words say something like:
“However, Thompson will return to Siam and work for and with US intelligence as a civilian businessman.”
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JT’s resignation from the OSS (FPZ was an OSS station in Washington, DC)
(from the US DoS records at the National Archives II)
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Documents from the 1950s Showing that JT
Was Arming Cambodian Rebels and in Touch with Other
SE Asian Anti-Colonial Leaders
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Memo showing that JT set up an important meeting for a rebel leader
with the US Embassy in Bangkok, after JT officially left service in US intelligence. (See line 3.)
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US State Department Confidential Newsletter
Describing Thai/Malaysian Border Situation in 1967
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US State Department Memos and Documents
Describing Search Efforts and Aftermath
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Pollitz Sighting Documents: US DoS
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Annex 11
Information from the FBI on the JT Case
This annex provides information excerpted from a large CD provided to me by the FBI in
response to my FOIA request on the JT case. This CD had three files:
1. A cover letter. This is included below. It describes the fact that of 126 pages on the
case in FBI possession, only 99 were released to me. Reasons are given, via checked
boxes, which relate to the national security of the US or to the privacy of individuals.
2. A very lengthy investigation of JT conducted by the FBI in 1953. This extremely detailed
investigation officially was apparently prompted by JT applying to work for a regional
UN body in Thailand. However, the investigation was so thorough, long and doubtless
expensive that it raises questions about the true motivations of the investigation. JK in
his biography of JT states that JT was “suspected of un-American activities” (pp. 122-5).
But the investigation in fact seems to have been in three phases: first, the beginning of a
full investigation prompted by JT applying for a UN job; second, a change to a 90 day
quick “name check” investigation since it was recognized that JT only applied for a short,
less than three months UN assignment; and then third, on the request of the US
Department of State Office of Security, a “full field investigation.” This extended to
Thailand and numerous US states and agencies, including the House Un-American
Affairs Committee, various Federal and local law enforcement agencies, JT’s relatives
and associates, etc. All results were that JT was a loyal US citizen with no criminal
record or other issues. One interviewee stated that even JT’s divorce was, he thought,
caused by his wife’s unfaithfulness, not by JT. Only a few pages of this 46 page file are
provided here, since this period is so far from the disappearance.
3. A file of 54 pages from the period immediately after the JT disappearance. All of these
pages are presented here, since they concern the reaction to the disappearance and in
some cases give a bit of insight into the search. There is also a cover page which lists the
reasons why some pages were not provided to me by the FBI.
It seems likely, although it is not clear, that my initial request to the FBI was broken into two
parts by the agency, namely the JT case and the Katharine Wood case, and that the FBI
response re Wood was sent first and separately from this JT CD. Hence my appeal to the FBI
after initially receiving the short Wood response was apparently ignored, since more material
was in train and was eventually sent re JT.
Happy reading!
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COVER LETTER FROM FBI
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EXERPTED DOCUMENTS FROM THE FIRST FBI FILE,
THE 1953 BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION INTO JT
Common abbreviations in the two files:
SA = special agent
SAC = special agent in charge
WFO = Washington Field Office (of the FBI)
Legat = legal attache (of the FBI, usually stationed overseas in a US embassy)
FPC = foreign police cooperation
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411

412

413

414

415
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Note redaction above re CIA.
Code “138” refers to investigation of the loyalty of employees of foreign organizations.
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CID = criminal investigation division
ECAFE = U.N. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (now ESCAP)
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FULL CONTENTS OF THE SECOND FBI FILE,
ON THE 1967+ REACTION TO THE JT DISAPPEARANCE
(SOME PAGES AND PARTS OF PAGES REDACTED BY THE FBI)
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NB: Code 163 near the bottom of the page refers to foreign police cooperation,
as the type of investigation or effort.
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NB: “LHM” is “letterhead memorandum” in FBI parlance
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FPC: foreign police cooperation
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NB: the above FBI memo may refer to psychic Peter Hurkos,
who became quite involved in the JT case. See the next page, which shows that the redacted
person claimed that JT was taken to Cambodia, and also see JK, pp. 190-1,
which shows that Hurkos stated that JK was abducted to Cambodia.
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NB: RUC in FBI parlance means Referred Upon Completion, meaning the matter has
been completed and the file will be inactive unless that office is asked to
re-open the case or take other action. Note that “effects” should be “affects.”
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The two “Bufiles” are Bureau files, and the first is the extensive investigation done of JT in 1953
and the second is the investigation of the disappearance.
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Annex 12
Note from Henry Thompson, Nephew of JT
As part of my research, I sent a letter in early February 2015 to Henry Thompson III, nephew of
JT, in Oyster Bay, New York. (Recall it was this nephew who helped set up the JT Foundation,
who was the principal heir of the Thai portion of the JT estate, and who was formerly a New
York stockbroker.) He kindly replied promptly, on 14 February 2015. In my letter, I said that I
was researching the case, described my activities, and asked several questions, including:
1. Did he have any primary materials on the case, especially daily cables or other searchrelated materials? His answer was “No.”
2. Did he have any maps or police reports on the case? His answer was “Good Luck”
3. Did he have contact information on Martha Galleher? His answer was “No.”
He kindly wrote a short handwritten note on the back of my letter, which recommended that I
read William Warren’s book on JT (I already had studied it closely, in fact). He stated that
“Sensibly William Warren has never attempted to interview me although we have been
acquainted for over 65 years.”
He also recommended that I obtain The Ideal Man by Joshua Kurlantzick (which I had already
studied). Here he stated, “I did consent to be interviewed. The book was a “turkey.” With the
aid of the Internet you may be able to uncover something new but it won’t be from me. Yours,
Henry Thompson”

#end#
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Annex 13
Items from the Will and Administration of JT, in Delaware
The will and administration papers for JT were obtained from Ms. Cynthia Reinhardt, of the
New Castle County Register of Wills Office, 800 N. French St., 2nd Fl., Redding County Court
Bldg., Wilmington, DE 19801, who was very helpful. A search was done by this office for the
will and administration of Katharine Thompson Wood, but nothing was found in the office; her
estate was settled in Chester County, PA.
Searches at the office cost $5 and documents are $2 per page. Since over 100 pages were
obtained and many were not relevant to the case, only excerpts of interesting items are
provided below, with the document shown in caps and the content below.
Petition by Wilmington Trust Co.
On 25 November 1974 this company petitioned the Register for Wills for Letters Testamentary
for JT, citing his will dated 6 October 1961, and stating that JT “departed this life” on 26 March
1974 at 3 am. [This is seven years after the disappearance.] His listed next of kin [as of 1974]
were Mrs. Elinor T. Douglas, sister; Henry B. Thompson, brother; Thomas Reath, Jr., nephew;
Robert A. Reath, nephew; Henry B. Thompson III, nephew; Mrs. Mary Thompson Dwyer, niece;
Charles D. W. Thompson, nephew; Henry T. Donaldson, nephew; John T. Wood, grandnephew;
and Harrison W. Wood, Jr., grandnephew.
The personal property of the JT estate was valued at $70,000 and the real estate valued at
$110,000.
Will of James H. W. Thompson (Will Record Book X, Vol. 13, pp. 393-6)
JT, of Greenville, New Castle, DE, made this will, to cover all property except that situated in the
Kingdom of Thailand, and intended to [and did] make a separate will for the Thai property.
All person effects and tangible property (other than in Thailand) is to go to “my brother, Henry
B. Thompson and my sisters, Mary Thompson Reath, Katharine Thompson Wood, and Eleanor
Thompson Douglas,” or to their survivors.
The Executor is to divide the estate into shares, as many as the number of the brother and
sisters who survive JT, or who deceased leave issue surviving.
Each share is to be given per stirpes to the issue of his brother or sisters; or, if there is no issue,
then to the sister or brother her/himself. [Thus the issue (nephews and nieces of JT) are most
benefited under this arrangement.] [“Per stirpes” means that each descendant branch of the
family in each generation receives an equal share.]
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Wilmington Trust Co. is appointed Executor, with the usual powers.
State of Delaware, Inventory of James H. W. Thompson, Non-Resident Decedent
Inventory of household and personal effects per attached appraisal: $4775
Jewelry per attached appraisal: $1285
Beneficiaries of tangible personal property:



Elinor T. Douglas, of Illinois, sister: $3030
Henry B. Thompson, of Maryland, brother: $3030

Statement of Real Estate Actually Situated in Delaware:
3701 Centerville Road, Greenville, Wilmington, DE, with 2.328 acres and improvements, with an
assessed value in 1974 of $34,400 and a fair market value in 1974 of $110,000:
Devised by the American will to (and the actual amounts distributed on 8 April 1975 shown in
dollars, per a later document “distribution on account…”:










Henry T. Donaldson, Nephew, ¼ share; $25,503
Harrison W. Wood, Jr., Grandnephew, 1/8 share; $12,751
John J. Wood, Grandnephew, 1/8 share; $12,751
Thomas Reath, Jr., Nephew, 1/12 share; $8,501
Henry T. Reath, Jr., Nephew, 1/12 share; $8,501
Robert A. Reath, Jr., Nephew, 1/12 share; $8,501
Henry B. Thompson III, Nephew, 1/12 share; $8,501
Mary Thompson Dwyer, Niece, 1/12 share; $8,501
Charles D. W. Thompson, Nephew, 1/12 share; $8,501

Appraisal of jewelry held by Decedent’s brother, Henry B. Thompson of Maryland:
Various silver, gold and diamond items, the most valuable of which at $600 was a lady’s silver
and gold pendant with numerous minute oriental pearls…; total value of all items $1285, and
with no indication of the country of origin of the various items.

Inventory and Appraisal of Personal Property at Larmore Moving and Storage
Various linens, towels, blankets, tables, andirons, trunks, luggage, china, iron bed, oak chest, 31
cartons of books, 8 cartons of paintings and mirrors, 4 cartons of china, etc. Most valuable
item: 2 antique English mirrors; $500. No more detail on the items. Total value $2245.
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Various furniture items, including Hepplewhite settee c. 1900; numerous side chairs; armchairs;
mahogany veneer commode, 4 drawers, 50” long, English, $300 (the most valuable item); total
value: $4775.
Opinion by the Register of Wills, re Hearing on 10 June 1974 in the Register’s Court, New
Castle County, re James H.W. Thompson Estate
“Mr. James H.W. Thompson disappeared in the jungle surrounding the home of Mr. and Mrs. J.
T. Ling, and the disappearance was mysterious, unexpected and without reason. A massive
search was undertaken by the Malaysian police, volunteer searchers and over 200 Boy Scouts
who searched some 15 miles of the jungle.” [Note: unclear if this means square miles; it likely
does.]
“Mr. Henry B. Thompson undertook to go to the area… contacts with local police, CIA and the
US embassy did not result in any clues. A substantial award of $25,000 was offered….but no
lead ever received.”
“No other contact” from JT since 1967.
“Continuance of life” is inferred from 1967 to 1974, and the death date is set at 26 March 1974.
Proceedings Before the Register of Wills, re Hearing on 10 June 1974 10:15 am EDST in the
Register’s Court, New Castle County, re James H.W. Thompson Estate
Items here include:
Various affidavits from friends and relatives testify that after March 1967 they have had no
contact nor heard from JT.
Affidavit of William M. Riley, “close friend” of JT, who saw JT four days before the
disappearance, at lunch at the Royal Bangkok Sports Club, as was their almost daily custom, and
“for the past seven years Mr. Riley has been the custodian of Mr. Thompson’s house which is
located in Bangkok, Thailand. He is not aware of any evidence that Mr. Thompson is living…”
Direct examination of Henry Thompson III, (HT) of Oyster Bay, NY, stockbroker, who since 1951
would usually see JT at the Gladstone Hotel in NYC where JT would stay in his annual visit to the
US. There was a family reunion in NYC where most of the family saw JT for the last time. HT
heard of the JT disappearance when CBS announced it over the Dow Jones [wire] in Glore
Forgan & Co. in NYC. HT called his father. HT went to Thailand in 1969 to petition the Thai
Probate Court to appoint HT as administrator of the JT Thai estate. HT went back again in 1971
and 1973 to set up a foundation in JT’s name. In 1971 HT met with Mr. Berlin Gerli (managing
editor, The Bangkok World) who had offered the first reward for JT, eventually totaling $25,000,
and met with Ambassador to Thailand Leonard Unger, who knew JT and who was Ambassador
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when JT disappeared. Also met with General Black. None of these persons knew any more
about the disappearance, and none had heard from JT.
HT stated that the amount of $25,000 for the reward was chosen because the “standard
ransom” in Malaysia for a kidnapped Chinese businessman was “approximately $10,000… and
they thought that a bigger reward would get better results.”
HT stated that JT had a “round trip ticket back to Thailand.”
Direct examination of Henry B. Thompson, (HBT) brother of JT: JT’s marriage was terminated in
divorce, and they had no children. After WW II, JT “did a lot of chores” for the US Federal
Government in Thailand, then worked with the Cultural Attache, who suggested that JT try to
revive the Thai silk industry. Bangkok was JT’s permanent home, and he intended to stay there.
JT owned a house in Centerville in New Castle County which JT rebuilt as architect, for the
mother of HBT, but she never moved in, and when she died she left it to JT. JT never lived in it,
but rented it out. He never intended to live in it.
HBT heard of the disappearance from his son, calling from NYC, who had read about it on the
news wire. HBT and his sister Mrs. Douglas went to Bangkok in May 1967 to investigate. They
called on the US Ambassador, heads of CIA in Bangkok and Malaysia, and several generals with
the Malaysian police.
HBT stated the following:
The head of the CIA in Malaysia told me and my sister that the country had always been
under a British system, and the natives were very good about reporting things, and he
said that if a calf dies and is buried in a grave and fresh earth is turned over it, he said, “I
usually know about that within 24 hours no matter what part of the country it’s in,
because it might be a human being.” And he said, “I can assure you that your brother is
not buried in this country.”
Re the search, HBT stated:
When [JT] disappeared on Easter Day, the next day Boy Scouts were brought in to comb
the forest, the tropical forest there, and the combed the forest for 10 or 15 miles
around, and never discovered anything. [There were] about 200 Boy Scouts, something
like that. [Unclear if the “10 or 15” means square miles or is a radius around a point.]

Petition for Adjudication of Presumed Death, in the Matter of James H. W. Thompson, an
Absentee
This reads as follows:
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Item 3:
According to the verified petition filed on January 19, 1968 in the Court of Chancery of the State
of Delaware in and for New Castle County, C.A. Number 2735, the petitioner, Harrison Wilson
Wood, a nephew of James H. W. Thompson, represented to the Court of Chancery as follows:
James H.W. Thompson was last seen by anyone whom I know or of whom I have been
able to obtain information on the afternoon of March 26, 1967 at the vacation
residence of his friends, Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Ling, in the Cameron Highlands of Malaysia,
where he was their guest. Following lunchtime on that date, the Lings and their guests,
including my uncle, retired to their different rooms. I have not seen or heard from my
uncle from that time on, and I know of no person who has seen or heard from him since
that time. The jungles surrounding the Ling’s vacation residence in the Cameron
Highlands is dense and it is possible that my uncle may have walked into the jungle and
become lost. There has also been some speculation that he was abducted. The facts
and the theories surrounding his disappearance have been widely reported in the press
in this country as well as in Southeast Asia….Almost immediately after his
disappearance, intensive search operations were begun by large amounts of Malaysian
police, soldiers and volunteers. A reward of $25,000 (a fortune to the average
inhabitant of Malaysia) was offered…and was common knowledge in Malaysia. But…no
more is known about his whereabouts….
[Note: Harrison Wilson Wood was deposed in January, 1968, just ten months after his
uncle disappeared and four months after his mother was murdered. He committed
suicide in 1971, and hence was not available to testify in this court proceeding.]
Civil Action 2735, In the Matter of James H.W. Thompson, Order in the Court of Chancery of
New Castle County
On the second day of May 1968, the petition of Harrison Wilson Wood for appointment of a
Receiver for the estate of JT is being considered, and it appears that JT is missing and there is no
person authorized to manage his property, which is in danger of misuse, therefore the
Wilmington Trust Co. is appointed Receiver and directed to administer all JT assets.
“Clues Are Sought on Lost American,” The New York Times, 29 April 1967 (attachment to legal
papers)
“On the Sunday afternoon that Mr. Thompson disappeared, a worker at the garage in Tappa
noticed five cars bearing Thai license plates going up the road to the Highlands at about 3:30
pm. They were a black Chevrolet, a Cortina with a white top and a maroon body, two
Volkswagens and a Volkswagen bus. At 5:30 pm, after Mr. Thompson was last seen at the
bungalow, the five cars returned down the mountain road.”
#end#
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Annex 14
Items Related to Elizabeth (Lisa) Lyons
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Partial Email Train Between the
Penn Museum and Lew Toulmin Re Lyons Letters
RE: letters from Jim Thompson to Elizabeth (“Lisa”) Lyons at the Penn Museum
-----Original Message----From: Eric Schnittke < >
To: lewtoulmin <lewtoulmin@aol.com>
Cc: >
Sent: Wed, Oct 22, 2014 5:30 pm
Subject: RE: letters from Jim Thompson to Elizabeth (Lisa) Lyons at the Penn Museum
Hi Lew:
You can download PDFs of all of the letters here:
Should you cite the letters, please just credit the Penn Museum. Let me know if you have any other
questions.
Best,
Eric
From: lewtoulmin@aol.com [mailto:lewtoulmin@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, September 26, 2014 5:05 PM
To: Eric Schnittke
Cc:
Subject: Re: letters from Jim Thompson to Elizabeth (Lisa) Lyons at the Penn Museum
Hi Eric,
Thanks very much for your research, which I hope you found interesting. Yes, please:
1. provide me an estimate of the cost of scanning the letters and giving me a DVD of them
2. tell me about how long the scanning/delivery process would likely take
3. let me know what rights I would have to quote, excerpt or reproduce any or all of the letters. As I
mentioned, I am trying to compile all relevant data on the disappearance. From what you kindly just told
me, it sounds like the items you described would be of interest, but many of the other letters would not be
directly relevant to my focus.
I am cc-ing my wife in Maryland, since she would likely receive the DVD.
Thanks!
Lew Toulmin

-----Original Message----From: Eric Schnittke < >
To: lewtoulmin < >
Sent: Sat, Sep 27, 2014 6:18 am
Subject: RE: letters from Jim Thompson to Elizabeth (Lisa) Lyons at the Penn Museum
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Hi Lew:
Here are the results of the research:
1. What dates to the letters span, and are they legible? 1956-1966, some undated
2. What is the focus of the letters? Initially the relationship the two shared, later his dealings, her
work, and his house
3. How many letters are there? Folder 1: 26, Folder 2: 10, Folder 3: 9 and 1 article
4. Are there items in the collection related to Thompson other than the letters, e.g. his will? Just an
article
5. Are there any discussions in the letters about Thompson's relationship with the head of the Thai Fine
Arts Department, who seized three Buddha heads from Thompson; with the wife of Field Marshal Sarit,
one of Thompson's business rivals; or any other apparent enemies of Thompson? See below
6. Are the letters scanned or scan-able and obtainable on DVD or via download, or is there a transcript of
the letters? Nothing is scanned or transcript, but all could be. If you are interested let me know
and we can estimate a cost.
7. Is there any way to view the letters other than in person? (I am stationed in the S. Pacific until
February 2015 and would likely not be able to get to Philadelphia until the spring or summer of
2015.) Again, we could scan the letters.
8. I plan on writing a substantial report on my findings, which are derived from research in the Cameron
Highlands of Malaysia (where Thompson disappeared in 1967), Bangkok and elsewhere. Are you
interested in a copy when I publish it? That would be fine.
In terms of enemies, a few things stuck out. Nothing was mentioned regarding the names you were
interested but I found these:
Nov. 3, 1958:
Fired “Tos” as he had been writing poison pen letters to the Revenue Department because the
accountant said he was a bad man. Tos thought the Revenue department would investigate the
accountant for the letters.
Apr. 21, 1964:
Changed his will. Not leaving his house to the Siam Society and resigned from the society. Dhanits broke
his promise to the Society and me.
May 31, 1964:
Thai Silk Co. had a shortage of 400,000 tials. It was investigated and all evidence pointed to “Nath”.
Confronted Nath at Directors meeting.
March 14, 1968:
Article in Lak Moang newspaper that accuses Thompson of “destroying Buddahs and antiques”.
Thompson refused to return “valuable antiques in his possession.”
I hope this helps. Please let me know if there is anything else that I can assist you with.
Best,
Eric
[Eric Schnittke; Assistant Archivist, University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology]
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Lisa Lyons Letters To and From Jim Thompson
Printed with the Kind Permission of the Penn Museum:
the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology

Since these letters have never been published before, they are included here in their entirety,
even though much of the information does not (apparently) directly relate to the JT
disappearance, and the letters cover quite a long period before 1967. It may be that future
researchers are able to find clues here that I have missed. To me the following points stand
out:






Lisa Lyons was clearly a lover and later friend and art associate of Thompson. They saw
each other from time to time in the US or Thailand. Hence she must be considered a
possible (but unlikely) suspect in his disappearance.
An incident occurred three years before the disappearance in which about 300,000 to
500,000 Baht or more was found to be missing from the Thai Silk Company. Naht, a very
close and trusted friend of Thompson, was accused of being the culprit, and the Board
of the company evaluated the evidence and voted overwhelmingly that he was guilty.
Thompson was at first convinced of Naht’s guilt and then relented and was not sure.
Apparently Naht resigned, but this is not certain. It seems possible but not likely that
this earlier event was associated with the 1967 disappearance.
An article was placed in the Thai press after Thompson’s disappearance, naming
Thompson as a looter of the Thai patrimony. It seems very likely that the person who
placed this piece was the then Thai Director of Fine Arts, and this article was an example
of viciously “kicking an opponent when he is down” and unable to defend himself. This
increases the likelihood somewhat that this Director was an enemy who had something
to do with the disappearance, but this is still unlikely.
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Annex 15
A Buddha Head “Looted” by Jim Thompson
The excerpts below show a Buddha head obtained by JT during the 1950s and “transferred” to
the National Museum of Thailand in 1962. The Director of Fine Arts accused JT of “looting” this
and two other heads, so the head was not “transferred,” it was seized by the Director, and
hence is now in the National Museum. This seizure backfired badly, since JT was so bitter that
he sold off a good portion of his tremendous Thai antiques collection, which he had been
amassing for transfer upon his death to the Siam Society. The excerpts below are from John
Guy, Lost Kingdoms: Hindu-Buddhist Sculpture of South East Asia (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 2014).
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Annex 16
Accommodations and Resources in the Cameron Highlands
As a resort area, there is a wide range of choices for accommodations in the CH. Any of the usual
hotel/travel on-line search engines can provide prices.
I stayed in the Moonlight Bungalow, from which JT disappeared, for 400 Ringet (about $130 USD) per
night in room 3, supposedly JT’s room. I was told later by a respondent that this was not in fact the JT
room, contrary to what the landlord stated. I also stayed one night in one of the cheaper rooms in the
former garage. This cost only 100 Ringet, or about $33 USD. There was no air conditioning or heat in
either room. The MB has been painted, but is not restored sympathetically, and the furniture and décor
are inappropriate for a museum house. The owners are cutting away a giant part of the hillside to build
a second access road; this is not welcomed by the community. Making a reservation at the MB is
impossible from outside of the CH, since the staff are incapable of communicating how to make a
deposit, and will not take credit cards. The only way to make a reservation is to physically go to the MB
and put down cash. Hence it is best if you want to stay at the MB to make a reservation at another,
better organized, hotel in the CH, then go to the MB and make a reservation in person. Parking is free.
Meals are not provided. Neither are ghosts who whisper the answer to the mystery.
I stayed for a number of nights at the Century Pines Resort Cameron Highlands in Tanah Rata for about
$75 USD per night, and was reasonably satisfied. This is one of the three hotels in town that was in
existence in 1967. It is about 300 meters from the center of town. Parking is free. Meals are provided.
The website http://www.cameron-highland-destination.com/outdoor-adventure-travel-campingsites.html provides information on two camping locations in the CH. Camping is not a popular activity in
the area. The prices are very cheap -- $1 USD per night at one site and free at the other.
There is a SAR team in the CH, with an office in Brinchang. I was not able to contact them, despite
various efforts.
There is reportedly at least one HRD “cadaver dog” team in Malaysia.
Good hunting!
LMT
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Annex 17
Biography of the Author
Llewellyn “Lew” Toulmin grew up in Thailand between 1959 and 1965, while his father helped
establish the Thai Bureau of the Budget. Lew never met Jim Thompson but of course heard
about him and admired his work and life. Later in life Lew worked on government reform
projects in Thailand and visited the Jim Thompson House a number of times, and was always
curious about the mystery of the disappearance. That curiosity led to this report.
Lew is a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society and member of The Explorers Club. He is a
founding member of the private Missing Aircraft Search Team, the author of a manual on
finding missing light aircraft, and has led or participated in searches for light planes, missing
persons, lost towns, lost battlefields, and vanished plantations. Some of these searches have
been “inside the fence” with law enforcement as sponsor and co-participant and access to all
police/SAR materials, and some “outside the fence,” using a purely private approach.
He is the author of various professional and academic articles in Public Administration Review,
Urban Affairs Quarterly, The International Journal of Mass Emergencies, and Disasters: The
International Journal of Disaster Studies and Practice.
Lew holds a Ph.D. in public administration and economics, and has worked on projects in
disaster management, emergency response, public administration reform, telecommunications
policy and management analysis for 20 US Federal agencies, various US state and local
governments, and 30 foreign governments on every continent. He is the former head of the
Section on Emergency Management of the American Society for Public Administration.
Lew’s foreign projects, ranging from a few weeks to 2.5 years, have been sponsored by the
World Bank, US AID, US TDA, Australian Aid, the Commonwealth Telecommunications
Organisation and other donors. He is currently working as an advisor in e-government for the
Prime Minister’s Office of the Republic of Vanuatu.
Over the years, Lew has been approached or offered positions of various kinds by the CIA, NSA
and KGB. He turned them all down.
Lew has traveled to over 143 of the 196 countries on Earth, and is a member of the Travelers’
Century Club. He has published over 150 travel and adventure articles and a non-fiction book,
The Most Traveled Man on Earth. The book title refers to the top two travelers in the world at
the time, namely Charles Veley and John Clouse. Toulmin’s ranking as a traveler, according to
Veley’s website, is in the top one hundred thousandth of one percent of the persons on Earth.
Lew is a contributing editor and columnist for The Montgomery Sentinel of Maryland.
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Lew’s website is www.themosttraveled.com. It includes his downloadable manual on searching
for light planes, under “Lew’s New Adventures.” He lives with his wife Susan in Silver Spring,
Maryland; Fairhope, Alabama; and Port Vila, Vanuatu.

#END OF JIM THOMPSON REPORT#
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